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THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ABBREVIATIONS

AIAJ — AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS JOURNAL
Apr — April
AR — ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Aug — August
axon — axonometric
biblio — bibliography
bldg — building
cont’d — continued
cost anal. — cost analysis
Dec — December
det — detail, details
dia — diagram, diagrams
elev — elevation
ext — exterior
Feb — February
H — HOUSING
ID — INTERIOR DESIGN
ill — illustration, illustrations
INT — INTERIORS
int — interiors
iso — isometric
JAE — JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
JAR — JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
Jan — January
LA — LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
m — photo of model
Mar — March
Nov — November
Oct — October
p — page, pages
PA — PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
ph — photo, photos
pl — plan, plans
Ri — RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS
RD — RESEARCH & DESIGN
sec — section, sections
sel. det — selected detail
Sept — September
univ — university

ACCESSORIES
Antique Glass; by Robert Mehlman, ph. pl., p. 44, July/Aug 80, Rl
Decorative Arts, More Available; China, by Jim Kemp, ph. p. 10+, July/Aug 80, Rl
Early Brass Collecting; ph. p. 64+, Jan/Feb 80, Rl

ACOUSTICS
Acoustical Privacy in the Open Plan; by Jack Curtis, p. 422, 424, May 80, ID
Quieting the Noisy Restaurant; by Robert B. Newman, ph. p. 246-247, Apr 80, ID
Sound Spaces, a New Dimension; by Celestine Frost, ph. iso, ill., p. 80-81, July/Aug 80, RI
Surfaces to Heighten Acoustical Efficiency; by Clifford Berman, sec. det., p. 110-111, Mar/Apr 80, Rl

AIR CONDITIONING
Suspended Ceiling Systems; Linear Ceiling and Open-Office Ceiling, ph. det. sec. table, p. 220-227, Sept 80, PA
Thermal Storage in High Rise Buildings to Limit Energy Costs; ph. ill. sec. dia., p. 133-136, Apr 80, AR
See ENERGY, FIRE PROTECTION, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR also

AIRPORT
Air Terminal; California, San Francisco; Anshen & Allen, m. sec. ill.; p. 41, Feb 80; AR
Air Terminal; Georgia, Atlanta; Stevens & Wilkinson, et al.; ph. pl., p. 26, Dec 80; PA
Airport Maintenance Facility; Ohio, Dayton; Levin, Porter & Smith, ph. pl., p. 128-129, June 80; AR
Baltimore-Washington International Airport; Maryland, Anne Arundel; Peterson & Brickbauer; iso. elev. ph. pl.; p. 88-95, Dec 80, AR
Dulles International Airport; District of Columbia, Washington; Analysis; Addition by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Eero Saarinen; by Allen Freeman, ph.; p. 46-51, Nov 80; AIAJ
Terminal; Saudi Arabia, Jeddah; Tent Structure; 105-acre Covered Area; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 127-132, May 80; AR

ALABAMA
Loachapoka; Church; Methodist; Nicholas D. Davis, by Allen Freeman, ph. pl.; p. 138-143, mid-May 80, AIAJ

ALASKA
Juneau; Marine Park and Tourist Facility; Kramer, Chin & Mayo; ph. pl.; p. 494-495, Sept 80; LA

ANGOLA
Work of One-Man Office Overseas; India, Angola, Malaysia; Richard Westmacott; by Richard Westmacott; ph. p. 294-296, May 80; LA
ANTIQUe FURNITURE
SEE FURNITURE

APARTMENT BUILDING
Check for the Development of Mixed Use Complexes; sec. ph.; p. 44-45; May 80; H

HIGH RISE
Apartment, Designer's; Texas, Houston; Richard Holley, Ph.; p. 194-197; June 80, ID
Capsule Tower Building; Japan, Tokyo; Prefabricated Units; Evaluation, Critique; Kishio Kurokawa; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; iso.; p. 74-77, Oct 80; AJA
Florida, Miami; Arquitectonica; iso. pl. ill.; p. 109, Jan 80, PA
Illinois, Chicago; Addition to Loft Building; Lynn Meyers; pl. axon. ill.; p. 119, Jan 80, PA
Illinois, Chicago; Conversion from 1927 Office Building, Laurence Booth; ph. pl. sec.; p. 93-95, Mar 80, AR
India, Bombay; C. M. Correa; ph. pl. dia sec.; p. 93-94, July 80, AR
New York, New York; Apartments Remodeled from Landmark Federal Archive Building, Warner, Burns, Toan & Lunde; sec. ph.; p. 36, Apr 80, AR
New York, New York; Gruzen & Partners; ph. pl.; p. 82-85, Dec 80, AR

INTERIORS
Apartment As Showroom Furniture; New York, New York; Massimo Vignelli and Leila Vignelli; ph.; p. 104-109, July 80, AR
Apartment Models; New York, New York; Remodeled, the Knickerbocker, Leon Barmache; ph. ill.; p. 50-51, July 80, ID
Apartment, Artist's; New York, New York; Louis Muller and William Murphy; ph. pl.; p. 60-63, July/Aug 80; RI
Apartment, Corporate; New York, New York; Kirk White; ph.; p. 50-51, July 80, INT
Apartment, Designers; Illinois, Chicago; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph.; p. 206-209, Feb 80, ID
Apartment, Designers; New York, New York; Fantasy Like; Mario Lo Cicero; ph.; p. 210-213, Feb 80, ID
Apartment, Designer's; New York, New York; Scott Kurland; ph.; p. 230-231, July 80, ID
Apartment, Duplex; New York, New York; McMullen; ph.; p. 222-225, Jan 80, ID
Apartment, Photographer's; New York, New York; Thomas L. Foerderer; ph.; iso.; p. 204-211, Mar 80, ID
Apartment, Two; New York, New York, and Studio; Design Multiples; ph.; p. 256-259, Oct 80, ID
Apartment, Two; New York, New York; Loft Building; Jan Michael Schwartz; ph. m. pl.; p. 60-63, Sept 80, ID
Apartment; California, San Francisco; Anthony Machado; ph.; p. 202-205, Aug 80, ID
Apartment; District of Columbia, Washington, Mary Douglas Drysdale; ph. iso.; p. 78-79, May/June 80; RI

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)
INTERIORS (Cont'd)
Apartment; Florida, Boca Raton, Lynn Wilson; ph. pl.; p. 96-97, Sept/Oct 80; RI
Apartment; Florida, Miami; Design International; ph. pl.; p. 94-95, Sept/Oct 80, RI
Apartment; Florida, Miami; Jeffrey B. Lapin; ph.; p. 98-99, Sept/Oct 80, RI
Apartment; Illinois, Chicago; Remodeled Industrial Space, Leslie J. Bates; ph.; p. 176-181, Dec 80, ID
Apartment; Italy, Milan; Alberto Salvati and Ambrogio Tresoldi; ph. pl.; p. 48-51, July/Aug 80, RI
Apartment; Japan, Tokyo; William Turner; ph.; p. 190-193, Dec 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York; G K R; ph.; p. 186-189, Dec 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York; Marjorie Helsel; ph.; p. 182-183, Dec 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York; Henry Smith-Miller and Michael Rubin; ph. pl.; p. 67, Sept 80, AJA
Apartment; New York, New York; Loft Building; Mark Cigolle; ph.; p. 66-67, Sept 80, AJA
Apartment; New York, New York, Designer's Loft Apartment; Jack Lenor Larsen; ph. pl.; p. 102-105, Jan/Feb 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York; Loft Building; Ralph Frischman and Andrea Freund; ph. ill.; p. 88-89, Mar/Apr 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York; William Machado and Norman Diekman; ph. det. pl.; p. 90-91, Jan/Feb 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p. 216-221, Jan 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York, Augustin Paege; ph.; p. 72-73; July/Aug 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York; Remodeled Loft Building; Jerry Van Deelen and Charles Swerz; ph.; pl.; p. 80-83, May/June 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York; Fabulous Fakes and Illusions; Mario Buatta; ph.; p. 64-67, July/Aug 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York; Design Coalition; ph. pl.; p. 78-83, Mar/Apr 80, RI
Apartment; New York, New York, Fashion Illustrator's Studio, Udstad & Dandridge; ph. det.; p. 216-221, March 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York; Eric Bernard; ph. pl.; p. 276-281, Sept 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York, Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p. 188-193, July 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York; Marcel Breton; ph. pl.; p. 202-205, July 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York, Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p. 212-215, Mar 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York; Arthur Ferber; ph. pl.; p. 242-245, May 80, ID
Apartment; New York, New York, with Studio Space, Angus J. Bruce; ph. pl.; p. 196-201; July 80, ID
APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Apartment; New York, New York; Mario Lo Cicero; ph.; p. 216-221; Nov 80, ID

Apartment; New York, New York; Manchen & Walker; ph. pl.; p. 282-285; Sept 80, ID

Apartment; New York, New York; Ari Bahat; ph. pl.; p. 248-253; Apr 80; ID

Apartment; New York, New York; Joseph D'Urso; ph. pl.; p. 86-87; Dec 80, AR

Apartment; New York, New York; Daniel Louis Goldner, ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Jan 80; AR

Apartment; Wall Murals by Various Artists; Dexter Design; ph.; p. 292-293; Oct 80; ID

Apartments, Three; New York, New York; Wayne Berg; ph. iso. pl.; p. 64-69; May/June 80, RI

Apartments, Two; New York, New York; Croxton Collaborative; ph.; p. 108-109; Jan 80, AR

Corporate Apartment; Remodeled Hotel Suites; Alan Garry; ph.; p. 238-241; May 80; ID

New York, New York; Lighting Featured; Geoffrey Hassman; ph.; p. 168-169; Dec 79; ID

Prototype of Small Efficiency One Bedroom Apartment Plans; Childs & Dreyfus and Barry Berkus; ill. pl.; p. 92-95; Jan 80, H

Remodeled Loft Building; Illinois, Chicago; Kenneth Schroeder, by Lorel McMillan; iso. ph.; p. 46; May/June 80; RI

LOW RISE

Apartments Over Shopping Center; Colorado, Greeley; Cottonwood Square, Saracuse & Lawler; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; May 80, H

Apartments Over Shopping, Theater, Marina; Massachusetts, Salem; Pickering Wharf, A D D; ph. pl.; p. 36-39; May 80, H

California, Palo Alto; Hizashi Building; Architecture Design Group; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; July 80; H

District of Columbia, Washington; Transit Union Offices with Two levels of Apartments, Three of Parking; Helmutt, Obata & Kassabaum; m. pl. sec.; p. 124; Mar 80, AR

Eight-Plexes in Various Cities; New Mexico, Albuquerque; Four Basic Plans, Variations; Walter Hansen; ph. pl.; p. 36-41; June 80; H

England, Sheffield; Solar Collection Experiment, Cedric Green, ill. sec.; p. 84; Apr 80; PA

Maryland, Baltimore; Queen Ann Belvedere, Rehabilitated Block, Mixed Use; Smeallie, Orrick & Jankna; ph. pl.; p. 54-59; Apr 80; H

New City, Apartment Unit; Arizona, Arcosanti; Paolo Soleri; ph. pl.; p. 22; Oct 80, H

New York, Brooklyn; Remodeled Church Building; Jean Miele; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-27; Oct 80, H

New York, New York; Remodeled Garage Building; Rothzeit, Kaserman & Thompson; ph. sec.; p. 53; Aug 80, H

Rehabilitated Motel Into Time Share Vacation Apartments; California, Laguna Beach; Craig Coombs; ph.; p. 64-67; July 80; H

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

Remodeled Barn; Harrison Fraker; ph.; p. 14; Summer 80; RD

Waterfront Redevelopment, Mixed Use; Massachusetts, Salem; Pickering Wharf; A D D; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 120-123; Mar 80, AR

MIDDLE RISE

Illinois, Chicago; Remodeled Industrial Building; Kenneth Schroeder; ph. iso.; p. 81; June 80, PA

Italy, Milan; Critique; Aldo Rossi; ph. ill.; p. 49-55; Oct 80, PA

Massachusetts, Quincy; Remodeled Piano Factory; Vceu Strekalowsky; ph.; p. 58-61; Feb 80, H

Massachusetts, West Harwich; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.; p. 40; Jan 80; H

Stores and Apartments, Renovation of H. H. Richardson's Cheney Block; Connecticut, Hartford; Critique; Stecker & La Bau; ph. pl.; p. 92-95; Nov 80; PA

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/ TOWNHOUSE, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

Condo Conversions Errors; p. 32; Aug 80, H

Personalization, Control, Security and Satisfaction, Variables in Multi-Family Housing; by James R. Fitzhugh and James R. Anderson; biblio, tables; p. 10-16; Aug 80; JAR

Sales Office, Remote Location; ph. pl.; p. 34; Nov 80; H

LOW RISE

Apartment and Office Complex; California, Palo Alto; Page Mill; Hoover Associates; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; May 80, H

Arizona, Tucson; Tierra Antiqua Village; Architectural Progress Limited; ph. sec. pl. cost anal.; p. 68-72; Feb 80, H

California, Berkeley; Savy Island; Kurtzman & Kodama et al.; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; Dec 80, H

California, San Diego; Presidio Place, Elaborate Sales Office; David Cowan; ph. pl.; p. 48-51; Sept 80, H

California, San Francisco; Telegraph Hill Site; Backen, Arrigoni & Rossi; ill. sec.; p. 123; Jan 80, PA

California, Walnut Creek; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 122-123; mid-May 80, AR

California, Walnut Creek; Rossrometer, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Mar 80, H

France; Energy Conservation Prototype; Baczko, Jann, Jordan, Taponier & Zakrzewski; pl. iso. dia.; p. 89; Apr 80; PA

India, Delhi; C. M. Correa; ph. dia. sec.; p. 94; July 80, AR

Netherlands, Zwolle; Aldo Van Eyck and Theo Bosh; ph.; p. 91; Mar 80, PA
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP) (Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

New Family Concepts for Housing Types, Student Solutions; pi. iso. sec. elev. ill.; p. 98-101; Sept 80; AR

New Suburban Housing Projects; France, Paris; ph. ill.; p. 56, 62, 67; Sept 80; PA

North Carolina, Carolina City; Standardized Plans; Clark, Tribble & Li; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 56-59; Sept 80; H

Ohio, Cincinnati; Quail Meadows, Detached Houses, Four-Plexes, Townhouses; Stein-kamp & Nordhoff; ph. pl.; p. 96-100; Jan 80; H

Ohio, Cincinnati; Remodeled Run-Down Buildings, Paradrome; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Sept 80; H

Oregon, Portland; Five Morelly & Christopher; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 80; H

Texas, Arlington; Misty Woods, Jack C. Irwin; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Mar 80; H

Triplex Development; California, Carmel; High Meadow Outlook, Hall, Goodhue, Haysley & Barker; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Nov 80; H

Washington, Kennewick; The Village at Grandridge; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Mar 80; H

Washington, Kirkland; Robert George Becker; ph. pl.; p. 118-119; mid-May 80; AR

MIDDLE RISE

France, Marne-La-Vallee; Henri Citrana; ph. ill.; p. 59, 62; Sept 80; PA

Italy, Milan; Critique, Carlo Aymonino; ph. pl. ill.; p. 49-55; Oct 80; PA

Maryland, Baltimore; Remodeled Factory Buildings, Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. sec.; p. 52; Aug 80; H

Massachusetts, Quincy; Faxon Commons, Financial Analysis, Sasaki Associates; ph.; p. 57-61; Mar 80; H

New York, New York; Remodeled Loft Buildings, Stephen B. Jacobs; ph. sec.; p. 50-51; Aug 80; H

New York, Syracuse; Ray Beeler and David Leonard; iso. pl.; p. 101; Sept 80; AR

New York, Syracuse; William McDonald; pl. iso. sec. elev.; p. 100; Sept 80; AR

See APARTMENT BUILDING, HOUSING also

ARCH

Triumphal Arch for Piazza D'Italia; Louisiana, New Orleans; Perez Associates; ph. pl.; p. 27; Jan 80; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARCOP

Hotel; Agra, India; ph. pl.; p. 115; Nov 80; AR

ASD

Interiors; Atrium Temporary Work Space; ph.; p. 66-67; Oct 80; INT

AALTO, ALVAR

Site of Exhibition of Aalto's Work: Willamette Valley, Oregon; by Richard C. Peters; ph.; p. 72-73; Sept 80; AIAJ

ABBEY, BRUCE AND ROBERT DRIPP

Library of Anesthesiology; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. iso.; p. 64; Sept 80; AIAJ

ABDALLAH, BEN

Residence; Cape Carthage, Tunisia; ph.; p. 84-87; Mar/Apr 80; RI

ACTON, HUGH

Office Work Chairs; ph. ill.; p. 56; June 80; INT

AHEARN, FREEDENFELD & SCHOPFER

Restaurant; T. H. E.; Salem, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 206-207; Nov 80; ID

Shoe Store; Taha's; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 210-211; Nov 80; ID

ALESSANDRO

Baker Alesandro Collection; ph.; p. 266-269; Mar 80; ID

ALLEN, DAVID B.

Residence; Weekend Retreat; New York; ph. pl.; p. 214-221; Oct 80; ID

ALLEN, DAVIS B.

Work of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill Designer; Furniture Designs; ph.; p. 72-79; Feb 80 INT

AMBASZ & PIRETTI

Bank; Restoration and Remodeling of Residence, 1800's; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p. 98-101; Mar 80; PA

AMBASZ, EMILIO AND GIAN CARLO PIRETTI

Branch Bank; Milan, Italy; ph.; p. 62-65; June 80; INT

AMBASZ, EMILIO

Residence; Underground; Cordoba, Spain; m. pl. sec.; p. 94-95; Jan 80; PA

AMIN, ARAIHANI & FANANI

Prototype Rural House; Central Java, Indonesia; ph. sec. pl.; p. 111; Nov 80; AR

ANDERSON, NOTTER & FINEGOLD

Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Remodeled Factory Buildings; Baltimore, Maryland; ph. sec.; p. 52; Aug 80; H

Auditorium; Mechanics Hall; Renovation and Addition; Worcester, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 13; Summer 80; RD

Concert Hall, 1857, and Addition; Worcester, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 133; Apr 80; PA

Downtown Revitalization Plan; Springfield, Massachusetts; ph. ill.; p. 126-127; Jan 80; PA

Elderly Housing; Conversion from School Building; Needham, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 119; Mar 80; AR

Elderly Housing; Conversion from School Building; Gloucester, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 118; Mar 80; AR

Restaurant; Chart House; Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-103; Jan 80; AR
ANDERSON, NOTTER & FINEGOLD (Cont'd)

 Restoration and Renewal of Core Area; Market Square, Newburyport, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 238-239, mid-May 80, AIAJ

ANDO, TADAO

 Two Houses; Minimalist Architecture, Osaka, Japan; ph. pl. dia. axon.; p. 108-113, May 80, PA

ANDREWS, JOHN

 Office Building; Middle Rise, Cameron Office Complex, Planning Analysis, Canberra, Belconnen, Australia; by Jaquelin T. Robertson; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 78-85, Oct 80, AR

ANSHEN & ALLEN

 Air Terminal; San Francisco, California; m. sec ill.; p. 41, Feb 80, AR

ARCAN HOMES

 Residence; Dream House; ph. pl.; p. 27, Dec 80, H

ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE ET AL.

 TV A Office Building; Energy Efficient Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee; sec. elev.; p. 128-129+; May 80, INT

ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE

 Recreation; Gymnasium, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-87, Sept 80, AR

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRESS LIMITED

 Apartment Development; Low Rise; Tierra Antiqua Village, Tucson, Arizona; ph. sec. cost anal.; p. 68-72; Feb 80, H

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN GROUP

 Apartment Building; Low Rise, Hizashi Building, Palo Alto, California; ph. pl.; p. 56-57, July 80, H

ARENCO

 Hotel; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; ph.; p. 54-57; Aug 80, INT

ARQUITECTONICA

 Apartment Building; High Rise; Miami, Florida; iso. pl. ill.; p. 109; Jan 80, PA

Residence; Waterfront Site; Miami, Shores, Florida; ph. pl. p. 80-83; Sept/Oct 80, RI

ARTICHOK

 Furniture and Lighting Showroom; Larn and M's, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Feb 80, INT

ASCARELLI, GIOVANNI ET AL.

 Media Living Room; Rome, Italy; by Jim Kemp; ph. elev.; p. 104-105; Mar/Apr 80, RI

ASPLUND, ERIK GUNNAR

 Cinema, 1923; With Survey of Architect's Work; Stockholm, Sweden; ph. pl. ill.; p. 89-93; Feb 80, PA

Library; 1928, With Survey of Architect's Work; Stockholm, Sweden; ph. pl. ill. elev. sec.; p. 88, 94-97; Feb 80, PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE (Cont'd)
Profile of Firm and Work; by Cervin Robinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-71; Apr 80; AIAJ
School of Organization and Management, Yale University; ph. pl. sec. ill. elev.; p. 81-87; June 80; AR

BARRAGAN, LUIS AND RAUL FERRERA
Residence; Mexico City, Mexico; by Emilio Ambasz, ph. pl sec.; p. 138-141; Sept 80; PA

BARRAGAN, LUIS
Prizc Winning Architect, His Work; ph. p. 30-32, June 80, AIAJ

BARRON, ERROL
Residence; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109, mid-May 80, AR

BASSETT, NORTON, METLER & ROTHSCHILE
Embassy, U. S.; Lisbon, Portugal; ill. pl. sec.; p. 106-107, Dec 80, AR

BATES, LESLIE J.
Interiors; Apartment, Remodeled Industrial Space; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 176-181, Dec 80, ID

BAUGHMAN, MILO
Low Rise; Designer's Offices, Remodeled; Stuart, Virginia; ph. p.; p. 246-251, Mar 80, ID

BEACH, DONALD
Restaurant; Greenhouse, Garden Oriented; Savannah, Georgia; ph. pl. axon.; p. 79-81, Feb 80, PA

BEATTY, RUSSELL A.
Trees for Landscape, Planning Guide for City; Lafayette, California; ph. pl. ill.; p. 524-525, Sept 80, LA

BECKER, ROBERT GEORGE
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Kirkland, Washington; ph. pl. ill.; p. 116-119, mid-May 80, AR
Residence; Mercer Island, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 72-73, mid-May 80, AR

BECKET, WELTON
Headquarters and Training Complex; Braniff's, Interior's by Morris & Aubry; Dallas/Ft. Worth, Texas; ph. p.; p. 176-187, June 80, ID
Office Building; High Rise; Dravo; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ill. pl. iso.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA
Office Building; High Rise; One Tampa City Center; Tampa, Florida; ill. pl. iso.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

BEELEER, RAY AND DAVID LEONARD
Apartment Development; Middle Rise, Syracuse, New York; iso. pl. ill.; p. 101, Sept 80, AR

BENNEK, WILLIAM A.
Park and Recreation Study; Cleveland, Ohio; ill.; p. 523, Sept 80, LA

BELT & COLLINS
Hotel Site Plan; Keahou, Hawaii; ph.; p. 517, Sept 80, LA

BENHAM & BLAIR
State Office Building; Competition Winner, Energy Conservation; Sacramento, California; m. ill.; p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

BENNATT, WARD
New Chair; ph. p. 64; July 80; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BENTLEY, JOHN
Residential Landscape for Large Estate; Cincinnati, Ohio; by John Bentley; ph. pl.; p. 158-162, Mar 80, LA

BERG, WAYNE
Interiors; Apartments, Three; New York, New York; ph. iso. pl.; p. 64-69, May/June 80, RI
Profile of Work; Apartment Renovations; ph. pl.; p. 64-69, May/June 80, RI

BERKUS GROUP
Bathroom; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 63; mid-May 80, H
Master Bathroom; San Juan Capistrano, California; ph. p.; p. 38; mid-Oct 80, H
Master Bathroom; Woodbridge Landing, California; ph. pl.; p. 40; mid-Oct 80, H
Residence; Sun-Tronic Energy Conserving House; Fairfield County, Connecticut; ph. sec. pl. det.; p. 86-91, Dec 80, PA

BERNARD, ERIC
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 276-281, Sept 80, ID

BETZ, EUGENE W.
Medical Clinic; Dayton, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 114-115; May 80, AR

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE
Liquor Store; Astor Wine & Spirits; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 246-248, May 80, ID

BIEGER, BAXT & HIRSCH
Record Jacket Showroom and Design Studio; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p. 62-65; Jan 80, AR

BINSWANGER, SUZANNE
Residence; Beach Site, Margate, New Jersey; ph.; p. 194-195; July 80, ID

BIRKERTS, GUNNAR
Museum of Glass; Corning, New York; ph. pl.; p. 44; July/Aug 80, RI
Public Library; Duluth, Minnesota; ph. sec. pl.; p. 86-91, Nov 80, AR

BLAUC, LUIGI
Residence; Interiors of Remodeled Rowhouse; Vienna, Austria; ph. iso.; p. 151-153; Sept 80, PA

BLUNDEIG, WILLIAM A. AND ROBERT A. BARCLAY
Church; Christiain, Sanctuary Addition, Eudid; Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 79-81, July 80, PA

BOHIL, POWELL & BROWN
Residence; Residential Landscape by John Brown, Northeastera Area, Pennsylvania; by Peter Bohlin and John Brown, ph. pl.; p. 175-179, Mar 80, LA

BOHIL, POWELL, BROWN, LARKIN & CYWINSKI
Downtown Redevelopment, Park; Glazed Canopy Featured; Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. det.; p. 76-79, Aug 80, AR

BOND & BROWN
Banking Floor; Hibernia Bank; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 242-243, Oct 80, ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BOND & BROWN (Cont'd)
Interiors; Financial Counseling Company Offices, San Francisco, California; ph. sec.; p. 130-131; Sept 80, INT

BOOTH & HANSEN
Office Building, Low Rise, Herman Miller Health Division, Grandville, Michigan; axon. ill., p. 76; June 80, PA
Residence; Evanston, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; mid-May 80, AR

BOOTH, LAURENCE AND HARRY WEESE
Architects Spur Rebirth of Printing House Row; Industrial Area Becomes Residential-Retail, Chicago, Illinois; ph. ill. pl.; p. 89-96; Mar 80, AR

BOOTH, LAURENCE
Apartment Building; High Rise, Conversion from 1927 Office Building, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 93-95; Mar 80, AR

BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Design Guidelines for Development of Old Naval Shipyard; Restoration and Construction, Charlestown, Massachusetts; ill. m.; p. 131; Jan 80; PA

BOSWELL & FOY
Architect's Studio and Guesthouse; Addition to Historic School House, Ft Worth, Texas; ph.; p. 198-203; June 80, ID

BREUER, MARCEL
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 204-207; June 80, ID

BRUJKOFF, BARRY
Upholstered Seating; Kaskans, ph.; p. 14; July 80, INT

BRUN, MORELAND & CHRISTOPHER
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 80; H

BURDICK, BRUCE
Herman Miller's New Executive Desk System; ph. pl.; p. 182-183; Nov 80; ID

BURRIDGE & GLASS
Landscape Plan for House Development; Chicago Area, Illinois; by George S. Burridge and C. L. Glass; ph. pl.; p. 404-407; July 80, LA

CAKIRLAR, ERTAN
Hotel; Restoration, Edirne, Turkey; ph. pl.; p. 118; Nov 80; AR

CALIFORNIA, OFFICE OF THE STATE ARCHITECT
State Office Building; Energy Conservation, Sacramento, California; pl. ill.; p. 117-121; Apr 80; PA; iso. ill.; p. 128-129; May 80, INT

CNI INTERNATIONAL
Department Store; Saks Fifth Avenue, Costa Mesa, California; ph. sec.; p. 104-105; Sept 80; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CANADA SQUARE
Office Building; High Rise; Gulf, Canada Square; Energy Efficient; Alberta, Calgary, Canada; by Ben Bedell; pp. 14, 16; Aug 80; INT

CANNON DESIGN
Office Building; Middle Rise; Energy Analysis; Niagara Falls, New York; pp. sec. det. dia. graph; p. 102-105; Apr 80; PA

CONSEVER, TURGUT
Historical Society Building; Ankara, Turkey; pp. 114; Nov 80; AR
Residence; Bodrum, Turkey; pp. 116-117; Nov 80; AR

CAROTHERS, RICHARD
Barber Park Along Boise River, Development; Recreation Uses; Boise, Idaho; by Dan E. Baird and Eric A. Jensen, pp. 387-388; Jul 80; LA

CARR ASSOCIATES
Luggage Store; LeSportsac; pp. 232-233; Jul 80; ID

CATA no, EDUARDO
School; Cambridge, Massachusetts; pp. 114-117; Aug 80 AR

CATANIA, JOSEPH N.
Palace Hotel, Interiors; New York, New York; pp. 86-89; Nov 80; INT

CAUDILL, ROWLETT & SCOTT ET AL.
TVA Headquarters; Energy Conservation; Chattanooga, Tennessee; pp. 117-121; Apr 80; PA

CAUDILL, ROWLETT & SCOTT
Sports Center; University of Florida; Fabric Structure; Energy Analysis; Gainesville, Florida; pp. m. dia. graphs; p. 120-121; June 80; PA
Telephone Switching Building; Columbus, Indiana; pp. elev. iso.; p. 156-161; mid-May 80; AIAJ

CETTA, VITO
Interiors; Architect's Offices, Remodeled Loft; Santa Monica, California; pp. 46-47; Dec 80; INT

CHALONER, JOHN
Coca-Cola Headquarters Building; Georgia; Atlanta; Interior Design by John Chaloner; Fabrap; pp. 62-69; Nov 80; INT

CHICAGO ART AND ARCHITECTURE
Restaurant; Oasis Diner, Boulder, Colorado; pp. 202-203; Nov 80; ID

COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER
Recommendation for Child Care Centers and Child Play Areas; dia. ill. pp. 132-133; Jan 80; PA

CONKLIN & ROSSANT
Conservatory; Myriad Gardens, Botanical Bridge, Downtown Site; Structural Analysis; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; pp. elev. sec.; p. 76-79; mid-Aug 80; AR

COOMBS, CRAIG
Rehabilitated Motel into Time Share Vacation Apartments; Laguna Beach, California; pp. 64-67; Jul 80; H

COPELAND, HAGMAN & YAW
Residence; Active and Passive Solar Heating; Aspen, Colorado; pp. 80-83; mid-May 80; AR

CORBIN & YAMAFUJI
Bathroom; Dana Point, California; pp. 62; mid-May 80; H

COOK & YAMA FUJI
Bathroom; Laguna Niguel, California; pp. 64; mid-May 80; H

DUPLEXES, ATTACHED GARAGES; Sea Ridge, Dana Point, California; pp. 62-63; Feb 80; H

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CIGOLLE, MARK
Interiors; Apartment; Loft Building; New York; New York; pp. 66-67; Sept 80; AIAJ

CIRIANI, HENRI
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Marne La-Vallee, France; ill. pp. 58, 62; Sept 80; PA

CLARK, TRIBBLE, HARRIS & LI
Apartment Development; Low Rise; St. Louis, Missouri; pp. 68-69; July 80; INT

CLOUSTON, BRAIN
Landscape and Planning in the Middle East; by Brian Clouston and Alex Novell; ill. pp. 276-281, May 80; LA

COBAS, JAMIE
Bathroom; Puerto Rico; pp. 236-237; Nov 80; ID

COHN, KIMBLE
Interiors; Beer Company Offices; St. Louis, Missouri; pp. 68-69; July 80; INT

COILE, FORREST
NASA Tech Energy House; Hampton, Virginia; pp. dia.; p. 31, 32, 34; Mar. Apr 80; H

COLLABORATIVE
Mountain Resort; Durango, Colorado; pp. 516; Sept 80; LA

COMMUNICATION ARTS
Restaurant; Oasis Diner, Boulder, Colorado; pp. 202-203; Nov 80; ID

COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER
Recommendation for Child Care Centers and Child Play Areas; dia. ill. pp. 132-133; Jan 80; PA

COOK & ROSSANT
Conservatory; Myriad Gardens, Botanical Bridge, Downtown Site; Structural Analysis; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; pp. elev. sec.; p. 76-79; mid-Aug 80; AR

COOMBS, CRAIG
Rehabilitated Motel into Time Share Vacation Apartments; Laguna Beach, California; pp. 64-67; Jul 80; H

COPELAND, HAGMAN & YAW
Residence; Active and Passive Solar Heating; Aspen, Colorado; pp. 80-83; mid-May 80; AR

CORBIN & YAMA FUJI
Bathroom; Dana Point, California; pp. 62; mid-May 80; H

COOK & YAMA FUJI
Bathroom; Laguna Niguel, California; pp. 64; mid-May 80; H

DUPLEXES, ATTACHED GARAGES; Sea Ridge, Dana Point, California; pp. 62-63; Feb 80; H
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CORNOYER & HEDRICK
Bathroom; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl.; p. 63; mid-May 80; H

COREA, C. M.
Apartment Building; High Rise, Bombay, India; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 93-94; July 80; AR
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Delhi, India; ph. dia. sec.; p. 94; July 80; AR
Church; Catholic; Bombay, India; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 92; July 80; AR
History Museum and Memorial to Mahatma Gandhi; Ahmedabad, India; ph. dia. sec.; p. 98-99; July 80; AR
Hotel; Beach Development, Kerala, Kovalam Beach, India; ph. dia. sec.; p. 90-92; July 80; AR
Office Building; Low Rise, Administration Complex, Electronics Corporation, Hyderabad, India; ph. dia. sec.; p. 95-96; July 80; AR
Residence; Two; Ahmedabad, India; ph. dia. sec.; p. 96-98; July 80; AR
Survey of Current Work; Form Follows Climate, India; by C. M. Correa, ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 88-99; July 80; AR

CORRIGAN DESIGNS
Hotel; Interiors Magazine Room, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 52-57; Oct 80; INT

COUNTERPOINT INCORPORATED
Bank Executive Offices; Knoxville, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p. 230-233; May 80; ID

COWAN, DAVID
Apartment Development; Presidio Place, Elaborate Sales Office, San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p. 48-51; Oct 80; H

CRAIN & ANDERSON
Special Events Center, University of Texas; Austin, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Feb 80; AR

CRESPI, GABRIELLA
Furniture; Talk with Designer; ph. p. 94-95; July 80; ID

Cripps, Richard Jay
Landscape Architects I Have Known; Frederic Law Olmsted, Stanley Hart White, Richard Jay Cripps; by Marvin S. Feld; ill.; p. 643-644; Nov 80; LA

CRITES, RAY
Residence; Steep Slope, Huxley, Iowa; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; Oct 80; H

CROSBY, THORNTON & MARSHALL
Residential Development; Three Variations on Hillside Plan, Sausalito, California; ph. pl.; p. 32; Jan 80; H

CROWTHER, RICHARD
Solar House and Research Facility; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl. sec. dia. det.; p. 150-155; Apr 80; PA

CROXTON COLLABORATIVE
Apartments, Two; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p. 108-109; Jan 80; AR
Architects’ Offices; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p. 110; Jan 80; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DALEY, NANCY
Residential Landscape; Hanover, Massachusetts; by Nancy Daley; ph. pl.; p. 154-157; Mar 80; LA

DALTON, VAN DIJK & JOHNSON
Baby Nursery; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 62; Aug 80; INT

DANA, LARSON, & ROUBAL
Correctional Center; Omaha, Nebraska; ph. pl. iso.; p. 103-108; Feb 80; AR

DAUGHERTY, EDWARD L.
Residential Landscape; Atlanta, Georgia; by Steven L. Cantor; ph. pl.; p. 190-194; Mar 80; LA

DAVIDSON, L. BARRY
Office Building; Unistruct Structure, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p. 17; mid-Oct 80; AR

DAVIS ASSOCIATES AND MICHAEL GELICK
Office Building; Low Rise, Brookfield, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; June 80; PA

DAVIS & BRODY
Biochemistry Laboratory, Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl. elev. iso.; p. 81-88; Mar 80; AR
Consulate Staff Housing, U. S.; Hong Kong, ill.; p. 100-101; Dec 80; AR
Office Building; High Rise; Proposal for Air Rights Over Radio City Music Hall, To Save It; New York, New York; pl. sec. ill.; p. 121-124; Jan 80; AR

DAVIS, GAGE
Reclaiming Land After Gravel Mining; Boulder Valley Farms, Boulder County, Colorado; by Joanne Barbarick and Jeff Winston; ph. pl.; p. 401-403; July 80; LA

DAVIS, NICHOLAS D.
Church; Methodist, Loachapoka, Alabama; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 138-143; mid-May 80; AIAJ

DE HAAN, NORMAN
Restaurant; Lake Point Tower Club, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 172-173; Dec 80; ID

DE VIDO, ALFREDO
Residence; Passive Solar, Interiors by Marlys Hann; — —, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 160-165; Dec 79; ID

DE VITRY, GILBERT & BRADLEY
Armstrong Idea House, Passive Solar; ph. sec. pl.; p. 48-50; Oct 80; H
Rehabilitation of Downtown Residential Area, In-Fill Houses; Lancaster, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p. 79-80; Nov 80; PA

DE WINTER, MARVIN
Gerald R. Ford Museum; Unistruct Structure, Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph. pl.; p. 16; mid-Oct 80; AR

DEL CAMPO ASSOCIATES
Hair Salon; Sassoons, San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 256-259; Mar 80; ID

DENST, JACK
Flower Designs; ph. p. 56; Mar/Apr 80; RI
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARCHITECTURE INDEX

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DESIGN COALITION
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p. 78-83; Mar/Apr 80; RI

DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
Interiors; Store Planner's Offices, Columbus, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 190-195; Nov 80; ID

DESIGN CONSORTIUM
Furniture Showroom; J. B. Larson's, Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. iso.; p. 104-105; Jan 80; AR

DESIGN CORPS
Residence; Remodeled Garage, Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Jan/Feb 80; RI

DESIGN FORUM
Furniture Showroom; Modern Modes, San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 120; Dec 80; ID

DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
Interiors; Apartment, Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Sept/Oct 80; ID

DESIGN MATRIX
Generator and Pressurizer Plant; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Jan 80; INT

DESIGN MULTIPLES
Interiors; Apartment, Two, and Studio, New York, New York; ph.; p. 256-259; Oct 80; ID

DESIGN NETS
Tent Structures for Interiors; ph. pl. 90-92+; Mar/Apr 80; RI

DESIGN STUDIO
Sportswear Store; Champs, Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p. 212-213; Nov 80; ID

DEWBERRY, NEALON & DAVIS AND JOSEPH BOGGS STUDIO
Automobile Showroom; Brighton, Massachusetts, axon elev. sec. pl.; p. 115; Jan 80; PA

D'ARCY, BARBARA
Department Store, Interiors; Bloomingdale's, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Apr 80; INT

D'AURIA, JAMES
Women's Sportswear Showroom; Rafael Sport, ph. pl.; p. 238-239; Jan 80; ID

DUROS, JOSEPH
Furniture Designs; Knoll, ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 80; INT

EDAW
Cabrillo Beach Recreation Complex; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p. 526; Sept 80; LA

ELS DESIGN GROUP
Interiors; Architect's Offices; Remodeled Store Building, Berkeley, California; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; Feb 80; INT

ELSTON & ECKS
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Kooper Group's, New York, New York; ph. p. 128-129; Sept 80; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DOWNS & ARCHAMBAULT
Residential Development; Townhouse, British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph. pl.; p. 78-82; Aug 80; PA

DUBIN & BLOOM
Energy Design of UN Environmental Program Headquarters; Natural Cooling, Nairobi, Kenya; pl. sec. dia.; p. 50; Feb 80; PA

DUFFY, ELEY, GIFFONE & WORTHINGTON
Automobile Parts Warehouse; England, Coventry; Interiors, Harper & Fairley, ph. pl.; p. 188-189; Sept 80; PA

DUFFY
Computer Aided Space Planning for Large Spaces; Example; ph. ill.; p. 242-245; July 80; ID

D'ARCY, BARBARA
Department Store, Interiors; Bloomingdale's, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Apr 80; INT

D'ARIA, JAMES
Women's Sportswear Showroom; Rafael Sport, ph. pl.; p. 238-239; Jan 80; ID

D'ARCO, JOSEPH
Furniture Designs; Knoll, ph.; p. 48-49; Aug 80; INT

EDAW
Cabrillo Beach Recreation Complex; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p. 526; Sept 80; LA

Profile of Practice; Landscape Architecture, Urban Design and Environmental Planning, Fort Collins, Colorado, by Herbert R. Schaal; ph. ill.; p. 379-381; July 80; LA

ELS DESIGN GROUP
Interiors; Architect's Offices; Remodeled Store Building, Berkeley, California; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; Feb 80; INT

State Office Building; Energy Conservation; San Jose, California; ill. m. pl.; p. 117-121; Apr 80; PA

EISEMANN & ECKS
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Kooper Group's, New York, New York; ph. p. 128-129; Sept 80; INT

EDAW
Cabrillo Beach Recreation Complex; Los Angeles, California; ill.; p. 526; Sept 80; LA

Profile of Practice; Landscape Architecture, Urban Design and Environmental Planning, Fort Collins, Colorado, by Herbert R. Schaal; ph. ill.; p. 379-381; July 80; LA

ELS DESIGN GROUP
Interiors; Architect's Offices; Remodeled Store Building, Berkeley, California; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; Feb 80; INT

State Office Building; Energy Conservation; San Jose, California; ill. m. pl.; p. 117-121; Apr 80; PA

EISEMANN & ECKS
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Kooper Group's, New York, New York; ph. p. 128-129; Sept 80; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

EL JACK, KAMAL ET AL.
Agricultural Training Center; Nianmg, Senegal, ph pl det, p 112-113; Nov 80, AR

EL-WAKIL, ABDEL WAHED
Residence; Agamy, Egypt, ph, p. 125, Nov 80, AR

ELLERBE ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Middle Rise; Insurance Company Headquarters, Western Life, Woodbury, Minnesota, ph, sec, p. 165-167, mid-May 80, AIAJ

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Residential Landscape; Greenwich, Connecticut, by Donald Ferlow and Gilbert Wheless, Jr., ph pl det, p. 180-185; Mar 80, LA

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Office Furniture Showroom; Corry Jamestown, Chicago, Illinois, ph iso, p 76-79, Oct 80, INT

EVENDImTEC DESIGN GROUP
Downtown Park; Beaver Hills House Park, Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, by Jonathan Losee, ph pl, p 39-42, Jan 80, LA

ERICKSON, ARTHUR
Downtown Redevelopment; Bunker Hill Competition, Critique, Los Angeles, California, by George Rand, ill iso, p 61-64, Aug 80, AIAJ

ERICKSON, ARTHUR ET AL.
Downtown Redevelopment; Bunker Hill; and Other Competition Entries, Los Angeles, California, m pl, p 38-39, Sept 80, AR

ESHERRICK, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS
Embassy Office Building, U.S.; La Paz, Bolivia, ill pl, p 110-111, Dec 80, AR

Hotel; Stanford Court, Additions, San Francisco, California, ph pl, p 226-229, Apr 80, ID

School; Elementary, San Francisco, California, ph pl, p 102-105, Aug 80, AR

School; High, Fremont High, Oakland, California, ph pl, p 110-113, Aug 80, AR

ESTEVEZ, ROBERTO
Sculptor, His Changing Work; ph, p 290-291, Sept 80, ID

ETTINGER ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Dream House; ph, p 26, Dec 80, H

EVANS GROUP
Master Bathroom; Longwood, Florida, ph pl, p 39, mid-Oct 80, H

Master Bathroom; Orlando, Florida, ph pl, p 37, mid-Oct 80, H

EWING, COLE, RIZZIO, CHERRY & PARSKY
Hospital; General; Additions and Renovations, Bayonne, New Jersey, elev pl, ph, p 124-125, Jan 80, PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

FABRAP
High Rise; Coca-Cola Headquarters Building; Interior Design by John Chalonier, Atlanta, Georgia, ph pl, p 62-69, Nov 80, INT

FARRELL & GRIMSHAW
Car Distribution Center; Bracknell New Town, Berkshire, England, ph pl, p 68-69, Aug 80, PA

Speculative Industrial Building; Warrington New Town, Cheshire, England, ph pl det, p 66-68, Aug 80, PA

FATHY, HASSAN
Prophet of Appropriate Technology and Design; Recipient of Aga Khan Award, Egypt, by Robert B. Marquis, ph, p 38-39, Dec 80, AIAJ

FAULKNER, WINTHROP
Architect’s House; Washington, District of Columbia, ph elev pl, p 96-99, Jan-Feb 80, RI

FELLER, STANLEY
Interiors; Designer’s Offices, New York, New York, ph, p 86-89, June 80, INT

Interiors; Screening Room, Columbia Pictures, Sherman Oaks, California, ph pl, p 48-49, Dec 80, INT

Office Building; Interiors, Headquarters, Columbia Pictures Industries, Burbank, California, ph pl, p 80-81, Jan 80, INT

FERBER, ARTHUR
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York, ph, p 242-245, May 80, ID

FINCH & HEERY AND HUEBER, HARES & GLAVIN
Sports Center; Syracuse University, Fabric Roof, Syracuse, New York, ph, sec, p 122-123, June 80, PA

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Rossmoor, Walnut Creek, California, ph pl, p 76-79, Mar 80, H

Apartment Development; Low Rise, Walnut Creek, California, ph pl, p 122-123, mid-May 80, AR

Townhouse; Duplex Development, Strawberry, California, ph pl, p 58-59, Nov 80, H

Townhouse; Golden Gate Commons, San Francisco, California, ill pl elev m sec, p 82-85, Jan 80, H

Townhouse; Lighthouse Cove, Redwood City, California, ph pl, p 56-57, Nov 80, H

Townhouse; Marina Lagoon; San Mateo, California, ph pl, p 60, Nov 80, H

Townhouse; Turtle Rock Glen, Irvine, California, ph, pl, p 61, Nov 80, H

FISHKIN ASSOCIATES
Master Bathroom; Littleton, Colorado, ph pl, p 41, mid-Oct 80, H

FLANSBURGH, EARL
School; Elementary, Nantucket Island, Massachusetts, ph, elev, p 106-109, Aug 80, AR

FOERDERER, THOMAS L.
Interiors; Apartment, Photographer’s, New York, New York, ph iso, p 204-211, Mar 80, ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FONG, MILLER YEE
Architect's House; Pasadena, California; ph; pl. p. 192-197, Aug 80 ID

FORBES & ERGAS
Bank Offices; Argentine Bank, New York, New York, ph, pl; p. 244-245, Mar 80, ID

FOSTER ASSOCIATES
Women's Clothing Boutique; London, England, ph axon, p. 174-175, Sept 80, PA

FRAKER, HARRISON
Apartment Building; Remodeled Barn, Passive Solar, Mendham, New Jersey, ph, p. 15, Summer 80, R D

FRANKL, EVE
Corporate Headquarters; Connecticut, New-town, Dual-Lite, Interiors by Eve Frankl, Russell, Gibson & Van Dohen, ph, pl, p. 264-269, Sept 80, ID

FRANZEN, ULRICH
Office Building; High Rise, Philip Morris' Headquarters, New York, New York, m, pl, p. 52, July 80, AIAJ

GARCIA & McMASTER
Interiors; Executive Offices Faberge, New York, New York, ph, pl sec ill, p. 68-69, Apr 80, AR

GEDDES, BRECHER, QUALLS & CUNNINGHAM
Elderly Housing; Trenton, New Jersey, ph, pl, p. 48, 54, Jan 80, H

GILL, GRATTEN
Residence; Cape Cod, Massachusetts, ph, pl sec, p. 74-77, mid-May 80, AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GILLIS, RALPH
Interiors; Advertising Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 118; Jan 80; INT
Interiors; Publisher's Offices; Guideposts; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 119; Jan 80; INT
Interiors; Real Estate Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 116-117, Jan 80; INT

GLASER & MYERS
Credit Union Building; Interiors by Space Design International. Cincinnati, Ohio; ph.; p. 84-85; June 80; INT

GLUCK, PETER
Antique Gallery; Charlotte, North Carolina, ph.; ill.; p. 98-99, Jan 80 AR
Hotel; Renovation and Addition. Casa Marina Inn; Key West, Florida; ph. pl. elev.; p. 110-115; July 80, AR

GOETZ, ROBERT E.
Residential Landscape; St. Louis, Missouri; by Robert E. Goetz; ph.; p. 199-202, Mar 80, LA
Residential Landscape; St. Louis, Missouri; by Robert Goetz; ph. pl.; p. 171-174, Mar 80, LA

GOLDFARB, LAWRENCE
Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 88-89, Jan 80, AR

GOODMAN, CHARLES M.
Residential Development; Early Milestone Developments; Review of Success After 30 Years; Fairfax County, Virginia; by Eason Cross; ph.; p. 56-60, Feb 80, AIAJ

GOODY & CLANCY
Elderly Housing: Heritage Gardens, Winthrop, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 114-117, Mar 80, AR
Retirement Complex; Heaton Court; Stockbridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 220-222; mid-May 80; AIAJ

GRAD PARTNERSHIP AND RONALD H. SCHMIDT
Health and Fitness Facility; Newark, New Jersey; ph. iso.; p. 100-101, Jan 80, AR

GRAHAM, JOHN
Carpet Showroom; Rubenstein's, Seattle, Washington; ph. iso.; p. 208-209, Nov 80, ID

GRAVES, MICHAEL AND OTHERS
Exhibit of Six Decoration-Facades for Best Stores; by Donald Canty; ill.; elev.; p. 50-53, Feb 80, AIAJ

GRUZEN & PARTNERS AND HOOKER & SISKIND
East River Development, Multi-Use; New York, New York; m.; p. 45; Aug 80; AR

GRUZEN & PARTNERS
Apartment Building; High Rise; Solar Collection Experiment; Sheffield, England; ill. sec.; p. 84; Apr 80; PA

GUND, GRAHAM
Residence; South Dartmouth, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 52-53, Sept 80, ID

GUTIERREZ & MARTINEZ
Migrant Farm Labor Housing; State Prototype for 25 Centers; Fresno, California; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, Mar 80, AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GRAVES, MICHAEL (Cont'd)
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Critique. Sunar's, Houston, Texas; ph. pl. elev.; p. 88-95, June 80, AR
Furniture Showroom; Sunar's, Critiques. Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 152-155, Dec 79, ID
Furniture Showroom; Sunar's, Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 224-227, June 80, ID
Public Service Building; Controversial Post-Modernist Design; Its Meaning. Portland, Oregon; m. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 96-101, Aug 80, AR
Residence; Examples of Use of Color; Warren Township, Princeton, New Jersey; m. ph. elev.; p. 78-81, Jan-Feb 80, RI
Residence; Green Brook, New Jersey; elev. ill. m.; p. 96-98, Jan 80, PA
Residence; Warren Township, New Jersey; elev. pl. sec. ill. m.; p. 98-99, Jan 80, PA
Textiles Showroom; Sunar's, Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p. 29, 32, July 80, PA

GRAY, ANN MILLIGAN
District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled, Fairfax; Interiors by Ann Milligan Gray; John Carl Warnecke; ph.; p. 52-55; July 80, INT

GRAY, EILEEN
Architecture and Furniture Design; Exhibition; ph.; p. 262-265, Mar 80, ID
Furniture Designer; ph.; p. 11; Feb 80, INT
Her Work in Review from Eclecticism to Doubt; Roquebrune, France; by Deborah F. Nevins; ph.; p. 114-117, Sept-Oct 80, RI
Modernist Furniture of '20s and '30s; ph. p. 37; Mar 80, AR

GREEN HORIZON
Greenhouse; Addition; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph.; p. 8; Summer 80, RD

GREEN, CEDRIC
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Solar Collection Experiment; Sheffield, England; ill. sec.; p. 84; Apr 80; PA

GRAY, EILEEN
Architecture and Furniture Design; Exhibition; ph.; p. 262-265, Mar 80, ID
Furniture Designer; ph.; p. 11; Feb 80, INT
Her Work in Review from Eclecticism to Doubt; Roquebrune, France; by Deborah F. Nevins; ph.; p. 114-117, Sept-Oct 80, RI
Modernist Furniture of '20s and '30s; ph. p. 37; Mar 80, AR

GREEN HORIZON
Greenhouse; Addition; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph.; p. 8; Summer 80, RD

GREEN, CEDRIC
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Solar Collection Experiment; Sheffield, England; ill. sec.; p. 84; Apr 80; PA

GRUZEN & PARTNERS AND HOOKER & SISKIND
East River Development, Multi-Use; New York, New York; m.; p. 45; Aug 80; AR

GRUZEN & PARTNERS
Apartment Building; High Rise; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Dec 80, AR
Hotels; Addition of Cafe, Space Frame Structure; New York, New York; ph.; p. 68-69, mid-Aug 80, AR

GUND, GRAHAM
Residence; South Dartmouth, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 52-53, Sept 80, H

GUTIERREZ & MARTINEZ
Migrant Farm Labor Housing; State Prototype for 25 Centers; Fresno, California; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, Mar 80, AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GUZZARDO, ANTHONY M.
Corporation Offices, Employee’s Park; Santa Clara, California, ph. pl.; p. 490-491; Sept 80, LA

Housing Development, Open Space Plan; California, Portola Valley; Landscape Plan by Anthony M. Guzzardo; Don R. Knor, ph.; p. 515; Sept 80, LA

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Knoll’s, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 84-93; June 80, PA

HAAK, KAUFMAN, REESE & BEERS
Banit, Remodeled Railroad Station; Lebanon, Pennsylvania, ph. pl.; p. 100-101, Jan 80, INT

HAAS & REED
Shopping Center; Palm Coast, Flagler County, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 40-41, Sept 80, H

HALL, GOODHUE, HAISLEY & BARKER
Triplex Development; High Meadow Outlook, Carmel, California; ph. pl.; p. 140-141; May 80, INT

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
Jerusalem As Place and Vision; Underground Parking Structure, Jerusalem, Israel, by Lawrence Halprin; ph. pl.; p. 32-37, Dec 80, AIAJ

HAMMOND, BEEBY & BABKA
Adler Planetarium Addition; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 91; June 80, PA
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARTNETT, JEANNE
Furniture Showroom; Stendig's, Chicago, Illinois; ph., pl.; p. 90-91; Jan 80; INT

HASSMAN, GEOFFREY
Interiors; Lighting Featured; New York, New York; ph. p. 168-169; Dec 79; ID
Residence; Beach Site, Long Island, New York; ph. pl.; p. 286-289; Sept 80; ID
Residence; Lighting Featured; Long Island, New York; ph. p. 166-167; Dec 79; ID

HAUSSMANN, ROBERT AND TRIX HAUSSMAN
Restaurant; Renovation and Addition, in 1870 Railroad Station, De Capo; Zurich, Switzerland; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Sept 80; PA
Women's Clothing Boutique; Zurich, Switzerland; ph. elev. axon. ill.; p. 142-146; Sept 80; PA

HAWLEY & PETERSON
Electronic Printers Factory; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p. 120-121; June 80; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Corporation Headquarters, Qume; San Jose, California; ph. p. 138-139; May 80; INT
Qume Corporation; San Jose, California; ph. p. 226-227; mid-May 80; AlAJ

HEIDUK, JOHN
Constructing in Two Dimensions; Avant-Garde Architectural Drawings of a Modern Master; axon. ill. elev. pl. ph.; p. 111-116; Apr 80; AR

HEK HuIS, DONALD L.
Winter Room Solarium; Competition Winner; ph. pl.; p. 46; Nov 80; ID

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian; Analysis, Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Andrea O. Dean, ph. pl.; p. 36-45; Nov 80; AIAJ
Dulles International Airport; District of Columbia; Washington; Analysis: Addition by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Eero Saarinen; by Allen Freeman; ph. p. 101-106; Apr 80; AR
ICE Skating Arena; Lake Placid, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p. 120-124; Feb 80; AR
Interiors; Corporate Headquarter's, Lenox's Lawrence Township, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Jan 80; INT
Office Building; Low Rise; Transit Union Offices; Interiors; Washington, District of Columbia; Elev. sec.; p. 124; Mar 80; AR

HELSEL, MARJORIE
Interiors; Apartment, New York; New York; ph. p. 182-183; Dec 80; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HERBERT, CHARLES
Bank; Art Deco Restoration; Valley National Bank, Des Moines, Iowa; ph. pl.; p. 112-115; Nov 80; PA
Design Center; Iowa State University; Ames, Iowa; ph. p. 74-75; July 80; INT

HERING, ROBERT
Residence; Interiors, Remodeled William W. Wurster House, San Francisco, California; ph. p. 254-257; Apr 80; ID

Hertzberger, Herman
Concert Hall; Utrecht, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Mar 80; PA
Montessori School; Deift, Netherlands; ph. p. 96; Mar 80; PA
Music Center; Utrecht, Holland; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-89; July 80; PA
Office Building; Interiors; Applethorpe, Netherlands; ph. p. 93; Mar 80; PA
Townhouse; Deift, Netherlands; ph. p. 97; Mar 80; PA

HILL, JEFFREY
Residential Development; Townhouse; Syracuse, New York; ph. is. ill.; p. 99; Sept 80; AR

HILL, MILLER, FRIELAENDER & HOLLANDER
Fire Station; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 110; Apr 80; AR
School; Elementary; Brewster, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109; Apr 80; AR
School; High; Charlestown, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 101-106; Apr 80; AR

HIRSCH, DAVID
Interiors; Graphics Firm's Offices; New York, New York; ph. p. 94-95; Mar 80 INT

HIRSHEN, GAMMIL, TRUMBO & CLARK
School; Twelve-Grade School; Navaho Community School, Design Process, Ramah, New Mexico; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. p. 40-45; Dec 80; AlAJ

HISAKA, DON
Library; St. Lawrence University; Addition; Canton, New York; ph. elev. sec.; p. 65-71; Oct 80; AR

HOLABIRD & ROOT
Environmental Health Laboratory; Monsanto's; St. Louis, Missouri; ph. p. 231; mid-May 80; AIAJ
Health Sciences Building, Northwestern University; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 116-117; May 80; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Prudential Regional Center; Interiors by Powell & Kleinschmidt; Merrillville, Indiana; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; Sept 80; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Intelsat Headquarters Competition; iso. m.; p. 78; June 80; PA

HOLLEY, RICHARD
High Rise; Apartment, Designer's, Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 194-197; June 80; ID

HOEER ASSOCIATES
Apartment and Office Complex; Page Mill, Palo Alto, California; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; May 80; H
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HOPPENFELD, MORTON
Residence; Architect's: Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl. p. 96-99; Nov 80, AR

HOUSEMAN, ROBERT
Fabrics and Wall Coverings Showroom; Kirk-Brummel's: New York, New York; ph. p. 96-97; Oct 80; ID

HOWARD, COY
Residence; Hollywood, California; axon. ill. pl.; p. 111; Jan 80; PA
Studio House; San Pedro, California; ill. sec. axon.; p. 110; Jan 80; PA

HOWARD, JOHN GALEN
Founder of the Architecture School of the University of California at Berkeley; by Joan Draper, ph. ill. elev. pl.; p. 30-35; Nov 79, JAE

HOWARD, NEEDLES, TAMMEN & BERGENDOFF
Architects' Offices; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl. p. 92-93; Jan 80; AR

HULBERT, R. E.
Office Building; Low Rise, Residential Scale, Alberta, Calgary, Canada; ph. sec. pi.; p. 62-63; Sept 80; H

HUTCHINSON, ROBERT
Dining Room; Apartment, Sculptured Space, San Francisco, California; ph. p. 222-224; Mar 80; ID
Residence; Remodeled Victorian, San Francisco, California; ph. p. 176-183, Aug 80; ID

HYUGENS & TAPPE
Residence; New England Coast; ph. p. 40-41; Oct 80; H
Residence; New England Coast; ph. p. 56-57; mid-May 80; AR
Zoo Pavilion; Fabric Structure Roxbury, Massachusetts; ph. sec. pl.; p. 114, June 80; PA

ICF DESIGN DEPARTMENT
Furniture Showroom; ICF's, Houston, Texas; ph. p. 218-221; June 80; ID

ISD
Furniture Showroom; Alma Desk; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p. 214-219; July 80; ID

INTERIALIA DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Fabrics Showroom; Strondheim and Romann, Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 204-205; Dec 80; ID

INTERIOR CONCEPTS
Bank Headquarters; Deutsche Bank, New York, New York; ph. pl. p. 254-259; Sept 80; ID
Restaurant, Coffee, Tea Store; Slotnick's Daughter; New York, New York; ph. p. 86-87; Jan 80; INT

INTERIOR STILES
Master Bathroom; Addison, Texas; ph. pl. p. 38; mid-Oct 80; H

IRWIN, JACK C.
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Misty Woods, Arlington, Texas; ph. p. 66-67; Mar 80; H

ISLEY ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Low Rise, Condos, Durham, North Carolina; ph. pl. p. 32; June 80; H

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

IZENOUR, STEVEN AND VENTURI, R. SCOTT BROWN
Residence; Stony Creek, Vermont; pl. elev.; p. 35; Jan 80; PA

JACOBS, STEPHEN B.
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Remodeled Loft Buildings, New York, New York; ph. sec. p. 50-51; Aug 80; H
Jewelry Store; New York, New York; ph. pl. p. 212-213; Nov 80; ID

JACOBSEN, HUGH NEWELL
Art and Industry Museum; Restoration, Washington, District of Columbia, ph. p. 142-143; Dec 80, INT
Residence; Selingsgrove, Pennsylvania; ph. p. 68-71; mid-May 80; AR
Smithsonian Art and Industrial Building; Restoration, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. p. 240-243; mid-May 80; AIAJ

JACOBSEN, ROBIN AND R. SCOTT BROMLEY
Discotheque; Girard's, Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl. p. 92-93; Jan 80; INT

JAFFE, NORMAN
Five Luxury Houses; Sam's Creek, Bridgehampton, New York; ph. sec. p. 24-25; Dec 80; H

JEFFREY, NOEL
Bathroom; ph. p. 238; Nov 80; ID

JENKINS, DENNIS
Restaurant; Airport, Dobbs' House; Miami, Florida; ph. pl. p. 204-205; Nov 80; ID

JOHNSON & BURGEE AND SIMMONS
Office Building; High Rise; A T & T Headquarters, Analysis of Structure and Texture of Granite Curtain Wall; New York, New York; ph. sec. elev. del. dia.; p. 106-111; Oct 80; AR
Office Building; High Rise; A T & T; New York, New York; ill. pl. dia.; p. 52-57; Dec 80; PA

JOHNSON & BURGEE
Crystal Cathedral; Energy Analysis; Critique, Garden Grove, California; by Barbara Goldstein; dia. ph. del. sec.; p. 76-85; Dec 80; PA
Crystal Cathedral; Garden Grove, California; ph. del. sec.; p. 77-85; Nov 80; AR
Crystal Cathedral; Garden Grove, California; ph. p. 42-43; Dec 80; INT

JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY
Ponderosa Lodge, Landscape Plan; Mount Hermon, Massachusetts; by Carl R Johnson. Barnes and Moore & Heder. ph. p. 502-503; Sept 80; LA

JOHNSON, PHILIP
Museum; New Wing, Dumbarton Oaks; Critique, Washington, District of Columbia; by Andrea O. Dean; ph. pl. p. 52-57; May 80; AIAJ
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

JOHNSON, QUINCY
Residence; Builder Rod Barkow's Systems Approach to Organization, Peachtree City, Georgia, ph. pl. p. 42, 44, 46, Mar 80, H

JONASON, WALLACE
Profile of Practice; ph. p. 80-82, July 80; INT

JONES & JONES
Profile of Firm, Their Work; by Roger Downey, ph. p. 482-485, Sept 80, LA

JONES, HESTER, BATES, RIEK & BAUMEISTER
Interiors; Architect's Offices, Carpet Partitions, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, ph. pl. p. 88-89, Mar 80, INT

JONES, M. DEAN
Residence; Addition Passive Solar, Mill Valley, California, ph. sec. p. 9, Summer 80, RD

JONES, WALK AND FRANCIS MAH
General; Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee, ph. pl. p. 58-59, Aug 80, INT

JONGEJAN, GERRARD & McMEAL
Cedar River Trail; Renton, Washington, ph. pl. p. 518-519, Sept 80, LA

JOYCE, DIANNE
Bank; Royal Trust Bank, South Dade, Florida, ph. pl. p. 100-101, June 80, INT

JUNG & BRANNEN
Architects' Offices; Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl. ill, p. 82-83, Mar 80, INT

JUNGE ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Diagonal Commons, Residential Character, Boulder, Colorado, ph. pl. p. 72-75, Mar 80, H

JURADO, ROLAND WM.
Hotel; Lobby Renovated, Berkshire Place, New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 270-273, Apr 80, ID

KDA
County Administration Buildings; Leesburg, Virginia, ph. pl. sec. p. 93-96, May 80, AR

KAGAN, VLADIMIR
Furniture Exhibit; ph. p. 270-271, Mar 80, ID

Retrospective; Look at Furniture Designs; ph. p. 50, Mar/Apr 80, RI

KAHN, ALBERT
Diesel Engine Testing Factory; Romulus, Michigan, ph. pl. sec. p. 126-127, June 80, AR

KAILARSEN, SVEN
Curved Modular Office Work Spaces; by John Pile, ph. pl. p. 82-83+, Mar 80, INT

KALLMAN, McKINNEL & KNOWLES
City Hall; Its Antecedents, Boston, Massachusetts, by Lois Craig, ph. ill. p. 46-53, Sept 80, AIAJ

KAMNITZER, COTTON & VREELAND
Boutique; Bottega Veneta, Interiors by Molteno, Molteno & Tibany, Beverly Hills, California, ph. p. 92-93, June 80, INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KANE, BRIAN
Square Modular Seating; Metropolitan, ph. p. 100-101, June 80, INT

KARLSON, BEN

KARMI-MELA-MEDE, ADA
Fabrics, Wall Coverings Showroom; China Sea's, New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 314-315, Sept 80, ID

KAVANAUGH, GERE
Exhibition Designs; Survey of Work; ph. p. 200-201, Aug 80, ID

KELBAUGH & LEE
Prototype Passive Solar Townhouses; axon elev. p. 163-165, Apr 80, PA

Residence; Passive Solar Addition, Princeton, New Jersey, ph. pl. p. 11, Summer 80, RD

Solar Conservation Teaching Center and Camp; Milford, Pennsylvania, sec. dia. axon. ill. p. 162-163, Apr 80, PA

KESSLER, WILLIAM AND ZEIDLER
PARTNERSHIP AND GIFFELS ASSOCIATES
Hospital; General, Detroit, Michigan, ph. pl. sec. p. 83-90, Apr 80, AR

Hospital; Medical Complex, Wayne State University and Detroit Receiving Hospital, Detroit, Michigan, ph. pl. p. 212-219, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Medical Center; Health Care Center, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, ph. p. 144-145, May 80, INT

KESSLER, WILLIAM
County Courthouse, Restored and Remodeled; Albert E. French, 1889, Howell, Michigan, ph. pl. sec. p. 91-96, Feb 80, AR

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE
School; Private, Addition, St. Alban's, Washington, District of Columbia, ph. pl. p. 64-65, July 80, PA

KILHAM, BENDER & CHU
Library; Chappaqua, New York, ph. det. p. 133-136, Jan 80, AR

KIM, TAI SOO AND HARTFORD DESIGN GROUP
Residence; Avon, Connecticut, pl. iso. p. 35, Jan 80, PA

KIM, TAI SOO
Residence; West Hartford, Connecticut, ph. pl. elev. det. p. 70-73, Aug 80, PA

KIRK, WALLACE & MCKINLEY
New Town Plan; Landscape Plan by Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey, North Bonnieville, Washington, ph. pl. p. 504-505, Sept 80, LA

KLIMENT, R. M. AND FRANCES HALSBAND
Dental Offices; Woodstock, New York, ph. pl. p. 108-109, June 80, AR

Interiors; Corporate Headquarters, New York, New York, ph. pl. p. 112-113, June 80, AR

School; Private, New York, New York, ph. pl. sec. elev. det. p. 110-111, June 80, AR

Survey of Firm's Recent Work; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. p. 104-113, June 80, AR
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KLIMENT, R. M. AND FRANCES HALSBAND

YWCA Addition; Kingston, New York, ph pl. sec.; p. 104-107, June 80. AR

KNEELAND, GARY SCOTT

Artist's Cottage; Woodacre, California, elev. pl. sec.; p. 114, Jan 80. PA

KNOR, DON R.

Housing Development, Open Space Plan; Landscape Plan by Anthony M. Guzzardo, Portola Valley, California, ph: p. 515; Sept 80. LA

KOVER, CHARLES

Downtown Revitalization Plan; Boise, Idaho, pl ill elev ISO ph, p. 128-129, Jan 80. PA

KOETTER, FRED AND SUSIE KIM

Architects' Offices; n Loft Building, Boston, Massachusetts, axon pl ill elev. p. 112-113, Jan 80. PA

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX

Office Building; Lobby and Reception Area, New York, New York, ph pi. p. 94-95. Jan 80. AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN, FOX & CONWAY

Interiors; Executive's Offices, France Telecom, New York, New York, ph: p. 74-75, Apr 80, INT

KRAMER, CHIN & MAYO

Marine Park and Tourist Facility; Juneau, Alaska, ph: p. 494-495, Sept 80. LA

KRATKA, CHARLES

Hospital; California, Upland, Rehabilitation Interiors by Charles Kratka; Hannish, Morgan & Causey, ph pl. p. 214-225, Feb 80. ID

KRIEKS, HANS

Interiors; Office, Atelier, Lecture Space, for Master Class Program, New York, New York, ph: p. 226-229, July 80. ID

KRUECK & OLSEN

Residence; Chicago, Illinois, ill. pl. elev. axon; p. 75; June 80; PA

KURLAND DESIGN GROUP

Clothing Showroom; Franck Olivier's, New York, New York, ph pl. p. 98-99, June 80, INT

KURLAND, SCOTT

Interiors; Apartment, Designer's, New York, New York, ph pl. p. 230-231, July 80. ID

KUROKAWA, KISHIO

Apartment Building; Capsule Tower Building; Prefabricated Units, Evaluation, Critique, Tokyo, Japan, by Hiroshi Watanabe, ph iso. p. 74-77, Oct 80. AJA

KURTMAN & KODAMA ET AL.

Apartment Development; Low Rise, Savo Island, Berkeley, California, ph pl. p. 24-25. Dec 80. H

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LAND DESIGN & RESEARCH

Energy Conserving Land Use and Site Development; Case Study, Burke Centre, Virginia, pl ill.; p. 532-533, Sept 80. LA

Revalidation of Older Cities, Pamphlet; ph.; p. 522; Sept 80. LA

LANDAU & FRADKOFF

Furniture and Furnishings Showroom; New York, New York, ph., p. 264-265, Apr 80, ID

LANDOW & LANDOW

Prefab Module for Automated Banking, Citibank; Steel Structure Gage; ph pl.; p. 80-83, mid-Aug 80. AR

LANGDON & WILSON

Savings and Loan Bank; Downey, California, ph: p. 238-239; Oct 80; ID

LAPIN, JEFFREY B.

Interiors; Apartment, Miami, Florida, ph.; p. 98-99, Sept/Oct 80 RI

LARSEN, JACK LENOR

Interiors; Apartment, Designer's Loft Apartment, New York, New York, ph pl.; p. 102-105, Jan/Feb 80. RI

LAWRIE & GREEN, MITCHELL & GIURGOLO

Retail and Office Complex; Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, ph sec.; p. 76-81, Dec 80. AR

LE CORBUSIER

Furniture by Atelier; ph.; p. 120-121, Jan 80. INT

Residence; Villa Savoye, France, ill. pl. elev.; p. 16, Spring 80. JAE

LEAMAN, ARTHUR

Residence; Addition, St. Kits, West Indies, ph.; p. 260-261, Mar 80, ID

LEEDY, GENE

Residence; Marco Island, Florida, ph sec.; p. 226-229, Jan 80. ID

LEGORRETA ARQUITECTOS

IBM Technical Center; Mexico City, Mexico, ph.; p. 184-187, Sept 80. PA

LEVIN, PORTER & SMITH

Airport Maintenance Facility; Dayton, Ohio, ph.; p. 128-129, June 80. AR

LEWIS, NEVILLE AND KANEKO & LAFF

Colorado, Denver; Anaconda Building, Interiors by Neville Lewis and Kaneko & Laff, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph pil. p. 212-221, May 80. ID

LIDSKY, ROBERT AND ALICE KONNER

Superbus, Luxury Charter Bus; ph: p. 74-75, Mar 80, INT

LINDSTROM, LINDSTROM & EGNELL, BJORN

Water Towers; Kuwait City, Kuwait, ph sec.; p. 108-109, Nov 80. AR

LITTLE, WILLIAM B.

Drapery Factory; Gardsett's, Anderson, South Carolina, ph.; p. 38, Sept 80, ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LO CICERO, MARIO
Interiors; Apartment, Designers: Fantasy Like; New York, New York, ph.; p. 210-213; Feb 80, ID
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York, ph.; p. 216-221; Nov 80, ID

LOCKHART, BARBARA
Restaurant; The View; Arlington, Virginia, ph.; p. 210-213; Feb 80, ID

LOCKMAN ASSOCIATES
Townhouse; Georgetown Park, Mixed Use; Washington, District of Columbia, iso ill sec, pl.; p. 86-89, Jan 80; H

LOHRBACH, EDWARD
Bathroom; San Clemente, California, ph. pl., p. 61, mid-May 80; H

LOPEZ-GOTTARDI, TOMAS
Shopping Center-Hotel Complex; Miami, Florida, ph. pl., p. 38; Jan 80; PA

LORENZ & WILLIAMS
Library; Addition, Ohio State University, Columbus; Ohio, ph. pl., p. 59-60, June 80, PA
Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Downtown Buildings; Arcade Square, Energy Analysis, Dayton, Ohio, ph. pl det. graphs, p. 106-111; Nov 80, PA

LORENZI, DODDS & GUNNILL
Urban Shopping Mall; Mixed-Use Complex, The Bank Center, Five Remodeled Office Buildings, Critique, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, ph. pl. axon.; p. 88-91; Nov 80, PA

LUCKMAN PARTNERSHIP
Office Building; High Rise, Oceangate, Long Beach, California, m., pl. p. 47; Dec 80, PA

LUODY, VICTOR
Embassy Office Building, U. S.; Colombo, Sri Lanka; ill. pl.; p. 104-105; Dec 80, AR

MACHADO, ANTHONY
Interiors; Apartment, San Francisco, California, ph.; p. 202-205; Aug 80; ID

MACHADO, RODOLFO AND JORGE SILVETTI
Campus Exterior Steps, Squares and Gardens; Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, Rhode Island; ill. elev. sec. ph.; p. 90-93; Jan 80; PA

MACHADO, WILLIAM AND NORMAN DIEKMAN
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York, ph. det. pl.; p. 90-91; Jan/Feb 80; RI

MACKALL, LOUIS
Residence; Woodwork by Architect's Firm; —, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89, Oct 80; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MACKPRANG & NEFF
Residence; Dream House, ph. pl.; p. 27; Dec. 80; H

MAITLAND, STRAUSS & BEHR
Offices for the Muppets, T V Production; Townhouse Restoration, Interiors by Warren Hansen; New York, New York, ph. sec.; p. 198-205; Feb 80, ID

MAKI, FUMIHIKO
Art Museum; Kyushu, Kagoshima, Japan, ph. pl. sec. ISO, p. 91-96; Apr 80, AR
Residence; Architect's Tokyo, Japan, ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 91-95; Apr 80, AR

MANCHEN & WALKER
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York, ph.; p. 282-285; Sept 80, ID

MANCHEN, RICK AND KENNETH BRIAN WALKER
Shoe Store; Manolo Blahnik’s, New York, New York, ph. pl.; p. 254-255; Jan 80, ID

MANN, ROY
Environmental Tourism Program; Master Plan, McIntosh County, Georgia; ill.; p. 527-528; Sept 80, LA
Pedestrian Path Development in Sand Dunes and Wetlands; —, Michigan, sec. pl.; p. 529; Sept 80, LA

MARIAI & PARA-PURINI
Accessories Store; Barbi International; New York, New York, ph.; p. 252-253; Feb 80, ID

MARQUIS ASSOCIATES
Embassy Office Building, U. S.; San Jose, Costa Rica; ill.; p. 108-109; Dec 80, AR
Residence; Milbrook, New York, ph. pl. sec.; p. 101-106; May 80; AR
State Department of Justice Building; Energy Conservation, Sacramento, California, pl. ill.; m.; p. 117-121; Apr 80, PA

MARTINEZ, AL AND SUZANNE LAPINSKY
Cowboy Boot Store; New York, New York, ph.; p. 252-253; Jan 80, ID

MASSONI, LUIGI
Glaze Kitchen Cabinets; ph.; p. 18; May 80, INT

MATTHEW, ROBERT AND JOHNSON & MARSHALL
County Hall; Hereford and Worcester Counties, England, dia. det. ph.; p. 85; Apr 80, PA

MURIEL, CLAUDE
Linen Boutique; Descamps, New York, New York, ph.; p. 106-107; Sept 80, INT

MAYEN, PAUL
Furniture Designer, Profile of His Work; by Maeve Slavin, ph.; p. 102-103; June 80, INT

MAYERS & SCHIFF
Residence; Eastern Long Island, New York, ph.; p. 110-113; mid-May 80; AR

McDONALD, WILLIAM
Apartment Development; Middle Rise, Syracuse, New York; ph. iso. sec. elev.; p. 100, Sept 80; AR

McFADDEN, MARY
Interiors; Designer's Office; New York, New York; ph.; p. 72-73; Apr 80, INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

McKIM, MEAD & WHITE
Restoration and Renovation of a McKim, Mead & White Bank; New York, New York; Walker Group, ph. pl.; p. 96-99, Nov 80; PA

McMULLEN
Interiors; Apartment, Duplex; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p. 222-225, Jan 80; ID

MEIER, RICHARD
Anthenum, Visitors’ Center; Critique, New Harmony, Indiana; ph. pl. sec. axon., p. 67-75, Feb 80, PA

Hartford Seminary; Hartford, Connecticut; elev. iso.; p. 36, Jan 80, PA

Interview with Architect; Manipulating Space and Light; ph.; p. 84-86, Oct 80; INT

Visitor’s Orientation and Community Center; Anthenum, New Harmony, Indiana, by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. pl. iso.; p. 126-137, mid-May 80, AIAJ

MELLIS, SUSAN
Five Remodeled Kitchens; White Plains, New York, ph. pl.; p. 74-83, mid-May 80; H

MENASHE, HOWARD DAVID
Residence; Maybeck Link, Berkeley, California, ph. pl. sec., elev.; p. 103-105 Mar 80, AR

MEIER, RICHARD C. AND LAWRENCE D. EWEN
Residence; Addition; Villanova, Pennsylvania; elev. pl.; p. 118, Jan 80, PA

MEYERS, LYNN
Apartment Building; High Rise; Addition to Loft Building; Chicago, Illinois; pl. axon. ill.; p. 119, Jan 80; PA

MICHEL, JACQUES
Three Attached Houses; Trombe Walls; Odello, France, ph. ill.; p. 88-89, Apr 80, PA

MIELE, JEAN
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Church Building; Brooklyn, New York; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-27, Oct 80; H

MILLAR, C. BLAKEWAY
Residence; Heavy Timber Frame; Ontario, Vaughan, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61, mid-May 80; AR

MILLARD, PETER ELLIS
Wine Shop; Ardsley’s; New York, New York; ph.; p. 70-71, Mar 80, INT

MILLER, COPeland & MacDONALD
Two Apartments; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. iso.; p. 120-121, mid-May 80; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MORRIS & AUBRY (Cont'd)
Office Building; High Rise; First City Tower; Houston, Texas; m. pl.; p. 46-47, 52-57; Dec 80, PA.
Office Building; Low Rise; Corporation Headquarters; Houston, Texas; ph.; p. 102-107; Sept 80, AR.

MORRIS, S. I.
Glassell School of Art; Houston, Texas; ph.; p. 94-95, Jan 80; INT.
Glassell School; Elementary and High; Remodeled from Factory; Houston, Texas; ph.; p. 96-97; Sept 80; AR.

MORRISON,way School of Art; Houston, Texas; ph.; p. 94-95, Jan 80, INT.

MORSA
Cooking School; New York, New York; ph.; p. 72-73, July 80; INT.

MOUNT, CHARLES MORRIS
Restaurant; Food: Shop Between the Bread; New York, New York; ph.; p. 76-77; Aug 80, INT.

MUCHOW, W. C.
High Rise; Park Central Office Building; Critique; Denver, Colorado; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 30-37; Feb 80; AIAJ.

MUFFIN, CINDI
Florida, Miami; Interiors by Cindi Muffin, Charles Sieger; ph.; p. 84-87; Sept/Oct 80; RI.

MULLER, LOUIS AND WILLIAM MURPHY
Interiors; Apartment, Artist's; New York, New York; ph.; p. 60-63; July/Aug 80; RI.

MURASE, ROBERT K.
Buddhist Temple Garden; Shiga Prefecture, Japan; ph.; p. 488-489; Sept 80; LA.

MURPHY, C. F. AND LESTER B. KNIGHT
State Office Building; Chicago, Illinois; m. sec; elev ill.; p. 67-71; Aug 80; AR.

MURPHY, C. F.
Downtown Redevelopment, North Loop; Chicago, Illinois; m. sec; elev ill.; p. 74-75; Aug 80, AR.
Office Building; High Rise; Metropolitan Life Insurance Building; Chicago, Illinois; m. iso.; p. 72-73; Aug 80; AR.
Office Building; High Rise; Two; Chicago, Illinois; m.; p. 74; June 80; PA.
Office Building; High Rise; Xerox Centre; Critique; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 58-63; Dec 80; PA.

MYERS & BENNETT
Engineering Building; University of Minnesota; Energy Conservation Features, Minneapolis, Minnesota; sec.; p. 26; Apr 80; PA.

M. L. A.
Bathroom; Yorba Linda, California; ph.; p. 62; mid-May 80; H.

Nacht & Lewis
State Office Building; Energy Conservation; Sacramento, California; ph.; p. 117-121; Apr 80; PA.

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NAGLE & HARTRAY
Residence; Chicago, Illinois; Axon, pl.; p. 77; June 80, PA.

NAKANE, KINSAKU
Experimental Learning with a Master Gardener; Japan; by Julie Moor Messerry; ph.; p. 10-13; Spring 80; JAE.

NATHANSON, MORRIS
Library; Moses Brown School; Providence, Rhode Island; ph.; p. 80-81; Apr 80; INT.

NEAL, JAMES DENNIS
Clothing and Jewelry Boutique; Twenty-Four Collection; Miami, Florida; ph.; p. 250-251; Jan 80; ID.

NESKI ASSOCIATES
Plastic Surgery Office; New York, New York; ph.; p. 94-95; Aug 80; AR

NETSCH, WALTER
Field Theory of Architectural Design; Survey of Work; ph.; p. ill.; p. 111-120; Jan 80; AR.

NEWMAN & LUSTIG
Bank; Skokie, Illinois; ph.; p. 79; June 80; PA.

NOWICKI, MATTHEW
Parabolic Pavilion 1953; Critique; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Ernest Wood; ph.; ill.; p. 54-61; Sept 80; AIAJ.

OBLINGER & SMITH
River Corridor, Urban Renewal; Wichita, Kansas; ph.; p. 520-521; Sept 80; LA.

OFFREDDI, GIOVANNI
Furniture Showroom; Saporiti Italia's; New York, New York; ph.; p. 220-221; July 80; ID.

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW
Conference on Preserving Olmsted Urban Parks; ph.; 34; 36; Aug 80; PA.
Landscape Architects I Have Known; Frederick Law Olmsted, Stanley Hart White, Richard Jay Cripps; by Marvin S. Feld; ill.; p. 643-644; Nov 80; LA.

OMURA, DUDLEY
Residential Development; Housing Development; Design Process Using Home-Shopper Survey; North Dade County, Florida; ph.; p. 49-53; Dec 80; H.

OPTIMA
Residential Development; Townhouse; Hyde Park, Illinois; ph.; p. 82-83; June 80; PA.

OSMUNDSON, THEODORE
Lanscaping Flood Control Levees; Alameda Creek, California; by Theodore Osmundson; sec.; ph.; map.; p. 623-628; Nov 80; LA.

OTTO, FRIE, OVE ARUP AND BURD HAPPOLD
Sports Center; King Abdullah University; Fabric Structure, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; ph.; sec.; m.; p. 113; June 80; PA.

OWEN, CHRISTOPHER H. L.
Residence; Stockbridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 52-55; mid-May 80; AR.

O'BOYLE, COWELL & ROHRER ET AL.
Riverfront Development; Lansing, Michigan; ph.; p. 512-513; Sept 80; LA.
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

PACE DESIGN GROUP
Furniture Showroom; Pace’s, Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 286-289, Oct 80, ID

PAEGE, AUGUSTIN
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph.; p. 72-73; July/Aug 80, RI

PATEL, MEHRA & BLACK
Restaurant; Food Shop; Rose Cafe and Market; Venice, California; ph. p. 74-75; Aug 80, INT

PAEZ, AUGUSTIN
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph.; p. 72-73; July Aug 80, Rl

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Clinic; Emergency and Outpatient Hospital Satellite; Essex, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 110-111; May 80, AR

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Hospital; General; Bangor, Maine; ph. p.; p. 112-113; May 80; AR

PATEU MEHRA & BLACK
Restaurant; Food Shop; Rose Cafe and Market; Venice, California; ph. p. 74-75; Aug 80, INT

PAUL, MARK
Designer’s House and Office; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p. 208-209. Aug 80, ID

PAUL MARK
Designer’s House and Office; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p. 208-209. Aug 80, ID

PAUL MARK
Designer’s House and Office; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p. 208-209. Aug 80, ID

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Clinic; Emergency and Outpatient Hospital Satellite; Essex, Connecticut, ph. pl.; p. 110-111; May 80. AR

Hospital; General; Bangor, Maine; ph.; p. 112-113; May 80; AR

PEABODY & CHILDS
Duplexes; Woodlake, Delary Beach, Florida; ph. p. 66-67; Feb 80, H

PEABODY & CHILDS
Duplexes; Woodlake, Delary Beach, Florida; ph. p. 66-67; Feb 80, H

PEABODY & CHILDS
Duplexes; Woodlake, Delary Beach, Florida; ph. p. 66-67; Feb 80, H

PEDERSON, LEIF
Bathroom; New York, New York; ph. p. 239, Nov 80, ID

PEI, I. M.
Convention Center; New York, New York, pl. elev. sec.; p. 42, 46, Feb 80, PA

Expositions and Convention Center; Space Frame Structure, Analysis; New York, New York, ill. elev. pl. m.; p. 47-57, mid-Aug 80; AR

Interview, on Architecture; ph. p. 62-63+; July 80, INT

John F. Kennedy Library; Boston, Massachusetts, ph. pl.; p. 180-189; mid-May 80, AIAJ

Kennedy Library; 15 Year History of Controversy; Boston, Massachusetts, by William Martin; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 81-90; Feb 80, AR

Office Building; High Rise. Evaluation of Design and Context of Office Building; Boston, Massachusetts, by Robert Campbell; ph. p. 18-25; Dec 80, AIAJ

PEREIRA, WILLIAM L.
Motor Corporation Offices, Warehouse and Research; Yamana’s, Cypress, California; ph.; p. 114-119, June 80, AR

PEREZ ASSOCIATES
Triumphal Arch for Piazza D’Italia; New Orleans, Louisiana, ph. pl.; p. 27, Jan 80, PA

PERKINS & WILL
Architects’ Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 80; INT

PERKINS & WILL
Architects’ Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 80, INT

PERRY, GORDON
Office Desk System, Howe; ph. pl.; p. 124-125; May 80, INT

PESKETT, STAN AND WALTER B. MELVIN
Restaurant; Claret’s, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 68-69, Mar 80, INT

PETESEN & BRICKBAUER
Baltimore-Washington International Airport; Anne Arundel, Maryland, iso. elev. ph. pl.; p. 86-95, Dec 80, AR

PFISTER, CHARLES
Furniture and Space Designer; His Work; ph.; p. 276-278; May 80, ID

PFISTER, PETER
Residence; Passive Solar Addition; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl. iso.; p. 10, Summer 80, RD

PICCALUGA, FRANCESCO AND ALDO PICCALUGA
Hair Dressing Salon; Ontario, Ontario, Canada; ph. axon.; p. 176-179, Sept 80, PA

PITTMAN, SCOTT
Earth Shelter House; New Mexico; ph. p. 74-75+; July Aug 80, RI

PLATNER, WARREN
Interiors; Research Center and Corporate Offices, Standard Brands; Wilton, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 222-233; Oct 80; ID

Research Center, Standard Brands; Wilton, Connecticut, ph. pl. sec.; p. 69-75; Sept 80, AR

PLUMER, RICHARD
Computer Used in Designer’s Firm; ph. p. 36; Jan Feb 80; RI

POETIC LICENSE
Consulate Entry Area; Features Trompe L’Oeil Paintings; Paris, France, ph. p. 162-164; Sept 80, PA

POMEROY & LEBDUSKA AND FRED W. LYON
Library; Energy Conservation; New Rochelle, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-139; Apr 80; PA

POMEROY & LEBDUSKA
Energy Conservation Exhibit; New York, New York; ph. p. 78-79, July 80; INT

Public Library; New Rochelle, New York; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; Oct 80; INT

Residential Development; Townhouse; Westchester, New York; ph. pl.; p. 124-125, mid-May 80; AR

POPA, SANDA
Village Preservation; Tunis, Tunisia; ph. pl.; p. 126-127, Nov 80, AR

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Indiana, Merrillville; Prudential Regional Center, Interiors by Powell & Kleinschmidt; Holabird & Root; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; Sept 80; AR

Interiors; Apartment, Designers, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 206-209; Feb 80; ID

PRENTICE, TIM
Kinetic Sculpture for Commercial Interiors; ph. p. 46 Feb 80, INT

PRICE, JOAN WEBSTER
Sun Altar, Solar Water Sculpture; p. 639-640, Nov 80 LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PROWLER, DONALD AND SOUTH STREET DESIGN
Office Building; Low Rise; Passive Solar Retrofit; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.: p. 12; Summer 80; RD

RM&B
American Library; Rome, Italy; ph. p.l.; p. 90-91; Jan 80; AR

RTKL
Office Building; High Rise; Federated Building; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-129; Apr 80; AR

Office Building; High Rise; Federated Headquarters; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p. 47; Dec 80; PA

RANALLI, GEORGE
Residence; Conceptual Design; iso.; elev. sec.; p. 122-125; May 80; PA

RAPSON, RALPH
Athletic Indoor Facility, Southern Illinois University; Carbondale, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 114-117; May 80; PA

ROBELY, ANDRE
Maternity Center; Mopti, Mali; ph.; p. 114-117; May 80; PA

ROBUGTY
Interiors; Apartment, So-Ho Loft; New York, New York; ph.: p. 184-185; Dec 80; ID

ROBERTO, JOSEPH
Saving and Restoring the Old Merchant's House; New York, New York; ph.: p. 248-251; May 80; ID

ROBERTSON, JAQUEUN T.
Vacation Residence; East Hampton, New York; ph. pl.; p. 55; Sept 80; H

ROBINSON & FISHER
Nature Study Trail and Center; Athens, Georgia; ph.: p. 514; Sept 80; LA

ROSS, CORDELL
Residence; Canyon Creek Model; Irvine, California; ph.: p. 44-45; June 80; H

ROSS & NEUMANN
Music Theater; Poplar Creek, Space Frame Structure; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 62-67; mid-Aug 80; AR

ROSETTI ASSOCIATES
Pedestrian Shopping Mall, Five Blocks with Fountains; Washington Boulevard; Detroit, Michigan; ph.: p. 98-99; Oct 80; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

RIKEN, YAMAMOTO & FIELD SHOP
Residence; Minimalist Architecture; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p. 114-117; May 80; PA

RISE, MICHAEL
National Museum; Doha, Qatar; ph. sec. pl.; p. 120-121; Nov 80; AR

ROSCYTH
Interiors; Apartment; So-Ho Loft; New York, New York; ph.; p. 184-185; Dec 80; ID

ROVATO, JOSEPH
Saving and Restoring the Old Merchant's House; New York, New York; ph.: p. 248-251; May 80; ID

ROBERTSON, JAQUEUN T.
Vacation Residence; East Hampton, New York; ph. pl.; p. 55; Sept 80; H

ROBINSON & FISHER
Nature Study Trail and Center; Athens, Georgia; ph.: p. 514; Sept 80; LA

ROBBIN, RONALD
Women's Clothing Store; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Aug 80; PA

RODRIGUEZ, RAUL
Residence; Architect's House; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 88-91; Sept/Oct 80; H

ROES, TERRY
Handpainted Silks; ph.; p. 50-51; Aug 80, INT

ROHRMAN, JOHN
Residential Development; West Fargo, North Dakota; ph.; p. 36, 38; Feb 80; H

ROLANDO, CHARLES R.
Residence; Carlisle, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; mid-May 80; AR

ROONEY, WALTER J.
Restaurant; Remodeled Service Station; Scarsdale, New York; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 80; H

ROSS, JAMES
Residence; Canyon Creek Model; Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p. 44-45; June 80; H

ROSSEN & NEUMANN
Music Theater; Poplar Creek, Space Frame Structure; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 62-67; mid-Aug 80; AR

ROSSETTI ASSOCIATES
Pedestrian Shopping Mall, Five Blocks with Fountains; Washington Boulevard; Detroit, Michigan; ph. m.; p. 98-99; Oct 80; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ROSSI, ALDO
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Cittae de Milan, Italy; ph. pl. ill.; p. 49-55; Oct 80; PA
Floating Theater; Venice, Italy; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64-65; Oct 80; PA
School; Elementary; Fangano Olona, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; ill.; p. 60-63; Oct 80; PA

ROTH & MOORE
Residence; Woodbridge, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; mid-May 80; AR

ROTHZEID, KAISERMAN & THOMPSON
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Garage Building; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p. 53; Aug 80; H

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, BECK & ABYEY
Central Park; Santa Clara, California; ph.; p. 498-499; Sept 80; LA
New Town Plan; Washington, North Bonneville; Landscape Plan by Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; Kirk, Wallace & McKinley; ph. pl.; p. 504-505; Sept 80; LA

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, BECK & ABYEY
Flood Control and Open Space Project; Indian Bend Wash; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. p. 395; July 80; LA

RUBENSTEIN, HARVEY M. AND WILLIAM DUDLEY HINT, JR.
Central City Malls; A Book; ph. pl.; p. 530-531; Sept 80; LA

RUHLMANN, EMILE-JACQUES
Art Deco Furniture; ill. ph.; p. 242-248; Nov 80; ID

RUSSELL, GIBSON & VAN DOHLEN
Office Building; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Dual-Lite; Interiors by Eve Frankl; Newtow, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 264-269; Sept 80; ID

RYBAR, VALERIAN
Restaurant; Capriccio Italiano; Atlantic City, New Jersey; ph. p. p. 236-237; Apr 80; ID
Restaurant; Dobles. A Private Club; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 230-235; Apr 80; ID
Restaurant; Pierre Hotel; New York, New York; ph.; p. 174-175; Dec 80; ID

RUDAT
Design of Neglected Downtown Plaza; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph.; p. 18, 23; Mar 80; AIAJ

SITE
Profile of Maverick Office; by Pilar Viladas; ph.; 78-80; Aug 80; INT

SLS ENVIRONETICS
Industrial Building; Computer Parts Manufacturer; TFW, Segundo, California; ph. pl.; p. 194-197; Dec 80; ID
Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Hanes, Winston-Salem, North Carolina; ph.; p. 234-235; Oct 80; ID

SWA GROUP EAST
Office Entry Garden; Bagel Garden, Boston, Massachusetts; by Martha Schwartz; ph. pl. det.; p. 43-46; Jan 80; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SZB
Office Building; Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-97; Jan 80; AR

SAARINEN, EERO
Dulles International Airport; Analysis, Addition by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Washington, District of Columbia; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 46-51; Nov 80; AIAJ

SAEZ & PACETTI
School; Elementary; Solar Cooling; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p. 166-169; Apr 80; PA

SALADINO, JOHN F.
Designer of the Year; His Work; ph. p. 104-109; Jan 80; INT
Furniture Showroom; Thonet's; New York, New York; ph.; p. 106-109; Jan 80; INT
Hotel; Homestead Inn; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p. 274-283; Apr 80; ID
Interiors, Cosmetic Company Corporate Offices; Almay's; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 236-243; Mar 80; ID
Prototype Patient Room; Mount Sinai Hospital; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 232-233; Feb 80; ID

SALVATI, ALBERTO AND AMBROGIO TRESOLDI
Interiors; Apartment; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p. 48-51; July/Aug 80; RI

SANDY, JR., DONALD AND JAMES A. BABCOCK
Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Village at Grandridge; Kennewick, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; Mar 80; H
Townhouse; Knollwood; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Nov 80; H
Townhouse; Qual Village; Waterfront; Stockton, California; ph. pl.; p. 68-74; Apr 80; H
Townhouse; Watershed Park; Kirkland-Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Nov 80; H

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Faxon Commons; Financial Analysis, Quincy, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 57-61; Mar 80; H
Olympic Ski Jump Design, Environmental Controversy; Lake Placid, New York; by Richard Galehouse; sec. map.; p. 59-63; Jan 80; LA

SCHAEFER & SCHAEFER
Historic Preserve, Buildings and Landscape; Landscape by William H. Tisher; Eagle, Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p. 194-197; Dec 80; ID

SCHAEFFER, HERBERT
Shopping Center; Vernon Hills; Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Sept 80; H

SCHIFFNER, CHARLES ROBERT
Electronic Management House of the Future; Phoenix, Arizona; ph.; p. 34; July/Aug 80; RI

SCHIRN, JANET
Jewelry Showroom; Chicago, Illinois; ph. p. 236-237; Jan 80; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHMIDT, GARDEN & ERICKSON
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, ph pl; p. 196-199, Nov 80; ID

Hospital; Emergency, Surgery and I C U Addition, Gary, Indiana; m pl. iso.; p. 121; May 80; AR

Hospital; Psychiatric, Petersburg, Virginia; m pl.; p. 120; May 80; AR

SCHOFIELD & SCHOFIELD
Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Union Railroad Terminal, Cincinnati, Ohio; ph pl. p. 100-105, Nov 80; PA

SCHOFIELD, ERICHSON
Interiors; Hospital, Emergency, Surgery and I C U Addition, Gary, Indiana; m pl.; p. 121, May 80; AR

Arctic; Psychiatric, Petersburg, Virginia; m pl.; p. 120; May 80, AR

SCHREIBER, ARTHUR HENRY
Residence; Billmore Gates Model, Phoenix, Arizona; ph pl.; p. 42-43, 48-49, June 80, H

SCHROEDER, KENNETH
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Industrial Building, Chicago, Illinois; ph iso. p. 81, June 80, PA

Apartment Building; Remodeled Loft Building, Chicago, Illinois; by Lorel McMillan, iso.; p. 46, May 80, ID

SCHWARTLING, JAN MICHAEL
Interiors; Apartment, Two, Loft Building, New York, New York; ph m pl.; p. 66, Sept 80; AIAJ

SCRUGGS & MYERS
Mansion Showhouse; Bedroom, Mendenhall, New Jersey; ph.; p. 222-223, Nov 80; ID

SEARL, ROBERT
Interiors; Currency Trading Offices, New York, New York; ph pl.; p. 124-127, Sept 80; INT

SEIGAL, PAUL
Interiors; Executive Offices, New York, New York; ph pl. ele.; p. 72-75, Dec 80, PA

SELMANN, WERNER
Fire Station; Evaluation, Coke, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 66-69, July 80, PA

SERACUSE & LAWLER
Apartments over Shopping Center; Cottonwood Square, Greely, Colorado; ph.; p. 40-41, May 80, H

SEVERINO, RENATO
Residence; Architect's, Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 92-95, Nov 80, AR

SHELDON, STORTZ & MINDEL
Discotheque; International Casino, New York, New York; ph.; p. 90-91, Nov 80, INT

SHERIDAN ASSOCIATES
Administration; New York University, Remodeled Loft Building, New York, New York; ph.; p. 72-73; Aug 80; INT

SHINOHARA, KAZUO
Houses, from 1954 to Present; Minimalist Architecture, Japan, ph. pl. sec.; p. 99-107, May 80, PA

SIEGER, CHARLES
Architect's Energy Efficiency House; Miami, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-103, Mar/Apr 80, RI

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SIEGER, CHARLES (Cont'd)
Residence; Architect's, Miami, Florida; sec. ph.; p. 174-179, mid-May; 80; AIAJ

Residence; Interiors by Cindie Mufton, Miami, Florida; ph.; p. 84-87, Sept/Oct 80, RI

SIRIS & COOMBS
Interiors; Film Producer's Offices, New York, New York; ph.; p. 74-75, Nov 80; INT

SISCO & LUBOTSKY & CONSOER & MORGAN
Industrial Building; City Maintenance Complex, Evanston, Illinois, elev. iso.; p. 122, Jan 80, PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Airport; Terminal; Tent Structure, 105-Acre Covered Area, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 127-132, May 80, AR

Art Museum; Miami University; Walter Netsch's Field Theory of Design, Survey, Oxford, Ohio; ph. pl. ill.; p. 111-120, Jan 80; AR

Bank Building; Muncie, Indiana; iso.; p. 264-265, May 80, ID

Bank Corporate Headquarters, Branch Bank; Guatemala City, Guatemala; ph.; p. 256-259, May 80, ID

Behavioral Science Center; University of Illinois, 1965, Field Theory, Chicago, Illinois; ph.; dia.; p. 118, Jan 80, AR

Campus; King Abdul Aziz University, Makkah, Saudi Arabia; ph.; p. 260-261, May 80, ID

Computer Used in Structural Analysis; Also used in all Phases of Design, Examples; ill.; p. 84-91, mid-Aug 80, AR

Interiors; Architect's Offices, New York, New York; ph.; p. 72-73, Feb 80; INT

Interiors; Bank, New York, ph.; p. 76, Feb 80, INT

Interiors; Executive Offices, ph.; p. 77, Feb 80, INT

Lever House; Owner's View of the Design, New York, New York; by Charles Luckman; ph.; p. 84+, Aug 80, AIAJ

Library; Wells College, 1968, Field Theory, Aurora, New York; ph. dia.; p. 120, Jan 80, AR

Mauna Kea Hotel; Mauna Beach, Hawaii; ph.; p. 75, Feb 80, INT

Office Building; High Rise, Georgia Pacific, Atlanta, Georgia; ill.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

Office Building; High Rise, Southeast Financial Center, Miami, Florida; ill.; p. 47, Dec 80, PA

Office Building; High Rise, Lever House, 25-Year Award, New York, New York; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p. 76-79, Mar 80, AIAJ

Office Building; High Rise, Anaconda Building, Interiors by Neville Lewis and Kaneko & Laff, Denver, Colorado; ph. ele.; p. 212-221, May 80, ID

Office Building; High Rise, John Hancock Building, Program Analysis, Critique, Chicago, Illinois; by Andrea O. Dean; ph. sec.; p. 68-73, Oct 80, AIAJ
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Office Building; Low Rise. Grupo Industrial Alfa; Monterey, Mexico; sec. pl.; p. 262-263; May 80, ID
Psychiatric Center; Menninger Foundation; Topeka, Kansas; iso. pl.; p. 264-265; May 80, ID
Restaurant; Bay Club; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p. 186-189; Dec 79, ID
Science Building; University of Iowa; 1972; Field Theory; Iowa City, Iowa; ph. pl.; p. 119; Jan 80; AR
Terminal; Huge Fabric Structure; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; ph. ill.; p. 116-117; June 80; PA
The Interior Design Department, Chicago Division; ph.; p. 252-255, 256; May 80; ID

SKYDELL, ROBERT AND DOUGLAS SCHWAB
Office Building; Low Rise; Philanthropic Offices; New York, New York; pl. elev.; p. 42; Jan 80; PA

SMEALLIE, ORRICK & JANKA
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Queen Ann Belvedere, Rehabilitated Block, Mixed Use; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p. 54-59; Apr 80, H

SMITH-MILLER, HENRY AND MICHAEL RUBIN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p. 67; Sept 80; AIA
SMITH, DEAN AND ROLAND CARSON
Residential Development; Models; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Feb 80, H
SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLIS
Rocks National Lakeshore; Landscape Plan by Johnson, Johnson & Roy, Alger County, Michigan; ph.; p. 508-509; Sept 80, LA
Research Laboratory Expansion and Master Plan; General Electric; Niskayuna, New York; m. sec.; p. 41; Apr 80; AR

SODELL, EILEEN
Big Corporation In-House Planner and Specifier; by Maeve Slavín; ph.; p. 78-79; June 80, INT

SOLERI, PAOLO
New City, Apartment Unit; Arcosanti, Arizona; ph.; p. 22; Oct 80, H

SOLOMON, DANIEL AND ANAN HEARST
Restaurant; Orient Express; San Francisco, California; ph.; p. 82-83; Feb 80, PA
Restaurant; Orient Express; San Francisco, California; ph.; p. 190-195; Dec 79; ID

SOLOMON, DANIEL
Restaurant; Me and Me; Berkeley, California; by Sally Woodbridge; ph.; p. 84-87; Feb 80, PA
Townhouse; Corner Site; San Francisco, California; ph.; p. 50-53; July 80, H

SPACE DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
Credit Union Building; Ohio, Cincinnati; Interiors by Space Design International; Glaser & Myers; ph.; p. 84-85; June 80, INT

SPECTER, DAVID KENNETH
National Tennis Center; Stadium Conversion; Flushing Meadow, New York; ph.; p. 109-113; Feb 80, AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SPECTRE, JAY
Fabrics Showroom; Clarence House; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 206-207; Dec 80, ID

STRAMBERG, PETER
Interiors; VIP Office Showroom; ph. p. 113-119; May 80, INT

STATE ARCHITECT'S OFFICE
Energy Efficient State Office Building; Sacramento, California; iso. ill.; p. 128-129+; May 80; INT, pl. ill.; p. 117-121, Apr 80; PA

STECKER & LaBAU
Stores and Apartments, Renovation of H. H. Richardson's Cheney Block; Critique; Hartford, Connecticut; ph.; p. 92-95; Nov 80; PA

STEINKAMP & NORDLOH
Quail Meadows, Detached Houses, Four-Plexes, Townhouses; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph.; p. 96-100; Jan 80; H

STERN, ROBERT A. M. AND JOHN S. HAGMANN
Residence; Townhouse, New York, New York; ph. sec.; p. 234-235; mid-May 80; AIA

STEVENS & WILKINSON ET AL
Air Terminal; Atlanta, Georgia; ph.; p. 26; Dec 80; PA

STEVENS, JOHN
Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Warehouse, Solar Facade; Detroit, Michigan; by Jeanne McDermott; ph. sec.; p. 76-77; Dec 80; INT

STEVENS, PAUL
Townhouse; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 54-55; July 80; H

STEWART, EDLIN
Furnitures Showroom; Hines; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p. 346-347; June 80, ID

STIRLING, JAMES AND MICHAEL WILFORD
School of Architecture, Rice University; Additions and Renovation; Houston, Texas; ph. elev. sec.; p. 21-22; Oct 80, PA

STOCKMAN, JUDITH AND LEE MANNERS
Restaurant; American Charcuterie, C B S Building; New York, New York; ph.; p. 54-55; Feb 80; INT

STOCKMAN, JUDITH
Restaurant; Luchow's; New York, New York; ph.; p. 88-89; Jan 80; INT

STROLLER, EZRA
Residence; Egguma, Caribbean Island; ph. iso.; p. 100-103; Sept/Oct 80, RI

STONE, JR.; EDWARD D. AND DAVID ARMBRUSTER
Bicentennial Park; Biscayne Bay Site, Miami, Florida; ph.; p. 500-501; Sept 80; LA
South Beach Park; Boca Raton, Florida; ph.; p. 506-507; Sept 80, LA

STONER & KENNINGTON
Auto Maintenance Shop; Rolls Royce; Beverly Hills, California; ph.; p. 76-77; Mar 80; INT

STREKALOVSKY, VCEVY
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Piano Factory; Quincy, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 58-59; Feb 80, H
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STUBBINS, HUGH
Office Building; High Rise; Medical Mutual of Cleveland; Cleveland, Ohio; ill. pl.; iso.: p. 52-57, Dec 80. PA
Office Building; High Rise; Metro-Dade; Miami, Florida; ill. pl.; p. 52-57. Dec 80. PA

STUDIO D'ARCHITETTURA
Residence; Remodeled Villa, Florence, Italy; by Susan S. Szenasy; iso. ph. pl.; p. 56-59; May/June 80. RI

STUDIO TECNICO PDG
Furniture Showroom; Edward Axel Roffman, New York, New York; ph.; p. 256-257, Jan 80. ID

ST. CLAIR, RITA
Restaurant; Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p. 242-245; Apr 80. ID

SUGARMAN, BARRY
Office Building; High Rise; Metro-Dade; Miami, Florida; ill. pl.; p. 52-57, Dec 80. PA

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Office Building; High Rise, Trump Tower, New York, New York; ill. pl. sec.; p. 52-57. Dec 80. PA
Office Building; High Rise, Thermal Storage, New York, New York; sec. ill.; p. 133, Apr 80. AR

SWEDOE, ROBERT
Master Bathroom; Oyster Bay, New York; ph. pl.; p. 43; mid-Oct 80. H

SYNTHESIS
Furniture Showroom and Architect's Offices; Redondo Beach, California; ph. pl.; p. 85, 90-92; May 80. AR
Retail and Office Complex; The Landing, Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p. 38, Aug 80. H

THK
Pond-Pump System for Irrigation and Beauty; Greenwood Plaza Office Complex, Greenwood Village, Colorado; by Joe Horanick; ph. pl.; p. 399-391, July 80. LA

TABLE MOUNTAIN ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS
Solar Energy Research Institute Headquarters; Energy Studies, Golden, Colorado; m. pl. sec.; ill.; p. 126-129, Apr 80. PA

TACHA, ATHENA
Large Horizontal Landscape Sculpture; ph.; p. 58; Jan 80. LA

TAFT ARCHITECTS
Sewage Treatment Plant and Addition; Missouri City, Texas; ph. pl.; p. 58-59, July 80. PA
YMCA Center; Houston, Texas; ill. elev. pl.; p. 116-117; Jan 80. PA

TAKEUCHI, ARTHUR
School; Elementary, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 73; June 80. PA

TAYLOR & WILLIAMS
Ice Rink and Gymnasium; Largest U. S. Structure Utilizing Solar Energy; Shenko, Georgia; ph. pl. sec.; p. 158-161; Apr 80. PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

TAYLOR, MICHAEL
Western Wear Showroom; Ralph Lauren's, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 206-213; July 80. ID

TERRELL, JAMES E.
Fashion Clothing Showroom; Perry Ellis's, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 56-61; July 80. INT

THEE, CHRISTIAN
Residence; Stage Set Fantasy Interiors, Brooklyn Heights, New York; ph. pl.; p. 292-297; Sept 80. ID

THOMAS ASSOCIATES
Shopping Center; Woodbridge, California; ph. pl.; p. 44-45; Sept 80. H

THOMSON, BENJAMIN
Harborplace; Shopping Complex, Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; Sept 80. INT
Hotel; Two, Inspired by Islamic Art, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; m. ph.; ill. elev.; det.; p. 122-127; July 80. AR
Waterfront Marketplace Complex; Harborplace, Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl.; p. 100-105; Oct 80. AR

THOMPSON, BERWICK & PLATT
Waterfront Development, Shopping, College Offices; Public Market; Vancouver, Granville Island, Canada; by Michael Seelig and Julie Seelig; m. ph.; ill. elev.; map.; p. 76-81; Sept 80. AR

THOMPSON, RICHARD
Office Furniture Work Station System; Group Artic. by John Pile.; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Dec 80. INT

THORSBON, BROM, BROSHER & SNYDER
Operating Room; Schulte Memorial Hospital, Waterloo, Iowa; ph.; p. 60-61; Aug 80. INT

THORYK, PAUL
Master Bedroom; Palos Verdes, California; ph. pl.; p. 40; mid-Oct 80. H

Master Bathroom; ph. pl.; p. 41; mid-Oct 80. H

TIGERMAN, STANLEY
Residence; Lisle, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; mid-May 80. AR

National Archives Center for the Baha'i Faith; Wilmette, Illinois; ill. pl.; p. 108; Jan 80. PA
Residence; Extension of House and Garage, Landscaping, Wilmette, Illinois; m. pl. axon.; p. 102-103; Jan 80. PA
Residence; Villa, Chicago Suburb, Illinois; m. pl. elev.; p. 72; June 80. PA

THIANY, ADAM
Interiors; Apartment, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 216-221; Jan 80. ID

TISHLER, WILLIAM H.

TORRE, SUSANNA
Consulate of the Ivory Coast, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p. 85-89; May 80. AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
Passive Solar Prototype House; Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York, sec. pl. ph., p. 64-65, Nov 80, H

TURNER, WILLIAM
Interiors; Apartment, Tokyo, Japan; ph.; p. 190-193, Dec 80, ID

TUSA, PHILIP
Racquetball Club in Grand Central Station; New York, New York, iso, p. 40; Apr 80, ID

Tuttle, Paul
Chair Designs, Profile of Designer; by Maeve Savin, ph.; p. 52-53, Aug 80, INT

URS
Hospital, Medical Supply Depot; Fairfield, Ohio, ph., p. 62-63, Aug 80, INT

UCHI, SHOZO
Repository for Buddhist Temple; Mount Mmoji, Japan, ph pl, p. 15+, mid-May 80: AIAJ

UDSTAD & DANDRIDGE
Interiors; Apartment, Fashion Illustrator’s Studio, New York, New York, ph det.; p. 215-221, Mar 80; ID

UNITED BUSINESS INTERIORS
Savings and Loan Bank: La Jolla, California; ph. pl, p. 236-237, Oct 80, ID

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI STUDENTS
Interior Design of Air Stream Recreation Vehicle; ph. sec, p. 38, Oct 80, ID

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN TEAM
Housing Research and Development Program; dia. p. 134; Jan 80, PA

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS TEAM
Effects of the Living Environment on the Mentally Retarded, Study; dia. table, p. 135; Jan 80, PA

UTHANK, SEDER & POTICHA
Consulate Housing, U. S.; Fukuoka, Japan, m.; pl. 112-113; Dec 80, AR

UTZON, JORN
Church; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Marc Treib; ph. pl. sec.; p. 165-169, Sept 80, PA

VAIL, TOM AND DAN WHELAN
Residential Development; Low Rise, Syracuse, New York, pl. elev.; p. 98, Sept 80, AR

VALLE, GINO
Furniture Factory and Offices; Udine, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-173, Sept 80, PA

VAN DEELEN, JERRY AND CHARLES SWERZ
Interiors; Apartment, Remodeled Loft Building; New York, New York; ph.; p. 80-83; May-June 80, RI

VAN EYCK, ALDO AND THEOR BOSH
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Zwolle, Netherlands; ph.; p. 91, Mar 80, PA

VAN EYCK, ALDO
Church; Catholic, The Hague, Netherlands; ph. sec.; p. 92-93, Mar 80, PA

VAN KLINGEREN, FRANK
School and Community Use Building; Eindhoven, Netherlands; ph. elev.; p. 94-95, Mar 80, PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

VASCONI, CLAUDE AND GEORGES PENCHEAC
Shopping Center; Les Halles Forum, Critique; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32, 38, Feb 80, PA

VAUGHAN, JAMES R.
Furniture Showroom; Steelcase’s, New York, New York, ph.; p. 172, Jan 80, ID

VENTURI & RAUCH
Elderly Housing; Guild House, Evaluation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, by R. Leonard Miller; ph.; p. 38-41, Feb 80, AIAJ

Furniture Showroom; Knoll’s, Critique; New York, New York, ph.; p. 226-235, Mar 80, ID

VENTURI, RAUCH & SCOTT BROWN
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Knoll’s, New York, New York, ph.; p. 97-102, Mr 80, AR

Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Knoll’s, New York, New York, ph.; p. 72-77, July 80, PA

Furniture Showroom; Knoll’s, New York, New York, ph.; p. 94-95, Apr 80, INT

Low Rise; ISI Headquarters, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph.; p. 70-71 Nov 80, INT

Office Building; Low Rise; Institute for Scientific Information Headquarters, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, ph.; p. 97-100, May 80, AR

Residence; New Castle City, Delaware; elev. sec. m. pl.; p. 104-105, Jan 80, PA

VENTURI, ROBERT
Interview, His Philosophy; Views on Interior Design; ph.; p. 225+; Mar 80, ID

VERHOEVEN, JAN
Five Townhouses; Hoevelaken, Netherlands; ph.; p. 90-91; Mar 80, PA

VIGNELLI, MASSIMO AND LElla VIGNELLI
Apartment as Showroom Furniture; New York, New York, ph.; p. 104-109, July 80, AR

Furniture, Graphics Dishware Exhibit; ph.; p. 48, May 80, ID

Interior Design, Furniture Design; by Maeve Slavin, ph.; p. 130-131, May 80, INT

VINCIARELLI, LAURETTA
Hangar and Court House Cluster; Marfa, Texas, iso pl.; p. 77; July/Aug 80, RI

VOORSANGER & MILLS
Administration; Office Interiors, New York University, Critique; New York, New York, ph. axon.; p. 66-71, Oct 80, PA

Administration; Office, Interiors, University of Pennsylvania, Critique, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. elev.; p. 66-71, Oct 80, PA

VOYSEY, CHARLES F. ANNESLEY
Furniture Designs; 1857 to 1941; ph.; p. 78-79, July/Aug 80, RI

VOORSANGER & MILLS
Administration; Office Interiors, New York University, Critique; New York, New York, ph. axon.; p. 66-71, Oct 80, PA

Administration; Office, Interiors, University of Pennsylvania, Critique, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. elev.; p. 66-71, Oct 80, PA

VOYSEY, CHARLES F. ANNESLEY
Furniture Designs; 1857 to 1941; ph.; p. 78-79, July/Aug 80, RI

WHALEN, ROBERT
Office Work Chairs; Intergo Series, ph.; p. 12, Sept 80, INT

WALKER GROUP
Citibank; New York, New York, ph.; p. 98-99, Apr 80, INT

Department Store; Burdine’s, Boca Raton, Florida; ph. p. 230-235, Jan 80, ID

28
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WALKER GROUP (Cont’d)
Public Spaces, Furniture Market Center; Products, High Point, North Carolina, ph.; p. 76+, Apr 80, ID
Restoration and Renovation of a McKim, Mead & White Bank; New York, New York, ph. pl.; p. 96-99, Nov 80, PA

WALLACE, FLOYD, ELLENZWEIG & MOORE
Computer Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Remodeled from Chapel; Troy, New York, ph. iso. pl. sec.; p. 92-95, Sept 80, AR

WALSH, EDWARD
Dental Surgery Offices; New York, New York, ph. p. 90-91, Aug 80: AR

WALSH & ASHE
Townhouse; Millpoint, Reverwalk Trade-Off with City Improvements, Hampton, Virginia; ph. p. 68-71, Mar 80, H

WARE, WILLIAM ROBERT
Founder of MIT and Columbia Schools of Architecture; by J. A. Chewning; ph.; p. 25-29, Nov 79, JAE

WARNECKE, JOHN CARL
Hotel; Remodeled, Fairfax, Interiors by Ann Milligan Gray, Washington, District of Columbia; ph. p. 52-55, July 80; INT

WARNER, BURNS, TOAN & LUNDE
Apartment Building; High Rise; Apartments Remodeled from Landmark Federal Archive Building, New York, New York; sec. ph.; p. 36, Apr 80, AR

WARNER, MALLORY REYNOLDS
Residence; Remodeled from Storage Shed; Bagno a Ripoli, Italy; ph. p. 106-108, Mar 80, AR

WARWICK, JONATHAN
Woolen Goods Store; Northampton, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 248-249, Jan 80, ID

WEBER, NELVA
Residential Landscape; Peapack, New Jersey; by Nelva Weber, ph. pl.; p. 195-198, Mar 80, LA

WESE, HARRY
Architects Spur Rebirth of Printing House Row; Illinois, Chicago, Industrial Area Becomes Residential-Retail; Laurence Booth and Harry Weese; ph. ill. pl. elev. sec.; p. 89-96, Mar 80, AR
Embassy Housing U. S.; Tokyo, Japan; m. sec. pl.; p. 104, Dec 80, AR
Hotel; Radisson, Renovation, Interiors by Lynn Wilson, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p. 262-269; Apr 80, ID

WELCH, WES
Residential Development; Duplexes and Detached Mixture, Kingston Oak; Overland Park, Kansas, ph. pl.; p. 40-45, Aug 80, H

WELLER, JOHN ALBERT
Residential Landscape; Miami, Florida; by Elizabeth Ogren Rothra, ph. pl.; p. 148-153, Mar 80, LA

WERNING, GARY ALAN
Residential Landscape Plan at Water’s Edge; Lloyd Harbor, Long Island, New York; by Gary Alan Werning, ph. pl.; p. 133-138, Mar 80, LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WESTMACOTT, RICHARD
Work of One-Man Office Overseas; Angola, Malaysia, India; by Richard Westmacott, ph.; p. 294-298, May 80, LA

WHISLER & PATRI
Restaurant; Seven Hills, San Francisco, California, ph. pl.; p. 198-199, Aug 80, ID

WHITE, KEN
Book Store and Product Gallery; Merchandise Mart; Chicago, Illinois, ph. pl.; p. 232-235, Aug 80, ID

WHITE, KIRK
Interiors; Apartment, Corporate, New York, New York, ph.; p. 50-51, July 80; INT

WHITE, STANLEY HART
Landscape Architects I Have Known; Frederick Law Olmsted, Stanley Hart White, Richard Jay Cripps; by Marvin S. Feld; ill.; p. 643-644, Nov 80, LA

WILKER & FAULKNER
Embassy Staff Housing, U. S.; Jakarta, Indonesia; elev. m.; p. 108-109, Dec 80, AR

WILLIAMS & O’BRIEN
Residential Development; Findley Place, Minneapolis, Minnesota, ph. pl.; p. 110-111, Mar 80, AR

WILLIAMS, GERALD
Residence; Small Site, Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-37, Oct 80, H

WILLIAMS, LARRY
Furniture Showroom; Williams and Spivey’s; Houston, Texas; ph. p. 290-291; Oct 80, ID

WILLIAMS, TOB
Residence; Architect’s, Sagaponack, New York; ph. pl.; p. 100-103, Nov 80, AR
Residence; Remodeled Assemblage of Bunkhouses, Wingdale, New York, iso.; p. 42, Jan 80, PA
Residence; — — —, Michigan; ph. pl. m.; p. 68, Sept 80, AIAJ

WILSEY & HAM, BLAIR & DEES
Flood Control Plan on San Diego Riverway; by Landowners; San Diego, California; by Ronald S. Teshima and Elizabeth Yamada; ph. sec. pl.; p. 305-308; May 80, LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**WINSOR & FARICY AND GRUZEN & PARTNERS**

High-Security Prison; Underground, Energy Conservation; Oak Park Heights, Minnesota; pl. m.; p. 156; Apr 80, PA

**WIRTH & BERGER**

National Park; Abha, Saudi Arabia, by Kenneth Magdzeug, pl. ph.; p. 283-287; May 80, LA

**WOERNER, PETER KURT**

Residence; Passive Solar, Guilford, Connecticut; pl. ph.; p. 97-99, Feb 80, AR

**WOLF ASSOCIATES**

Office Building; Low Rise, Insurance Company Service Center, Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. ill.; p. 228-230; mid-May 80; AIAJ

**WORTH, TIMOTHY**

Residence; Hillside Site, San Diego, California; ph. sec pi.; p. 54-57; Feb 80, H

**WUDTKE, WATSON & DAVIS**

Restaurant; Top of Hub; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; pl. p. 166-169; Dec 80, ID

**WURSTER, BERNARDI & EMMONS AND SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL**

Office Building; High Rise, Bank of America Building, History and Critique; San Francisco, California; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 48-55; Aug 80, AIAJ

**WURSTER, WILLIAM WILSON**

His Architectural Education and Design Principles; Biography; by Richard C. Peters; ph. p. 36-41; Nov 79, JAE

**ZAKAS, SPIROS**

Restaurant; Joe Rigatoni’s, Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p. 238-241; Apr 80, ID

**ZAMBONINI, GIUSEPPE AND MICHAEL KALIL**

Interiors; Designers’ Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p. 102-103; Jan 80, INT

**ZEPHYR ARCHITECTURAL PARTNERSHIP**

Cluster of Four Houses; Oahu, Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-91; Sept 80, AR

**ZEVACO, JEAN-FRANCOIS**

Townhouse; Agadir, Morocco; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124; Nov 80, AR

**ZIMMER, GUNSLUL & FRASCA**

Downtown Development; Fountain Plaza; Portland, Oregon, m. iso.; p. 40-41; Nov 80, AR

**ZUMWALT, TOM**

Specifying for Expanding Economy; Chief Designer, U.S. Army Saudi Arabia; ph. map.; p. 70-71; Feb 80, INT

**3D/INTERNATIONAL**

Office Building; High Rise, Architect’s Headquarters, Houston, Texas, ph. pl.; p. 188-193; June 80; ID

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM

See EVALUATION

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Adobe Construction in the Southwest; by Gerald Allen; ph. iso.; p. 78-83; Oct 80, AIAJ

Awards Jury Discussion; ph. p. 87-88+; Jan 80, PA

Controversial Architects; California, Los Angeles; Frank Gehry, Studio Works, Morphosis, CC Howard and Frederick Fisher; ph. p. 50-51+; Dec 80, INT

Field Theory of Architectural Design; Survey of Work; Walter Netsch, ph. pl. dia.; ill.; p. 111-120; Jan 80, AR

France, Roquebrune; Her Work in Review from Eclecticism to Doubt; Eileen Gray; by Deborah F. Nevens, ph. pl. p. 114-117; Sept/Oct 80, RI

Interview with Architect; Manipulating Space and Light, Richard Meier; ph. p. 84-86; Oct 80, INT
ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (Cont'd)
Ornament in Design, Historical and Contemporary Use; Exterior and Interior, by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. ill.; p. 26-31, Dec 80; AIAJ
Reluctant Acceptance of Finity; by Gerald Allen; p. 64-65, Jan 80; AIAJ
Report on Aspen Design Conference; ph.; p. 112-113, Sept 80; INT
Retreat into Architectural Narcissism; Clientless, Stateless Designs; by Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. iso. elev.; p. 46-49, Dec 80; AIAJ
Shaping Building to Site; William Morgan; by William Morgan; ph.; p. 74-75+, Oct 80; INT
Structure and Form; Survey of Innovative Structures, Dams, Bridges, Pipes, etc.; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. ill.; p. 50-55, Oct 80, AIAJ
Structure and Perception; Matrix of Structures and Forces, Ralph Knowles and Marguerite Villecco; ill.; p. 48-49, Oct 80, AIAJ
The Loss of History and the Rediscovery of Origins; by Keith Loffm III; ph. iso. ill.; p. 14-18, Spring 80. JAE
The Value of Color; by Michael Graves; ph.; p. 95; June 80, AR
Three Phenomena; Regionalism, Replicas, Multichrome; by Donald Canty; ph.; p. 196-207; mid-May 80, AIAJ
Two Creative Approaches Through Imaginative Drawing; Ranalli and Vinciarelli; by Ross Miller; ill.; p. 76-77+, July/Aug 80; RI
Work of Emerging Architects; by Stanley Abercrombie; elev. ph.; p. 62-69, Sept 80; AIAJ
Working Within an Inherited Language in the 70’s; by Peter Smithson; p. 65; Jan 80; AIAJ

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Architects in Schools Program; by Aase Enl^sen; ph.; p. 252-255, Mar 80; ID
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Modes and Manners of Teaching; Courses, Processes; by John Paul Carllith; ph. ill.; p. 7-17; Nov 79; JAE
Eighteenth Century Origins of Full-Time Architectural Schooling; by Peter Collins; elev.; p. 2-6; Nov 79; JAE
Founder of MIT and Columbia Schools of Architecture; William Robert Ware; by J A. Chewning; ph.; p. 25-29; Nov 79; JAE
Founder of the Architecture School of the University of California at Berkeley; John Galen Howard; by Joan Draper; ph. ill.; elev. ph.; p. 30-35; Nov 70; JAE
Foudning the Architecture School at the University of Utah; by Roger Bailey; ill.; p. 42-46; Nov 79; JAE
His Architectural Education and Design Principles; Biography, William Wilson Wurster; by Richard C. Peters; ph.; p. 36-41; Nov 79; JAE
History of Architectural Education Through the Author’s Experience; by Jean Labulut; ph. ill.; p. 22-24; Nov 79; JAE
Rereading Gromort; Beaux-Arts Teacher and Theorist; by Lawrence Anderson; ill. charts; p. 5-9; Spring 80; JAE
Teaching and Learning Design Drawing; by Dana Cuff; ill. charts; p. 5-9; Spring 80; JAE
Teaching Theory to Beginning Students; by Robert L. Vickery; ill.; p. 19-20; Spring 80; JAE
Survey Finds Graduate Staying with Architecture; p. 11; Nov 80; AIAJ
Teaching a Contextural Architecture; by Merrill Gaines; ph. iso. elev.; p. 21-26; Spring 80; JAE
Teaching and Learning Design Drawing; by Dana Cuff; ill. charts; p. 5-9; Spring 80; JAE
Teaching Theory to Beginning Students; by Robert L. Vickery; ill.; p. 19-20; Spring 80; JAE
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION also

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Hedrich-Blessing’s Work, after Fifty Years; Examples of Distinguished Photos; by David Lowe; ph.; p. 264-281; Oct 80; ID
Interior Photos, Details by Eva Rubinstein; ph.; p. 60-63; May/June 80; RI
International Architectural Detail Photos by Zehra Boccia; ph.; p. 196-199; Dec 80; ID

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
Managing the Building Program of a Company Headquarters; by Bryant Putnam Gould; ill.; p. 59, 61, 63; July 80; AR

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
Architecture and Consumerism; Challenge to Practice, Registration Ethics; by Harold Fleming; p. 48-51; May 80; AIAJ
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION (Cont'd)
Registration Laws Challenged by Sunset Law;
by Nora Richler; p 46-48, May 80, AIAJ

ARCHITECTURAL RENDERING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING.

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
Architecture-Psychology, Review of the Merger;
by Robert Somner. p 76+. Apr 80, AIAJ

ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)
Energy Conscious Design; by Stanley Tigerman;
ph., p. 82-83, Apr 80, INT

Form and Metaphor; Work of Erik Gunnar Asplund,
by Stuart Wrede; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-97, Feb 80, PA

His Architectural Education and Design Principles;
Biography: William Wilson Wurster, by
Richard C. Peters; ph., p. 36-41, Nov 79, JAE

Influence of Architect’s Design on Town’s Grandeur;
Palm Beach: Addison Mizner; by
Skippy Duncan Harwood; ph., p. 92-93+; Sept Oct 80, RI

Interview, His Philosophy; Views of Interior Design,
Robert Venturi; ph., p. 225+. Mar 80, ID

Interview, on Architecture; I. M. Pei; ph., p. 62-63+; July 80, INT

Japanese Minimalism; Survey of Three Firms’ Work; Japan;
— — Kazuo Shinohara, Tadao Ando and Riken Yamamoto & Field Shop; ph. pl. dia. axon., p. 99-117, May 80, PA

Modern Building’s Clash with Environment;
by Brent Brain; ph., p. 88-90+; Apr 80, INT

Multidisciplinary Discourse; by Donald Canty; p. 70, Jan 80, AIAJ

Past Ten Years Have Multiplied Directions for
Chicago Architects; Illinois, Chicago. Survey;
ph. pl. dia. elev. axon., p. 71-83, June 80, PA

Princeton Lectures, A Turning Point in Career;
Frank Lloyd Wright; by Frederick Gulheim; ill.; p. 48-49, June 80, AIAJ

Prize Winning Architect, His Work; Luis Barragan;
ph., p. 30-32, June 80, AIAJ

Profile of Firm and Work; Edward Larrabee Barnes; by
Cervin Robinson; ph. pl. sec., p. 62-71, Apr 80, AIAJ

Profile of Firm’s Work; Marcel Breuer; ph. sec., p. 72-73+, Dec 80, INT

Profile of Maverick Office; SITE; by Pilar Viladas;
ph. pl., p. 64-69, May-June 80, INT

Profile of Work; Apartment Renovations; Wayne Berg; ph. pl. p. 64-69, May-June 80, RI

Prophet of Appropriate Technology and Design;
Egypt, Recipient of Aga Khan Award, Hassan Fathy; by
Robert B. Marquis; ph., p. 38-39, Dec 80, AIAJ

Recap of Architecture in the 70’s; Significant Events and Buildings, Interior Design Recycling and Restoration, by Stanley Abercrombie; ill. p. 38-56+, Jan 80, AIAJ

Recent Construction and Development; France, Paris, Critique, by Ada Louise Huxtable; ph. p. 80-81, June 80, INT

Recent Late Entries Exhibition Reworks Tribune Tower Competition Idea; Illinois, Chicago; by Stuart Cohen; ill.; p. 93-99, Cover, June 80, PA

Rereading Gromort; Beaux-Arts Teacher and Theorist; by Lawrence Anderson; pl. p. 18-21; Nov 79, JAE

Review of the History of Today’s Architecture;
by James Marston Fitch; p. 66-68, Jan 80, AIAJ
ARCHITECTURE (Cont’d)

Search for Meaning in the Architecture of Islam; Art, Historical, Mystical, Anthropological and Socio-Economic; ph. p. 86-89, Aug 80, AR

Survey of Current Work; India — — Form Follows Climate; C. M. Correa, by C. M. Correa, ph dia pl sec., p. 88-99, July 80, AR

Survey of Firm’s Recent Work; R. M. Kliment and Frances Haisband, ph. pl. sec. elev. det., p. 104-113, June 80, AR

Survey of Firm’s Work; Frank O Gehry, ph. pl. m. elev. axon., p. 69-85, Mar 80, PA

Survey of Recent Works of Tendenza, the Neo-Rationalist Movement; Italy — — — ph. ill. sec elev., p. 104-113, June 80. PA

The Dutch Casbahs; New Architecture in Holland, Structuralism, Netherlands: Survey of Housing and Other Buildings by Jennifer Taylor, ph. pl. ill. dia m sec elev., p. 86-97, Mar 80. PA

Their Office Organization and Philosophy of Design; Their Principals, Gensler Associates, ph. p. 214-230, Aug 80, ID

Think Before Acting, the State of the World and Architecture; by Serge Chermayeff, ph., p. 58-61, Apr 80, AIAJ

Towards an Evolutionary Architecture; Aspen Design Conference, by Susan Gill, ph., p. 70-71, Sept 80, AIAJ

Two Drawings on the City by Saul Steinberg; ph., p. 71, Jan 80, AIAJ

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN also ARIZONA — — — Escrow Practices Taken to Court; p. 18, Nov 18, H

Arcosanti; New City, Apartment Unit, Paolo Soleri, ph. p. 22, Oct 80, H

Phoenix; Bathroom, Conover & Hedrick, ph. pl. p. 63, mid-May 80, H

Phoenix; Electronic Management House of the Future; Charles Robert Schiffter, ph. p. 34, July 80; Aug 80, RI

Phoenix; Hotel, Reconstruction, Arizona Biltmore, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation; ph. pl. p. 116-121, July 80, AR

Phoenix; Residence, Biltmore Gates Model, Arthur Henry Schreiber, ph. pl., p. 42-43, 48-49, June 80, H

Scottsdale; Flood Control and Open Space Project, Indian Bend Wash, Royster, Honamoto, Beck & Abey, ph., p. 395, July 80, LA

Scottsdale; Residence, Sunrise Estates Model, ph. pl., p. 50-51, June 80, H

Tucson; Apartment Development, Low Rise; Terra Antiqua Village, Architectural Progress Limited, ph. sec. pl. cost anal., p. 68-72, Feb 80, H

ART GALLERY

See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, STORE.

ART

Art and Architecture; Review of the Merger; by Maeve Slavin, ph., p. 78-81, Mar 80, INT

Art Gallery, Castelli, Fergen & Corcoran; New York, New York; Redroof Design; ph. sec., p. 70-71, July 80, INT

Art Graphics Factory; California, Los Angeles; Frank O Gehry, ph. pl. elev., p. 76-77, Mar 80, PA

Design of Russian Avant-Garde Art Exhibition; California, Los Angeles; Frank Gehry, by Barbara Goldstein, ph. pl., p. 76-79, Oct 80, PA

Earthwork Landscape-Art Projects, Discussion; Washington, Seattle; by Grady Clay, ph.; p. 55-57, Jan 80, LA

International Sculpture Conference, Exhibits; ph., p. 32, 35, July 80, AIAJ

Kinetic Sculpture for Commercial Interiors; Tim Prentice, ph., p. 46, Feb 80, INT

Large Horizontal Landscape Sculpture; Athena Tacha, ph., p. 58, Jan 80, LA

Sculptor Rob Fisher; ph., p. 88-89, July 80, ID

Sculptor, His Changing Work; Roberto Estevés, ph., p. 290-291, Sept 80, AIAJ

Sculptured Concrete Bas-Relief Panels for Park; Connecticut, Stamford, Neighborhood Kids are Artists, Environmental Design Associates, by Donald Ferrow, ph., p. 47-50, Jan 80, LA

Sodded Bridge for a Day; Sally Baier, ph., p. 638, Nov 80, LA

Sun Altar, Solar Water Sculpture; Joan Webster Price, ph. ill., p. 639-640, Nov 80, LA

ARTS CENTER

Art Center, Walker; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl., p. 62, 67, Apr 80, AIAJ

Art Gallery, Scaife; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl., p. 69, Apr 80, AIAJ

Performing and Fine Arts Center; Minnesota, St Paul; Converted Federal Courts Building; Perry Dean, Stahl & Roget, ph., p. 232-233, mid-May 80, AIAJ

See ART, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUDIO-VISUAL

Italy, Rome; Media Living Room, Giovanni Ascarelli et al., by Jim Kemp, ph. elev., p. 104-105, Mar, Apr 80, RI

Optimum Results from Stereo Systems; Installation Ideas, by Clement Meadmore, ph., p. 124-125, Apr 80, ID

Screening Room; California, Sherman Oaks, Columbia Pictures, Stanley Felderman, ph. pl., p. 48-49, Dec 80, INT

Surfaces to Heighten Acoustical Efficiency; by Clifford Berman, sec. det., p. 110-111, Mar, Apr 80, RI
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**AUDIO-VISUAL (Cont’d)**
Survey of Audio Visual Home Entertainment Equipment; ph., p. 106-109, Mar/Apr 80. Ri

**AUDITORIUM**
Atheneum, Visitors’ Center; Indiana, New Harmony; Critique; Richard Meier; ph. pl. sec. axon; p. 67-75, Feb 80. PA
Concert Hall, 1857, and Addition; Massachusetts, Worcester, Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. p. 133, Apr 80. PA
Mechanics Hall; Massachusetts, Worcester, Resolution and Addition; Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. pl. p. 13, Summer 80. RD
Music Center; Holland, Utrecht, Herman Hertzberger; ph. pl. sec. axon, p. 82-89, July 80. PA
See CONVENTION CENTER, CULTURAL CENTER, EXHIBITION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

**AUSTRALIA**
Canberra, Belconnen; Office Building, Middle Rise, Cameron Office Complex, Planning Analysis, John Andrews; by Jakob T. Robert, ph. pl. sec. det. p. 78-85, Oct 80. AR
Canberra; Parliament Buildings; Mitchell & Giurgola and Richard N. Thorp, m. elev. p. 43, Aug 80. AR
Canberra; Parliamentary Complex; Mitchell & Giurgola and Richard Thorp, m. pl. p. 56-57, Aug 80. AIAJ
International Energy Over-View; Israel, Japan; Australia, ph. pl. ill. dia. det. sec. p. 81-89, Apr 80. PA

**AUSTRIA**
Vienna; Central Bank; Expressionist Fantasy Combats Institutional Image, Critique, Guenther Domeng, ph. pl. sec. p. 180-183, Sept 80. PA
Vienna; Embassy, Addition, U. S., Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca, sec. m. pl. p. 102-103, Dec 80. AR
Vienna; IFI Conference, by William G. Quinn, ph. p. 80-82. July 80. ID
Vienna; Residence; Interiors of Remodeled Rowhouse, Luigi Blau, ph. iso. p. 151-153, Sept 80. PA

**BAHAMAS**
Harbour Island; Residence; Hammond, Beeby & Babka, ill. pl. p. 93, June 80. PA

**BANK**
Art Deco Restoration; Iowa, Des Moines; Valley National Bank, Charles Herbert; ph. pl. p. 112-115, Nov 80. PA
Bank Building; Indiana, Muncie; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; iso. p. 264-265, May 80. ID
Bank Corporate Headquarters, Branch Bank; Guatemala, Guatemala City, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. p. 256-259, May 80. ID
Bank Executive Offices; Tennessee, Knoxville, Counterpoint Incorporated, ph. pl. p. 230-233, May 80. ID
Bank Interiors; Illinois, Decatur, Bunce Organization, ph. pl. p. 240-241, Oct 80. ID
Bank Offices; New York, New York; Argentine Bank, Forbes & Ergas, ph. pl. p. 244-245, Mar 80. ID
Bank, Mortgage Loan Department; California, San Diego, Crocker, Gensler Associates, ph. pl. p. 44-45, Dec 80. INT
Bank, Remodeled Railroad Station; Pennsylvania, Lebanon, Haak, Kaufman, Reese & Beer, ph. pl. p. 100-101, Jan 80. INT
Banking Floor; California, San Francisco, Hibernia Bank, Bond & Brown, ph. pl. p. 242-243, Oct 80. ID
Branch Bank; Italy, Milan, Emilio Ambasz and Gian Carlo Piretti, ph. pl. p. 62-65, June 80. INT
Central Bank; Austria, Vienna, Expressionist Fantasy Combats Institutional Image, Critique, Guenther Domeng, ph. pl. sec. p. 180-183, Sept 80. PA
Citibank; New York, New York, Walker Group, ph. pl. p. 98-99, Apr 80. INT
Credit Union Building; Ohio, Cincinnati, Interiors by Space Design International, Glaser & Myers, ph. p. 84-85, June 80. INT
Florida, South Dade; Royal Trust Bank, Dianne Joyce, ph. pl. p. 100-101, Apr 80. INT
Illinois, Skokie; Newman & Lustig, ph. axon. p. 79. June 80. PA
Interiors; Bank, New York, — — —, Skidmore, Owings & Merril, ph. pl. p. 76, Feb 80. INT
International Banking Center; New York, New York, Citibank, LCP Associates, ph. pl. p. 244-245, Oct 80. ID
Prefab Module for Automated Banking, Citibank; Steel Structural Gage, Landow & Landow, ph. pl. p. 80-83, mid-Aug 80. AR
Restoration and Remodeling of Residence; 1800’s; Italy, Milan, Ambasz & Piretti, ph. pl. p. 98-101, Mar 80. PA
Restoration and Renovation of a McKim, Mead & White Bank; New York, New York, Walker Group, ph. pl. p. 96-99, Nov 80. PA
Savings and Loan Bank; California, Downey, Langdon & Wilson, ph. pl. p. 238-239, Oct 80. ID
Savings and Loan Bank; California, La Jolla; United Business Interiors, ph. pl. p. 236-237, Oct 80. ID
BANK (Cont’d)

Savings Bank; Connecticut, Bridgeport; Zane Yost, ph. iso., p. 96-97; Apr 80; INT
Urban Shopping Mall, Mixed-Use Complex; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; The Bank Center, Five Remodeled Office Buildings; Critique; Lorenzi, Dods & Gunnill; ph. pl. axon.; p. 88-91; Nov 80; PA

See OFFICE BUILDING also

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN

Architectural Barriers to the Partially Sighted and Solutions; by Dr. Samuel Genensky; ph. ill.; p. 65, 67; May 80; AR
Barrier-Free Requirements; Access Today, by Michael Jones; dia. det. ill.; p. 206-211; Sept 80; PA
Barrier-Free Specifications; by Walter Rosenfeld, p. 205; Sept 80; PA

Designing Adaptable Housing to Meet Barrier-Free Goals; Design Criteria, by Edward Stenfeld; dia. pl. elev. ill.; p. 57-65; Mar 80; AR

Designing Barrier-Free Communications in Buildings; by Edward Stenfeld; p. 51, 53, 57, 59; Aug 80; AR

BATHROOM

Arizona, Phoenix; Cornoyer & Hedrick; ph. pl.; p. 63; mid-May 80; H
Barry Sugarman; ph.; p. 234-235; Nov 80; ID
Bath Plans, New Products; pl. ill.; p. 66-73; mid-May 80; H
California, Dana Point; Corbin & Yamafuji; ph. pl.; p. 62; mid-May 80; H
California, Indian Wells; ph. pl.; p. 65; mid-May 80; H
California, Laguna Niguel; Corbin & Yamafuji; ph. pl.; p. 64; mid-May 80; H
California, Marin County; Addition; Theodore Brown, ph.; p. 240-241; Nov 80; ID
California, Santa Cruz; Edward Lohrbach; ph. pl.; p. 61; mid-May 80; H
California, Yorba Linda; M.L.A.; ph. pl.; p. 62; mid-May 80; H
Detail Ideas; ill.; p. 57 mid-May 80; H
Florida, Deerfield Beach; Philip E. Reeves; ph. pl.; p. 60; mid-May 80; H
Half-Bath as an Added Attraction; Survey, Plans; ph. pl.; p. 52-57; mid-Oct 80; H
Idea Notebook, Details; ph. pl.; p. 58-63; mid-Oct 80; H
Kitchen and Bath Questionnaire; p. 18; mid-Oct 80; H
Kitchen Lighting; Bathroom; Survey; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; California, Palos Verdes; Paul Thoryk; ph. pl.; p. 40; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; California, San Juan Capistrano; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 38; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; California, Woodbridge Landing; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 40; mid-Oct 80; H

BATHROOM (Cont’d)

Master Bathroom; Colorado, Littleton; Fishkin Associates; ph. pl.; p. 41; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; Florida, Longwood; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p. 39; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; Florida, Orlando; Evans Group; pl. ph.; p. 37; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; Nevada, Las Vegas; Walter J. Richardson; ph. pl.; p. 39; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; New York, Oyster Bay; Robert Swedoe; ph. pl.; p. 43; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; Paul Thoryk; ph. pl.; p. 41; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom; Texas, Addison; Interior Stiles; ph. pl.; p. 38; mid-Oct 80; H
Master Bathroom, Survey; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; mid-Oct 80; H
New York, New York; Leif Pederson; ph. pl.; p. 239; Nov 80; ID
Noel Jeffrey; ph. p. 238; Nov 80; ID
Puerto Rico; Jaime Cobas; ph. pl.; p. 236-237; Nov 80; ID
Successful Showrooms; ill. p. 64; mid-Oct 80; H
Survey of Plush Bathrooms; ph. p. 234-241; Nov 80; ID
Texas, Dallas; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 63; mid-May 80; H

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Architecture-Psychology, Review of the Merger; by Robert Somner; p. 76+; Apr 80; AIAJ
Designing to Help Children Grow; by Stephan Marc Klein; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; July/Aug 80; R1
Effects of the Living Environment on the Mentally Retarded, Study; University of Massachusetts Team; dia. table, p. 135; Jan 80; PA
Environmental Role and Conceptualizations of Housing; by David Canter and Elizabeth Walker; dia. biblio, p. 30-35; Aug 80; JAR
Florida, North Dade County; Housing Development, Design Process Using Home-Shopper Survey; Dudley Omura; ph. pl.; p. 49-53; Dec 80; H
Housing Research and Development Program; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Team; dia. table, p. 135; Jan 80; PA
Human Responses and Adaptations to Thermal Levels; by Jay L. McGrew; dia. graph ill.; p. 147-149; Apr 80; PA
Interview with Dr. Jean Houston; Designer’s Influence on Society, by Maeve Slavin; ph. pl.; p. 64-65+; Aug 80; INT
Italy, Milan; Apartment Building, Middle Rise; Critique; Aldo Rossi; ph. pl.; p. 49-55; Oct 80; PA
Office Comfort Relates to Increased Productivity; Report on Study; p. 52; June 80; INT
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES (Cont'd)
Recommendation for Child Care Centers and Child Play Areas; Community Design Center, dia. ill. ph.; p. 132-133; Jan 80, PA
Residential Cul-de-Sac Sites, Their Quality and Comparison to Other Sites; by Richard Seaton. ph. table; p. 17-22; Aug 80; JAR
Survey of Shopper's Preferences; Room Sizes, Bath Fixtures, Floor Plans, Energy Saving Features, dia. iso. pl.; p. 33-48; Dec 80; H
Worker's Attitudes to Their Office Spaces; on the BOSTI Report; by Margaret Gaskie; ill.; p. 70-75; mid-Aug 80; AR
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, ELDERLY HOUSING, EVALUATION also

BOLIVIA
La Paz; Embassy Office Building, U. S.; Escherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis, ill. pl.; p. 110-111; Dec 80; AR

BOTANIC GARDEN
Botanical Conservatory Restoration and Additions; New York, New York; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl.; p. 72-77; Oct 80; AR
Myriad Gardens, Botanical Bridge; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Downtown Site, Structural Analysis, Conklin & Rossant; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 76-79; mid-Aug 80; AR

BRIDGE
Myriad Gardens, Botanical Bridge; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Downtown Site, Structural Analysis, Conklin & Rossant; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 76-79; mid-Aug 80; AR
Sodded Bridge for a Day; Sally Baier, ph.; p. 638; Nov 80, LA

BUILDING CODE
See ENERGY

BUILDING MATERIALS
Manufacturer's Listings; p. 71-94; Aug 80; H
See BUILDING MATERIALS AND INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT HEADINGS

BUS
Superbus, Luxury Charter Bus; Robert Lidsky and Alice Konner; ph.; p. 74-75; Mar 80; INT

CABINETS
Custom Cabinets; iso. elev.; p. 64, 66; Mar/Apr 80; RI

CABINETS (Cont'd)
See FURNITURE also

CALIFORNIA
— — — California State Government Buildings Show Energy Consciousness; by Peter Cal- thorpe; ph. ill. pl. axon.; p. 117-121; Apr 80, PA
— — — Inclusionary Zoning Statewide, p. 16+; Mar 80; H
Alameda Creek; Landscaping Flood Control Levees, Theodore Osmundson; by Theodore Osmundson, sec. ph. map; p. 623-628; Nov 80; LA
Berkeley; Apartment Development, Low Rise; Saso Island; Kurtzman & Kodama et al.; ph. pl.; p. 24-28; Dec 80; H
Berkeley; Interiors; Architect's Offices, Remodeled Store Building; ELS Design Group; ph.; p. 50-51; Feb 80, INT
Berkeley; Residence; Maybeck Link; Howard David Menashe; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 103-105; Mar 80; AR
Berkeley; Restaurant; Me and Me; Daniel Solomon; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p. 84-87; Feb 80; PA
Berkeley; Restaurant; Roundtree, Stephen Shubel; ph.; p. 170-171; Dec 80; ID
Beverly Hills; Auto Maintenance Shop, Rolls Royce, Stoner & Kennington, ph.; p. 76-77; Mar 80; INT
Beverly Hills; Boutique; Bottega Veneta, Interiors by Molteco, Molteco & Tican, Karrmitzer, Cotton & Vreeland; ph.; p. 92-93; June 80; INT
Burbank; Office Building, Interiors; Headquarters; Columbia Pictures Industries; Stanley Felderman; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Jan 80; INT
Carmel Point; Residential Landscape, Seashore Site; by David Gates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 163-167; Mar 80; LA
Carmel; Triplex Development, High Meadow Outlook, Hall; Goodhue, Haisley & Barker; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Nov 80; H
Costa Mesa; Department Store, Saks Fifth Avenue; CNI International; ph. sec.; p. 104-105; Sept 80; INT
Cypress; Motor Corporation Offices, Warehouse and Research; Yamaha; William L. Pereira; ph.; iso. pl.; p. 114-119; June 80; AR
Dana Point; Bathroom, Corbin & Yamaufi, ph. pl.; p. 62; mid-May 80; H
Dana Point; Duplexes, Attached Garages, Sea Ridge, Corbin & Yamaufi; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Feb 80; H
Davis; Energy Conservation Capitol; Planning Policies, by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p. 58-61; June 80; AIAJ

CABINETS (Cont'd)
See FURNITURE also
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Downey; Savings and Loan Bank. Langdon & Wilson, ph. p. 236-239, Oct 80, ID

Fresno; Migrant Farm Labor Housing; State Prototype for 25 Centers. Gutierrez & Martinez, ph. p. p. 112-113, Mar 80, AR

Garden Grove; Crystal Cathedral; Energy Analysis; Critique. Johnson & Burgee, by Barbara Goldstein, dia. ph, det. sec., p. 76-85, Dec 80, PA

Garden Grove; Crystal Cathedral. Johnson & Burgee, ph, pl. p. 112-113, Nov 80, AR

Garden Grove; Crystal Cathedral. Johnson & Burgee, ph, p. 42-43, Dec 80, INT

Hollywood; Residence. Coy Howard, axon. ill. pl. p. 111, Jan 80, PA

Indian Wells; Bathroom, ph. pl. p. 65. mid-May 80

Irvine; Residence. Canyon Creek Model. Cordell Ross, ph. p. 44-45, June 80, H

Irvine; Townhouse. Turtle Rock Glen. Fisher & Friedman, ph. pl. p. 61, Nov 80, H

La Jolla; Savings and Loan Bank. United Business Interiors; ph. p. 236-237, Oct 80, ID

La Jolla; Trees for Landscape. Planning Guide for City. Russell A. Beatty, ph. pl. ill. p. 524-525, Sept 80, LA

Laguna Beach; Factory House in Fancy Suburb. ph. pl. p. 16, Oct 80, H

Laguna Beach; Rehabilitated Motel into Time Share Vacation Apartments. Craig Coombs, ph. p. 64-67, July 80, H

Laguna Niguel; Bathroom. Corner & Yamauchi, ph. pl. p. 64, mid-May 80, H

Long Beach; Office Building. High Rise. Oceangate. Luckman Partnership, m. pl. p. 47, Dec 80, PA

Long Beach; State Office Building. Energy Conservation. Hugh Gibbs and Donald Gibbs and Kenneth S. Winger, axon. ill. pl. p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

Los Angeles; Art Graphics Factory. Frank O. Gehry, ph. pl. elev. p. 76-77, Mar 80, PA

Los Angeles; Cabrillo Beach Recreation Complex. EDAW, ill. p. 526. Sept 80, LA


Los Angeles; Design of Russian Avant-Garde Art Exhibition. Frank Gehry. by Barbara Goldstein. ph. pl. p. 76-79, Oct 80, PA

Los Angeles; Designer’s House and Office. Mark Paul, ph. p. 208-209, Aug 80, ID

Los Angeles; Downtown Redevelopment Competition. Bunker Hill. Critique: ill. p. 42, 46, Sept 80, PA

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Los Angeles; Downtown Redevelopment. Bunker Hill. and Other Competition Entries. Arthur Erickson, et al., m. pl. p. 38-39, Sept 80, AR

Los Angeles; Downtown Redevelopment. Bunker Hill Competition. Critique. Arthur Erickson, by George Rand. ill. iso, p. 61-64, Aug 80, AIAJ


Los Angeles; Law School. Loyola University. Addition and Renovation. Frank O. Gehry, m. p. 72-74. Mar 80, PA


Los Angeles; Placement Offices. University of California at Los Angeles. Frank O. Gehry, ph. p. 70-72, Mar 80, PA


Los Angeles; Several Residences. Frank O. Gehry, ph. m. p. 69-74, Mar 8, PA


Malibu; Residence. Artist’s Studio. Frank Gehry. ph. iso., p. 90-91. May-June 80, RI


Mount Hermon; Ponderosa Lodge. Landscape Plan. Johnson, Johnson & Roy, ph. p. 496-497, Sept 80, LA


Pacific Palisades; Residence. Addition. Morphosis. ph. sec. iso., p. 120-121. Jan 80, PA


Palos Verdes; Master Bathroom. Paul Thoryk, ph. pl. p. 40, mid-Oct 80, H

Pasadena; Architect’s House. Miller Yee Fong, ph. pl. p. 192-197, Aug 80, ID
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Peacock Hills: Residential Development, Their Rigid Philosophy and the Organization of Ramos & Jensen; Model, ph., pl., p. 74-76, June 80, H

Portola Valley; Housing Development, Open Space Plan; Landscape Plan by Anthony M. Guzzo!ardo. Don R. Knor, ph., p. 515, Sept 80, LA

Redondo Beach; Furniture Showcase Room and Architects' Offices; Synthesis, ph, pl., p. 85, 90-92, May 80, AR

Redwood City; Townhouse, Lighthouse Cove; Fisher & Friedman, ph., p. 56-57, Nov 80, H

Riverside; Restoration of Mission Inn; ph., p. 62, 66, Jan 80, PA

Sacramento; Energy Efficient State Office Building; State Architect's Office, iso, ill., p. 128-129+, May 80, INT

Sacramento; Residence, Solar Model, elev., pl., p. 26, Mar. 80, H

Sacramento; State Department of Justice Building, Energy Conservation, Marquis Associates, pl. ill., m., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

Sacramento; State Office Building, Competition Winner, Energy Conservation, Benham & Blair, m. ill., pl., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

Sacramento; State Office Building, Energy Conservation, California Office of the State Architect, pl. ill., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

Sacramento; State Office Building, Energy Conservation, Nacht & Lewis, pl. ill., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

San Clemente; Bathroom, Edward Lohrbach, ph., pl., p. 61, mid-May 80, H

San Diego; Point Loma; Townhouse, Hillside Site; Rod Wright, ph., sec., pl., p. 54-57, Feb 80, H

San Diego; Apartment Development; Presidio Place, Elaborate Sales Office, David Cowan; ph., p. 46-51, Sept 80, H

San Diego; Bank, Mortgage Loan Department, Crocker, Gensler Associates, ph., pl., p. 44-45, Dec 80, INT

San Diego; Eight-Plexes in Various Cities, New Mexico, Albuquerque, Four Basic Plans, Variations, Walter Hansen, ph., pl., p. 36-41, June 80, H

San Diego; Flood Control Plan on San Diego Riverway, by Landowners, Wimmer & Yamada, by Ronald S. Teshima and Elizabeth Yamada, ph., sec., pl., p. 305-308, May 80, LA

San Francisco; Air Terminal, Anshen & Allen, m. sec., p. 41, Feb 80, AR

San Francisco; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Telegraph Hill Site, Backen, Arrigoni & Ross, ill. sec., p. 123, Jan 80, PA

San Francisco; Architects' Offices, Robinson, Mills & Williams, ph., pl., p. 170-175, Dec 80, ID

San Francisco; Architects' Offices, Perkins & Will, ph., pl., p. 56-57, Dec 80, INT

San Francisco; Banking Floor, Hibernia Bank, Bond & Brown, ph., pl., p. 242-243, Oct 80, ID

San Francisco; Bay Club, Gensler Associates; ph., pl., p. 236-245, Feb 80, ID

San Francisco; Decorator Showcase Rooms, ph., p. 210-213, Aug 80, ID

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Francisco; Dining Room, Apartment, Sculptured Space, Robert Hutchinson; ph., p. 222-224, Mar 80, ID

San Francisco; Effect on Downtown of Failure to Renew Anti-Highrise Law, ill. pl., elev. iso., p. 44-45, June 80, PA

San Francisco; Furniture Showcase, Modern Mode's, Design Forum, ph., p. 120, Dec 80, ID

San Francisco; Hair Salon, Sassoon's, Del Campo Associates, ph., pl., p. 256-259, Mar 80, ID

San Francisco; Hotel, Stanford Court, Additions, Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis, ph., pl., p. 226-229, Apr 80, ID

San Francisco; Interiors, Apartment, Anthony Machado, ph., p. 202-205, Aug 80, ID

San Francisco; Interiors, Architect's Offices, Robinson, Mills & Williams, ph., pl., p. 82-83, Jan 80, INT

San Francisco; Interiors, Financial Counseling Company Offices, Bond & Brown, ph., sec., p. 130-131, Sept 80, INT

San Francisco; Interiors, Law Offices, Gensler Associates, ph., pl., p. 222-229, May 80, ID

San Francisco; Market Street, its Various Images, by Donald Canty, ph., p. 32-47, Aug 80, AIAJ

San Francisco; Office Building, High Rise, Bank of America Building, History and Critique: Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, by John Pastler, ph., pl., p. 48-55, Aug 80, AIAJ

San Francisco; Residence, Addition, Theodore Brown, ph., p. 206-207, Aug 80, ID

San Francisco; Residence, Hillside Lot, Bull Field, Volkman & Stockwell, ph., sec., pl., p. 44, Jan 80, H

San Francisco; Residence, Interiors, Remodeled William W. Wurster House, Robert Hering, ph., p. 254-257, Apr 80, ID

San Francisco; Residence, Remodeled Victorian, Robert Hutchinson, ph., p. 176-183, Aug 80, ID

San Francisco; Restaurant, Orient Express, Daniel Solomon and Nan Hearst, ph., p. 190-195, Dec 79, ID

San Francisco; Restaurant, Orient Express, Daniel Solomon and Nan Hearst, ph., pl., p. 82-83, Feb 80, PA

San Francisco; Restaurant, Seven Hills, Whisler & Patin, ph., pl., p. 198-199, Aug 80, ID

San Francisco; School, Elementary, Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis, ph., pl., p. 102-105; Aug 80, AR

San Francisco; Survey of New Office Buildings, by Lucia Smith; map, p. 52-56, Dec 80, INT

San Francisco; Townhouse, Corner Site, Daniel Solomon, ph., pl., p. 50-53, July 80, H

San Francisco; Townhouse, Golden Gate Commons, Fisher & Friedman, ill. pl., elev. m. sec., p. 82-85, Jan 80, H

San Francisco; Townhouse, Telegraph Hill Condominiums, Backen, Arrigoni & Ross, ill. pl., sec., p. 64-67, Apr 80, H
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

San Francisco; Two Apartments, Miller, Copeland & MacDonald, ph. pl. is.; p. 120-121, mid-May 80, AR

San Francisco; Waterfront Revitalization and Development, by Boris Darnov and Bonnie Fisher; ph. pl.; p. 69-72, Jan 80; LA

San Jose; Electronic Printers Factory, Hawley & Peterson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-121, June 80, AR

San Jose; Office Building, Low Rise, Corporation Headquarters, Oume, Hawley & Peterson, ph.; p. 138-139, May 80, INT

San Jose; Industrial Building, Oume Corporation, Hawley & Peterson, ph.; p. 226-227, mid-May 80, AIAJ; ph.; p. 138-139, May 80, INT

San Jose; State Office Building, Energy Conservation, ELS Design Group; ill. m. pl.; p. 117-121; Apr 80, PA

San Juan Capistrano; Master Bathroom, Berkus Group; ph.; p. 38, mid-Oct 80, H

San Mateo; Interiors, Developer's Offices, Robin Mills & Williams; ph.; p. 62-63, Feb 80, INT

San Mateo; Townhouse, Marina Lagoon, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 60, Nov 80, H

San Pedro; Studio House, Coy Howard; ill. pl. sec.; p. 110, Jan 80, PA

San Rafael; County Headquarters Buildings, Marin County Civic Center, Critique; Frank Lloyd Wright; by George Rand; ph.; p. 46-57, Apr 80, AIAJ

Santa Clara; Central Park, Rosyton, Hamamoto, Alley & Aybe; ph.; p. 498-499, Sept 80; LA

Santa Clara; Corporation Offices, Employee's Park, Anthony M Guzzardo; ph. pl.; p. 490-491, Sept 80, LA

Santa Cruz; University of California at Santa Cruz, History of Design, by John Carl Warnecke and Robert J. Evans; p. 68-69, Feb 80, AIAJ

Santa Monica; Architect's House, Renovation; Frank O Gehry; ph. pl. axon.; p. 81-85, Mar 80, PA

Santa Monica; Interiors, Architect's Offices, Remodeled Loft, Vito Cetta; ph.; p. 46-47, Dec 80, INT

Santa Monica; Remodeled Architect's House, Critique; Frank Gehry, by John Pastier; ph. iso.; p. 168-173; mid-May 80, AIAJ

Santa Monica; Shopping Center, Frank O Gehry, m. pl.; p. 73-75, Mar 80, PA

Sausalito; Residential Development, Three Variations on Hillside Plan, Crosby, Thornton & Marshall; ph. pl.; p. 32, Jan 80, H

Segundo; Industrial Building, Computer Parts Manufacturer, TRW, SLS Environics; ph.; p. 194-197, Dec 80, ID

Sherman Oaks; Interiors, Screening Room, Columbia Pictures, Stanley Felderman; ph. pl.; p. 48-49, Dec 80, INT

Southern; Residence, Farmhouse Addition, Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; ph. pl. sec.; p. 125-132, Jan 80, AR

Stockton; Townhouse, Quail Village, Waterfront, Donald Sandy, Jr and James A. Babcock; ph. pl.; p. 68-74, Apr 80, H

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Strawberry; Townhouse, Duplex Development, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 58-59, Nov 80, H

Sylmar; Residential Development, Models; ph. pl.; p. 80-81, Mar 80, H

Upland; Hospital, General, Rehabilitation Interiors, by Charles Kratka, Hannish, Morgan & Causey; ph. pl.; p. 214-225, Feb 80, ID

Venice; Artists' Studio Buildings, Three, Frank O. Gehry, m.; p. 73, Mar 80, PA

Venice; Restaurant, Food Shop, Rose Cafe and Market, Patel, Mehra & Black; ph.; p. 74-75; Aug 80; INT

Walnut Creek; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Rossmoor, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 76-79, Mar 80, H

Walnut Creek; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 122-123; mid-May 80, AR

Whittier; Residential Development, Leffingwell, High Density, ill. pl.; p. 90-91; Jan 80, H

Wimbledon; Marine Museum, Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p. 78-80, Mar 80, PA

Woodacre; Artist's Cottage, Gary Scott Kneeeland, elev. pl. sec.; p. 114; Jan 80, PA

Woodbridge Landing; Master Bathroom, Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 40, mid-Oct 80, H

Woodbridge; Shopping Center, Thomas Associates; ph. pl.; p. 44-45, Sept 80, H

Yorba Linda; Bathroom, M.L.A.; ph. pl.; p. 62; mid-May 80, H

CANADA

Alberta, Calgary; Office Building, High Rise, Gulf, Canada Square; Energy Efficient; Canada Square, by Ben Bedell; ph.; p. 14, 16, Aug 80; INT

Alberta, Calgary; Office Building, Low Rise, Residential Scale, H. E. Hubert; ph. sec.; p. 62-63; Sept 80, H

Alberta, Edmonton; Downtown Park, Beaver Hills House Park, Environetic Design Group, by Jonathan Losee; ph. pl.; p. 39-42, Jan 80, LA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Law Courts Complex and Robson Square, Arthur Erickson; ph. sec.; p. 65-75, Dec 80, AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; Residential Development, Townhouse, Downs & Archambault; ph. pl.; p. 78-82, Aug 80, PA

Ontario, Alton; Restaurant, Millcroft Inn, Hamilton, Redgely & Bennett; ph. pl.; p. 106-107, Jan 80, AR

Ontario, Toronto; Hair Dressing Salon; Francesco Piccaluga and Aldo Piccaluga; ph. axon.; p. 176-179, Sept 80, PA

Ontario, Vaughan; Residence, Heavy Timber Frame, C. Blakeway Millar; ph. sec.; p. 58-61, mid-May 80, AR

Quebec, Montreal; Flroal World's Fair; Includes Frozen Peat-Bog Garden; by Ron Williams; ph. pl.; p. 408-412; July 80, LA

Quebec, Montreal; Office Building, High Rise, Alcan, A. J. Diamond; ph. pl. p. 68-71; Dec 80, PA
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

CANADA (Cont'd)
Vancouver; Granville Island; Waterfront Development; Shopping; College Offices; Public Market; Thompson, Berwick & Platt; by Michael Seelig and Julie Seelig; ph. pl. sec. det. map; p. 76-81; Sept 80; AR

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
Bequia; Residence; Ezra Stoller; ph. iso.. p. 100-103; Sept, Oct 80. RL

CARPET
Boosting Carpet and Rug Exports; p. 42; Apr 80; INT
Carpet Trends; ph.; p. 38+; Apr 80; INT
Color Used in Residential Design; and Rug Design; Michael Graves, by Richard Horn; m. elev.; ph. p. 78-81+; Jan/Feb 80; RI
Custom Rugs; Michael Graves Designed Rug; ph. p. 114-115+; Jan 80; RI
Psychology of Choosing Floor Colors; ph.; p. 40-41; Apr 80; INT
Radio City Music Hall's Carpet; ph.; p. 72; Dec 79; ID
Third Generation Carpeting; Survey of Characteristics; ph. det dia. graph; p. 110-115; Mar 80; PA
Wool Carpets; by Jim Morgan; ph.; p. 98-99+; Mar/Apr 80; RI

CEILING
Pipe and Junction Space Frame; ph.; p. 34; Nov 80; INT
Suspended Ceiling Systems; Linear Ceiling and Open-Office Ceiling; ph. det. sec. table; p. 220-227; Sept 80; PA

CERAMIC TILE
Decorative Tiles; ph.; p. 68-69; June 80; INT

CHILDREN’S ENVIRONMENT
Designing to Help Children Grow; by Stephan Marc Klein; ph.; p. 82-83; July/Aug 80; RI
See SCHOOL also

CHINA
Decorative Arts, More Available; by Jim Kemp; ph.; p. 10+; July/Aug 80; RI
Forces Shaping the City in China; by Christopher Salter; ill.; p. 64-68; Jan 80; LA
Visitors Photos of Interiors; ph.; p. 86-89; Jan/Feb 80; RI

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
AIA Convention Site; Ohio, Cincinnati; ph.; p. 46-51+; Mar 80; AIAJ
Analysis of Districts, Growth; Florida, Miami Beach; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-65; Aug 80; PA
Background of Excellent Architecture in Town; Indiana, Columbus; Cummins Engine Company Support; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 62-71; Mar 80; AIAJ
Birthday Activities of a Great City; Massachusetts, Boston, by Stanley Abercrombie; ill.; p. 59+; Nov 80; AIAJ
City Planning Not Considered in National Energy Planning; p. 29, 30; Nov 80; AIAJ
Continued Economic Decline in Older Cities; p. 12; Sept 80; AIAJ
Decline of Gaslight Square, Rise of Laclede’s Landing; Missouri, St. Louis; ph.; p. 36, 38, 40; Aug 80; PA
Desert Guidelines for Development of Old Naval Shipyard; Massachusetts, Charleston; Restoration and Construction, Boston Redevelopment Authority; ill. m.; p. 131; Jan 80; PA
Effect of Mining on Town’s Quality of Life; Colorado, Gunnison; Planning Policies; by J. Ritchie Smith; ph.; p. 393-394; July 80; PA
Effect on Downtown of Failure to Renew Anti-Highrise Law; California, San Francisco; Planning Policies, by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p. 58-61; June 80; AIAJ
Energy Conservation Capitol; California, Davis; Planning Policies, by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p. 58-61; June 80; AIAJ
Energy Conserving Land Use and Site Development; Virginia, Burke Centre; Case Study; Land Design & Research; ph. ill.; p. 532-533; Sept 80; LA
Events and People that Shape the City’s Character; Ohio, Cincinnati; by David Bowes; ph.; p. 52-61; Mar 80; AIAJ
Federal Restriction of Sewer Funds Restricts Growth; by Jane A. Silverman; p. 82+; Mar 80; AIAJ
Forces Reshaping the City; Florida, Miami; Various Views; by Jim Kemp; ph.; p. 60, 62, 79; Sept/Oct 80; RI
Forces Shaping the City in China; China; by Christopher Salter; ill.; p. 64-68; Jan 80; LA
Ghost Towns, History, Threatened by Vandals; Colorado, Rosita; by John E. Dillavou; ill.; p. 392-393; July 80; LA
Inter-City Revitalization Study; ph.; p. 28; Nov 80; H
Inventory of Visual Resources; Colorado; Process; by Craig Taggart et al.; ph. pl.; p. 396-400; July 80; LA
Jerusalem as Place and Vision; Israel; Jerusalem; Underground Parking Structure; Lawrence Halprin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-37; Dec 80; AIAJ
Master Plan; Saipan, Hawaii Architects & Engineers; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; May 80; LA
Native Village Has Energy Balance with Nature; Ivory Coast, Fakaha; ph. pl.; p. 81; Apr 80; PA

40
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont'd)

New Buildings are Destroying Neighborhoods; New York, New York, by Kenneth Treister. ph. p 82-83, June 80; INT

New Capital City; Tanzania, Dodoma; Urban Design Policies Review; Project Planning Associates; by Donald Appleyard; ph. sec ill.; p 288-293, May 80; LA

New City, Apartment Unit; Arizona, Arcosanti; Paolo Soleri; ph. pl. p 22, Oct 80; H

New Town Plan; Washington, North Bonneville; Landscape Plan by Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey, Kirk, Wallace & McKinley; ph. pl.; p 504-505, Sept 80; LA

Opposition to Midtown Highrise Spurt; New York, New York, p 104-105, Jan 80; AIAJ

Overview of Regional Planning in the Rockies; by Grady Clay, ill.; p 373-374, July 80; LA

Preservation of its Architectural Heritage; Massachusetts, Boston; by Jane Holz Kay; ph.; p 38-45, Sept 80; AIAJ

Questioning the Back-to-the-City Trend; Report; p. 33, Nov 80; AIAJ

Solar Cities Design Workshop, Report; pl ill.; p 22, Oct 80; PA

Solar Harnessing in Existing Cities, Studies, Analysis; ph. dia. graph; p 113-116, Apr 80; PA

Transition and Revitalization of Downtown; Miami, Survey of Downtown Projects; Social Tensions, Design Failures, by William G Conway; ph. pl. ill.; p 49-59, Aug 80; PA

Urban Technology, Hard and Soft; To Meet Societal Problems; by Paul Weidlinger; p 108, 110, 112, Oct 80, AIAJ

Village Preservation; Tunisia; Tunis, Sanda Popa; ph. pl. elev.; p 126-127, Nov 80; AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ARCHITECTURE, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, CONSERVATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, URBAN DESIGN, UNIVERSITY also

CIVIC CENTER

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, MALL, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN

CLIMATE

Survey of Current Work; India; Form Follows Climate; C. M. Correa, by C. M. Correa; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p 88-99, July 80; AR

TVA, Climate Summaries; p 2-3, Summer 80; RD

CLINIC (Cont'd)

Emergency and Outpatient Hospital Satellite; Connecticut, Essex, Fayette Associates; ph. pl.; p. 110-111, May 80; AR

Maternity Center; Mal, Mopt; Andre Ravereau, ph. pl. sec.; p 122-123, Nov 80; AR

Medical Clinic; Ohio, Dayton, Eugene W. Betz; ph. pl.; p. 114-115, May 80; AR

Plastic Surgery Office; New York, New York, Nesi Associates; ph. pl.; p. 94-95, Aug 80; AR

See HOSPITAL also

CLUB

See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT

COATINGS

See WALL COVERING

COLOR

Color used in Residential Design; and Rug Design; Michael Graves, by Richard Horn, m. elev.; ph., p. 78-81; Jan/Feb 80; RI

Psychologist Urges Use of Color as Artist Uses Color; p. 8, Jan/Feb 80; RI

Psychology of Choosing Floor Colors; ph., p. 40-41, Apr 80; INT

Revolution in Color; Firm's New Color Directions, Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph.; p. 60-61, Feb 80; INT

Structuring and Detailing with Color; by Margaret Drimer; ph. p. 74-77, Jan/Feb 80; RI

The Value of Color; by Michael Graves, ph.; p. 95, June 80; AR

COLORADO

— Inventory of Visual Resources; Process; by Craig Taggart et al, ph. pl.; p 396-400, July 80; LA

Aspen-Snowmass; Townhouse; Mixed Commercial Use; ph. pl.; p. 70-71, Nov 80; H

Aspen; Residence, Active and Passive Solar Heating, Copeland, Hagman & Yaw; pl. ph. p. 80-83, mid-May 80; AR

Boulder County; Reclaiming Land after Gravel Mining, Boulder Valley Farms, Gage Davis; by Joanne Barbarick and Jeff Winston; ph. pl.; p. 401-403, July 80; LA

Boulder; Office Building, Diagonal Commons; Residential Character, Jungen Associates, ph. pl.; p. 73-75, Mar 80; H

Boulder; Passive Solar Townhouse; Downing & Leach; ph. pl. sec.; p 68-69, Nov 80; H

Boulder; Restaurant, Oasis Diner, Communication Arts; ph. pl.; p. 202-203, Nov 80; ID

Denver; Duplexes, Polo Club North; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p. 64-65, Feb 80; H
COLORADO (Cont'd)

Denver; Helen Bonfils Theater. Roche & Dinkeloo, ph. pl., p. 144-155, mid-May 80; AIAJ

Denver; High Rise; Park Central Office Building. Critique. W. C. Muchow, by John Pastier, ph. pl. sec. p. 30-37, Feb 80; AIAJ


Denver; Solar House and Research Facility; Richard Crowther, ph. pl. sec dia det. p. 150-155, Apr 80; PA

Dillon; Residence. Mountain Site. Backen Amgoni & Ross, ph. pl., p. 42-43, Oct 80; H

Durango; Mountain Resort, Collaborative, ph., p. 516, Sept 80; LA

Fort Collins; Profile of Practice; Landscape Architecture Urban Design and Environmental Planning. EDAW, by Herbert R. Schaal, ph. ill. p. 379-381, July 80; LA

Golden; Solar Energy Research Institute Headquarters, Energy Studies. Table Mountain Architects & Engineers; m. pl sec ill. p. 126-129, Apr 80; PA

Greeley; Apartments over Shopping Center. Cottonwood Square. Seracuse & Lawler, ph. pl elev. p. 40-41; May 80; H

Greenwood Village; Pond-Pump System for Irrigation and Beauty. Greenwood Plaza Office Complex. THK. by Joie Horanec. ph. pl.; p. 389-391, July 80; LA

Gunnison; Effect of Mining on Town's Quality of Life. Plan of Development, by J. Ritchie Smith, ph. p. 393-394, July 80; LA

Littleton; Master Bathroom. Fishkin Associates, ph. pl. p. 41, mid-Oct 80; H

Rosita; Ghost Towns. History. Threatened by Vandals. by John E. Dillavou, ill. p. 392-393, July 80; LA


COMMUNITY CENTER


See CULTURAL CENTER, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, RECREATION also

COMPUTER

Automated Graphics System; Perkins & Will's Program, ph. p. 250-255, Nov 80; ID

COMPUTER (Cont'd)

Biography of the Computer Use in Architecture; Its Levels of Use, by Eric Techerz; p. 64-65, May 80; AIAJ

Communication and Information Technologies in Landscape Architecture; Chronology, Equipment Survey. Sources, by Michael Martin McCarty and James Porter, ill. p. 602-611, Nov 80; LA

Computer Aid in Jim Forbes' Building Operation; ph. pl. ill.; p. 42-49, Nov 80; H

Computer Aid in Sales, Costs and Plans; Organization of Custom Building of Tony Cola, ph. p. 42-45, July 80; H

Computer Aided Space Planning for Large Spaces; Example, Duffy, ph. ill. p. 242-245, July 80; ID


Computer Machines for Drawing; by John Pile, ph. p. 76-77+, July 80; INT

Computer Used in Designer's Firm; Richard Plumer, ph. p. 36, 38, Jan-Feb 80; RI

Computer Used in Structural Analysis; Also Used in All Phases of Design, Examples, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ill. p. 84-91, mid-Aug 80; AR

Computerized Facilities Maintenance and Space Planning; New Role by Emily Malmo, ph. p. 256-257, Nov 80; LA

Electronic Design Aids are Fast, Precise and Cheap; Survey. ph. ill dia chart, p. 98-103, 115-116, July 80; PA

Responses to Inquiry on Changes in Practice: Computer Use. p. 612-613. Nov 80; LA

See INFORMATION SYSTEM, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFICATIONS also

CONCRETE

Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete, Survey; ph. graph. det. p. 138-143, May 80; PA

See STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

CONFERENCE CENTER

Island Conference Center and Hotel; Saud Arabia; Mecca. Roll Gutbrod. ph. pl. p. 107, Nov 80; AR

See CONVENTION CENTER, HOTEL also

CONNECTICUT


Avon; Residence, Tai Soo Kim and Hartford Design Group. ph. iso. p. 35, Jan 80; PA

Bridgeport; Savings Bank. Zane Yost, ph. iso. p. 96-97, Apr 80; INT
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Alternatives to the CM Process for Traditional Firms; by Charles F. Pock, p. 69. May 80. AR
See OFFICE PRACTICE also

CONVENTION CENTER

Expositions and Convention Center; New York, New York; Space Frame Structure, Analysis. I. M. Pei; ill. elev. pl. m.; p. 47-57, mid-Aug 80, AR
New York, New York; I. M. Pei; elev. sec.; p. 42, 46. Feb 80, PA
See AUDITORIUM, CONFERENCE CENTER also

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

See PENAL

COST ANALYSIS

Delphi Method, Aid in Project Cost Control; dia. biblio. p. 51, 55, Dec 80, AR
Energy Requirement Analysis at Design Stage Allows Timely Evaluation; tables, p. 71. May 80, AR
Life Cycle Costing, Step by Step; Part 2; Case Study on Lighting Options for Energy Use; by Stephen J. Kirk, tables, det. p. 59, 61, 63. Jan 80, AR
Life-Cycle Costing in Non-Profit Project; p. 32. Nov 80, H
See OFFICE PRACTICE. SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPE also

COSTA RICA


CULTURAL CENTER

Offices of City Cultural Center; Minnesota. St. Paul. Landmark Center, Restoration; Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers; ph. p. 146-147. May 80. INT
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, COMMUNITY CENTER, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CONSERVATION

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ENERGY, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, POLLUTION, SOLAR

CONSERVATORY


DAY CARE CENTER

See SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER
DELAWARE
New Castle City; Residence, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, elev. sec. m. pl., p. 104-105. Jan 80. PA

DENMARK
Copenhagen; Church, John Utzon, by Marc Treib; ph. pl. sec.; p. 165-169. Sept 80. PA
Copenhagen; Furniture Fair, Products, ph.; p. 234-241. July 80. ID

Report on Energy Conservation, Housing; by Kathy Goss and Per Madsen; ph. p. 86-97. Apr 80. PA

DINING ROOM
Apartment; California, San Francisco, Sculptured Space, Robert Hutchinson; ph.; p. 222-224. Mar 80. ID
Executive's; New York, New York, Jack Lowery; ph. pl., p. 58-61. Oct 80. INT

DISCO
See NIGHT CLUB

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington; Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Analysis, Critique. Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, by Andrea O. Dean; ph. pl.; p. 36-45. Nov 80. AIAJ
Washington; American Antique Furniture Exhibit, National Gallery; ph.; p. 54-55. Mar 80. ID
Washington; Art and Industry Museum; Restoration, Hugh Newell Jacobson; ph.; p. 142-143. May 80. INT
Washington; Dulles International Airport; Analysis, Addition by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; Eero Saarinen, by Allen Freeman; ph. p. 46-51. Nov 80. AIAJ
Washington; Food Shops and Restaurant in Renovated Building, The Market House; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li, ph. pl.; p. 96-97. Oct 80. AR
Washington; Interiors, Apartment, Mary Douglas Drysdale, ph. iso.; p. 76-79. May/June 80. RI
Washington; Museum, New Wing, Dumbarton Oaks, Critique, Philip Johnson, by Andrea O. Dean; ph. pl.; p. 52-57. May 80. AIAJ
Washington; Office Building, Low Rise, Transit Union Offices with Two Levels of Apartments, Three of Parking; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; m. pl. sec.; p. 124. Mar 80. AR
Washington; Office Building, Middle Rise, Retail Office Complex, Hartman & Cox; ph. pl.; p. 34. June 80. H
Washington; Residence, Arthur Cotton Moore, ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-101. mid-May 80. AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont'd)
Washington; School, Private, Addition, St. Albans' Keys, Condon & Florence; ph. pl.; p. 64-65. July 80. PA
Washington; Smithsonian Art and Industrial Building, Restoration, Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. p. 240-243. mid-May 80. AIAJ

DRAIN
Armco Slotted Drain; ph. det.; p. 18. mid-Oct 80. AR

E

EARLY LEARNING CENTER
See SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER

EARTHQUAKE PROTECTION
Building for Nature's Hazards; High Winds, Floods and Earthquakes, Examples, Analysis, ph. maps, m. dia. elev. ill. det.; p. 106-114. Feb 80. PA

EARTHQUAKE
Analysis of Seismic Design of Imperial Hotel; Japan, Tokyo, Frank Lloyd Wright, by Robert King Reilherman; ph. det.; p. 42-47. June 80. AIAJ
Earthquake Forces and Building Form; by Christopher Arnold, ill. iso. p. 33-41. June 80. AIAJ
See STRUCTURAL

ECOLOGY
See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPE

EDUCATION
See SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

EGYPT
Agamy; Residence, Abdel Wahed El-Wakil; ph. p. 125. Nov 80. AR
Agilkia Island; Isis Center of Philae Moved to Avoid Nile Flooding; ph. p. 35. Oct 80. AR
Prophet of Appropriate Technology and Design; Recipient of Aga Khan Award, Hassan Fathy, by Robert B. Marquis; ph. p. 38-39. Dec 80. AIAJ
ELDERLY HOUSING

Housing Needs; Fannie Mae Study; p. 22; May 80; AIAJ

Massachusetts, Gloucester; Conversion from School Building, Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. pl., p. 116; Mar 80; AR

Massachusetts, Needham; Conversion from School Building, Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. pl.; p. 119; Mar 80; AR

Massachusetts, Winthrop; Heritage Gardens; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl.; p. 114-117; Mar 80; AR

New Jersey, Trenton; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl., p. 48, 54; Jan 80; H

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Guild House, Evaluation; Veniuri & Rauch; ph. pl., p. 38-41; Feb 80; AIAJ

Retirement Complex; Massachusetts, Stockbridge, Heathen Court, Goody & Clancy; ph. pl.; p. 220-222; mid-May 80; AIAJ

ELECTRICAL

Arizona, Phoenix; Electronic Management House of the Future; Charles Robert Schiffner; ph.; p. 34; July/Aug 80; RI

Fire Barrier for Electrical Floor Service Fittings; ph.; p. 15; mid-Oct 80; AR

Flat Under Carpet Power Cable; ill. ph.; p. 14; mid-Oct 80; AR

Open Plan Office Partition System; Haworth's; ph. ill.; p. 68-69; Feb 80; INT

Power Beaux for Open Space Office Planning; Sun's; by Richard Planck; ph.; p. 110-111+; Jan 80; INT

Under Carpet Flat Wiring System; ph.; p. 40; Nov 80; INT

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, HEATING AND VENTILATING, LIGHTING also

EMPLOYMENT

See OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY

Architect and Engineer Collaboration for Energy Conservation; Interview with Fred Rubin; His Philosophy; ph.; p. 122-125; Apr 80; PA

Biology of Natural Systems Center; Queens College; New York; New York; Queens; Barry Commoner's Center; Its Organization; by John Tirman; ill.; p. 94-95; Nov 80; INT

Building Energy Performance Standards, Update; p. 44; Aug 80; PA

Building Energy Performance Standards; Controversy; p. 16; Apr 80; H

Building Energy Performance Standards; Review Analysis of Effects; ill. tables; p. 46-51; May 80; H

Building Performance Standards, Controversy; p. 42+; Mar 80; AIAJ

California State Government Buildings Show Energy Consciousness; California; by Peter Calthorpe; ph. m ill. pl. axon.; p. 117-121; Apr 80, PA

ENERGY (Cont'd)

Canada, Alberta, Calgary; Gulf, Canada Square; Energy Efficient; Canada Square; by Ben Bedell; ph.; p. 14-16; Aug 80; INT

Concert Hall, 1857, and Addition; Massachusetts, Worcester; Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph.; p. 133; Apr 80, PA

Connecticut, Fairfield County; Sun-Tronic Energy Conserving House; Berkus Group; ph. sec. pl. det.; p. 86-91; Dec 80; PA

Conservation Priority, Academy of Sciences Report; Review; p. 11+; Feb 80; AIAJ

Crystal Cathedral; California; Garden Grove; Energy Analysis, Critique; Johnson & Burgee; by Barbara Goldstein; dia. ph. pl. det. sec.; p. 76-85; Dec 80; PA

DOE's Energy Performance Standards; The Debate Intensifies; charts; dia. sec.; p. 126-128; Mar 80; AR

Department of Energy's Building Energy Performance Standards; by Thomas Vonier; table; dia. map; p. 92-97; Apr 80; PA

Energy Analysis of Historic Recycled Buildings, Case Studies; by Don Klaber; ph. pl. graph.; p. 130-135; Apr 80; PA

Energy Analysis, Modeling Building Energy Performance; by Dr. Vladimir Bazianac; graph, dia. sec. table.; p. 98-101, 105; Apr 80; PA

Energy Awards, by Virginia AIA; ph. sec.; p. 60; Jan 80; INT

Energy Building Performance Standards, Fine-tuning; p. 44; mid-May 80; AIAJ

Energy Conscious Design; by Stanley Tigerman; ph.; p. 82-83; Apr 80; INT

Energy Conscious Redesign; ill. p. 4-7+; Summer 80; RD

Energy Conservation Building Awards; by Jeanne McDermoll; ph. sec. ill.; p. 96-97+; Mar 80; INT

Energy Conservation Capitol; California, Davis; Planning Policies; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p. 58-61; June 80; AIAJ

Energy Conservation Exhibit; New York; New York; Pomroy & Lebduska; ph.; p. 78-79; July 80; INT

Energy Conservation in the 70's; by Marguerite Villecco; ph.; p. 57-59; Jan 80; AIAJ

Energy Conserving Land Use and Site Development; Virginia, Burke Centre; Case Study, Land Design & Research; ph. ill.; p. 532-533; Sept 80; LA

Energy Efficient State Office Building; California, Sacramento; State Architect's Office; iso. ill.; p. 128-129+; May 80; INT

Energy Requirement Analysis at Design Stage Allows Timely Evaluation; tables.; p. 71; May 80; AIAJ

Energy-Related Specications; by William T. Lohmann; p. 181; Apr 80; PA

Energy, An Expanding Force for Change; ill. p. 170-171; Apr 80; PA

Entire Issue; p. 9-187; Apr 80; PA
ENERGY (Cont'd)

France; Energy Conservation Prototype. Baczko, Jarn, Jordan, Tapner & Zakrzewski; pl. iso dia., p. 89, Apr 80, PA


Homeowners Energy Survey; p. 22. Mar 80. H

International Energy Over-View; Israel, Japan, Australia: pi iso dia., p. 81-89, Apr 80, PA

Low Cost Energy Saving Housing Program; Hawaii, p. 22. June 80. H

Native Village Has Energy Balance with Nature; Ivory Coast, Fakaha, ph. pl., p. 81, Apr 80. PA


New York, New Rochelle; Energy Conservation, Pomeroy & Lebduska and Fred W Von, ph. pl. sec., p. 136-139, Apr 80. PA


Performance Standards, Hearings; p. 22. Jan 80. AIAJ

Report on Energy Conservation; Housing: Denmark, by Kathy Goss and Per Madsen; ph. p. 86-87, Apr 80, PA

Report on Energy Conservation; England, by George Kasabov, ph. sec. iso., p. 84-85, Apr 80. PA

Report on Energy Conservation; France, ph. pl. sec dia. det., p. 88-89, Apr 80. PA

Researching the '80s: Energy, Solar, Various Viewpoints, ill., p. 6-16, Spring 80, RD

Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Downtown Buildings; Ohio, Dayton, Arcade Square, Energy Analysis, Lorenz & Williams, ph. pl. dia. graphs, p. 106-111, Nov 80, PA

Soft-Tech Report; ph., p. 76-77+. June 80. INT


Sports Center; University of Florida, Gainesville, Fabric Structure, Energy Analysis; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl. dia. dia., p. 120-121, June 80, PA

State Office Building; California, Sacramento, Energy Conservation: California, Office of the State Architect, pl. ill.; p. 117-121, Apr 80. PA

TVA Office Building; Tennessee, Chattanooga. Energy Efficient Building, Architects Collaborative et al., sec elev., p. 128-129+. May 80. INT

TVA, Climate Summaries; p. 2-3, Summer 80, RD

Thermal Storage in High Rise Buildings to Limit Energy Costs; ph. ill sec dia., p. 133-136, Apr 80, AIAJ


Timely Fable; ill., p. 4-5, Spring 80. RD

Tough Residential Standards as Effective Impetus; p. 26, Sept 80. AIAJ

ENERGY (Cont'd)

Virginia, Hampton; NASA Tech Energy House, Forrest Colle, ph. dia., p. 32, 34, Mar/Apr 80. RI

Washington's Commitment to Energy Conservation Through Incentives; by Senator John H. Chafee, III, p. 90-91, Apr 80. PA

See CONSERVATION, ELECTRICAL, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, SOLAR also

ENGLAND

— — —: Report on Energy Conservation, by George Kasabov, ph. sec. iso., p. 84-85, Apr 80, PA

Bracknell New Town, Berkshire; Car Distribution Center, Farrell & Grimshaw, ph. pl., p. 68-69, Aug 80, PA

Coventry; Automobile Parts Warehouse. Interiors by Duffy, Eley, Giffone & Worthington; Harper & Farley, ph. pl., p. 188-189. Sept 80, PA

Hereford and Worcester Counties; County Hall, Robert Matthew and Johnson & Marshall, dia. det., ph., p. 85, Apr 80; PA

London; Women's Clothing Boutique. Foster Associates, ph. axon., p. 174-175, Sept 80, PA

Sheffield; Apartment Building, Low-Rise, Solar Collection Experiment, Cedric Green; ill sec., p. 84, Apr 80, PA

Stow-On-The-Wold and Oxford; Medieval Cities Provide Lessons for Urban Design, Bruges, Dubrovnik, Edinburgh, by John Desmond, ph. ill., p. 36-45, May 80. AIAJ

Warrington New Town, Cheshire; Speculative Industrial Building, Farrell & Grimshaw, ph. det., p. 66-68, Aug 80, PA

EVALUATION

Colorado, Denver; Park Central Office Building, Critique: W. C. Muchow, by John Pastier; ph. pl. sec., p. 30-37, Feb 80. AIAJ

Illinois, Chicago; John Hancock Building, Program Analysis, Critique, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, by Andrea O Dean, ph. sec., p. 68-73, Oct 80. AIAJ

Massachusetts, Boston; Evaluation of Design and Context of Office Building, I. M. Pei, by Robert Campbell, ph., p. 18-25. Dec 80. AIAJ

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Evaluation, Venturi & Rauch, by R. Leonard Miller, ph. pl., p. 36-41, Feb 80. AIAJ

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES also

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Alvar Aalto's Work; Symposium, ph., p. 72-73, Sept 80. AIAJ

American Antique Furniture Exhibit; Washington, District of Columbia. National Gallery, ph., p. 54-55, Mar 80. ID

Architectural Exhibit, Venice Biennale; Italy, Venice, ph., p. 38-39, Sept 80. PA
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont'd)
Design of Russian Avant-Garde Art Exhibition; California, Los Angeles; Frank Gehry; by Barbara Goldstein; ph; pl; p. 76-79; Oct 80; PA
Energy Conservation Exhibit; New York, New York, Pomeroy & Lebduksa; ph; p. 78-79; July 80, INT
Exhibition Designs; Survey of Work; Gere Kavanaugh; ph.; p. 200-201; Aug 80; ID
Expositions and Convention Center; New York, New York; Space Frame Structure, Analysis, I. M. Pei; ill; elev. pl; m.; p. 47-57; mid-Aug 80; AR
Floral World's Fair; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Includes Frozen Fest-Bog Garden; by Ron Williams; ph; pl; p. 408-412; July 80; LA
Florida Festival Tent Structure; Florida, Orlando; Robert Lamb Hart; ph; sec; pl; p. 132-134; May 80; AR
Pipe and Junction Space Frame; ph; p. 34; Nov 80; INT
See ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITETURAL DRAWING, ARTS CENTER, ENERGY, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

FABRICS
Award Winners, by Resources Council; ph; p. 64, 66; Jan 80; INT
Brunschwig & Fils, Century of Fabric Design; ph; p. 54-55; Dec 80; ID
Fabric Collection; Brunshwig & Fils; by Jim Kemp; ph; p. 70-71; July/Aug 80; RI
Fabric Finishes; Protective Chemical Finishes. p. 60-+. Jan/Feb 80; RI
Furniture, Interiors and Structures with Fabrics; by Maeve Slavin; ph; p. 70-71+; Aug 80; INT
Handpainted Silks; Terri Roese; ph; p. 50-51; Aug 80; INT
Museum of Modern Art; Fifty Years; New York, New York; History of Influence on Design, by Grace Glueck; ph; p. 262-269; Jan 80; ID
New Classic Fabrics; ph; p. 62-65; Oct 80; INT
New Vinyl Upholstery Fabric; ph; p. 72-73; June 80; INT
Scalamandre, Fifty Years, Survey of Work; ph; p. 196-199; Dec 70; ID
Steelcase Color and Texture; ph; p. 116-117; May 80; ID
Survey of Soft Spring Colors; ph; p. 82-85; Jan/ Feb 80; RI
Ward Bennett Textile Collection; ph; p. 144-145; Dec 80; ID

FINANCIAL (Cont'd)
Court Upholds Disallowal of Pre-Purchase Component Depreciation; p. 19; July 80; H
Creative Financing in Tough Times; Various Tactics; ill; p. 58-61; May 80; H
Design and Real Estate Economics for Adaptive Use; by Mel Gamzon; p. 63, 65; Feb 80; AR
Economic Outlook for 1981; ph; ill chart; p. 60-63; Dec 80; H
Joint Ventures in Residential Development; Structuring Them; ill; p. 46-49; Aug 80; H
Joint Ventures Structuring; p. 44-47; Oct 80; H
Land ProfitsRULEd Ordin ary Gain; p. 31; June 80; H
New Mortgage Lending; by Philip E. Kidd; graphs; p. 65; July 80; AR
New Mortgage Types; p. 11+ ; Sept 80; H
New Role in Housing for Savings and Loan Banks; ill; p. 7-8; Dec 80; H
New Secondary Market for Rehab Loans; p. 18; Apr 80; H
Renegotiable Rate Mortgages Won't Eliminate Others; p. 11; mid-May 80; H
Review of Tax Free Bonds; Massachusetts; Finances Housing; p. 32; May 80; H
Survival, Management and Financial Strategies; ill; p. 52-57; June 80; H
See ECONOMIC ANALYSIS also

FIRE PROTECTION
Survey of New Technology and Methods in Fire Protection; ph; chart; dia; sec; pl; graph, det.; p. 88-99; Oct 80; PA
Testing Sprayed Fireproofing; by Alvin D. Skolnik; p. 87; Oct 80; PA

FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FLOOD
Designing Against Flood Damage; by Donald Gels and Barry Steeves; ph; sec; ill; pl; p. 52-58; Nov 80; AIAJ
Flood Control and Open Space Project; Arizona, Scottsdale, Indian Bend Wash, Royston, Honamoto, Beck & Abey; ph; p. 395; July 80; LA
Flood Control Plan on San Diego Riverway; California, San Diego; by Landowners, Wimmer & Yamada, by Ronald S. Teshima and Elizabeth Yamada; ph; sec; pl; p. 305-308; May 80; LA
Landscaping Flood Control Levees; California, Alameda Creek; Theodore Osmundson; by Theodore Osmundson; sec; ph; map; p. 623-628; Nov 80; LA
Stoplogs Protect Hospital from Floods; ph; pl; p. 127-128; Feb 80; AR
See RIVER
FLORIDA

Atlantic Beach; Townhouse, William Morgan, ph. pl. p. 57, Dec 80, H

Boca Raton; Department Store: Burdine's, Walker Group, ph. p. 230-235, Jan 80, ID

Boca Raton; Interiors: Apartment, Lynn Wilson, ph. pl., p. 96-97, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Boca Raton; Residence: Custom Builder of Expensive Houses, Steve Chesn, Richard Dodge, ph. pl. p. 46-49, July 80, H

Boca Raton; South Beach Park, Edward D. Stone, Jr. and David Armbruster, ph. pl., p. 506-507, Sept 80, LA

Deerfield Beach; Bathroom, Phillip E. Reeves, ph. pl. p. 60, mid-May 80, H

Delray Beach; Duplexes; Woodlake; Peabody & Childs; ph. pl. p. 66-67, mid-Oct 80, H

Flagler County; Shopping Center, Palm Coast; Haas & Reed, ph. p. 40-41, Sept 80, H

Fort Lauderdale; U. S. Courthouse and Office Building, William Morgan, ph. sec. p. 162-164, mid-May 80, AI AJ

Gainesville; Residence: Earth Shelter, William Morgan, ph. pl. p. 114-116, mid-May 80, AR

Gainesville; Sewage Engineering Training Center, University of Florida; Clements & Rumpel, ph. pl. sec. p. 100-103, July 80, AR

Gainesville; Sports Center, University of Florida; Fabric Structure, Energy Analysis, Caudill & Rowlett & Scott, ph. pl. m. dia. graphs, p. 120-121, June 80, PA

Key West; Hotel, Renovation and Addition, Casa Marina Inn, Peter Gluck, ph. pl. elev. iso., p. 110-115, July 80, AR

Longwood; Master Bathroom, Evans Group, ph. pl. p. 59, mid-Oct 80, H

Marco Island; Residence: Gene Leedy, ph. sec. pl. p. 226-229, Jan 80, ID

Miami Beach; Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, ph. pl. ill., p. 60-65, Aug 80, PA

Miami Shores; Residence: Waterfront Site, Arquitectonica, ph. pl. p. 80-83, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Apartment Building, High Rise, Arquitectonica; iso. pl. iii., p. 109, Jan 80, PA

Miami; Architect's Energy Efficient House, Charles Sieger, ph. pl. sec., p. 100-103, Mar/Apr 80, RI

Miami; Bicentennial Park, Biscayne Bay Site, Edward D. Stone, Jr. and David Armbruster, ph. p. 500-501, Sept 80, LA

Miami; Clothing and Jewelry Boutique, Twenty-Four Collection; James Dennis Neal, ph. p. 250-251, Jan 80, ID

Miami; Executive Offices, Wometco's, Brian V. Reale, ph. pl. p. 64-65, Dec 80, INT

FLORIDA (Cont'd)

Miami; Forces Reshaping the City, Various Views, by Jim Kemp, ph. p. 60, 62, 79, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Furniture Showroom, Donghia's, Angelo Donghia, ph. pl. p. 258-259, Jan 80, ID

Miami; Furniture Showroom, Karl Springer's, ph. p. 222-225, July 80, ID

Miami; Interiors, Apartment, Design International, ph. pl. p. 94-95, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Interiors, Apartment, Jeffrey B. Lapin, ph. p. 98-99, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Office Building, High Rise, Metro-Dade, Hugh Stubbin, ill. pl., p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

Miami; Office Building, High Rise, Southeast Financial Center, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill. pl. p. 47, Dec 80, PA

Miami; Residence: Addition, Renovation, Barry Sugerman, ph. pl. p. 54-56, Oct 80, H

Miami; Residence, Architect's House, Raul Rodriguez, ph. pl. p. 88-91, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Residence, Architect's, Charles Sieger, sec. ph. pl. p. 174-179, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Miami; Residence, Interiors by Cindy Mutson, Charles Sieger, ph. pl. p. 84-87, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Residential Landscape, John Albert Weller, by Elizabeth Ogren Rolhra, ph. pl. p. 148-153, Mar 80, LA

Miami; Restaurant, Airport, Dobb's House, Dennis Jenkins, ph. pl. p. 204-205, Nov 80, ID

Miami; School, Elementary, Solar Cooling, Saez & Pacetti, ph. p. 166-169, Apr 80, PA

Miami; Shopping Center-Hotel Complex, Tomas Lopez-Gottardi, ill. pl., p. 38, Jan 80, PA

Miami; Transition and Revitalization of Downtown, Survey of Downtown Projects, Social Tensions, Design Failures, by William G. Conway, ph. pl. m. ill. p. 49-59, Aug 80, PA


Orlando; Florida Festival Tent Structure, Robert Lamb Hart, ph. sec. pl. p. 132-134, May 80, AR

Orlando; Florida Festival, Fabric Roof, Robert Lamb Hart, ph. sec. pl. p. 114-115, June 80, PA

Orlando; Master Bathroom, Evans Group, ph. p. 37, mid-Oct 80, H


South Dade; Bank, Royal Trust Bank, Dianne Joyce, ph. pl. p. 100-101, Apr 80, INT

Tampa; Generator and Pressure Plant, Design Matrix, ph. pl. p. 96-97, Jan 80, INT

Tampa; Office Building, High Rise, One Tampa City Center, Welton Becket, ill. pl. iso., p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA
FRANCE

- Apartment Development, Low Rise; Energy Conservation Prototype. Baczko, Jann, Jordan, Tapanier & Zakrzewski, pl iso dia, p 89, Apr 80, PA
- Report on Energy Conservation, ph. ill pl sec dia det, p 88-89, Apr 80, PA
- Residence, Villa Savoye. Le Corbusier. ill pl elev, p 16, Spring 80, JAE
- French Riviera; Residence, Elliptical Forms, Anti Lovag. ph pl, p 92-95, Jan/Feb 80, Rl
- Marne-La-Vallee; Apartment Development, Mid Rise, Henri Cirian; ph ill, p 58-62, Sept 80, PA
- Odelllo; Three Attached Houses, Trombe Walls. Jacques Michel, ph ill, p 68-89, Apr 80, PA
- Paris; Competition to Redesign Les Halles; ill pl iso., p 30-31, 34, Mar 80, PA
- Paris; Consulate Entry Area. Features Trompe-L'Oeil Paintings. Poetic License, ph pl sec det, p 162-164, Sept 80, PA
- Paris; New Suburban Housing Projects. ph ill, p 58, 62, 67, Sept 80, PA
- Paris; Recent Construction and Development. Critique, by Ada Louise Huxtable, ph, p 80-81, June 80, INT
- Paris; Shopping Center; Les Halles Forum, Critique, Claude Vascioni and Georges Pencreach; ph pl sec, p 32, 38, Feb 80, PA
- Roquebrune; Her Work in Review from Eclecticism to Doubt, Eileen Gray, by Deborah F. Nevins, ph pl, p 114-117, Sept/Oct 80, Rl

FURNITURE

See HIGHWAY

FURNITURE (Cont'd)

- Designer of the Year; His Work; John Saladino, ph., p 104-109, Jan 80, INT
- Designer's Saturday Furniture Display; Various Exhibitors, ph., p 316-360, Sept 80, ID
- Early Brass Collecting; ph., p 64+, Jan/Feb 80, Rl
- Falcon Furniture Company; Survey of Chairs, ph., p 90-93+, Apr 80, INT
- Flexible Office Work Station; Swedish Rondo System, ph., p 72-73, Nov 80, INT
- French Empire Furniture; ph., p 70+, Mar Apr 80, Rl
- French Furniture Manufacturing; by Andrea Loukin; ph., p 62-63; Dec 80, ID
- Furnishings as Objects of Design; Seating, Tables, Lighting, Clocks, Tapestries and Kid Stuff, m., ph., p 66-77, July 80, AIAJ
- Furnishings, as Resources for Design and Objects of Design, by Stanley Abercrombie, ph. ill, p 60-63, Dec 80, AIAJ
- Furniture and Space Designer; His Work, Charles Pfister; ph., p 276-278, May 80, ID
- Furniture by Atelier; Le Corbusier, ph., p 120-121, Jan 80, INT
- Furniture Delivery Problems; by Carole Frankel; p 8+, May/June 80, Rl
- Furniture Design Choices by George Beylerian; ph., p 68-69, Aug 80, INT
- Furniture Designer, Profile of His Work; Paul Mayen; by Maeve Slavin; ph., p 102-103 June 80, INT
- Furniture Designer; Eileen Gray, ph., p. 11, Feb 80, INT
- Furniture Designs; Knoll, Joe D'Urso, ph., p. 20; Sept/Oct 80, Rl
- Furniture Designs; 1857 to 1941; Charles F. Annesley Voysey, ph., p. 78-79, July-Aug 80, Rl
- Furniture Exhibit; by Vladimir Kagan, ph., p. 270-271, Mar 80, ID
- Furniture Fair; Denmark, Copenhagen. Products, ph., p. 234-241, July 80, ID
- Furniture Fair; Italy, Milan, ph., p. 98-116, Jan 80, ID
- Furniture from Italy; Report by Kenneth Brozen, ph., p. 60-63, Dec 80, INT
- Furniture Groups; Knoll's, Joseph Paul D'Urso, ph., p. 48-49, Aug 80, INT
- Furniture of De Sede of Switzerland; Craftsman with Leather, by Nel's Risom, ph., p 58+, Dec 79, ID
- Furniture Sculpture; by Lawrence Furnival, ph., p. 58-59, July-Aug 80, Rl
- Furniture, Graphics Dishware Exhibit; Lella Vignelli and Massimo Vignelli, ph., p. 48, May 80, ID
- Furniture, Interiors and Structures with Fabrics; by Maeve Slavin; ph., p. 70-71+, Aug 80, INT
- Handcrafting Dunbar Furniture; ph., p. 42, July 80, INT
- Herman Miller's New Executive Desk System; Bruce Burdick, ph., pl., p. 152-183, Nov 80, ID
**FURNITURE (Cont'd)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideas for Living Display Rooms, Resource Council</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>124-134</td>
<td>Feb 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Design, Furniture Design; Ideas for Living Display Rooms</td>
<td>New York, Menham</td>
<td>130-131+</td>
<td>May 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansion Showcase; New Jersey, Menham</td>
<td>Scruggs &amp; Myers</td>
<td>222-223</td>
<td>Nov 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Furniture Founder; Martin Femman</td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Sep/Oct 80, Rl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modernist Furniture of '20s and '30s; Eileen Gray</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Mar 80, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of Modern Art, Fifty Years; New York</td>
<td></td>
<td>262-269</td>
<td>Jan 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEOCON-12; New Products</td>
<td></td>
<td>279-302+</td>
<td>May 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Chair; Ward Bennett</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>July 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Knoll Forms, Policy, Showrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td>72-78</td>
<td>July 80, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Desk System, Howe; Gordon Perry</td>
<td></td>
<td>124-125</td>
<td>May 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Furniture System, Westinghouse</td>
<td>Jim Morgan</td>
<td>66-67</td>
<td>Oct 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Furniture Work Station System; Group Artic</td>
<td>Richard Thompson</td>
<td>74-75</td>
<td>Dec 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Furniture; Shaw-Walker</td>
<td></td>
<td>80-81+</td>
<td>Oct 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Partition System; Hauserman's</td>
<td>John Pile</td>
<td>74-75</td>
<td>June 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Seating, Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td>126-131</td>
<td>May 80, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Work Chairs; Hugh Acton</td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>June 80, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Work Chairs; Intergo Series; Robert Wahlen</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sept 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Plan Office Partition System; Haworth's</td>
<td></td>
<td>68-69</td>
<td>Feb 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plywood Chairs; Harter</td>
<td></td>
<td>122-123</td>
<td>May 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Development; Analysis of Design History of Sx Furniture Firms</td>
<td></td>
<td>124-133</td>
<td>Nov 80, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation of Historic Rooms; Jim Kemp</td>
<td></td>
<td>84-85</td>
<td>May/June 80, RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Furniture Market Appreciates Good Design</td>
<td>Jim Kemp</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>May 80, RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective Look at Furniture Designs; Vladimir Kagan</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Mar/Apr 80, Rl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of Past and Future of Office Design; John Pile</td>
<td></td>
<td>60-61+</td>
<td>Nov 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavian Class Furniture; Susan S. Szenasy</td>
<td></td>
<td>114-115</td>
<td>Mar/Apr 80, Rl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretarial and Drafting Chairs; Slow Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td>120-121</td>
<td>May 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of Furniture, Furnishings; Stanley Abercrombie</td>
<td></td>
<td>74-79</td>
<td>Nov 80, AIAJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaping Brass Into Custom Beds; Akiko Busch</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>July/Aug 80, RI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FURNITURE (Cont'd)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shipping Fine Furniture; Jim Kemp</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>July/Aug 80, RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showhouse Interiors, Kips Bay; Survey of Furniture</td>
<td></td>
<td>272-275</td>
<td>Mar 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Modular Seating; Metropolitan, Brian Kane</td>
<td></td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td>June 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stowe &amp; Davis' Furniture, One Hundred Years in Production;</td>
<td></td>
<td>272-275</td>
<td>Mar 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talk With Designer; Gabriella Crespi</td>
<td></td>
<td>94-95</td>
<td>July 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thonet Furniture, 150 Years; Christopher Wiley</td>
<td></td>
<td>246-249</td>
<td>Feb 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thonet Stools;</td>
<td></td>
<td>152-153</td>
<td>May 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thonet, 150 Years of Furniture; Bentwood Metal;</td>
<td></td>
<td>80-81</td>
<td>Feb 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Collections at Various Breakfast Set Tables;</td>
<td></td>
<td>312-313</td>
<td>Sept 80, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upholstered Seating; Kaspianans, Barry Bukowski</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>July 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP Office Showroom; Peter Stambang</td>
<td></td>
<td>113-119</td>
<td>May 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vecta's Tappo Seating System;</td>
<td></td>
<td>76-77</td>
<td>Apr 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winning Product Designs, Corry Jamestown;</td>
<td></td>
<td>76-77</td>
<td>Oct 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work of Skidmore, Owings &amp; Merrill Designer;</td>
<td></td>
<td>72-79</td>
<td>Feb 80, INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap Up of Furniture at NEOCON-12;</td>
<td></td>
<td>238-253</td>
<td>Aug 80, ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GEORGIA**

- **Athens:** Nature Study Trail and Center; Robinson & Fisher; ph. p. 514; Sept 80, LA
- **Atlanta:** Air Terminal, Stevens & Wilkinson, et al.; ph. p. 26; Dec 80, PA
- **Atlanta:** High Rise, Coca-Cola Headquarters Building; Interior Design by John Chaloner; Fabric; ph. p. 62-69; Nov 80, INT
- **Atlanta:** Office Building; High Rise, Georgia Pacific; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Ill; p. 52-57; Dec 80, PA
- **Atlanta:** Open House, Various Showrooms, New Products; ph. p. 286-302; Apr 80, ID
- **Atlanta:** Residential Landscape; Edward L. Daugherty, by Steven L. Cantor; ph. p. 190-194; Mar 80, LA
- **Atlanta:** Restaurant, Joe Rigatoni's; Spiros Zakas; ph. p. 238-241; Apr 80, ID
- **McIntosh County:** Environmental Tourism Program, Master Plan, Roy Mann, Ill; p. 527-528; Sept 80, LA
- **Peachtree City:** Residence; Builder Rod Barkow's Systems Approach to Organization, Quincy Johnson; ph. p. 42, 44, 46; Mar 80, H
- **Savannah:** Restaurant; Greenhouse Garden Oriented, Donald Beach; ph. p. axon., p. 79-81; Feb 80, PA
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GEORGIA (Cont'd)
Shenandoah: Ice Rink and Gymnasium; Largest U. S. Structure Utilizing Solar Energy; Taylor & Williams, ph. pl. sec., p. 158-161, Apr 80, PA

GERIATRICS
Gerontological Design; by Skippy D. Harwood, ph. ill. pl., p. 4+, May/June 80, RI
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, COMMUNITY CENTER, ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL/GERIATRICS

GERMANY
Karlsruhe: Pharmacy, Hemz Moll, ph. pl. iso., p. 148-150, Sept 80, PA

GLASS
See STAINED GLASS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING
American Library: Italy, Rome, RM&B, ph. pl., p. 90-91, Jan 80. AR
California State Government Buildings Show Energy Consciousness: California, by Peter Calthorpe, ph. m. ill. pl. axon., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
City Hall: Maryland, Baltimore, Energy Conservation Analysis: ph. graph, p. 133, Apr 80, PA
City Hall: Massachusetts, Boston, Its Antecedents: Kallman, McKennell & Knowles, by Lois Craig, ph. ill., p. 46-53, Sept 80, AIAJ
Civic and Cultural Center: Wisconsin, Madison, Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer, ph. pl. iso., p. 77-87, July 80, AR
Computer Capability A Factor in Architect/Engineer Selection; p. 14, Dec 80. AIAJ
Consulate Entry Area: France, Paris, Features Trompe-L Oeil Paintings, Poetic License, ph. pl., p. 162-164, Sept 80, PA
Consulate Housing, U. S.: Japan, Fukuoka, Unthank, Seder & Pechta, m. pl., p. 112-113, Dec 80, AR
Consulate Staff Housing, U. S.: Indonesia, Jakarta, Wilkes & Faulkner, elev. m., p. 108-109, Dec 80, AR
Embassy, Addition, U. S.: Austria, Vienna, Zimmer, Gunsel & Frasca, sec. m. pl.; p. 102-103, Dec 80, AR
Embassy Office Building, U. S.: Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Hartman & Cox, m. pl. sec., p. 100-101, Dec 80, AR
Embassy Staff Housing, U. S.: Indonesia, Jakarta, Wilkes & Faulkner, elev. m., p. 108-109, Dec 80, AR
Fire Station; Massachusetts, Cambridge, Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander, ph. pl., p. 110, Apr 80, AR
Fire Station; New York, Olean, Evaluation, Werner Seligmann, ph. pl. sec., p. 66-69, July 80, PA
Law Courts Complex and Robson Square; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver, Arthur Erickson, ph. sec. pl., p. 65-75, Dec 80, AR
Offices of City Cultural Center; Minnesota, St. Paul, Landmark Center, Restoration, Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers, ph., p. 146-147, May 80, INT
Parliament Buildings; Australia, Canberra, Mitchell & Gurgola and Richard N. Thorp, m. elev., p. 43, Aug 80, AR
Parliamentary Complex; Australia, Canberra, Mitchell & Gurgola and Richard Thorp, m. pl., p. 56-57, Aug 80, AIAJ
Public Service Building; Oregon, Portland, Controversial Post-Modernist Design, Its Meaning, Michael Graves, m. pl. sec. elev. ill. ph., p. 96-101, Aug 80, AR
State Department of Justice Building; California, Sacramento, Energy Conservation, Marquis Associates, pl. ill. m., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; California, Long Beach, Energy Conservation, Hugh Gibbs and Donald Gibbs and Kenneth S. Wing, axon. Ill. pl., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; California, Sacramento, Energy Conservation, Nacht & Lewis, pl. ill., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)
Customhouses in the Nation's Early Growth; by Judith Hedberg, ph. p. 72-75, Apr 80, AIAJ
Embassies and Consulate Buildings, U. S.; Building Type Study, ill. pl. sec., p. 96-113, Dec 80, AR
Embassy Housing, U. S.: Japan, Tokyo, Harry Weese, m. sec. pl., p. 104, Dec 80, AR
Embassy Office Building, U. S.: Bolivia, La Paz, Esherick, Hornsey, Dodge & Davis, ill. pl., p. 110-111, Dec 80, AR
Embassy Office Building, U. S.: Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Hartman & Cox, m. pl. sec., p. 100-101, Dec 80, AR
Embassy Staff Housing, U. S.: Indonesia, Jakarta, Wilkes & Faulkner, elev. m., p. 108-109, Dec 80, AR
Embassy, Addition, U. S.: Austria, Vienna, Zimmer, Gunsel & Frasca, sec. m. pl.; p. 102-103, Dec 80, AR
Fire Station; Massachusetts, Cambridge, Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander, ph. pl., p. 110, Apr 80, AR
Fire Station; New York, Olean, Evaluation, Werner Seligmann, ph. pl. sec., p. 66-69, July 80, PA
Law Courts Complex and Robson Square; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver, Arthur Erickson, ph. sec. pl., p. 65-75, Dec 80, AR
Offices of City Cultural Center; Minnesota, St. Paul, Landmark Center, Restoration, Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers, ph., p. 146-147, May 80, INT
Parliament Buildings; Australia, Canberra, Mitchell & Gurgola and Richard N. Thorp, m. elev., p. 43, Aug 80, AR
Parliamentary Complex; Australia, Canberra, Mitchell & Gurgola and Richard Thorp, m. pl., p. 56-57, Aug 80, AIAJ
Public Service Building; Oregon, Portland, Controversial Post-Modernist Design, Its Meaning, Michael Graves, m. pl. sec. elev. ill. ph., p. 96-101, Aug 80, AR
State Department of Justice Building; California, Sacramento, Energy Conservation, Marquis Associates, pl. ill. m., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; California, Long Beach, Energy Conservation, Hugh Gibbs and Donald Gibbs and Kenneth S. Wing, axon. Ill. pl., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; California, Sacramento, Energy Conservation, Nacht & Lewis, pl. ill., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)
State Office Building; California, Sacramento; Energy Conservation, California, Office of the State Architect; pl ill., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; California, Sacramento; Competition Winner, Energy Conservation, Benham & Blair, m. ill. pl., p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; California, San Jose; Energy Conservation, ELS Design Group; ill. m. pl.; p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
State Office Building; Illinois, Chicago; Murphy and Lester B. Knight, m. pl. sec elev ill.; p. 67-71; Aug 80, AR
Survey of International City Halls; ph. ill.; p. 46-53, Sept 80, AIAJ
TVA Headquarters; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Energy Conservation, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott et al., m. p. 117-121, Apr 80, PA
U. S. Courthouse and Office Building; Florida, Fort Lauderdale; William Morgan; ph. sec, p. 162-164; mid-May 80, AIAJ
See CIVIC CENTER, CITY PLANNING, HISTORICAL MUSEUM, PENAL also

GRAPHICS
Automated Graphics System; Perkins & Will’s Program, ph. p. 250-255, Nov 80 ID
Designing Barrier-Free Communications in Buildings; by Edward Sternfeld, p. 51, 53, 57, 59; Aug 80, AR
Furniture, Graphics Dishware Exhibit; Lelia Vignelli and Massimo Vignelli, ph. p. 48, May 80, ID
Portrait of a Partnership; Their Work. Interiors, Graphics, Display; Design Multiples, ph., p. 254-263, Oct 80, ID

GREENHOUSE
New Mexico, Santa Fe; Addition; Green Horizon; ph. p. 8; Summer 80, RD

GUATEMALA
Guatemala City; Bank Corporate Headquarters, Branch Bank, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. p. 256-259, May 80, ID

HAWAII (Cont’d)
Oahu, Kaneohe Bay; Cluster of Four Houses; Zephyr Architectural Partnership; ph. pl sec.; p. 88-91, Sept 80, AR

HAZARDS
Building for Nature’s Hazards; High Winds, Floods, and Earthquakes, Examples, Analysis, ph. maps, m. dia elev. ill. det.; p. 106-114; Feb 80, PA
Designing Against Flood Damage; by Donald Geis and Barry Sleeves, ph. sec ill pi.; p. 52-58, Nov 80, AIAJ
Health Hazards in Offices from Building Products; by George Rand; p. 6; Apr 80, AIAJ
Nation’s Water Quality Threat is Critical; President’s Report; p. 36+; Apr 80, AIAJ
Toxic Waste Disposal Problem; p. 42+; Apr 80, AIAJ
See EARTHQUAKE, Flood, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE
See HOSPITAL, CLINIC, RECREATION

HEATING AND VENTILATING
Above-Ceiling Mechanical-Room Space Over Hotel Ballroom; ph. p. 125-126, Feb 80, AR
Architect and Engineer Collaboration for Energy Conservation; Interview with Fred Dubin, His Philosophy, ph. p. 122-125, Apr 80, PA
DOE’s Energy Performance Standards; The Debate Intensifies, charts, dia sec, p. 125-128, Mar 80, AR
Energy Analysis, Modeling Building Energy Performance; by Dr. Vladimir Bazjanac, graph, dia sec, p. 98-101, 105, Apr 80, PA
Energy Design of UN Environmental Program Headquarters; Kenya, Nairobi, Natural Cooling, Dubin-Bloome Associates, pl. sec dia.; p. 50, Feb 80, PA
Human Responses and Adaptations to Thermal Levels; by Jay L. McGrew, dia. graph., ill.; p. 147-149, Apr 80, PA
New York, Niagara Falls; Energy Analysis, Cannon Design; ph. pl sec det dia; graph, p. 102-105, Apr 80, PA
Tight Energy Efficient House Presents Radiation Hazards; p. 24, Feb 80, H
See AIR CONDITIONING, ELECTRICAL, ENERGY, SOLAR also

HIGHWAY
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING also
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

Archaeological Resources Preservation Act; by J. Richard Ambler, p. 74; July 80, ID

Architects Spur Rebirth of Printing House Row; Illinois, Chicago, Industrial Area Becomes Residential-Retail; Laurence Booth and Harry Weese; ph ill pl elev sec, p. 89-96; Mar 80, AR

Arizona, Phoenix; Reconstruction, Arizona Biltmore, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, ph. pl, p. 116-121; July 80, AR

Art and Industry Museum; District of Columbia, Washington, Restoration, Hugh Newell Jacobsen, ph. p. 142-143; May 80, IN1

Cinema, 1923; Sweden, Stockholm, with Survey of Architect's Work, Erik Gunnar Asplund, ph. pl ill, p. 89-93; Feb 80, PA

City Hall; Maryland, Baltimore, Energy Conservation Analysis, ph. graph, p. 133; Apr 80, PA

City Hall; Massachusetts, Boston, Its Antecedents, Kalman, McKinnell & Knowles, by Lois Craig, ph. pl ill, p. 46-53; Sept 80, AIAJ

Colorado, Denver; 1910 Landmark Tower Restored for Office; Condominiums, Genesler & Associates, iso, p. 117; Apr 80, AR

Concert Hall, 1857, and Addition, Massachusetts, Worcester, Anderson, Nutter & Finegold, ph. pl ill, p. 133; Apr 80, PA

Conference on Preserving Olmsted Urban Parks; Frederick Law Olmsted, ph. p. 34, 36; Aug 80, PA

County Courthouse, Restored and Remodeled; Michigan, Howell, Albert E. French, 1889, William Kessler, ph. pl sec, p. 91-96; Feb 80, AR

Court Overturns Designation of Virginia Historic District; p. 21, Oct 80, AIAJ

Customhouses in the Nation's Early Growth; by Judith Hedberg, ph., p. 72-75; Apr 80, AIAJ

Decorative Moldings for Restorations; by Lorel McMillan, p. 14, Sept-Oct 80, RI

Design and Real Estate Economics for Adaptive Use; by Mel Gamzon; p. 63, 65, Feb 80, AR

Design Guidelines for Development of Old Naval Shipyard; Massachusetts, Charlestown; Restoration and Construction; Boston Redevelopment Authority, ii. m., p. 131; Jan 80, PA

Energy Analysis of Historic Recycled Buildings, Case Studies; by Don Klabm, pl graph, p. 130-135; Apr 80, PA

Furniture Designs; 1857 to 1941; Charles F. Annesley Voysey, p. 78-79; July-Aug 80, RI

Historic Preserve, Buildings and Landscape; Wisconsin, Eagle, Landscape by William H. Thiel, Schaeffer & Schaeffer; ph. pl ill, p. 486-487, Sept 80, LA

Influence of Architect's Design on Town's Grandeur; Florida, Palm Beach, Addison Mizner, by Skinny Duncan Harwood, ph. p. 92-93; Sept/Oct 80, RI

Izis Center of Philae Moved to Avoid Nile Flooding; Egypt, Agilkia Island; ph. p. 35, Oct 80, AR

Main Street Restoration Programs; Examples, ph. p. 68, Mar/Apr 80, RI

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
(Cont'd)

Mechanics Hall; Massachusetts, Worcester, Renovation and Addition, Anderson, Nutter & Finegold, ph. pl, p. 13, Summer 80, RD

Monadnock Building, 1893; Illinois, Chicago; Energy Conservation Analysis, Burnham & Root, ph. pl, p. 132; Apr 80, PA

New York, New York; Apartments Remodeled from Landmark Federal Archive Building, Warner, Burns, Toan & Lunde, sec, ph. p. 36; Apr 80, AR

New York, New York; Proposal for Air Rights over Radio City Music Hall, to Save it; Davis & Brody, pl. sec. ill, p. 121-124, Jan 80, AR

Planning for Growth in Four Small Towns; New Hampshire, Lakes Region, Ashland, Tamworth, Tilton and Sanbornton, Preservation, W. M Design Group, pl. ill, p. 130; Jan 80, PA

Preservation of its Architectural Heritage; Massachusetts, Boston, by Jane Holtz Kay, ph., p. 38-45; Sept 80, AIAJ

Radical Interior Changes Suggest New Directions for Re-Use; ph. pl sec. ill, p. 92-97, Sept 80, AR

Recap of Architecture in the 70's; Significant Events and Buildings, Interior Design, Recycling and Restoration, by Stanley A. Abercrombie, ii, ph. p. 38-56, Jan 80, AIAJ

Remodeling and Reuse; Entre Issue, ph. pl elev, axon. det. graphs, dia il., chart, p. 7-115, Nov 80, PA

Report from the Netherlands; On Reuse, Netherl. ph. elev. p. 36, 38, Nov 80, PA

Restoration and Renewal of Core Area; Massachusetts, Newburyport, Market Square, Anderson, Nutter & Finegold, ph., p. 238-239; mid-May 80, AIAJ

Restoration and Renovation of a McKim, Mead & White Bank; New York, New York, Walker Group, ph. pl, p. 96-99; Nov 80, PA


Restoration of Knickerbocker Hotel; New York, New York, by Ellen Posner, ph. ill, p. 14, July-Aug 80, RI

Restoration of Mission Inn; California, Riverside, ph. p. 62, 66, Jun 80, PA

Revitalization of Older Cities, Pamphlet; Land Design & Research, ph. p. 522, Sept 80, LA

Saving and Restoring the Old Merchant's House; New York, New York, Joseph Roberto, ph. p. 248-251, May 80, ID

School of Architecture, Rice University; Texas, Houston, Additions and Renovation, James Stirling and Michael Wilford, pl. elev. sec, p. 21-22, Oct 80, PA

Shops and Restaurant Complex; Ohio, Cincinnati, Remodeled Union Railroad Terminal, Schofield & Schofield, ph. pl, p. 100-105, Nov 80, PA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
(Cont'd)

Smithsonian Art and Industrial Building; District of Columbia, Washington; Restoration. Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph, p. 240-243, mid-May 80; AIAJ

Stores and Apartments, Renovation of H. H. Richardson's Cheney Block; Connecticut, Hartford; Critique, Stecker & La Bau; ph, pl.; p. 92-95, Nov 80; PA

Structure and Intuition; Review of Materials, Structure and Design; by Peter McCleary; ph, pl.; p. 56-59+., Oct 80; AIAJ

Survey of Restorations; by Lorel McMillan, ph sec.; p. 108-111, Jan-Feb 80, RI

Sweden, Stockholm; 1928, With Survey of Architect's Work, Erik Gunnar Asplund; ph, pl. ill, p. 92-94-97, Feb 80; PA

The Loss of History and the Rediscovery of Origins; by Keith Loffman III, ph, iso. ill. p. 14-18, Spring 80; JAE

The Movie Palace in Context; Architect's Study of Movie Palaces, Movie Palace Restored. Check List of Such Conversions, by Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; p. 86-87, July 80; AR

Thonet Furniture, 150 Years; by Christopher Wilk; ph, p. 246-249, Feb 80; ID

Village Preservation; Tunisia, Tunis, Sanda Popa; ph, pl elev.; p. 126-127; Nov 80, AR

See REMODELING, MUSEUM also

HOLLAND


Utrecht; Music Center, Herman Hertzberger, ph, pl sec.; p. 82-89, July 80, PA

HONG KONG

Consulate Staff Housing, U. S.; Davis & Brody; ill.; pl. p. 100-101, Dec 80; AR

Pioneering for Jobs in a Booming Nation; by Harry Steed; ph, p. 281-282, May 80, LA

HOSPITAL

Baby Nursery; Ohio, Cleveland, Dalton, Van Dijk & Johnson; ph, p. 52, Aug 80; INT

Business Aspects of Hospital Design; by Emily Maino; ph, p. 234-237, Feb 80; ID

Design Quality, Building Types Study; by Michael Botrow and Paula van Gelder, ph, pl. iso. elev.; p. 107-126, May 80, AR

Emergency and Outpatient Hospital Satellite; Connecticut, Essex; Payette Associates; ph, pl.; p. 110-111, May 80, AR

Home for Families and Stricken Children; New York, New York; Ronald McDonald House; Robert J. Bridges; ph, p. 54, Jan-Feb 80, RI

Hospital, Medical Supply Depot; Ohio, Fairfield, URS; ph, p. 62-63, Aug 80; INT

HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

Library of Anesthesiology; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Bruce Abbey and Robert Dripps, ph, iso.; p. 84, Sept 80; AIAJ

Prototype Patient Room; New York, New York; Mount Sinai Hospital, John Saladino; ph, pl.; p. 232-233, Feb 80; ID

Stoplogs Protect Hospital from Floods; ph, pl.; p. 127-128; Feb 80, AR

BLOOD CENTER

New York, Buffalo; Hamilton, Houston & Lowrie; ph, pl.; p. 266-263, Feb 80, ID

CHILDREN'S

Massachusetts, Boston; Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers; ph, pl. elev.; p. 122-123, May 80, AR

GENERAL

California, Upland; Rehabilitation Interiors by Charles Kratka, Hannish, Morgan & Causey; ph, pl.; p. 214-225, Feb 80; ID

Emergency, Surgery and ICU Addition; Indiana, Gary, Schmidl, Garden & Erickson; m; iso.; p. 121; May 80; AR

Maine, Bangor; Payette Associates; ph, pl.; p. 112-113, May 80, AR

Medical Complex, Wayne State University and Detroit Receiving Hospital; Michigan, Detroit, William Kessler and Zeidler and Giiffels; ph, pl.; p. 212-219, mid-May 80; AIAJ

Michigan, Detroit; William Kessler and Zeidler Partnership and Giiffels Associates; ph, pl sec.; p. 83-90, Apr 80; AR

New Jersey, Bayonne; Additions and Renovations, Ewing, Cote, Rizzo, Cherry & Parsky; elev. pl. ph.; p. 124-125, Jan 80, PA

Operating Room; Schott Memorial Hospital, Iowa, Waterloo; Thorson, Brom, Broshear & Snyder; ph.; p. 60-61, Aug 80; INT

Tennessee, Memphis; Baptist Memorial Hospital; Walk Jones and Francis Mah; ph.; p. 58-59; Aug 80, INT

Texas, Conroe; Brooks & Collier and Pierce, Goodwin & Alexander; m.; pl.; p. 124; May 80; AR

PSYCHIATRIC

Kansas, Topeka; Menninger Foundation, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; iso. pl.; p. 264-265; May 80; ID

Virginia, Petersburg; Schmidt, Garden & Erickson; m. pl.; p. 120, May 80, AR

RETA RDED

Effects of the Living Environment on the Mentally Retarded, Study; University of Massachusetts Team; dia. table, p. 135, Jan 80, PA
See CLINIC, RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY also

HOTEL

Analysis of Seismic Design of Imperial Hotel; Japan, Tokyo; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Robert King Reitherman; ph, det.; p. 42-47; June 80; AIAJ
HOTEL (Cont'd)

Arizona, Phoenix; Reconstruction. Arizona Biltmore, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, ph. pl.; p. 116-121, July 80, AR

Beach Development; India, Kerala, Kovalam Beach. C. M. Correa, ph. dia. sec.; p. 90-92, July 80, AR

California, San Francisco; Stanford Court. Additions, Escherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis, ph. pl.; p. 226-229, Apr 80, ID

Connecticut, Greenwich; Homestead Inn. John F. Saladino, ph. pl.; p. 274-283; Apr 80, ID


Florida, Key West; Renovation and Addition. Casa Marina Inn. Peter Gluck, ph. pl. elev. iso.; p. 110-115, July 80, AR

Hawaii, Mauna Beach; Mauna Key Hotel. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph.; p. 75, Feb 80, INT

Hotel Renovation, Interior Design; Round Table Discussion. ph.; p. 258-261; Apr 80, ID

Hotel Site Plan; Hawaii. Keauhou. Bell & Collins, ph.; p. 517, Sept 80, LA

Illinois, Chicago; Radisson. Renovation. Interiors by Lynn Wilson, Harry Weese; ph. pl.; p. 262-269, Apr 80, ID

India, Agra; ARCOP. ph. pl.; p. 115, Nov 80, AR

Inteiiors Magazine Room; New York, New York. Corrigan Designs; ph. pl.; p. 52-57, Oct 80, INT

Islamic Conference Center and Hotel; Saudi Arabia. Mecca. Rolf Gutbrod, ph.; p. 107, Nov 80, AR

Lobby Renovated; New York, New York. Berkshire Place, Roland Wm Jutra, ph. pl.; p. 270-273, Apr 80, ID


Renaovation; California, Los Angeles. Biltmore, Ridgeway, ph.; p. 136-137, May 80, INT

Restoration of Knickerbocker Hotel; New York, New York. by Ellen Posneg, ph. ill.; p. 14, July/Aug 80, RI

Restoration of Mission Inn; California, Riverside. ph.; p. 62,67, Jan 80, PA

Restoration; California, Los Angeles. Biltmore, Ridgeway, ph.; p. 236-237, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Shopping Center-Hotel Complex; Florida, Miami. Tomas Lopez-Gottardi; pl. iso.; p. 38, Jan 80, PA

Turkey Edine; Restoration. Etan Cakrilar, ph. pl.; p. 118, Nov 80, AR

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Arenco, ph.; p. 54-57, Aug 80, INT

United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi; Two. Inspired by Islamic Art. Benjamin Thompson, m. ph. ill. elev. det.; p. 122-127, July 80, AR

See MOTEL also

HOUSING

Environmental Role and Conceptualizations of Housing; by David Canter and Elizabeth Walker, dia. bibli.; p. 30-35, Aug 80, JAR

Hazards Endanger HUD Subsidies; p. 18, June 80, H

Housing Research and Development Program; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Team; dia.; p. 134; Jan 80, PA

Low Cost Energy Saving Housing Program; Hawaii, p. 22; June 80, H

New Family Concepts for Housing Types, Student Solutions; pl. iso. sec. elev. ill.; p. 98-101, Sept 80, AR

Personalization, Control, Security and Satisfaction, Variables in Multi-Family Housing; by James R. Fitzhugh and James R. Anderson; bibli. tables; p. 10-16, Aug 80, JAR

Residential Cul-de-Sac Sites, Their Quality and Comparison to Other Sites; by Richard Seaton; ph. table; p. 17-22; Aug 80, JAR

Urban Rehab Rate Up; chart; p. 16; June 80, H

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, ELDERLY HOUSING RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY/HOUSING ALSO

IDAHO


Boise; Boom Town Slows Down; p. 30; May 80, H

Boise; Downtown Revitalization Plan. Charles Kober, pl. ill. elev. iso.; p. 128-129, Jan 80, PA

ILLINOIS

Carbondale; Athletic Indoor Facility, Southern Illinois University; Ralph Rapson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-125, May 80, PA

Champaign; Library. Hammond, Beeby & Babka, ph. pl.; p. 85-88, June 80, PA

Chicago Area; Landscape Plan for House Development. Burridge & Glass, by George S. Burridge and C. L. Glass; ph. pl.; p. 404-407, July 80, LA

Chicago Suburb; Residence. Villa. Stanley Tigerman, m. pl. elev.; p. 72, June 80, PA

Chicago; Adler Planetarium Addition. Hammond, Beeby & Babka, ph. pl.; p. 91, June 80, PA

Chicago; Apartment Building. High Rise. Addition to Loft Building. Lynn Meyers, pl. axon. ill.; p. 119, Jan 80, PA

Chicago; Apartment Building. High Rise. Conversion from 1927 Office Building. Laurence Booth; ph. pl. sec.; p. 93-95, Mar 80, AR

Chicago; Apartment Building. Middle Rise. Remodeled Industrial Building. Kenneth Schroeder, ph. iso.; p. 81; June 80, PA
**ILLINOIS (Cont’d)**

**Chicago:** Apartment Building; Remodeled Lott Building; Kenneth Schroeder; by Lorel McMillan, iso ph., p. 46. May/June 80. RI

**Chicago:** Architects Spur Rebirth of Printing House Row. Industrial Area Becomes Residential-Retail. Laurence Booth and Harry Weese; ph. ill. pl. elev. sec.; p. 89-96; Mar 80; AR

**Chicago:** Behavioral Science Center. University of Illinois; 1965. Field Theory. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. dia.; p. 118; Jan 80. AR


**Chicago:** Downtown Redevelopment. North Loop. C. F. Murphy, m. sec.; p. 74-75. Aug 80. AR

**Chicago:** Furniture Showroom. Stendig's. Jeanne Harrett. ph; p. 90-91; Jan 80; INT


**Chicago:** Health Sciences Buildings, Northwestern University. Holabird & Root; ph. pl.; p. 116-117. May 80. AR

**Chicago:** Hotel; Radisson, Renovation, Interiors by Lynn Wilson; Harry Weese; ph. pl.; p. 262-269. Apr 80. ID

**Chicago:** Interiors: Apartment, Designers, Powell & Kleinischmidt; ph. pl.; p. 206-209. Feb 80. ID

**Chicago:** Interiors: Apartment, Remodeled Industrial Space. Leslie J. Bates; ph. pl.; p. 176-181. Dec 80. ID

**Chicago:** Jewelry Showroom. Janet Scharf; ph.; p. 236-237. Jan 80. ID

**Chicago:** Monadnock Building. 1893. Energy Conservation Analysis. Burnham & Root; ph. pl.; p. 132; Apr 80. PA

**Chicago:** Music Theater; Poplear Creek, Space Frame Structure. Rossen & Neumann; ph. pl.; p. 62-67, mid-Aug 80. AR


**Chicago:** Office Building, High Rise. Metropolitan Life Insurance Building. C. F. Murphy; m. iso.; p. 72-73. Aug 80. AR

**Chicago:** Office Building. High Rise. Two. C. F. Murphy; m.; p. 74; June 80. PA

**Chicago:** Office Building. High Rise, Xerox Centre. Critique, C. F. Murphy; ph. pl. dia.; p. 58-63. Dec 80. PA


**Chicago:** Past Ten Years Have Multiplied Directions for Chicago Architects. Survey. ph. pl. m. ill. elev. axon.; p. 71-83. June 80. PA

**Chicago:** Recent Late Entries Exhibition Reworks Tribune Tower Competition Idea. by Stuart Cohen; ill.; p. 93-99. cover, June 80. PA

**Chicago:** Residence Extension of House and Wilmette; National Archives Center for the Baha’i Faith; Stanley Tigerman; ill. pl.; p. 108. Jan 80. PA

**INDIA**


**Agra:** Hotel ARCP; ph. pl.; p. 115. Nov 80. AR

**Ahmedabad:** History Museum and Memorial to Mahatma Gandhi. C M Correa; ph. dia.; p. 98-99. July 80. AR

**Ahmedabad:** Residence. Two. C. M. Correa; ph. dia.; p. 96-94. July 80. AR

**Bombay:** Apartment Building. High Rise. C M Correa; by C. M. Correa; ph. pl. dia.; p. 93-94. July 80. AR

**Bombay:** Church. Catholic. C. M. Correa; ph. pl. dia.; p. 92. July 80. AR

**Delhi:** Apartment Development. Low Rise. C M Corre; ph. dia.; p. 94. July 80. AR


**Kerala, Kovalam Beach:** Hotel. Beach Development. C M Correa; ph. dia.; p. 90-92. July 78-79. AR

INDIANA

Columbus; Background of Excellent Architecture in Town; Cummins Engine Company Support; By Allen Freeman, ph., p. 62-71, Mar 80. AIAJ

Columbus; Telephone Switching Building; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. elev. iso.; p. 156-161, mid-May 80. AIAJ

Gary; Hospital, Emergency, Surgery and ICU Addition; Schmidt, Garden & Erickson, m. pl. iso.; p. 121, May 80, AR

Merrillville; Office Building, Low Rise; Prudential Regional Center, Interiors by Powell & Kleinschmidt; Holabird & Root, ph. pl.; p. 108-113, Sept 80. AR

Muncie; Bank Building, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; iso.; p. 264-265, May 80, ID

New Harmony; Atheneum, Visitor’s Center; Critique, Richard Meier, ph. pl. sec. axon, p. 67-75, Feb 80, PA

New Harmony; Visitors’ Orientation and Community Center, Atheneum; Richard Meier, by Stanley Abercrombie, ph. pl. iso., p. 126-137, mid-May 80. AIAJ

INDONESIA

Central Java; Prototype Rural House; Amin, Arifjan & Fanani, ph. sec. pl.; p. 111, Nov 80, AR

Jakarta; Embassy Staff Housing; U. S., Wilkes & Faulkner, elev. m., p. 108-109, Dec 80, AR

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Art Graphics Factory; California, Los Angeles, Frank O. Gehry, ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-77, Mar 80, PA

Assembly Line Architecture; by Stanley Abercrombie, ph., p. 57-61, July 80, AIAJ

Auto Maintenance Shop, Rolls Royce; California, Beverly Hills, Stoner & Kennington, ph., p. 76-77, Mar 80, INT

Automobile Parts Warehouse; England, Coventry; Interiors by Duffy, Eley, Giffone & Worthington; Harper & Fairley, ph. pl.; p. 188-189, Sept 80, PA

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 114-129, June 80, AR

California, San Jose; Qume Corporation Hawley & Peterson, ph.; p. 226-227, mid-May 80, AIAJ, ph. p. 138-139, May 80, INT

Car Distribution Center; England, Bracknell New Town, Berkshire, Farrell & Grimsaw; ph. pl.; p. 68-69, Aug 80, PA

City Maintenance Complex; Illinois, Evanston; Sisco & Lubotsky and Consoer & Morgan, elev. iso. pl.; p. 122, Jan 80, PA

Computer Parts Manufacturer, TRW; California, Segundo, SLS Environetics, ph. pl.; p. 194-197, Dec 80, ID

Diesel Engine Testing Factory; Michigan, Romulus; Albert Kahn, ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-127, June 80, AR

Distribution Center; Ohio, Sharonville, Montgomery Ward, Metz, Train & Youngren, ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-125, June 80, AR

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING (Cont’d)

Draper Factory; South Carolina, Anderson; Gardsett’s, William B. Little, ph.; p. 38, Sept 80, ID

Electronic Printers Factory; California, San Jose; Hawley & Peterson, ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-121, June 80, AR

Furniture Factory and Offices; Italy, Udine; Gino Valle, ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-173, Sept 80, PA

Generator and Pressurizer Plant; Florida, Tampa; Design Matrix, ph. pl.; p. 96-97, Jan 80, INT

IBM Technical Center; Mexico, Mexico City; Legorreta Arquitectos, ph. pl.; p. 184-187, Sept 80, PA

Mini-Warehouses; California, Jim Knuppe’s Operation; Financial Analysis; ph. ill.; p. 51-53, Oct 80, H

Motor Corporation Offices, Warehouse and Research; California, Cypress, Yama’s; William L. Pereira; ph. pl. p. 114-119, June 80, AR

Sewage Treatment Plant Addition; Texas, Missouri City; Taft Architects; ph. pl.; p. 58-59, July 80, PA

Speculative Industrial Building; England, Warwick New Town, Cheshire; Farrell & Grimsaw; ph. pl. det.; p. 66-66, Aug 80, PA

Telephone Switching Building; Indiana, Columbus; Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. elev. iso.; p. 156-161, mid-May 80. AIAJ

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Product Development; Analysis of Design History of Six Furniture Firms; ph. dia. det. ill. chart; p. 124-133, Nov 80, PA

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

Prefab Module for Automated Banking, Citibank; Steel Structure Gage; Landow & Landow, ph. pl.; p. 80-83, mid-Aug 80, AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURAL also

INFORMATION SYSTEM

Color Coding the Firm’s Library for Fast Retrieval; by Kathleen L. Kalt, ill.; p. 66-67, Jan 80, AR

See COMPUTER, OFFICE PRACTICE also

INSULATION

Urea-Formaldehyde Foam Warnings; p. 14, July 80, H

INSURANCE

Maximum Estate Benefits; by David E. Birkhaeuser, p. 69, Mar 80, AR
INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont'd)

Their Office Organization and Philosophy of Design; Their Principals, Genstar Associates, ph. p. 214-230, Aug 80, ID

Tribute to Olga Guett, on Retirement; ph. p. 50, June 80, INT

Why Designers Don't Make Money; by Robert L. Alderman. ph. p. 152-154, Sept 80, ID

Winter Room Solarium; Competition Winner, Donald L. Hekhuys, ph. pl. p. 46, Nov 80, ID

Women in Design; by Monica Geran, ph. pl. p. 72-79, Feb 80, INT

Work of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill Designer; Furniture Designs. Davis B. Allen, ph. pl. p. 72-79, Feb 80, INT

See ARCHITECTURE OFFICE PRACTICE, VARIOUS BUILDING TYPES also

IOWA

Ames; Design Center, Iowa State University, Charles Herbert, ph. p. 74-75, July 80, INT

Des Moines; Bank, Art Deco Restoration, Valley National Bank, Charles Herbert, ph. pl. p. 112-115, Nov 80, PA

Huxley; Residence, Steep Slope, Ray Crites, ph. pl. p. 34-35, Oct 80, H

Iowa City; Science Building, University of Iowa, 1972, Field Theory, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl. dia. p. 119, Jan 80, AR

Waterloo; Operating Room, Schmitz Memorial Hospital, Thorson, Brom, Broshar & Snyder, ph. p. 60-61, Aug 80, INT

IRAN

Isfahan; Salafid Monument, Restoration, Bagher Shirazi, ph. p. 119, Nov 80, AR

ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE

Aga Khan Awards, 1980; map, ph. p. 104-127, Nov 80, AR

Search for Meaning in the Architecture of Islam; Art, Historical, Mystical, Anthropological and Socio-Economic, ph. p. 86-89, Aug 80, AR

ISRAEL

Jerusalem; Jerusalem as Place and Vision, Underground Parking Structure, Lawrence Halprin, by Lawrence Halprin, ph. pl. ill. m. p. 32-37, Dec 80, AIAJ

International Energy Over-View; Japan, Australia, ph. pl. ill. dia. det sec. p. 81-89, Apr 80, PA

ITALY (Cont'd)

Bagno A Ripoli; Residence, Remodeled from Storage Shed; Mallory Reynolds Warner, ph. pl. p. 106-108, Mar 80, AR

Fagnano Olona; School, Elementary, Aldo Rossi, ph. pl. sec. ill. p. 60-63, Oct 80, PA

Florence; Residence, Remodeled Villa, Studio di Architettura, by Susan S. Zensy, ph. pl. p. 56-59, May/June 80, Rl

Milan; Apartment Building, Middle Rise, Critique, Aldo Rossi, ph. pl. ill. p. 49-55, Oct 80, PA

Milan; Apartment Development, Middle Rise, Critique, Carlo Aymonino, ph. pl. ill., p. 49-55, Oct 80, PA

Milan; Bank, Restoration and Remodeling of Residence, 1800's, Ambasz & Piretti, ph. pl. p. 98-101, Mar 80, PA

Milan; Branch Bank, Emilio Ambasz and Gian Carlo Piretti, ph. pl. p. 62-65, June 80, INT

Milan; Furniture Fair, ph. p. 98-116, Jan 80, ID

Milan; Interiors, Apartment, Alberto Salavati and Ambrogio Tresoldi, ph. pl. p. 48-51, July/Aug 80, RI

Pesaro; High School of Science, Carlo Aymonino, ph. pl. axon., p. 56-59, Oct 80, PA

Rome; American Library, RM&B, ph. pl. p. 90-91, Jan 80, AR

Rome; Media Living Room, Giovanni Ascarelli et al., by Jim Kemp, ph. elev. p. 104-105, Mar/Apr 80, Rl

Udine; Furniture Factory and Offices, Gino Valle, ph. pl. sec. p. 170-173, Sept 80, PA

Venice; Exhibition, Architectural Exhibit, Venice Biennale, ph. pl. p. 38, 39, Sept 80, PA

Venice; Floating Theater, Aldo Rossi, ph. pl. ill. p. 64-65, Oct 80, PA

IVORY COAST

Fakaha; Native Village Has Energy Balance with Nature, ph. pl. p. 81, Apr 80, PA

JAPAN

— —; Experiential Learning with a Master Gardener, Kinsaku Nakane, by Julie Moir Messervy, ph. p. 10-13, Spring 80, JAE

— —; Houses, from 1954 to Present, Minimalist Architecture, Kazuho Shinohara, ph. sec. pl. p. 99-107, May 80, PA

— —; Japanese Minimalism, Survey of Three Firms' Work, Kazuo Shinohara, Tadao Ando and Kiken Yamamoto & Field Shop, ph. sec. pl. dia. axon., p. 99-117, May 80, PA

Fukuoka; Consultate Housing, U.S., Unthank, Seder & Poticha, m. pl. p. 112-113, Dec 80, AR

Kyushu, Kagoshima; Art Museum, Fumihiko Maki, ph. pl. sec. iso. p. 91, 96-100, Apr 80, AR

Mount Minobu; Repository for Buddhist Temple, Shojo Uchi, ph. pl. p. 15+, mid-May 80, AIAJ

ITALY

— —; Survey of Recent Works of Tendenza, the Neo-Rationalist Movement, ph. pl. ill. sec. axon., p. 49-65, Oct 80, PA
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JAPAN (Cont’d)

Osaka; Two Houses: Minimalist Architecture; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. dia. axon.; p. 108-113. May 80; PA

Shiga Prefecture; Buddhist Temple Garden: Robert K. Murase; ph. pl.; p. 488-489. Sept 80; LA

Tokyo; Analysis of Seismic Design of Imperial Hotel: Frank Lloyd Wright; by Robert King Reitherman; ph. det.; p. 42-47. June 80; AIAJ

Tokyo; Apartment Building: Capsule Tower Building: Prefabricated Units Evaluation, Critique; Kishio Kurokawa; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. iso.; p. 74-77. Oct 80; AIAJ

Tokyo; Embassy Housing: U. S.: Harry Weese; m. sec. pl.; p. 104; Dec 80; AR

Tokyo; Interiors: Apartment: William Turner; ph.; p. 190-193. Dec 80; ID

Tokyo; Residence: Architect: Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 91-95. Apr 80; AR

Tokyo; Residence: Minimalist Architecture: Riken Yamamoto & Field Shop; ph. pl.; p. 114-117. May 80; PA

Tosani; Residence: Hiroshi Hara and Atelier 8; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pl. axon.; p. 154-157. Sept 80; PA

Toyota City; Private Art Museum and House; Hiroshi Hara and Athier 8; ph. pl. sec axon.; p. 157-161. Sept 80; PA

International Energy Over-View: Israel: Australia; ph. pl. ill. det. sec.; p. 81-89. Apr 80; PA

KITCHEN

Alternative Kitchen Plans, Analysis; Various Kitchens, His Design and Practice; Ben Karlson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 25-35. mid-Oct 80. H


Designs of Three Different Levels of Budgets; pl.; p. 24-28. mid-May 80. H

Five Remodeled Kitchens; New York, White Plains; Susan Meliss; ph. pl.; p. 74-83. mid-May 80. H

Glace Kitchen Cabinets; Luigi Massoni; ph.; p. 18. May 80; INT

Idea Notebook, Details; ph.; p. 58-63. mid-Oct 80. H

Ideal Kitchen Plans; Detail Ideas; pl. ill.; p. 44-51. May 80. H

Kitchen and Bath Questionnaire; p. 18. mid-Oct 80. H

Kitchen Lighting; Bathroom; Survey; ph.; p. 44-51. mid-Oct 80. H

Old Fashioned Kitchen, Remodeled; Don Miller; ph.; p. 60-63. July 80. H

Successful Showrooms; ill.; p. 64. mid-Oct 80. H

T-Shaped; ill. pl.; p. 18. mid-May 80. H

KUWAIT

Kuwait City; Water Towers; Lindstrom, Lindstrom & Egnell, Bjorn; ph. sec.; p. 108-109. Nov 80; AR

KANSAS

Overland Park; Residential Development: Duplexes and Detached Mixture: Kingston Oak: Wesley Welch; ph. pl.; p. 40-45. Aug 80; H

Topeka; Psychiatric Center: Menninger Foundation: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; iso. pl.; p. 264-265. May 80. ID

Wichita; River Corridor: Urban Renewal: Oblinger & Smith; ph. pl.; p. 520-521. Sept 80. LA

KENTUCKY

Lexington; Vineyard in Residential Garden; by Horst Schach; ph. pl.; p. 139-143. Mar 80. LA

Pleasant Hill; Visitor’s Center for Shaker Village: Charette with Three Architects: Michael Graves, Robert Stern and Stanley Tigerman; m.; p. 50. 54. 58. Jan 80. PA

KENYA

Nairobi; Energy Design of UN Environmental Program Headquarters: Natural Cooling: Dubin-Bloome Associates; pl. sec. dia.; p. 50. Feb 80. PA

KUWAIT

Kuwait City; Water Towers; Lindstrom, Lindstrom & Egnell, Bjorn; ph. sec.; p. 108-109. Nov 80; AR

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Experiential Learning with a Master Gardener; Japan; Kingsaku Nakane; by Julie Moir Messervy; ph.; p. 10-13. Spring 80. JAE

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH


See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES also
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Basic Facts on Interior Plants; p. 34-38, Jan 80. LA
Communication and Information Technologies in Landscape Architecture; Chronology, Equipment Survey, Sources, by Michael Martin McCarty and James Porter, ill.; p. 602-611, Nov 80. LA
Conference on Preserving Olmsted Urban Parks; Frederick Law Olmsted, ph.; p. 34, 36, Aug 80. PA
Contemporary Meanings in the Landscape; Expressing the Subconscious, by Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe, ph.; p. 51-54, Jan 80. LA
Edible Landscape; Oregon, Eugene. Example, Urban Farm, Richard Britz, by Richard Haag, ph. ill.; p. 634-637, Nov 80. LA
Esoteric or Secret Garden Search; by Barry Russell, ph., p. 2-4, Spring 80. JAE
Georgia, Savannah: Greenhouse, Garden Oriented, Donald Beach, ph. pl. axon., p. 79-81. Feb 80. PA
Illinois, Willmette: Extension of House and Garage, Landscaping, Stanly Tigerman, m. pl. axon., p. 102-103, Jan 80. PA
LA
Interio Gardens, Their Functioning; Examples, Large Public Atriums, by Michael Cunningham et al., ph., p. 33-38, Jan 80. LA
Inventory of Visual Resources; Colorado, Process, by Craig Taggart et al., ph. pl., p. 396-400, July 80. LA
Landscape and Planning in the Middle East; Brian Clouston, by Brian Clouston and Alex Novell, ph. pl., p. 276-281, May 80. LA
Landscape Architects I Have Known; Frederick Law Olmsted, Stanley Hart White, Richard Jay Cripps, by Marvin S. Feld, ill., p. 643-644, Nov 80. LA
Landscape Floding Control Levees; California, Alameda Creek, Theodore Osmundson, by Theodore Osmundson, sec. ph. map., p. 623-628, Nov 80. LA
National Park; Saudi Arabia, Abha. Wirth & Berger, by Kenneth Magdziuk, ph. pl., p. 283-287, May 80. LA
Overseas Landscape Design Practice; Entire Issue, Editorial, by Grady Clay, ph. ill.; p. 269+, May 80. LA
Pioneering for Jobs in a Booming Nation; Hong Kong, by Harry Steed, ph.; p. 261-262, May 80. LA
Plant Sensitivity to Environmental Stress; by D. W. Beckerson et al., tables, biblio., p. 299-303, May 80. LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

(Cont'd)
Pond-Pump System for Irrigation and Beauty; Colorado, Greenwood Village. Greenwood Plaza Office Complex, THK, by Joe Horan, ph. pl., p. 389-391, July 80. LA
Profile of Firm, Their Work; Jones & Jones, by Roger Downey, ph.; p. 618-622, Nov 80. LA
Reclaiming Land After Gravel Mining; Colorado, Boulder County, Boulder Valley Farms, Gage Davis, by Joanne Barbrick and Jeff Winston, ph. pl., p. 461-463, July 80. LA
Residential Landscape Designs; ph. pl. sec., p. 133-202, Mar 80. LA
Responses to Inquiry on Changes in Practice; Computer Use, p. 612-613, Nov 80. LA
Roof-top Planting, Detailing; by Jake Frankhouse, sec., p. 629-630, Nov 80. LA
Site Septic Disposal, Alternatives; by Linda Jewell, biblio. sec., p. 631-633, Nov 80. LA
Treatement of Retaining Walls, Planting, Stream Re-Routing; Colorado, Vail Pass, Interstate Highway, by Jeffrey L. Fecka, ph. pl., p. 375-378, July 80. LA
Trees for Landscape, Planning Guide for City; California, Lafayette. Russell A. Beatty, ph. pl. ill., p. 524-525, Sept 80. LA
See CITY PLANNING, MALL, PLAZA, RECREATION, RIVER, URBAN DESIGN AND VARIOUS BUILDING TYPES also.

LAW

Archaeological Resources Preservation Act; by J. Richard Ambler, p. 74, July 80. ID
Architect as Arbiter; by Norman Coplan, p. 240, Sept 80. PA
Builder Immunity Law is Overturned; p. 24, Aug 80. H
Court Limits State's Power to Regulate Savings and Loan Redlining; p. 26, May 80. H
Court Orders End to Racial Exclusion; p. 24, Aug 80. H
Court Overturns Designation of Virginia Historic District; p. 21, Oct 80. AIAJ
Court Upholds Disallowal of Pre-Purchase Component Depreciation; p. 19, July 80. H
Disputes Involving Subsurface Conditions; by Norman Coplan, p. 146, May 80. PA
Escrow Practices Taken to Court; Arizona, p. 18, Nov 80. H
Gypsum Price-Fix Case Settled; p. 30, Apr 80. H
Home Builder Liable to Subsequent Buyers; p. 14, Feb 80. H
Institutions in Residential Zones; by Norman Coplan, p. 150, Jan 80. PA
Housing Related Suits; p. 14, Feb 80. H
Land Profits Ruled Ordinary Gain; p. 31, June 80. H
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

LAW (Cont'd)

Liability for Cost Estimates; by Arthur T. Kornblut. p. 55, Oct 80; AR

Liability for Injury to Third Persons; by Norman Coplan, p. 121, Mar 80; PA

Liability of Dissolved Partnership; by Norman Coplan, p. 136, Nov 80; PA

Mechanic's Lien Law Under-Utilized by Architects; p. 11+, Aug 80, AIAJ

New California Law on Claims Against Architects Raises Questions; by Arthur T. Kornblut, p. 57, June 80; AR

New Service on Federal Regulations; by Arthur T. Kornblut, p. 31, mid-Aug 80, AR

Owner Access to Construction Trust Funds; by Norman Coplan, p. 104, July 80, PA

Payment Based Upon Special Conditions; by Norman Coplan, p. 133, June 80, PA

Prepared Defense of Delay Claims; by H. James Wulfsberg, p. 73, May 80, AR

Privity of Contract No Longer Required to Sue Architects; by Arthur T. Kornblut, p. 67, Apr 80, AR

Registration Laws Challenged by Sunset Law; by Nora Richter, p. 46-48, May 80, AIAJ

Relief from Liability Suits; p. 39, Aug 80, AR

Solar Collectors vs. Local Ordinances; by Norman Coplan, p. 187, Apr 80, PA

The Unique Product and Public Bidding Laws; by Walter Rosenfeld, p. 187, Apr 80, PA

TRUTH IN LENDING COURT ACTIONS; p. 20, Sept 80 H

Zoning Regulations Limiting Family Units; by Norman Coplan, p. 116, Feb 80, PA

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFICATIONS, ZONING also

LEGAL

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

LIBRARY (Cont'd)

Oregon, Willamette Valley; Site of Exhibition of Aalto's Work, Alvar Aalto, by Richard C. Peters, ph.; p. 72-73, Sept 80, AIAJ

Public Library: Minnesota, Duluth; Gunnar Birkenes, ph. sec. pl.; p. 86-91, Nov 80, AR

Public Library: New York, New Rochelle; Pomeroy & Lebduska; ph.; p. 82-83, Oct 80, INT

Sweden, Stockholm; 1928, with Survey of Architect's Work, Erik Gunnar Asplund, ph. pl. ill elev. sec.; p. 88, 94-97, Feb 80, PA

See INFORMATION SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY LIBRARY also

LIBRARY (Cont'd)

Ambient Task Lighting; McGraw-Edison's EyeLite, by John Pile, ph.; p. 66-67, Aug 80, INT

Feder's Lighting Clinic Report; ph.; p. 102-106, Oct 80, ID

Kitchen Lighting; Bathroom, Survey; ph.; p. 44-51, mid-Oct 80; H

Lamps and Lighting; New Products, ph.; p. 246-253, Oct 80, ID

Life Cycle Costing, Step by Step; Part 2. Case Study on Lighting Options for Energy Use, by Stephen J. Kirk, tables, del. p. 59, 61, 63, Jan 80, AR

Lighting Consultant, Working with Them; by Forbes & Erbger, ph.; p. 152-156, Apr 80, ID

Low Watt Task Lighting, Lightolier; by John Pile, ph. sec.; p. 66-87, Apr 80, INT

Lowering Watts per Square Foot of Lighting; New Lamps, by Ben Bedell, ill. det.; p. 84-85, Apr 80, INT

New Fluorescent Light Fixtures; by Jim Kemp, ph.; p. 112-113+, Mar-Apr 80, RI

New Lighting Products; Dimmers, Remote Switches, Motion Detection; by James L. Nuckolls, ph.; p. 230-233, Nov 80, ID

Office Lighting; Group Discussion by Lighting Designers, ph.; p. 298-303, Sept 80, ID

Play of Light, Fewer Lighting Uses; by Barry Dean, ill. det.; p. 106-107+, Jan-Feb 80, RI

Residential Lighting; ph.; p. 166-169, Dec 79, 79; ID

Solar Optics, Projecting Light into Buildings; by David Bennett and David Eijadi, ill. sec. m., p. 72-75, Mar 80, AIAJ

Suspended Ceiling Systems; Linear Ceiling and Open-Office Ceiling, ph. det. sec. table, p. 220-227, Sept 80, PA

The Task of Task Lighting; by James Nuckolls, ph.; p. 130-131, Jan 80, ID

See ENERGY also

LIVING ROOM

Italy, Rome; Media Living Room, Giovanni Ascarelli et al., by Jim Kemp, ph. elev.; p. 104-105, Mar-Apr 80, RI
LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge; Office Building; Unistrut Structure; L. Barry Davidson; ph. pl.; p. 17, mid-Oct 80; AR
New Orleans; Design of Neglected Downtown Plaza; R/UDAT; ph.; p. 18, 23, Mar 80; AIAJ
New Orleans; Residence; Errol Barron; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109, mid-May 80; AR
New Orleans; Triumphal Arch for Piazza D’Italia; Perez Associates; ph. pl.; p. 27; Jan 80; PA

MARYLAND

— — — —; Passive Solar Prototype House; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Nov 80; H
Annapolis; Duplexes; Robert G. Hammond; elev. sec. ph. pl.; p. 58-59; July 80; H
Anne Arundel; Baltimore-Washington International Airport; Peterson & Brickbauer; iso. elev. ph. pl.; p. 88-95; Dec 80; AR
Baltimore; Apartment Building, Low Rise; Queen Ann Belvedere; Rehabilitated Block, Mixed Use; Smeallie, Orrick & Janka; ph. pl.; p. 54-59; Apr 80; H
Baltimore; Apartment Development, Middle Rise; Remodeled Factory Buildings; Anderson, Notter & Finegold; sec. ph.; p. 52; Aug 80; H
Baltimore; City Hall; Energy Conservation Analysis; ph. graph.; p. 133; Apr 80; PA
Baltimore; Discotheque; Girard’s; Robm Jacob-sen and R. Scott Bromley; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Jan 80; INT
Baltimore; Harborplace; Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; Sept 80; INT
Baltimore; Kitchen-Ware Store; China Closet; Kenneth Brozen; ph. p. 100-103; Sept 80; INT
Baltimore; Restaurant; Belvedere Hotel; Rta St. Clair; ph.; p. 242-245; Apr 80; ID
Baltimore; Restaurant; Chart House; Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-103; Jan 80; AR
Baltimore; Waterfront Marketplace Complex; Harborplace; Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p. 100-105; Oct 80; AR

MASONRY

Adobe Vaults, Ancient Methods; Demonstration by Hassan Fathy; ph.; p. 39; Dec 80; AR
Building Stone, Revival of Use; Stone, Marble, Slate; by Jim Morgan; ph.; p. 68-69; July/Aug 80; RI
See SPECIFICATIONS. STRUCTURAL/MASONRY also

MASSACHUSETTS

— — — —; Review of Tax Free Bonds, Finances Housing; p. 32, May 80; H
Boston; Architect’s Offices; in Loft Building; Fred Koetter and Susie Kim; axon. pl. ill. elev.; p. 112-113, Jan 80; PA
Boston; Architects’ Offices; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 86-87, Jan 80; AR
Boston; Birthday Activities of a Great City, by Stanley Abercrombie, ill.; p. 59+; Nov 80; AIAJ
Boston; City Hall; its Antecedents; Kallman, McKinnell & Knowles; by Lois Craig, ph. ill.; p. 46-53; Sept 80; AIAJ
Boston; Fabrics Showroom; Clarence House, Jay Spectre; ph.; p. 206-207, Dec 80; ID
Boston; Fabrics Showroom; Strongheim and Romann; Iteral Design Associates; ph. pl.; p. 204-205; Dec 80; ID

MAINE

Bangor; Hospital; General; Payette Associates; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, May 80; AR
Deer Isle; Haystack Mountain School of Crafts; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-67, Apr 80; AIAJ

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur; Embassy Office Building, U. S.; Hartman & Cox; m. pl. sec.; p. 100-101; Dec 80; AR
Work of One-Man Office Overseas; India; Angola, Malaysia; Richard Westmacott, by Richard Westmacott; ph.; p. 294-298, May 80; LA

MALI

Mopti; Maternity Center; Andre Raveureau; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-123, Nov 80; AR

MALL

Central City Malls; A Bock; Harvey M. Rubenstein and William Dudley Hunt, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 530-531; Sept 80; LA
Pedestrian Shopping Mall, Five Blocks, with Fountains; Michigan, Detroit; Washington Boulevard; Rossetti Associates; ph. m.; p. 98-99; Oct 80; AR
Planning the Urban Marketplace; Building Types Study; ph. pl. m.; p. 90-105, Oct 80; AR
Triumphal Arch for Piazza D’Italia; Louisiana, New Orleans; Perez Associates; ph. pl.; p. 27; Jan 80; PA
See LANDSCAPE. PLAZA. SHOPPING CENTER. URBAN DESIGN also

MARINE PARK

See RECREATION
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston: Furniture and Lighting Showroom, Lam and FM’S, Artichoke, ph pl, p. 56-57, Feb 80, INT

Boston: Furniture and Textiles Showroom, Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel, ph pl axon, p. 78-81, July 80, PA

Boston: Furniture Showroom Building, Knoll's, Gwathmey & Siegel, ph pl p. 266-273, May 80, ID

Boston: Furniture Showroom, Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel, ph, p. 148-151, May 80, INT

Boston: Furniture Showroom, Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel, iso, p. 66-67, June 80, ID

Boston: Hospital, Children’s, Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers, ph elev, p. 122-123, May 80, AR


Boston: John F. Kennedy Library: I. M. Pei, ph pl, p. 180-189, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Boston: Kennedy Library, 15 Year History of Controversy, I. M. Pei; by William Marlin, ph pl sec map, p. 81-90, Feb 80, AR

Boston: Office Building, High Rise, Evaluation of Design and Context of Office Building, I. M. Pei, by Robert Campbell, ph, p. 18-25, Dec 80, AIAJ

Boston: Office Entry Garden, Bagel Garden, SWA Group East, by Martha Schwartz, ph, det, p. 43-46, Jan 80, LA

Boston: Preservation of its Architectural Heritage, by Jane Hoyt Kay, ph, p. 38-45, Sept 80, AIT

Boston: Restaurant, Bay Club; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph pl, p. 186-189, Dec 79, ID

Boston: Restaurant, Top of Hub, Wudtke, Watson & Davis, ph pl, p. 166-169, Dec 80, ID

Boston: Shoe Store, Taha's, Ahearn, Freedenfeld & Schopfer, ph, p. 210-211, Nov 80, ID

Brewster: School, Elementary, Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander, ph pl sec, p. 106-109, Apr 80, AR

Brighton: Automobile Showroom, Dewberry, Nealon & Davis and Joseph Booths/Studio, axon elev sec pl, p. 115, Jan 80, PA

Cambridge: Fire Station, Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander, ph pl, p. 110, Apr 80, AR

Cambridge: Office Building, Harvard University, SZB, ph pl sec, p. 96-97, Jan 80, LA


Cape Cod: Residence, Gratten Gill, ph pl sec, p. 74-77, mid-May 80, AR

Carlisle: Residence, Charles R. Rolando, ph pl, p. 94-97, mid-May 80, AR

Charlestown: Design Guidelines for Development of Old Naval Shipyard, Restoration and Construction, Boston Redevelopment Authority, ill m, p. 131, Jan 80, PA

Charlestown: School, High, Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander, ph pl sec iso, p. 101-105, Apr 80, AR

Chelsea: Center City Rehabilitation, Landscape Plan by Carl R. Johnson, Barnes and Moore & Heder, ph, p. 502-503, Sept 80, LA

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont’d)

Gloucester: Elderly Housing, Conversion from School Building, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph pl, p. 116, Mar 80, AR

Hanover: Residential Landscape, Nancy Daley, by Nancy Daley, ph pl, p. 154-157, Mar 80, LA

Lincoln: Residential Development, Lincoln Ridge, ph pl, p. 60-61, Nov 80, H

Lowell: Western Canal Park, Paul C. K. Lu, ph pl, p. 511, Sept 80, LA

Nantucket Island: School, Elementary, Earl Flansburgh, ph pl elev, p. 106-109, Aug 80, AR

Needham: Elderly Housing, Conversion from School Building, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph pl, p. 119, Mar 80, AR

Newbury: ph Restoration and Renewal of Core Area, Market Square, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph, p. 238-239, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Northampton: Recreation, Gymnasium, Smith College, Architects Collaborative, ph pl sec , p. 82-87, Sept 80, AR

Northampton: Woolen Goods Store, Jonathan Warwick, ph, p. 248-249, Jan 80, ID

Quincy: Apartment Building, Middle Rise, Remodeled Piano Factory, Voevy Strelkovsky, ph, p. 56-61, Feb 80, H

Quincy: Apartment Development, Middle Rise, Faxon Commons, Financial Analysis, Sasaki Associates, ph pl, p. 57-61, Mar 80, H

Roxbury: Zoo Pavilion, Fabric Structure, Huygens & Tappe, ph m pl sec, p. 114, June 80, PA

Salem: Apartments Over Shopping, Theater, Marina, Pickering Wharf; ADD, ph, p. 36-39, May 80, H

Salem: Restaurant, T H E, Ahearn, Freedenfeld & Schopfer, ph pl, p. 206-207, Nov 80, ID

Salem: Waterfront Redevelopment, Mixed Use, Pickering Wharf, ADD, ph pl sec elev ill, p. 120-123, Mar 80, AR

Seekonk: Shopping Center, Kings Oak, ph pl, p. 47, Sept 80, H

South Dartmouth: Residence, Graham Mund, ph pl, p. 52-53, Sept 80, H

Springfield: Downtown Revitalization Plan, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph ill, p. 126-127, Jan 80, PA

Stockbridge: Residence, Christopher H. L. Owen, ph pl iso, p. 52-55, mid-May 80, AR

Stockbridge: Retirement Complex, Heaton Court, Goody & Clancy, ph pl, p. 220-222, mid-May 80, AIAJ

West Harwich: Apartment Building, Middle Rise, Chills, Bertram, Tseckares & Gasenido, ph pl, p. 40, Jan 80, H

Winthrop: Elderly Housing, Heritage Gardens, Goody & Clancy, ph pl, p. 114-117, Mar 80, AR

Worcester: Auditorium, Mechanics Hall, Renovation and Addition, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph pl, p. 13, Summer 80, RD

Worcester: Concert Hall, 1857 and Addition, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph, p. 133, Apr 80, PA
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR

MEMORIAL
History Museum and Memorial to Mahatma Gandhi; India, Ahmedabad, C. M. Correa, ph. dia sec., p. 98-99, July 80, AR
See MONUMENT also

MEXICO
Mexico City; IBM Technical Center, Legorreta Arquitectos; ph., p. 164-167; Sept 80, PA
Mexico City; Residence, Luis Barragan and Raul Ferrera; by Emilio Ambasz; ph., p. 138-141, Sept 80, PA
Monterey; Office Building, Low Rise; Grupo Industrial Alfa, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; sec., p. 262-263; May 80, ID

MICHIGAN
— —; Pedestrian Path Development in Sand Dunes and Wetlands, Roy Mann; sec., p. 529, Sept 80, LA
— —; Residence, Todd Williams; ph., p. 68, Sept 80, LA
Alger County; Rocks National Lakeshore, Landscape Plan by Johnson, Johnson & Roy, Smith, Hinckman & Grylis; ph., p. 508-509, Sept 80, LA
Bloomfield Hills; Residence, Custom Builder, Robert Katzman; ph., p. 35, July 80, H
Detroit; Hospital, General, William Kessler and Zeidler Partnership and Giffels Associates; ph., sec., p. 83-90, Apr 80, AR
Detroit; Hospital, Medical Complex, Wayne State University and Detroit Receiving Hospital; William Kessler and Zeidler and Giffels; ph., p. 212-219, mid-May 80, AIAJ
Detroit; Medical Center, Health Care Center, Wayne State University; William Kessler et al.; ph., p. 144-145, May 80, INT
Detroit; Office Building, Low Rise; Remodeled Warehouse, Solar Facade; John Stevens; by Jeanne McDermott; ph., sec., p. 76-77, Dec 80, INT
Detroit; Pedestrian Shopping Mall, Five Blocks, with Fountains; Washington Boulevard, Rossetti Associates; ph., p. 98-99, Oct 80, AR
Grand Rapids; Gerald R. Ford Museum, Unistruct Structure, Marvin deWinter; ph., p. 16, mid-Oct 80, AR
Grandville; Office Building, Low Rise; Herman Miller Health Division; Booth & Hansen; m., axon. ill., p. 76, June 80, PA
Howell; County Courthouse, Restored and Remodeled, Albert E. French, 1899; William Kessler; ph., sec., p. 91-96, Feb 80, AR
Lansing; Riverfront Development, O'Boyle, Cowell & Roefner, et al.; ph., p. 512-513; Sept 80, LA

MICHIGAN (Cont'd)
Romulus; Diesel Engine Testing Factory, Albert Kahn; ph., sec., p. 126-127, June 80, AR
Southfield; Office Building, Interiors; Headquarters, Gulf & Western; Auer & Nichols; ph., p. 260-263, Sept 80, ID
Troy; Design Center, Showrooms and Furniture, ph., p. 260-265, Feb 80, ID

MINNESOTA
Duluth; Public Library, Gunnar Birkerts; ph., sec., p. 86-91, Nov 80, AR
Edina; Colonial Church Complex, Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph., p. 223-225, mid-May 80, AIAJ
Edina; Colonial Church, Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph., p. 140-141, May 80, INT
Minneapolis; Art Center, Walker; Edward Larabee Barnes; ph., p. 62, 67; Apr 80, AIAJ
Minneapolis; Civil and Minerals Engineering Building, University of Minnesota, Using Solar Optics; Solar, ill. sec., p. 72-75, Mar 80, AIAJ
Minneapolis; Engineering Building, University of Minnesota, Energy Conservation Features; Myers & Bennett; sec., p. 26, Apr 80, PA
Minneapolis; Furniture Showroom; J. B. Larson's; Design Consortium; ph., p. 104-105, Jan 80, AR
Minneapolis; Residence, Passive Solar Addition, Peter Pfister; ph., sec., p. 10, Summer 80, RD
Minneapolis; Residential Development, Townhouse, Findley Place, Williams & O'Brien; ph., p. 110-111, Mar 80, AR
Minneapolis; Townhouse, Frederick, Bentz, Milo & Thompson; sec., p. 54-55, Dec 80, H
Oak Park Heights; High-Security Prison, Underground, Energy Conservation, Winsor & Fair & Gruzen & Partners; ph., p. 156, Apr 80, PA
St. Paul; Offices of City Cultural Center, Landmark Center, Restoration, Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers; ph., p. 146-147, May 80, INT
St. Paul; Performing and Fine Arts Center, Converted Federal Courts Building, Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers; ph., p. 232-233, mid-May 80, AIAJ
Woodbury; Office Building, Middle Rise; Insurance Company Headquarters, Western Life, Ellerbe Associates; ph., sec., p. 165-167, mid-May 80, AIAJ

MISSOURI
Kansas City; Architects' Offices, Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff; ph., p. 92-93, Jan 80, AR
Kansas City; Residential Development, Models; Dean Smith and Roland Carson; ph., p. 42-47, Feb 80, H
St. Louis; Decline of Gaslight Square, Rise of Laclede's Landing; ph., p. 38, 40, Aug 80, PA
St. Louis; Environmental Health Laboratory, Monsanto's, Holabird & Root; ph., p. 231, mid-May 80, AIAJ
MISSOURI (Cont’d)
St. Louis; Interiors; Beer Company Offices. Kimble Cohn, ph., p. 68-69, July 80, INT
St. Louis; Residential Landscape; Robert E. Goetz; by Robert E. Goetz, ph. pl., p. 199-202, Mar 80, LA
St. Louis; Residential Landscape, Robert Goetz, by Robert Goetz, ph. pl., p. 171-174, Mar 80, LA

MOBILE HOME
Condo Conversions in Mobile Home Parks; p. 16, Mar 80, H
Interior Design of Air Stream Recreation Vehicle; University of Cincinnati Students, ph.; sec., p. 38, Oct 80, ID
See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING also

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

MONUMENT
Safavdi Monument; Iran, Isfahan, Restoration, Bagher Shirazi, ph., p. 119, Nov 80, AR
See MEMORIAL also

MOROCCO
Agadir; Townhouse; Jean-François Zevaco, ph. pl. sec., p. 124, Nov 80, AR

MOTEL
See HOTEL

MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN

MUSEUM
Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian; District of Columbia, Washington: Analysis, Critique, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, by Andrea O. Dean, ph. pl., p. 36-45, Nov 80, AIAJ
Art and Industry Museum; District of Columbia, Washington, Restoration, Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph., p. 142-143, May 80, INT
Art Center, Walker; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl., p. 62-67, Apr 80, AIAJ
Art Gallery, Scaife; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl., p. 69, Apr 80, AIAJ
Art Museum; Japan, Kyushu, Kagoshima; Fumihiko Maki, ph. pl. sec. iso., p. 91, 96-100, Apr 80, AJ
District of Columbia, Washington; New Wing, Dumbarton Oaks, Critique, Philip Johnson, by Andrea O. Dean, ph. pl., p. 52-57, May 80, AIAJ

MUSEUM (Cont’d)
Gerald R. Ford Museum; Michigan, Grand Rapids, Unistruct Structure, Marvin deWinter, ph. pl., p. 16, mid-Oct 80, AR
History Museum and Memorial to Mahatma Gandhi; India, Ahmedabad, C. M. Correa, ph. dia. sec., p. 98-99, July 80, AR
Japan, Toyota City; Private Art Museum and House; Hiroshi Hara and Ateier, ph. pl. sec. axon., p. 157-61, Sept 80, PA
John F. Kennedy Library; Massachusetts, Boston; I. M. Pei, ph. pl., p. 180-189, mid-May 80, AIAJ
Marine Museum; California, Wilmington; Frank O. Gehry, ph. pl., p. 78-80, Mar 80, PA
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Wing; New York, New York, Roche & Dinkeloo, ph., p. 42, Aug 80, ID
Museum of Glass; New York, Corning, Gunnar Birkerts, ph. pl., p. 44, July/Aug 80, RI
Museum of Modern Art, Fifty Years; New York, New York, History of Influence on Design, by Grace Glueck, ph., p. 262-269, Jan 80, ID
National Archives Center for the Baha’i Faith; Illinois, Wilmette; Stanley Tigerman, ill. pl. p. 108, Jan 80, PA
National Museum; Qatar, Doha, Michael Rice, ph. sec. pl., p. 120-121, Nov 80, AR
Recreations of Historic Rooms; by Jim Kemp, ph., p. 84-85, May/June 80, RI
Saving and Restoring the Old Merchant’s House; New York, New York, Joseph Roberto, ph., p. 248-251, May 80, ID
Smithsonian Art and Industrial Building; District of Columbia, Washington, Restoration, Hugh Newell Jacobson, ph., p. 240-243, mid-May 80, AIAJ
See ARTS CENTER, EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

MUSIC HALL
See AUDITORIUM

N

NATURAL HAZARD
See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA
Omaha; Correctional Center; Dana, Larson & Roubal, ph. pl. iso., p. 103-108, Feb 80, AR

NETHERLANDS
Appledoorn; Office Building, Interiors; Herman Hertzberger, ill. ph., p. 93, Mar 80, PA
Deft,; Montessori School, Herman Hertzberger, ph., p. 96, Mar 80, PA
NETHERLANDS (Cont'd)
Delft; Townhouse; Herman Hertzberger; ph.; p. 97; Mar 80, PA
Eindhoven; School and Community Use Building; Frank van Klerken; ph. pl. elev.; p. 94-95; Mar 80, PA
Hoovelaken; Five Townhouses; Jan Verhoeven; ph.; p. 90-91; Mar 80, PA
The Hague; Church; Catholic; Aldo van Eyck; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-93; Mar 80, PA
Utrecht; Concert Hall; Herman Hertzberger; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Mar 80, PA
Zwolle; Apartment Development, Low Rise; Aldo van Eyck and Theo Bosh; ph.; p. 91. Mar 80, PA

Report from The Netherlands; on Reuse; ph. elev.; p. 36-38 Nov 80, PA
The Dutch Casbahs; New Architecture in Holland; Structuralism, Survey of Housing and Other Buildings, by Jennifer Taylor; ph. pl. ill.; dia. m. p. 86-97; Mar 80, PA

NEVADA
Las Vegas; Master Bathroom; Walter J. Richardson; ph. pl.; p. 39; mid-Oct 80, H

NEW ENGLAND COAST
Residence; Huygens & Tappe; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; mid-May 80, AR

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Lakes Region; Ashland, Tamworth, Tilton and Sanbornsville; Planning for Growth in Four Small Towns; Preservation, W. M. Design Group; pl. ill.; p. 130; Jan 80, PA
North Conway; Townhouse; Cranmore Woods, Hillside Site, Banwell, White & Arnold; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; Nov 80, H

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City; Restaurant, Capriccio Italiano, Valerian Rybar; ph.; p. 236-237; Apr 80, ID
Bayonne; Hospital; General; Additions and Renovations; Ewing, Cole, Rizzio, Cherry & Parisky; elev. pl. ph.; p. 124-125; Jan 80, PA
Englewood; Nature Center, Active and Passive Solar Heating, Energy Analysis, Ballou, Levy & Fellgrait; ph. pl. dia. graphs; p. 60-62; July 80, PA
Green Brook; Residence; Michael Graves; elev. pl. ill. m.; p. 96-98; Jan 80, PA
Lawrence Township; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Lenox's; Hellmouth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Jan 80, INT
Lawrentades; Beach House; Michael Graves; elev. pl. ill.; p. 98, 100-101; Jan 80, PA
Margate; Residence; Beach Site; Suzanne Binswanger; ph.; p. 194-195; July 80, ID
Mendham; Mansion Showhouse; Bedroom; Scruggs & Myers; ph.; p. 222-223; Nov 80, ID

NEW JERSEY (Cont'd)
Mendham; Residence; Remodeled Barn, Passive Solar; Harrison Fraker; ph.; p. 15; Summer 80, RD
Newark; Health and Fitness Facility, Grad Partnership and Ronald H. Schmidt; ph. iso.; p. 100-101; Jan 80, AR
Parsippany; Interiors; Builder's Offices; Evans'; Gwathney & Siegel; ph. iso.; p. 200-201; Nov 80, ID
Parsippany; Office Building; Low Rise; Builders' Headquarter; Gwathney & Siegel; ph. pl. iso.; p. 114-119; Sept 80, AR
Peapack; Residential Landscape; Nelva Weber; by Nelva Weber; ph.; p. pl. 195-196; Mar 80, LA
Perth Amboy; Residential Development; Townhouse; ph.; p. 42, 44; Apr 80, H
Princeton; Biochemistry Laboratory, Princeton University; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. elev. iso.; p. 81-88; Mar 80, AR
Princeton; Residence; Passive Solar Addition; Kelbaugh & Lee; ph. pl.; p. 11; Summer 80, RD
Trenton; Elderly Housing; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl.; p. 48, 54; Jan 80, H
Warren Township, Princeton; Residence; Examples of Use of Color; Michael Graves; m. ph. elev.; p. 78-81; Jan/Feb 80, RI
Warren Township; Residence; Michael Graves; elev. pl. sec. ill.; m.; p. 98-99; Jan 80, PA

NEW MEXICO
Acoma; Church; San Estevan Adobe Construction; ph. iso.; p. 78-83; Oct 80, AIAJ
Albuquerque; Eight-plexes in Various Cities; Four Basic Plans, Variations; Walter Hansen; ph. pl.; p. 36-41; June 80, H
Albuquerque; Residence; Architect's; Morton Hoppenleed; ph. pl.; p. 96-99; Nov 80, AR
Ramah; School; Twelve-Grade School; Navaho Community School; Design Process; Hirshen, Gammel, Trumbo & Clark; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p. 40-45; Dec 80, AIAJ
Santa Fe; Greenhouse; Addition; Green Horizon; ph.; p. 8; Summer 80, RD

NEW YORK
— — —; Interiors; Bank; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 76-75+; July/Aug 80, RI
Acoma; Church; San Estevan, Adobe Construction; ph. iso.; p. 78-83; Oct 80, AIAJ
Aurora; Library; Wells College, 1968, Field Theory; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 120; Jan 80, AR
Bridgehampton; Five Luxury Houses; Sam's Creek, Norman Jaffe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-25; Dec 80, H
Brookhaven National Laboratory; Passive Solar Prototype House; Total Environmental Action; sec. pl. ph.; p. 64-65; Nov 80, H
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NEW YORK (Cont'd)

Brooklyn Heights; Residence; Stage Set Fantasy Interiors. Christian Thee; ph.; p. 292-297. Sept 80, ID


Corning; Museum of Glass. Gunner Birkerts; ph. pl.; p. 44. July/Aug 80. RI


Eastern Long Island; Residence. Mayers & Schiff; ph. pl.; p. 110-113. mid-May 80. AR


Lake Placid; Ice Skating Arena. Hellmut. Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-124. Feb 80. AR


Long Island; Residence. Beach Site. Geoffrey Hasmann; ph. pl.; p. 286-289. Sept 80. ID


Millbrook; Residence. Marquis Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 101-106. May 80. AR


New Rochelle; Public Library. Pomeroy & Lebduska; ph. pl.; p. 82-83. Oct 80. INT


NEW YORK (Cont'd)


New York; Apartment Building. High Rise. Gruzen & Partners; ph. pl.; p. 82-85. Dec 80. AR


New York; Architects' Offices. Croxton Collaborative; ph. iso.; p. 110. Jan 80. AR


New York; Bath Fixtures Showroom. Raymond Jurado; ph.; p. 182. Oct 80. ID

New York; Bathroom. Leif Pederson; ph.; p. 239. Nov 80. ID


New York; Carpet Showroom. V'Soske, Debora Reiser; ph.; p. 90-91. June 80. INT


New York; Citibank. Walker Group; ph. pl.; p. 98-99. Apr 80. INT


New York; Consulate of the Ivory Coast. Interiors. Susanna Torre; ph. pl. iso.; p. 85-89. May 80. AR

New York; Convention Center. I. M. Pei; pl. elev. sec.; p. 42, 46. Feb 80. PA
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Henry Smith-Miller and Michael Rubin; ph. pl.; p. 67, Sept 80; AIAJ

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Joseph D’Urso; ph. pl.; p. 86-87, Dec 80, AR

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Juan Monroya; ph. pl.; p. 212-215; Mar 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Juan Monroya; ph. pl.; p. 189-193, July 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Loft Building; Mark Cigolle; ph. pl.; p. 66-67, Sept 80; AIAJ

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Loft Building; Ralph Frischman and Andrea Freuden; ph. pl.; p. 88-89, Mar/Apr 80, RI

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Manchen & Walker; ph. pl.; p. 282-285, Sept 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Marcel Breton; ph. pl.; p. 202-205; July 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Mario Lo Cicero; ph.; p. 216-221; Nov 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Marjorie Helsel; ph.; p. 182-183; Dec 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Remodeled Loft Building; Jerry van Deelen and Charles Swerz; ph. pl.; p. 80-83, May/June 80; RI

New York: Interiors, Apartment; William Machado and Norman Diekmann; ph. det. pl.; p. 90-91, Jan/Feb 80, RI

New York: Interiors, Apartment, with Studio Space; Angus J. Bruce; ph.; p. 196-201; July 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; Three, Wayne Berg; ph. iso. pl.; p. 64-69; May/June 80, RI

New York: Interiors, Architects’ Offices; Marcel Breuer; ph.; p. 70-71; Dec 80, INT

New York: Interiors, Architects’ Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 72-73; Feb 80; INT

New York: Interiors, Corporate Headquarters; R M. Kiment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, June 80, AR

New York: Interiors, Cosmetic Company Corporate Offices; Almavisi; ph.; p. 184-185; Dec 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Apartment; William Machado and Norman Diekmann; ph. det. pl.; p. 90-91, Jan/Feb 80, RI

New York: Interiors, Apartment, with Studio Space; Angus J. Bruce; ph.; p. 196-201; July 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Architects’ Offices; Marcel Breuer; ph.; p. 70-71; Dec 80, INT

New York: Interiors, Corporate Headquarters; R M. Kiment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, June 80, AR

New York: Interiors, Corporate Headquarters; Almavisi; ph.; p. 184-185; Dec 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Company’s Offices; Geoffrey Cigoile; ph. pl.; p. 66-67, Sept 80, AIAJ

New York: Interiors, Cosmetic Company Corporate Offices; Almavisi; ph.; p. 184-185; Dec 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Company’s Offices; Geoffrey Cigoile; ph. pl.; p. 66-67, Sept 80, AIAJ

New York: Interiors, Executive Offices; France Telecom; Kohn, Pederson, Fox & Conway; ph.; p. 71-75, Apr 80; INT

New York: Interiors, Executive Offices; Paul Segal; ph. pl.; elev.; p. 72-75, Dec 80, PA

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York: Interiors, Film Producer’s Offices; Sirs & Coombs; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Nov 80, INT

New York: Interiors, Graphics Firm’s Offices; David Hirsch; ph.; p. 94-95; Mar 80, INT

New York: Interiors, Insurance Company Offices; Koeper Groups; Eisenman & Enock; ph.; p. 128-129, Sept 80, INT

New York: Interiors, Lighting Featured; Geoffrey Hassman; ph.; p. 168-169; Dec 79; ID

New York: Interiors, Office, Atelier, Lecture Space; for Master Class Program; Hans Knies; ph. pl.; p. 226-229, July 80; ID

New York: Interiors, Publisher’s Offices; Guidepost’s, Ralph Gillis; ph.; pl.; p. 119, Jan 80, INT

New York: Interiors, Real Estate Offices; Ralph Gillis; ph. pl.; p. 116-117, Jan 80, INT

New York: International Banking Center, Citibank; LCP Associates; ph. pl.; p. 244-245; Oct 80; ID

New York: Jewelry Store; Stephen B. Jacobs; ph.; p. 212-213, Nov 80; ID

New York: Kitchen Showroom; Glace; ph.; p. 236; Aug 80; ID

New York: Kitchen Showroom; Glace; ph.; p. 236; Aug 80; ID

New York: Lever House, Client’s View on the Design; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Charles Luckman; p. 84+; Aug 80; AIAJ

New York: Linen Boutique; Descamps; Claude Maurel; ph.; p. 106-107; Sept 80; INT

New York: Liquor Store; Astor Wine & Spirits; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph.; p. 246-248; May 80; ID

New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Wing; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph.; p. 42; Aug 80; ID

New York: Museum of Modern Art; Fifty Years; History of Influence on Design, by Grace Glueck; ph.; p. 262-269; Jan 80; ID

New York: New Buildings are Destroying Neighborhoods; by Kenneth Treister; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; June 80, INT

New York: Office Building; High Rise, AT&T Headquarters; Analysis of Structure and Texture of Granite Curtain Wall; Johnson & Burgee and Simmons; ph pl sec elev. det. dia.; p. 106-111; Oct 80, AR

New York: Office Building; High Rise, AT&T; Johnson & Burgee; Simmons; ill. pl. dia.; p. 52-57; Dec 80, PA

New York: Office Building, High Rise, IBM Tower; Klein Tower, Asian Society Headquarters; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl.; p. 76-77+; Nov 80; INT

New York: Office Building; High Rise, IBM Tower; Klein Tower, Asian Society Headquarters; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl.; p. 76-77+; Nov 80; INT

New York: Office Building, High Rise, IBM Tower; Klein Tower, Asian Society Headquarters; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl.; p. 76-77+; Nov 80, INT

New York: Office Building; High Rise, Philip Morris’ Headquarters; Ulrich Franzen; m. pl.; p. 52, July 80; AIAJ

New York: Office Building; High Rise, Philip Morris’ Headquarters; Ulrich Franzen; m. pl. sec. ill.; p. 130-132, Apr 80, AR

70
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Office Building, High Rise; Proposal for Air Rights Over Radio City Music Hall, to Save it; Davis & Brody, pl sec ill. p. 121-124, Jan 80. AR

New York; Office Building, High Rise; Thermal Storage, Swanke, Hayden & Connell; sec ill. p. 133, Apr 80. AR

New York; Office Building, High Rise; Trump Tower, Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ill. pl sec. p. 52-57, Dec 80. PA

New York; Office Building; Lobby and Reception Area, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph pl. p. 94-95, Jan 80. AR

New York; Office Building; Low Rise; Philanthropic Offices, Robert Skydell and Douglas Schwab; pl elev. p. 42, Jan 80. PA

New York; Offices for the Muppets, TV Production, Office Building, Low Rise. Niagara Falls; Travel Agency; Rolled Steel; p. 42-43, Dec 80. PA

New York; Plastic Surgery Office; Neski Associates, ph pl. p. 94-95, Aug 80. AR

New York; Prototype Patient Room, Mount Sinai Hospital, John Saladinio; ph pl. p. 232-233, Feb 80. ID

New York; Racquetball Club in Grand Central Station, Philip Tusa; iso. p. 40. Apr 80. ID

New York; Record Jacket Showroom and Design Studio, Bier, Baxt & Hirsch; ph iso. p. 82-85, Jan 80. AR

New York; Residence, Row House Remodeling, Frank O. Gehry; m. p. 72, Mar 80. PA

New York; Residence, Townhouse; Robert A M Stern and John S Hagmann; ph sec. p. 234-235, mid-May 80. AR

New York; Restaurant, Coffee, Tea Store; Siotnik's Daughter, Interior Concepts; ph pl. p. 86-87. Aug 80. INT

New York; Restaurant, American Charcuterie, CBS Building; Judith Stockman and Lee Manners; ph pl. p. 54-55, Feb 80. ID

New York; Restaurant, Clarét's, Stan Peskett and Walter B. Melvin; ph pl. p. 68-69. Mar 80. INT

New York; Restaurant, Doubles, a Private Club, Valerian Rybar; ph pl. p. 230-235, Apr 80. ID

New York; Restaurant, Food Shop; Between the Bread, Charles Morris Mount; ph pl. p. 76-77, Aug 80. INT

New York; Restaurant, Luchow's; Judith Stockman; ph pl. p. 88-89, Jan 80. INT

New York; Restaurant, Pierre Hotel, Valerian Rybar; ph pl. p. 174-175, Dec 80. ID

New York; Restaurant, Via Brazil; Geoffrey Freeman; ph pl. axon. p. 76-78, Feb 80. PA

New York; Restoration and Renovation of a McKim, Mead & White Bank; Walker Group; ph pl. p. 96-99, Nov 80. PA

NEW YORK (Cont'd)


New York; Revisions in Midtown Zoning Regulations; ph iso. p. 21-22, Dec 80. PA

New York; Saving and Restoring the Old Merchant's House, Joseph Roberto; ph pl. p. 248-251, May 80. ID

New York; School, Private, R M. Kilment and Frances Halsband; ph pl. sec elev. det. p. 110-111, June 80. AR

New York; Shoe Store, Manolo Blahnik's; Rick Manchen and Kenneth Brian Walker; ph pl. p. 254-255, Jan 80. ID

New York; Sports Wear Showroom; Calvin Klein; Joseph D'Urso, ph pl. p. 242-247, Jan 80. ID

New York; Sweater Showroom; John Chimera and Christopher Chimera, ph iso. p. 65, Sept 80. AIAJ

New York; Toy Company Offices, Lionel Corporation; Robert Metzer, ph pl. p. 160-185, Dec 79. ID

New York; Western Wear Showroom, Ralph Lauren's, Michael Taylor; ph pl. p. 206-213, July 80. ID

New York; Wine Shop; Ardsley's; Peter Ellis Milard; ph. p. 70-71, Mar 80. INT

New York; Women's Clothing Store; Robert Rodin; ph pl. p. 74-77, Aug 80. PA

Niagara Falls; Office Building; Middle Rise; Energy Analysis, Cannon Design; ph pl. sec. det dia. graph. p. 102-105, Apr 80. PA

Niskayuna; Research Laboratory Expansion and Master Plan; General Electric; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; m sec. p. 41, Apr 80. AR

North Salem; Residential Landscape, Boggy Site, A E Bye; by A E Bye; ph pl. p. 186-189, Mar 80. LA

Olean; Fire Station, Evaluation, Critique, Werner Seigmann; ph pl. p. 66-69, July 80. PA

Oyster Bay; Master Bathroom, Robert Swedroe; ph pl. p. 43, mid-Oct 80. H

Rye; Residence; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph pl. p. 62-66, mid-May 80. AR

Sagaponack; Residence, Architect's, Tod Williams, ph pl. p. 100-103, Nov 80. AR

Scarsdale; Restaurant, Remodeled Service Station, Walter J. Rooney; ph pl. p. 58-59, Dec 80. H

Syracuse; Apartment Development, Middle Rise; Ray Beeler and David Leonard; iso pl ill. p. 101, Sept 80. AR

Syracuse; Apartment Development, Middle Rise; William McDonald, ph iso. sec elev. p. 100, Sept 80. AR

Syracuse; Residential Development; Low Rise, Tom Vail and Dan Whelan; ph pl. p. 98, Sept 80. AR

Syracuse; Residential Development, Townhouse, Jeffrey Hill; ph pl. iso ill. p. 99, Sept 80. AR

Syracuse; Sports Center, Syracuse University; Fabric Roof, Finch & Heery and Hueber, Hares & Glavin; ph pl. sec. p. 122-123, June 80. PA
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

Troy; Computer Center, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Remodeled from Chapel, Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig & Moore; ph. iso. pl. sec.; p. 92-95, Sept 80, AR

Westchester; Residential Development. Townhouse; Pomeroy & Lebduska; ph. pl.; p. 124-126, mid-May 80, AR

White Plains; Five Remodeled Kitchens. Susan Melis; ph. pl.; p. 106-109, June 80, AR

Woodstock; Dental Offices. R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl.; p. 106-109, June 80, AR

NIGHT CLUB

Discotheque; Maryland, Baltimore; Girard's. Robin Jacobsen and R. Scott Bromley; ph. pl.; p. 92-93, Jan 80, INT

Discotheque; New York, New York; International Casimo: Sheldon, Stortz & Modell; ph. pl.; p. 90-91, Nov 80, INT

Disco/Dining; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Heaven; Les Niajes; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p. 270-275, Sept 80, ID

Illinois, Chicago; George's, Chicago Art and Architecture; ph. pl.; p. 164-165, Dec 80, ID

See RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Benson; Residential Development. Builders Sales System; ph. pl.; p. 34-35, Sept 80, H

Chapel Hill; Energy-Saving Prototype House; Energy Analysis; Daryl E. Hansen; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 72-75, Oct 80, PA

Charlotte; Antique Gallery; Peter Giuck; ph. ill.; p. 98-99, Jan 80, AR

Charlotte; Office Building. Low Rise. Insurance Company Service Center; Wolf Associates; ph. ill.; p. 228-230, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Durham; Office Building. Low Rise. Condos; Isley Architects; ph. pl.; p. 32, June 80, H

Forest City; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Standardized Plans; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Li; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 56-59, Sept 80, H

High Point; Public Spaces; Furniture Market Center; Products; Walker Group; ph. pl.; p. 76-79, Apr 80, ID

Raleigh; Parabolic Pavilion; 1953. Critique; Matthew Nowicki, by Ernest Wood; ph. ill.; p. 54-61, Sept 80, AIAJ

Winston-Salem; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Hanes; SLS Environetics; ph. pl.; p. 234-235, Oct 80, ID

Wrightsville Beach; Retail and Office Complex; The Landing; Synthesis; ph. pl.; p. 38, Aug 80, H

NORTH DAKOTA

West Fargo; Residential Development; John Rohrman; ph. pl.; p. 36-38, Feb 80, H

O

OBSEERVATORY

Adler Planetarium Addition; Illinois, Chicago; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. pl. sec.; p. 91, June 80, H

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

Check for the Development of Mixed Use Complexes; sec.; ph. p. 44-45, May 80, H

Corporation Offices, Employee's Park; California, Santa Clara; Anthony M. Guzzardo; ph. pl.; p. 490-491, Sept 80, LA

Pond-Pump System for Irrigation and Beauty; Colorado, Greenwood Village; Greenwood Plaza Office Complex; THK, by Joe Horanick; ph. pl.; p. 389-391, July 80, LA

Office Entry Garden; Massachusetts, Boston; Bagel Garden; SWA Group East; by Martha Schwartz; ph. pl.; p. 43-46, Jan 80, LA

Office Comfort Relates to Increased Productivity; Report on Study; p. 52, June 80, INT

Office Lighting; Group Discussion by Lighting Designers; ph. p. 298-303, Sept 80, ID

On the End of Open Landscape Office Design; Responses, by Hans Krieks; ph. pl.; p. 82, Feb 80, INT

Open Plan; Designer's Discussion; ph. pl.; p. 234-237, May 80, ID

Power Beam for Open Space Office Planning; Sunar's, by Richard Planck; ph. pl.; p. 110-111+, Jan 80, INT

Productivity, Report on Factors; Steelcase Study; chart.; p. 92-95, June 80, ID

Survey of New Office Buildings; California, San Francisco; by Lucinda Smith; map.; p. 52-56, Dec 80, INT

Worker's Attitudes to Their Office Spaces; on the BOSTI Report; by Margaret Gaskie; ill.; p. 70-75, mid-Aug 80, AR

HIGH RISE

Architect's Headquarters; Texas, Houston; 3D/International; ph. pl.; p. 188-193, June 80, ID

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. iso. ill. m.; p. 117-132, Apr 80, AR

California, Long Beach; OceanGate; Luckman Partnership; m. pl.; p. 47, Dec 80, PA

California, Los Angeles; E. F. Hutton Building; Reibsamen, Nickels & Rex; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67, Dec 80, PA

California, San Francisco; Bank of America Building; History and Critique; Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 48-55, Aug 80, AIAJ

Canada, Alberta, Calgary; Gulf; Canada Square; Energy Efficient; Canada Square, by Ben Bedell; ph. pl.; p. 14-16, Aug 80, INT

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Alcan; A. J. Diamond; ph. pl.; p. 68-71, Dec 80, PA

Coca-Cola Headquarters Building; Georgia, Atlanta; Interior Design by John Chabler; Fabrap; ph. pl.; p. 62-69, Nov 80, INT
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

HIGH RISE (Cont'd)

**Colorado, Denver:** Anaconda Building; Interiors by Neville Lewis and Kaneke & Laff, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl. elev.; p. 212-221, May 80, ID

**Colorado, Denver:** Park Central Office Building, Critique, W. C. Muchow, by John Pastor, ph. pl sec.; p. 30-37, Feb 80, AIAJ

**Denver, Colorado:** 1910 Landmark Tower Restored for Office, Condominiums, Gensler & Associates, iso.; p. 117, Apr 80, AR

**Florida, Miami:** Metro-Dade, Hugh Stubbins, ill. pl.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**Florida, Miami:** Southeast Financial Center, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ill. pl.; p. 47, Dec 80, PA

**Florida, Tampa:** One Tampa City Center, Welton Becket, ill. pl. iso.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**Georgia, Atlanta:** Georgia Pacific, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ill. pl.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**Illinois, Chicago:** John Hancock Building, Program Analysis, Critique, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Andrea O. Dean, ph. sec.; p. 68-73, Oct 80, PA

**Illinois, Chicago:** Metropolitan Life Insurance Building, C. F. Murphy, m. iso.; p. 72-73, Aug 80, AR

**Illinois, Chicago:** Two, C. F. Murphy, m.; p. 74, June 80, PA

**Illinois, Chicago:** Xerox Centre, Critique, C. F. Murphy, ph. pl. dia.; p. 58-63, Dec 80, PA

**Lever House:** New York, New York, Client's View on the Design, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Charles Luckman, p. 8+, Aug 80, AIAJ

**Massachusetts, Boston:** Evaluation of Design and Context of Office Building, I. M. Pei, by Robert Campbell, ph.; p. 18-25, Dec 80, AIAJ

**Monadnock Building, 1893:** Illinois, Chicago, Energy Conservation Analysis, Burnham & Root, ph. pl.; p. 132, Apr 80, PA

**New York, New York:** AT&T Headquarters, Analysis of Structure and Texture of Granite Curtain Wall, Johnson & Burgee and Simmons, ph. pl sec. elev. det. dia.; p. 106-111, Oct 80, AR

**New York, New York:** AT&T Johnson & Burgee Simmons, ill. pl dia.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**New York, New York:** IBM Tower, Klein Tower, Asian Society Headquarters, Edward Larabee Barnes, ph. pl.; p. 76-77+, Nov 80, INT

**New York, New York:** Lever House, 25 Year Award, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Stanley Abercrombie, ph.; p. 76-79, Mar 80, AIAJ

**New York, New York:** Philip Morris Headquarters, Ulrich Franzen, m. pl.; p. 52, July 80, AIAJ

**New York, New York:** Philip Morris Building, Ulrich Franzen, m. pl. sec. ill.; p. 130-132, Apr 80, AR

**New York, New York:** Proposal for Air Rights over Radio City Music Hall, to Save it, Davis & Brody, pl. sec. ill.; p. 121-124, Jan 80, AR

**New York, New York:** Thermal Storage, Swanke, Hayden & Connell, sec. ill.; p. 133, Apr 80, AR

**New York, New York:** Trump Tower, Swanke, Hayden & Connell, ill. pl. sec.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**Ohio, Cincinnati:** Federated Building, RTKL, ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-129, Apr 80, AR

**Ohio, Cincinnati:** Federated Headquarters, RTKL, ph. pl.; p. 47, Dec 80, PA

**Ohio, Cleveland:** Medical Mutual of Cleveland, Hugh Stubbins; ill. iso.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**Oregon, Portland:** Willamette Center, Mixed-Use Three Building Complex, Zimmer & Gunsul & Frasca, ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 122-125, Apr 80, AR

**Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh:** Dravo, Welton Becket, ill. pl. iso.; p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**Recent Late Entries Exhibition Reworks Tribune Tower Competition Idea:** Illinois, Chicago, by Stuart Cohen, ill.; p. 93-99, cover, June 80, PA

**Singapore:** OCBC Centre, BEP Akitek, ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-121, Apr 80, AR

**Survey of New Office Buildings:** New York, New York, by Ben Bedell, ph. pl.; p. 116-119+, Sept 80, INT

**Tail Office Buildings, Design Directions:** Survey of Recent Buildings, ph. pl.; p. 45-75, Dec 80, PA

**Texas, Houston:** First City Tower, Morris & Aubrey, m. pl.; p. 46-47, 52-57, Dec 80, PA

**INTERIORS**

Advertising Company Offices:** New York, New York; Ralph Gills, ph. pl.; p. 118, Jan 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** California, San Francisco, Robinson, Mills & Williams, ph. pl.; p. 170-175, Dec 79, ID

**Architect's Offices:** California, San Francisco, Perkins & Will, ph. pl.; p. 56-57, Dec 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** California, Santa Monica, Remodeled Loft; Vito Cetta, ph. pl.; p. 46-47, Dec 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** California, Berkeley, Remodeled Store Building, ELS Design Group, ph. pl.; p. 50-51, Feb 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** California, San Francisco, Robinson, Mills & Williams, ph. pl.; p. 82-83, Jan 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** New York, New York, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl.; p. 72-73, Feb 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, Carpet Panitons, Jones, Hester, Bates, Riek & Baumeister, ph. pl.; p. 88-89, Mar 80, INT

**Architect's Offices:** Massachusetts, Boston, Jung & Brannen, ph. pl.; p. 86-87, Jan 80, AR

**Architects' Offices:** Massachusetts, Boston, in Loft Building, Fred Koetter and Susie Kim, axon. pl. ill. elev.; p. 112-113, Jan 80, PA
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
(Cont’d)
INTERIORS (Cont’d)

Architects’ Offices; Missouri, Kansas City; Howard, Needles, Tammen, & Bergendoff, ph. pl; p. 92-93, Jan 80, AR

Architects’ Offices; New York, New York, Crooton Collaborative; ph. iso; p. 110, Jan 80, AR

Architects’ Offices; New York, New York, Marcel Breuer, ph.; p. 70-71, Dec 80, INT

Atrium Temporary Work Space; ASD, ph.; p. 66-67, Oct 80, INT

Beer Company Offices; Missouri, St. Louis; Kimble Cohn, ph.; p. 68-69, July 80, INT

Builder’s Offices; New Jersey, Parsippany; Evans’, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. iso; p. 200-201; Nov 80, ID

Corporate Headquarters; Connecticut, New-town, Dual-Lite; Interiors by Eve Frankl, Rus-sell, Gibson & van Dohen; ph. pl.; p. 264-269, Sept 80, ID

Corporate Headquarters; New Jersey, Law-rence Township; Lenox’s, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ph. pl.; p. 84-85, Jan 80, INT

Corporate Headquarters; New York, New York; R. M. Kimen and Frances Halsband; ph. pl.; p. 112-113, June 80; AR

Corporate Headquarters; North Carolina, Winston-Salem; Hanes, SLS Environetics; ph.; p. 234-235, Oct 80, ID

Cosmetic Company Corporate Offices; New York, New York, Altman’s, John F. Saladino; ph. pl.; p. 236-243, Mar 80, ID

Currency Trading Offices; New York, New York, Robert Searl, ph. pl.; p. 124-127, Sept 80, INT

Designer’s Office; New York, New York, Joan Andrews; ph.; p. 70-71, Apr 80, INT

Designer’s Office; New York, New York, Mary McFarland; ph.; p. 72-73, Apr 80, INT

Designer’s Office; New York, New York; Giuseppe Zamboni and Michael Kall; ph. pl.; p. 102-103, Jan 80, INT

Designer’s Office; New York, New York, Stanley Felderman, ph.; p. 86-89, June 80, INT

Developer’s Offices; California, San Mateo; Robinson, Mills & Williams, ph.; p. 62-63; Feb 80; INT

Executive Office; Interiors Initiative Project, Mario Buatta; ph.; p. 46-49, July 80, INT

Executive Offices, Faberge; New York, New York, Garaco & McMaster, ph.; p. 68-69; Apr 80, INT

Executive Offices; Florida, Miami, Wometco’s, Brian V. Reale; ph. pl.; p. 64-65, Dec 80, INT

Executive Offices, France Telecom; New York, New York, Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph.; p. 74-75, Apr 80, INT

Executive Offices; New York, New York, Paul Segal, ph. pl.; p. 72-75, Dec 80, PA

Executive Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 77, Feb 80, INT

Film Producer’s Offices; New York, New York, Siris & Coombs, ph. pl.; p. 74-75, Nov 80, INT

Financial Counseling Company Offices; California, San Francisco; Bond & Brown; ph. sec.; p. 130-131, Sept 80, INT

Furniture Showroom and Architects’ Offices; California, Redondo Beach; Synthesis, ph. pl.; p. 85; 90-92, May 80, AR

Graphics Firm’s Offices; New York, New York; David Hirsch, ph.; p. 94-95, Mar 80, INT

Headquarters; California, Burbank; Columbia Pictures Industries, Stanley Felderman; ph. pl.; p. 80-81, Jan 80, INT

Headquarters; Michigan, Southfield; Gulf & Western; Auer & Nichols, ph. p. 260-263, Sept 80, ID

Insurance Company Offices; New York, New York, Kooper Group’s, Eisenman & Enock; ph.; p. 128-129, Sept 80, INT

Insurance Company Offices; Schmidt, Garden & Eisenman; ph. pl.; p. 196-199, Nov 80, ID

Insurance Company Offices; Texas, Houston; Prudential’s, Gesner Associates, ph. pl.; p. 176-179; Dec 79, ID

Johnston Wax Headquarters Revisited; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Critique, Frank Lloyd Wright, by David G. deLong, ph. p. 44-49, July 80, AIAJ

Law Offices; California, San Francisco, Gesner Associates, ph. pl.; p. 222-229, May 80, ID

Lobby and Reception Area; New York, New York, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Jan 80, AR

Netherlands, Apple doorn; Herman Hertzberger, ill. ph.; p. 93, Mar 80, PA

Office, Atelier, Lecture Space; New York, New York; For Master Class Program, Hans Krieks; ph. pl.; p. 226-229, July 80, ID

Open Office Planning Revisited; by Andrea O. Dean; ph. pl.; p. 50-56; July 80, AIAJ

Photography Studio; Massachusetts, Boston; Renovated Carriage House, Richard C. Yurko, ph. pl.; p. 214-215, Nov 80, ID

Publisher’s Offices; New York, New York; Guidepost’s, Ralph Gillis, ph. pl.; p. 119, Jan 80, INT

Publisher’s Offices; Pennsylvania, Emmaus; Rodale Press, Underground; J. L. Harter, ph. pl.; p. 96-98, Jan 80, INT

Publisher’s Offices; New York, New York, Ralph Gillis, ph. pl.; p. 116-117, Jan 80, INT

Real Estate Offices; New York, New York; Ralph Gillis, ph. pl.; p. 116-117, Jan 80, INT

Record Jacket Showroom and Design Studio; New York, New York; Bier, Baxt & Hirsch; ph. iso.; p. 62-85; Jan 80, AR

Research Center and Corporate Offices; Connecticut, Wilton, Standard Brands, Warren Platner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 222-233, Oct 80, ID

Review of Past and Future of Office Design; by John Plie, ph.; p. 60-61+; Nov 80, INT

Screening Room; California, Sherman Oaks, Columbia Pictures, Stanley Felderman, ph. pl.; p. 48-49, Dec 80, INT
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
(Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Store Planner's Offices; Ohio, Columbus; Design Collaborative; ph. pl.; p. 190-195; Nov 80; ID

Toy Company Offices; New York, New York; Lionel Corporation; Robert Metzer; ph. pl.; p. 180-185; Dec 79; ID

VIP Office Showroom; Peter Stamborg; ph.; p. 113-119; May 80; INT

LOW RISE

Architect's Studio and Guesthouse; Texas, Ft. Worth; Addition to Historic School House; Boswell & Foy; ph. pl.; p. 198-203; June 80; ID

Building Types Study; Three Projects; ph. pl. iso.; p. 102-119; Sept 80; AR

Canada, Alberta, Calgary; Residential Scale; R. E. Hulbert; ph. sec.; pl.; p. 62-63; Sept 80; H

Colorado, Boulder; Diagonal Commons; Residential Character; Junge Associates; ph.; p. 72-75; Mar 80; H

Corporation Headquarters; California, San Jose; Gurne, Hawley & Peterson; ph.; p. 138-139; May 80; INT; ph. p. 226-227; Mid-May 80; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Transit Union Offices with Two Levels of Apartments; Three of Parking; Hellmuth, Orata & Kasabaum; m. pl. sec.; p. 124; Mar 80; AR

Headquarters and Training Complex; Texas, Dallas/Ft. Worth; Braniff's; Interiors by Morris & Aubry; Welton Becket; ph.; p. 176-187; June 80; ID

Historical Society Building; Turkey, Ankara; Turgut Gansover; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114; Nov 80; AR

India, Hyderabad; Administration Complex; Electronics Corporation; C. M. Correa; ph. dia. sec.; pl. p. 95-96; July 80; AR

Indiana, Merrillville; Prudential Regional Center; Interiors by Powell & Kleinschmidt; Holabird & Root; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; Sept 80; AR

Insurance Company Service Center; North Carolina, Charlotte; Wolf Associates; ph. ill.; p. 228-230; mid-May 80; AIAJ

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Unistrut Structure; L. Barry Davidson; ph. pl.; p. 17; mid-Oct 80; AR

Mexico, Monterey; Group Industrial Alfa; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; sec.; pl. p. 262-263; May 80; ID

Michigan, Detroit; Remodeled Warehouse; Solar Facade; John Stevens; by Jeanne McDermott; ph. sec.; p. 76-77; Dec 80; INT

Michigan, Grandville; Herman Miller Health Division; Booth & Hansen; m. axon. ill.; p. 76; June 80; PA

New Jersey, Parsippany; Builders' Headquarters; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. iso.; p. 114-119; Sept 80; AR

New York, New York; Philanthropic Offices; Robert Skydell and Douglas Schwab; pl. elev.; p. 42; Jan 80; PA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
(Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

North Carolina, Durham; Condos; Isley Architects; ph. pl.; p. 32; June 80; H

Offices for the Muppets, TV Production; New York, New York; Townhouse Restoration; Interiors by Warren Hansen, Maitland, Strauss & Behr; ph. sec.; p. 198-205; Feb 80; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ISI Headquarters; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph.; p. 70-71; Nov 80; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Institute for Scientific Information Headquarters; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl.; p. 97-100; May 80; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Passive Solar Retrofit; Donald Prowler and South Street Design; ph.; p. 12; Summer 80; ID

Retail and Office Complex; North Carolina, Wrightsville Beach; The Landing; Synthesis; ph. pl. p. 36; Aug 80; H

Texas, Houston; Corporate Headquarters; Morris & Aubry; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Sept 80; AR

Virginia, Stuart; Designer's Offices, Remodeled; Mio Baughman; ph. pl.; p. 246-251; Mar 80; ID

Wisconsin, Brookfield; Davis Associates and Michael Gelick; ph.; p. 82-83; June 80; PA

MIDDLE RISE

Australia, Canberra, Belconnen; Cameron Office Complex; Planning Analysis; John Andrews; by Jaquelin T. Robertson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-85; Oct 80; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Retail Office Complex; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl.; p. 34; June 80; H

Energy Efficient State Office Building; California, Sacramento; State Architect's Office; iso. III.; p. 128-129+; May 80; INT

Illinois, Northbrook; Tri-State; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-90; June 80; PA

Insurance Company Headquarters; Minnesota, Woodbury; Western Life; Ellerbe Associates; ph. sec.; p. 165-167; mid-May 80; AIAJ

Intelsat Headquarters Competition; Holabird & Root; iso. m.; p. 78; June 80; PA

New York, Niagara Falls; Energy Analysis; Cannon Design; ph. pl. sec.; det. dia. graph.; p. 102-105; Apr 80; PA

Retail and Office Complex; Pennsylvania, Harrisburg; Strawberry Square; Lawrie & Green; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. sec.; p. 76-81; Dec 80; AR

TVA Office Building; Tennessee, Chattanooga; Energy Efficient Building; Architects Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-129+; May 80; INT

See BANK, CLINIC, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LIGHTING, STRUCTURAL, UNIVERSITY also

75
OFFICE PRACTICE

AIA Discards Mandatory Code of Ethics; p. 11; July 80, AIAJ

A Sound Public Relations Program; by Jim Kemp; p. 4; July/Aug 80, RF

Arbitration, Alternative To Litigation; by Robert L. Alderman, ph.: p. 104-105, Feb 80, ID

Architect and Engineer Collaboration for Energy Conservation; Interview with Fred Dubin, His Philosophy; ph.: p. 122-125; Apr 80, PA

Architectural Construction Glossary of Terms; p. 339-349, Dec 79; ID (Buyer's Guide)

Business Aspects of Hospital Design; by Emily Malino, ph.: p. 234-237; Feb 80, ID

Calculate Your Personal Billable Multiple for Direct Time; by Andrew Loebelson, table, p. 63, 69; June 80, AR

Client Relations; by William Turner; ph.: p. 64; Dec 79; ID

Code of Ethics Rebuttal; by Robert L. Alderman, ph. ; p. 128, 130; Oct 80; ID

Estate Benefits from Design Business; by David E. Birkhaeuser, p. 114; Sept 80; ID

Insurance Companies Policies Compared; Architects' Liability; p. 24, 29, Oct 80, AIAJ

Landscape and Planning in the Middle East; by Brian Clouston, Brian Clouston and Alex Novell, ill. ph.; p. 276-281; May 80, LA

Letter of Agreement with Client; by Robert L. Alderman, ph.: p. 196, 198; May 80, ID

Letter of Agreement with Client; by Robert L. Alderman, ph.: p. 110, 112; Apr 80, ID

Letter of Agreement, Contract with Client; by Robert L. Alderman, ph.: p. 92, 96; Mar 80, ID

Managing the Building Program of a Company Headquarters; by Bryant Putnam Gould, ill.; p. 59, 61, 63; July 80; AR

Maximum Estate Benefits; by David E. Birkhaeuser, ph.: p. 69; Mar 80, AR

Mechanic's Lien Law Under-Utilized by Architects; p. 11; Aug 80, AIAJ

Organization for Good Design; Roles of Project Architect, Technical Advocate and Architectural Advocate; by Malcolm Heard, Jr.; p. 55, Sept 80; AR

Overseas Work of U. S. Consortium; Hawaii Architects & Engineers; by Donald H. Wolbrink, ph.: p. 270-275; May 80, LA

Payment Based upon Special Conditions; by Norman Coplan; p. 133; June 80, PA

Profile of Practice; Colorado, Fort Collins, Landscape Architecture, Urban Design and Environmental Planning; EDAW, by Herbert R. Schaal, ill. p. 379-381; July 80; LA

OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont'd)

Reading Blueprints, Basics; by John James Carlos; ill. iso; elev. p. 333-338; Dec 79; ID (Buyer's Guide)

Retired Partner's Work Endangers Social Security Pay; p.: 34+; Jan 80, AIAJ

Running a Design Business; Four Large Design Firms, p. 31-35+; Sept 80, INT

Survey Finds Graduate Staying with Architecture; p.: 11; Nov 80, AIAJ

The Marketing Coordinator in the Design Firm; by Janet Goodman; p.: 94-100; May 80; ID

Voluntary Code of Ethics; Editorial; by Walter F. Wagner, Jr.; p.: 13; July 80; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL INDEX, COMPUTER CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INTERIOR DESIGN, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO

Cincinnati; AIA Convention Site; ph.: p. 48-51+; Mar 80, AIAJ

Cincinnati; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Remodeled Run-Down Buildings, Paradrome, ph.: p. 60-61, Sept 80; H

Cincinnati; Credit Union Building, Interiors by Space Design International, Glaser & Myers, ph.; p. 84-85; June 80, INT

Cincinnati; Events and People that Shape the City's Character; by David Bowes; ph.; p. 52-61; Mar 80, AIAJ

Cincinnati; Marketing Homes in a Down Year; ph.: p. 30-31; Sept 80; H

Cincinnati; Office Building, High Rise, Federated Headquarters, RTKL, ph. sec.; p. 126-129; Apr 80, AR

Cincinnati; Office Building, High Rise, Federated Headquarters, RTKL, ph. pl.; p. 47; Dec 80, PA

Cincinnati; Quail Meadows, Detached Houses, Four-Plexes, Townhouses, Steinkamp & Nordloh; ph.; p. 96-100; Jan 80; H

Cincinnati; Residential Landscape for Large Estate; John Bentley, by John Bentley, ph.; p. 158-162; Mar 80; LA

Cincinnati; Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Union Railroad Terminal, Schofield & Schofield, ph.; pl.; p. 100-105; Nov 80, PA

Cleveland; Baby Nursery, Dalton, Van Dijk & Johnson; p. 62; Aug 80, INT

Cleveland; Office Building, High Rise, Medical Mutual of Cleveland, Hugh Stubbins; ill. iso.; p. 52-57; Dec 80, PA

Cleveland; Park and Recreation Study; William A. Behnke; ill.; p. 523; Sept 80; LA

Columbus; Interiors; Store Planner's Offices, Design Collaborative; ph.; pl.; p. 190-195; Nov 80, ID

Columbus; Library, Addition, Ohio State University, Lorenz & Williams, ph.; pl.; p. 59-60; June 80, PA

Dayton; Airport Maintenance Facility, Levin, Porter & Smith, ph.; pl.; p. 128-129; June 80, AR

Dayton; Medical Clinic, Eugene W. Betz; ph.; pl.; p. 114-115; May 80, AR
OHIO (Cont’d)

Dayton; Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Downtown Buildings, Arcade Square; Energy Analysis, Lorenz & Williams; ph. pl. det. graphs, p. 106-111; Nov 80; PA

Euclid; Church; Christian; Sanctuary Addition; William A. Blunden and Robert A. Barclay, ph. pi det. p. 70-71; July 80; PA

Fairfield; Hospital, Medical Supply Depot, URS; ph. p. 62-63; Aug 80; INT

Oxford; Art Museum, Miami University; Walter Netsch’s Field Theory of Design, Survey; Skidmore, Owings & Merill, ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 111-120, Jan 80; AR

Sharonville; Distribution Center, Montgomery Ward, Metz, Train & Youngren, ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-125; June 80; AR

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City; Conservatory, Myriad Gardens, Botanical Bridge; Downtown Site, Structural Analysis, Conklin & Rossant, ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 76-79; mid-Aug 80; AR

Oklahoma City; Interiors, Architect’s Offices, Carpel Partitions, Jones, Hester, Bates, Riek & Baumeister, ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Mar 80; INT

OREGON

Eugene; Edible Landscape; Example, Urban Farm, Richard Britz by Richard Haag, ph. ill.; p. 634-637; Nov 80; LA

Portland; Apartment Development; Low Rise, Brun, Moreland & Christopher, ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Dec 80; H

Portland; Downtown Development, Fountain Plaza, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca, m. iso.; p. 40-41; Nov 80; AR

Portland; Eight Plexes in Various Cities, New Mexico; Albuquerque, Four Basic Plans, Variations, Walter Harlison, ph. pl.; p. 36-41; June 80; H

Portland; Office Building, High Rise, Willamette Center, Mixed-Use Three-Building Complex, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca, ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 122-125, Apr 80; AR

Portland; Pioneer Courthouse Square Competition Winners; m.; p. 37; Aug 80; AR

Portland; Public Service Building, Controversial Post-Modernist Design, Its Meaning; Michael Graves, m. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 96-101; Aug 80; AR

Willamette Valley; Site of Exhibition of Aalto’s Work, Alvar Aalto, by Richard C. Peters, ph.; p. 72-73, Sept 80; AIA

PARTITION

See WALL PANEL

PE N A L

Correctional Center; Nebraska, Omaha, Dana, Larson & Routal; ph. pl.; p. 103-108; Feb 80; AR

High-Security Prison; Minnesota; Oak Park Heights, Underground, Energy Conservation, Winsor & Fancy and Gruzen & Partners, pl. m.; p. 156; Apr 80; PA

PENNSYLVANIA

Emmaus; Interiors, Publisher’s Offices, Rodale Press; Underground; J. L. Harter, ph. pl.; p. 98-99; Jan 80; INT

Harrisburg; Retail and Office Complex, Strawberry Square, Lawrie & Green, Mitchell & Gurgola, ph. sec. pl.; p. 76-81; Dec 80; PA

Haverford; School; Junior High; Energy Conservation Systems in Old Building; ph.; p. 134-135; Apr 80; PA

Hazelton; Urban Residential Landscape, Joseph J. Burinsky, by Joseph J. Burinsky, ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Mar 80; LA

Lancaster; Rehabilitation of Downtown Residential Area, In-Fill Houses, deVitry, Gilbert & Bradley, ph. pl.; p. 79-80; Nov 80; PA

Lebanon; Bank, Remodeled Railroad Station, Haak, Kaufman, Reese & Beers; ph. pl.; p. 100-101; Jan 80; INT

Milford; Solar Conservation Teaching Center and Camp, Kelbaugh & Lee, sec. dia. axon. ill.; p. 162-163; Apr 80; PA

Northeastern Area; Residence Residential Landscape by John Brown, Bohlin, Powell & Brown, by Peter Bohlin and John Brown, ph. pl.; p. 175-179; Mar 80; LA

Philadelphia; Administration Office, Interiors, University of Pennsylvania, Critique, Voorzanger & Mills, ph. pl. elev.; p. 66-71; Oct 80; PA

Philadelphia; Design Resource Center, Products; ph.; p. 302-313; Oct 80; ID

Philadelphia; Elderly Housing, Guild House, Evaluation, Venturi & Rauch, by R. Leonard Miller, ph. pl.; p. 38-41; Feb 80; AIAJ

Philadelphia; Library of Anesthesiology, Bruce Abbey and Robert Dripps, ph. iso.; p. 64; Sept 80; AIAJ

Philadelphia; Low Rise, IS1 Headquarters, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, ph. p.; p. 70-71, Nov 80; INT

Philadelphia; Office Building, Low Rise, Institute for Scientific Information Headquarters, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, ph. pl.; p. 97-100; May 80; AR

Philadelphia; Office Building, Low Rise, Passive Solar Retrofit, Donald Prowler and South Street Design, ph. p.; p. 12; Summer 80; RD

Philadelphia; Townhouse, Rehabbing Abandoned Houses, Lawrence Goldfarb, ph. pl. iso.; p. 24, 28; Apr 80; H
Pennsylvania (Cont'd)
Pittsburgh: Art Gallery, Scale: Edward Larrabee Barnes, pl. pl., p. 69, Apr 80, AIAJ
Pittsburgh: Office Building, High Rise. Dravo, Welton Becket; ill. pl. iso., p. 52-57, Dec 80, PA
Pittsburgh: Point State Park, Urban Site, GWSM and Clarke & Rapuano, p. 492-493, Sept 80, LA
Pittsburgh: Urban Shopping Mall, Mixed-Use Complex, the Bank Center, Five Remodeled Office Buildings, Critique, Lorenzi, Dodds & Gunnill, ph. pl. axon., p. 88-91, Nov 80, PA
Selinsgrove: Residence, Hugh Newell Jacobson, ph. pl., p. 68-71, mid-May 80, AR
Villanova: Residence, Addition, Richard C Meyer and Lawrence D Ewen, elev. pl., p. 118, Jan 80, PA
Wilkes-Barre: Downtown Redevelopment, Park, Glazed Canopy Featured Bohlin Powell Brown, Larkin & Cwynk, ph. pl. det., p. 76-79, Aug 80, AR

Personnel
See Interior Design, Office Practice

Photography
See Architectural Photography

Plants
Floral World's Fair; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Includes Frozen Peat-Bog Garden, by Ron Williams, ph. pl., p. 408-412, July 80, LA
See Landscape Architecture

Plastic laminates
Breakthrough in Design; by Barry Dean, ph. p. 74-75, May/June 80, RI
New Texture and Geometries; ph., p. 70-71, June 80, INT
Product Analysis, New Products; ph., p. 72-73+, Mar 80, INT

Plaza
Campus Exterior Steps, Squares and Gardens; Rhode Island School of Design, Rhode Island, Providence, Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti; ill. pl. elev. sec. ph., p. 90-93, Jan 80, PA
Central City Malls; A Book, Harvey M Rubenstein and William Dudley Hunt, Jr.; ph. pl., p. 530-531, Sept 80, LA
Pioneer Courthouse Square Competition Winners; Oregon, Portland, m., p. 37, Aug 80, AR
Triumphal Arch for Piazza D'Italia; Louisana, New Orleans, Perez Associates, ph. pl., p. 27, Jan 80, PA
See Landscape Architecture, Mall, Urban Design also

Plumbing
Polybutylene Plumbing Gains Larger Use; ph., p. 20, mid-Oct 80, H
See Drainage, Sanitation also

Pollution
See Hazards

Portugal
Lisbon: Embassy, U S; Bassett, Norton, Metter & Rothschild, ill. pl. sec., p. 106-107, Dec 80, AR

Prefabrication
See Apartment Development, Industrialized Building, Mobile Home, Residential Development

Prison Building
See Penal

Public Relations
See Interior Design, Office Practice also

Puerto Rico
Bayamon: Stadium, Baseball, Juan Ramon Loubriel, ph. pl. sec. det., p. 118-121, May 80, PA
Bathroom; Jamie Cobas, ph. p. 236-237, Nov 80, ID

Qatar
Doha: National Museum, Michael Rice; ph. sec. pl., p. 120-121, Nov 80, AR

Recreation
Atheneum, Visitors' Center; Indiana, New Harmony, Critique, Richard Meier, ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 67-75, Feb 80, PA
Barber Park Along Boise River, Development; Idaho, Boise, Recreation Uses, Richard Caruthers, by Dan E. Bard and Eric A. Jensen, ph. pl., p. 387-388, July 80, LA
Bicentennial Park; Florida, Mami, Biscayne Bay Site, Edward D. Stone, Jr and David Armbruster, ph. p. 500-501, Sept 80, LA
RECREATION (Cont'd)

Boeing Linear Park; Washington, Renton; Wilsey & Ham, Blair & Dees, ph., p. 510, Sept 80, LA

Botanical Conservatory Restoration and Additions; New York, New York; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl., p. 72-77, Oct 80, AR

Cabrillo Beach Recreation Complex; California, Los Angeles; EDAW, ill.; p. 526; Sept 80, LA

Cedar River Trail; Washington, Renton; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal, ph. pl., p. 518-519, Sept 80, LA

Central Park; California, Santa Clara; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey, ph.; p. 498-499, Sept 80, LA

Columbia Park Project; Political Coalition in Publicly Funded Projects; Decision Making Model; by Andrew Seidel, table; p. 23-29, Aug 80, JAR

Downtown Park; Canada, Alberta, Edmonton; Beaver Hills House Park; Environitect Design Group; by Jonathan Losee, ph. pl.; p. 39-42, Jan 80, LA

Downtown Redevelopment, Park; Pennsylvania, Wilkes-Barre; Glazed Canopy Featured: Behlau, Powell, Brown, Larkin & Cwywinski, ph. pl. det.; p. 76-79; Aug 80, AR

Environmental Tourism Program; Georgia, McIntosh County, Master Plan, Roy Mann, ill., p. 527-528, Sept 80, LA

Florida Festival Tent Structure; Florida, Orlando; Robert Lamb Hart, ph. sec. pl.; p. 132-134, May 80, AR

Florida Festival; Florida, Orlando; Fabric Roof; Robert Lamb Hart, ph. sec. pl.; p. 114-115, June 80, PA

Health and Fitness Facility; New Jersey, Newark; Grad Partnership and Ronald H. Schmidt, ph.; iso., p. 100-101, Jan 80, AR

Health and Racquet Ball Club; California, San Francisco; Bay Club, Gensler Associates, ph.; p. 238-245, Feb 80, ID

Ice Rink and Gymnasium; Georgia, Shenandoah; Largest U.S. Structure Utilizing Solar Energy; Taylor & Williams, ph. pl. sec.; p. 158-161, Apr 80, PA

Ice Skating Arena; New York, Lake Placid; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-124, Feb 80, AR

Interior Design of Air Stream Recreation Vehicle; University of Cincinnati, Students; ph. sec.; p. 30, Oct 80, ID

Marine Park and Tourist Facility; Alaska, Juneau; Kramer, Chin & Mayo; ph. pl., p. 494-495, Sept 80, LA

Mountain Resort; Colorado, Durango; Collaborative, ph.; p. 516, Sept 80, LA

National Park; Saudi Arabia, Abha; Wirth & Berger, by Kenneth Magdziuk, ph. pl.; p. 263-267, May 80, LA

National Tennis Center; New York, Flushing Meadows; Stadium Conversion, David Kenneth Specter, ph. pl.; p. 109-113, Feb 80, AR

Nature Center; New Jersey, Englewood; Active and Passive Solar Heating; Energy Analysis; Boulevard, Levy & Fellgrafl, ph. pl. dia. graphs, p. 60-62, July 80, PA

RECREATION (Cont’d)

Nature Study Trail and Center; Georgia, Athens; Robinson & Fisher, ph., p. 514, Sept 80, LA

Olympic Ski Jump Design, Environmental Controversy; New York, Lake Placid; Sasaki Associates; by Richard Galehouse; sec. map, p. 59-63, Jan 80, LA

Parabolic Pavilion, 1953; North Carolina, Raleigh; Critique: Matthew Nowicki, by Ernest Wood, ph. ill.; p. 54-61, Sept 80, AI AJ

Park and Recreation Study; Ohio, Cleveland; William A. Behnke, ill.; p. 523, Sept 80, LA

Pedestrian Path Development in Sand Dunes and Wetlands; Michigan; — —, Roy Mann, sec. pl., p. 529, Sept 80, LA

Platte River Development; Colorado, Denver; History; Boating, Bike Paths; Rick Lamoreaux, Robert M. Stearns, et al.; by Robert M. Stearns, ph.; pl. 382-386, July 80, LA

Point State Park, Urban Site; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; GWSM and Clarke & Rapuano, ph.; p. 492-493, Sept 80, LA

Ponderosa Lodge, Landscape Plan; California, Mount Hermon, Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p. 496-497, Sept 80, LA

Racquetball Club in Grand Central Station; New York, New York; Philip Tusa, iso.; p. 40, Apr 80, ID

Racquetball Courts as Investments; Financial Analysis; ph. table; p. 48-53, Feb 80, H

Riverfront Development; Michigan, Lansing; O'Boyle, Cowell & Rohrer, et al.; ph. pl.; p. 512-513, Sept 80, LA

Rocks National Lakeshore; Michigan, Alger County; Landscape Plan by Johnson, Johnson & Roy; Smith, Hinchman & Gryllis, ph. pl.; p. 508-509, Sept 80, LA

Sculptured Concrete Bas-Relief Panels for Park; Connecticut, Stamford; Neighborhood Kids are Artists; Environmental Design Associates; by Donald Ferlow, ph.; p. 47-50, Jan 80, LA

Solar Conservation Teaching Center and Camp; Pennsylvania, Milford; Keibbaugh & Lee; sec. dia. axon. ill.; p. 162-163, Apr 80, PA

South Beach Park; Florida, Boca Raton, Edward D. Stone, Jr. and David Armbruster, ph., pl.; p. 506-507, Sept 80, LA

Stadium, Baseball; Puerto Rico, Bayamon; Juan Ramon Loubriel; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 118-121, May 80, PA

Visitors' Center for Shaker Village; Kentucky, Pleasant Hill; Charette with Three Architects; Michael Graves, Robert Stern and Stanley Tigerman, m., p. 50, 54, 58, Jan 80, PA

Western Canal Park; Massachusetts, Lowell; Paul C. K. Lu; ph. pl.; p. 511, Sept 80, LA

YMCA Center; Texas, Houston; Taft Architects; ill. elev. pl.; p. 116-117, Jan 80, PA

YWCA Addition; New York, Kingston; R. M. Kliwy, YMCA Center; ph. pl. sec.; p. 512-513, Sept 80, LA

Zoological Gardens; Washington, Seattle; Woodbury Park; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p. 482-485, Sept 80, LA
RECREATION (Cont’d)
See ART, COMMUNITY CENTER, NIGHT CLUB, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CATHEDRAL
Crystal Cathedral; California, Garden Grove; Johnson & Burgee; ph. pl. det. sec.; p. 77-85, Nov 80, AR
Crystal Cathedral; California, Garden Grove; Energy Analysis; Critique: Johnson & Burgee; by Barbara Goldstein; dia. ph. pl. det. sec.; p. 76-85; Dec 80, PA
Crystal Cathedral; California, Garden Grove; Johnson & Burgee; ph. p. 42-43, Dec 80, INT

CHURCH
Catholic; India, Bombay, C. M. Correa; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 92, July 80, AR
Catholic; Netherlands, The Hague, Aldo van Eyck; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-93; Mar 80, PA
Christian; Sanctuary Addition; Ohio, Euclid; William A. Blunden and Robert A. Barclay; ph. pl.; p. 70-71, July 80, PA
Colonial Church Complex; Minnesota, Edina; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.; p. 223-225, mid-May 80, AlAJ
Colonial Church; Minnesota, Edina; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.; p. 140-141; May 80, INT

DENMARK
Denmark, Copenhagen; Jorn Utzon; by Marc Treib; ph. pl. sec.; p. 165-169, Sept 80, PA

METHODIST
Methodist; Alabama, Loachapoka; Nicholas D. Davis, by Allen Freeman, ph. pl.; p. 138-143, mid-May 80, AlAJ

San Esteban, Adobe Construction; New Mexico, Acoma; ph. iso.; p. 78-83; Oct 80, AlAJ

TEMPLE
Buddhist Temple Garden; Japan, Shinga Prefecture, Robert K. Murase; ph. pl.; p. 488-489, Sept 80, LA
Isa Center of Philae Moved to Avoid Nile Flooding; Egypt, Agilkia Island; ph.; p. 35, Oct 80, AR
Repository for Buddhist Temple; Japan, Mount Minobu, Shozo Uchii; ph. pl.; p. 15+, mid-May 80, AlAJ

See UNIVERSITY also

REMODELING
Energy Conscious Redesign; ill.; p. 4-7+; Summer 80; RD
Remodeling for Energy Saving; Check List, by Richard Taylor; ph.; p. 58-59+, Feb 80, INT
See SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPES, HISTORICAL also

RESEARCH LABORATORY
Environmental Health Laboratory; Missouri, St. Louis; Monsanto’s; Holabird & Root; ph.; p. 231; mid-May 80, AlAJ
Research Center and Corporate Offices; Connecticut, Wilton; Standard Brands; Warren Platner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 222-233; Oct 80; ID
Research Center, Standard Brands; Connecticut, Wilton; Warren Platner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69-75; Sept 80, AR
Research Laboratory Expansion and Master Plan; New York, Niskayuna; General Electric; Smith, Hinman & Grylls; m. sec; p. 41, Apr 80; AR
Solar Energy Research Institute Headquarters; Colorado, Golden; Energy Studies, Table Mountain Architects & Engineers; m. pl. sec. ill.; p. 126-129; Apr 80; PA
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, UNIVERSITY also

RESIDENCE
Conceptual Design; George Ranalli; iso. elev. sec.; p. 76, July/Aug 80, RI
Dream House; Arcan Homes; ph. pl.; p. 27, Dec 80, H
Dream House; Dynamic Drafting; ph. pl.; p. 26, Dec 80, H
Dream House; Ettinger Architecture; ph. pl.; p. 26, Dec 80, H
Dream House; Mackprang & Neff; ph. pl.; p. 27, Dec 80, H
Home Studios and Offices; by Clifforderman, ph.; p. 86-91, May/June 80, RI
Images of Housework; IRS View, by Stephen Mare Klein, ph.; p. 92-93, 98, May/June 80, RI
Laundry Room Design; ill. pl.; p. 38-40, mid-May 80, H
Record Houses, Review of Annual Awards; ph.; p. 49-51, mid-May 80; AR
The Dutch Casbahs; New Architecture in Holland, Structuralism, Netherlands; Survey of Housing and other Buildings, by Jennifer Taylor, ph. pl. ill. dia. m. sec. elev.; p. 86-97, Mar 80, PA
Visitors Photos of Interiors; China, ph.; p. 86-89, Jan/Feb 80, RI
Wood, Timothy; elev. pl.; p. 63, Sept 80, AlAJ

ARIZONA
Phoenix; Electronic Management House of the Future; Charles Robert Schiffer, ph.; p. 34, July/Aug 80, RI

AUSTRIA
Vienna; Interiors of Remodeled Rowhouse, Luigi Blau; ph. iso.; p. 151-153, Sept 80, PA

BAHAMAS
Harbour Island; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ill. pl.; p. 93, June 80, PA

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley; Maybeck Link; Howard David Menashe; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 103-105, Mar 80, AR
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Carmel Point: Residential Landscape, Seashore Site; by David Gates, ph, pl sec; p. 163-167, Mar 80, LA

Hollywood: Coy Howard, axon. ill. pl.; p. 111; Jan 80, PA

Los Angeles: Designer's House and Office; Mark Paul, ph.; p. 208-209; Aug 80, ID

Los Angeles: Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph; pl. 108-113; Sept/Oct 80; RI

Los Angeles: Remodeled Garage; Design Corps, ph pl; p. 184-191, Aug 80, ID

Los Angeles: Several Residences; Frank Gehry, ph m; p. 69-74; Mar 80; PA

Malibu: Artist's Studio, Frank Gehry, ph iso.; p. 90-91; May/June 80, AR

Mill Valley: Addition; Passive Solar, M. Dean Jones; ph sec.; p. 9; Summer 80, RD

Pacific Palisades: Addition; Morphosis, pl sec iso.; p. 120-121; Jan 80; PA

Pasadena: Architect's House; Miller Yee Fong, ph pl.; p. 192-197, Aug 80; ID

San Francisco: Addition; Theodore Brown; ph pl; p. 206-207; Aug 80, ID

San Francisco: Hillside Lot; Bull, Field, Volkman & Stockwell, ph sec pl; p. 44; Jan 80; H

San Francisco: Interiors, Remodeled William W. Wurster House; Robert Hering; ph.; p. 254-257; Apr 80, ID

San Francisco: Remodeled Victorian; Robert Hutchinson; ph.; p. 176-183; Aug 80, ID

San Pedro: Studio House; Coy Howard; ill. sec. axon.; p. 110; Jan 80, PA

Santa Monica: Architect's House, Renovation; Frank O. Gehry; ph, pl axon.; p. 81-85; Mar 80; PA

Santa Monica: Remodeled Architect's House, Critique; Frank Gehry, by John Pastier; ph iso.; p. 168-173; mid-May 80; AIAJ

Southern: Farmhouse Addition, Charles W. Moore and Urban Innovations Group; ph sec.; p. 125-132; Jan 80, AR

Venice: Artists' Studio Buildings, Three; Frank O. Gehry; m.; p. 73; Mar 80; PA

Woodacre: Artist's Cottage, Gary Scott Kneeland; elev. pl sec.; p. 114; Jan 80, PA

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

COLORADO (Cont'd)

Denver: Solar House and Research Facility; Richard Crowther, ph, pl sec dia det.; p. 150-155; Apr 80, PA

Dillon: Mountain Site; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph pl; p. 42-43; Oct 80, H

CONNECTICUT

— — —; Passive Solar; Interiors by Marlys Hann; Alfredo de Vido, ph pl; p. 160-165; Dec 79, ID

— — —; Woodwork by Architect's Firm; Louis Mackall; ph pl sec.; p. 86-89; Oct 80; AR

Avon; Tai Soo Kim and Hartford Design Group; ph iso.; p. 35; Jan 80, PA

Fairfield County: Sun-Tronic Energy Conserving House; Berkus Group; ph, pl sec.; det.; p. 86-91; Dec 80, PA

Greenwich: Architect's, Renato Severino; ph pl sec det.; p. 92-95; Nov 80, AR

Greenwich: Residential Landscape; Environmental Design Associates, by Donald Ferlow and Gilbert Wheless, Jr.; ph pl det.; p. 180-185; Mar 80; LA

Guilford: Passive Solar; Peter Kurt Woerner; ph pl; p. 97-99; Feb 80; AR

Northern; Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers, ph pl; p. 88-89; mid-May 80; AR

Southern; Moore, Grove & Harper; ph pl; p. 90-93; mid-May 80; AR

Stony Creek: Peter Kurt Woerner; ph pl; p. 97; 100-102; Feb 80; AR

Stratford: In Canal, Entered by Tunnel; George Ranalli; pl sec.; p. 106-107; Jan 80; PA

West Hartford; Tai Soo Kim; ph pl sec elev det.; p. 70-73; Aug 80; AR

Woodbridge; Roth & Moore; ph pl sec.; p. 84-85; mid-May 80; AR

DELAWARE

New Castle City; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; elev. sec. m pl; p. 104-105; Jan 80, PA

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; Architect's House; Winthrop Faulkner; ph elev. pl; p. 96-99; Jan/Feb 80; RI

Washington; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph pl sec.; p. 98-101; mid-May 80; AR

EGYPT

Agamy; Abdel Wahed El-Wakil; ph.; p. 125; Nov 80, AR

FLORIDA

Boca Raton; Custom Builder of Expensive Houses, Steve Chefan, Richard Dodge; ph pl; p. 46-49; July 80; H

Gainesville; Earth-Shelter, William Morgan; ph pl; p. 114-116; mid-May 80; AR

Marco Island; Gene Leedy, ph sec pl; p. 226-229; Jan 80; ID

Miami Shores; Waterfront Site; Arquitectonica; ph pl; p. 80-83; Sept/Oct 80, RI
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

FLORIDA (Cont’d)

Miami; Addition, Renovation; Barry Sugerman, ph. pl.; p. 54-56, Oct 80, H

Miami; Architect’s Energy Efficient House; Charles Sieger, ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-103, Mar/ Apr 80, RI

Miami; Architect’s House; Raul Rodriguez; ph. pl.; p. 88-91, Sept/Oct 80, RI

Miami; Architect’s; Charles Sieger; sec ph pl.; p. 174-179: mid-May 80, AI AJ

Miami; Interiors by Cami Mufson; Charles Sieger, ph. pl.; p. 84-87. Sept/Oct 80, Rl

Miami; Residential Landscape; John Albert Weller, by Elizabeth Ogren Rolhra; ph. pl.; p. 148-153, Mar 80, LA

FRANCE

— — ; Villa Savoye; Le Corbusier; ill pl, elev.; p. 16; Spring 80. JAE

French Riviera; Elliptical Forms; Anti Lovag, ph. pl; p. 92-95, Jan/Feb 80, RI

Odeillo; Three Attached Houses; Trombe Walls; Jacques Michel, ph. ill.; p. 88-89; Apr 80, PA

Roquebrune; Her Work in Review from Eclecticism to Doubt; Eileen Gray, by Deborah F. Nevins; ph. pl.; p. 114-117, Sept/Oct 80, Rl

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Residential Landscape: Edward L. Daugherty, by Steven L. Cantor; ph. pl.; p. 190-194, Mar 80, LA

HAWAII

Lanikai; Zephyr Partnership; ph. pl.; p. 86-87; mid-May 80, AR

Oahu, Kaneohe Bay; Cluster of Four Houses; Zephyr Architectural Partnership; ph. pl.; p. 88-91, Sept 80, AR

ILLINOIS

Chicago Suburb; Villa; Stanley Tigerman; M. pl. elev.; p. 72, June 80, PA

Chicago; Krueck & Olsen; ill. pl. elev. axon.; p. 75, June 80, PA

Chicago; Nagle & Hartray, axon. pl.; p. 77, June 80, PA

Evanston; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; mid-May 80, AR

Lisle; Stanley Tigerman; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; mid-May 80, AR

Wilmette; Extension of House and Garage; Landscaping; Stanley Tigerman; m. pl. axon.; p. 102-103, Jan 80, PA

INDIA

Ahmedabad; Two; C. M. Correa, ph. dia. sec.; p. 96-98, July 80, AR

IOWA

Huxley; Steep Slope; Ray Crites; ph. pl.; p. 34-35, Oct 80, H

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

ITALY

Bagni A Ripoli; Remodeled from Storage Shed; Mallory Reynolds Warner, ph. pl.; p. 106-108, Mar 80, AR

Florence; Remodeled Villa; Studio di Architettura; by Susan S. Szenasy; iso ph. pl.; p. 56-59; May/June 80, RI

JAPAN

— — ; Houses, from 1954 to Present; Minimalist Architecture; Kazuo Shinohara; ph. sec.; p. 99-107; May 80, PA

Osaka; Two Houses; Minimalist Architecture; Tadao Ando; ph. dia. axon.; p. 108-113; May 80, PA

Tokyo; Architect’s; Fumihiko Maki; ph. sec.; p. 91-95; Apr 80, AR

Tokyo; Minimalist Architecture; Riken Yamamoto & Field Shop; ph. pl.; p. 114-117; May 80, PA

Torami; Hiroshi Hara and Atelier &; by Hiroshi Watanabe, ph. pl.; p. 154-157, Sept 80, PA

Toyota City; Private Art Museum and House; Hiroshi Hara and Atelier &; ph. sec. axon.; p. 157-161; Sept 80, PA

KENTUCKY

Lexington; Vineyard in Residential Garden; by Horst Schach; ph. pl.; p. 139-143, Mar 80, LA

LOUISIANA

New Orleans; Eroil Barron; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109; mid-May 80, AR

MARYLAND

— — ; Passive Solar Prototype House; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Nov 80, H

MASSACHUSETTS

Cape Cod; Gratten Gill; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; mid-May 80, AR

Carlisle; Charles R. Roloando; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; mid-May 80, AR

Hanover; Residential Landscape, Nancy Daley; by Nancy Daley; ph. pl.; p. 154-157; Mar 80, LA

South Dartmouth; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p. 52-53; Sept 80, H

Stockbridge; Christopher H. L. Owen; ph. pl. iso.; p. 52-55; mid-May 80, AR

MEXICO

Mexico City; Luis Barragan and Raul Ferrera; by Emilio Ambasz; ph. pl.; p. 138-141, Sept 80, PA

MICHIGAN

— — ; Todd Williams; ph. pl. m.; p. 68, Sept 80, AI AJ

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis; Passive Solar Addition; Peter Pflister; ph. pl. iso.; p. 10; Summer 80, RD
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

MISSOURI

St. Louis; Residential Landscape; Robert E. Goetz; by Robert E. Goetz; ph, pl.; p. 171-174; Mar 80, LA

St. Louis; Residential Landscape; Robert Goetz; by Robert Goetz; ph, pl.; p. 199-202; Mar 80, LA

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

NEW ENGLAND COAST

Huygens & Tappe; ph, pl.; p. 40-41; Oct 80, H

Huygens & Tappe; ph, pl.; p. 56-57; mid-May 80; AR

NEW JERSEY

Green Brook; Michael Graves, elev. pl. ill. m.; p. 96-98; Jan 80, PA

Love ladies; Beach House; Michael Graves; elev. pl. ill. m.; p. 98, 100-101; Jan 80, PA

Margate; Beach Site; Suzanne Binswanger, ph.; p. 194-195; July 80, ID

Mendham; Remodeled Barn, Passive Solar; Harrison Fraker; ph.; p. 15; Summer 80; RD

Peapack; Residential Landscape; Nelva Weber; by Nelva Weber; ph, pl.; p. 195-198; Mar 80, LA

New York; Row House Remodeling; Frank O. Gehry; m.; p. 72; Mar 80, PA

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Townhouse; Robert A. M. Stern and John S. Hagmann; ph. sec.; p. 234-235; mid-May 80; AIA

North Salem; Residential Landscape. Boggy Site; A. E. Bye; by A. E. Bye; ph, pl.; p. 186-189; Mar 80, LA

Rye; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph.; p. 62-65; mid-May 80; AR

Sagaponack; Architect's; Tod Williams; ph.; p. 100-103; Nov 80; AR

Wingdale; Remodeled Assemble of Bunk-houses; Tod Williams; iso.; p. 42; Jan 80, PA

NORTH CAROLINA

Chapel Hill; Energy-Saving Prototype House; Energy Analysis; Daryl E. Hansen; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 72-75; Oct 80, PA

OHIO

Cincinnati; Residential Landscape for Large Estate; John Bentley; by John Bentley; ph. pl.; p. 158-162; Mar 80, LA

PENNSYLVANIA

Hazelton; Urban Residential Landscape; Joseph J. Burinsky; by Joseph J. Burinsky; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Mar 80, LA

Northeastern Area; Residential Landscape by John Brown; Bohlin, Powell & Brown; by Peter Bohlin and John Brown; ph. pl.; p. 175-179; Mar 80, LA

Selingsgrove; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p. 66-71; mid-May 80, AR

Villanova; Addition; Richard C. Meyer and Lawrence D. Ewen; elev. pl.; p. 118; Jan 80, PA

SPAIN

Cordoba; Underground; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl. sec.; p. 94-95; Jan 80, PA

TEXAS

Ft. Worth; Boswell & Foy; ph. pl.; p. 204-207; June 80; ID

TUNISIA

Cape Carthage; Ben Abdallah; ph.; p. 84-87; Mar/Apr 80; RI

TURKEY

Bodrum; Turgut Cansever; ph. pl.; p. 116-117; Nov 80, AR

VERMONT

Stony Creek; Steven Izenour and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; pl. elev.; p. 35; Jan 80, PA

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Morgan & Lindstrom; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Oct 80; H

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Morgan & Lindstrom; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Oct 80; H
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING


Built-Ins to Add Sales Appeal; by Carole Eichen; ph. p. 28-29, Dec 80.


Computer Aid in Sales, Costs and Plans; Organization of Custom Building of Tony Corb; ph. p. 42-45, July 80.

Floor Plans, Analysis; ph. p. 28, Sept 80.


Garage Sales Office; ph. p. 28, Feb 80.

Housing Demand Index by Cities; tables; p. 59-64, Oct 80.

Housing Demand Index by Cities; tables; p. 27-32, July 80.

Housing Demand Index by Cities; ill.; p. 75-80, Apr 80.

Housing Demand Index by Cities; charts; p. 71-76, Jan 80.

Housing Development, Open Space Plan; California, Portola Valley, Landscape Plan by Anthony M. Guzzard; Don R. Knor; ph. p. 515, Sept 80.

Housing Development, In-Fill Houses, deVitry, Gilbert & Bradley; ph. p. 79-80, Nov 80.


Joint Ventures in Residential Development; Structuring Them; ill.; p. 46-49, Aug 80.

Joint Ventures Structuring; p. 44-47, Oct 80.

Marketing Homes in a Down Year; Ohio, Cincinnati; ph. p. 30-31, Sept 80.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

California, Sylmar; Models; ph. p. 80-81, Mar 80.

California, Whittier; Leffingwell, High Density; ill. pl. p. 90-91, Jan 80.

Early Milestone Developments; Virginia, Fairfax County, Review of Success after 30 Years; Charles M. Goodman, by Eason Cross; ph. p. 56-60, Feb 80.


Housing Development, Open Space Plan; California, Portola Valley, Landscape Plan by Anthony M. Guzzard; Don R. Knor; ph. p. 515, Sept 80.

Housing Development, In-Fill Houses, deVitry, Gilbert & Bradley; ph. p. 79-80, Nov 80.


Texas, Dallas; Models, Bryan Place, Downtown; ph. p. 52-57, May 80.

Their Rigid Philosophy and the Organization of Ramos & Jensen; California, Peacock Hills Model; ph. p. 74-76, June 80.
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

TOWN HOUSE (Cont'd)

Arizona, Phoenix; Biltmore Gates Model; Arthur Henry Schreiber; ph. pl.; p. 42-43, 48-49; June 80; H

Arizona, Scottsdale; Sunrise Estates Model; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; June 80; H

California, Irvine; Canyon Creek Model; Cordell Ross; ph. pl.; p. 44-45; June 80; H

California, Laguna Beach; Factory House in Fancy Suburb; ph. pl.; p. 18, Oct 80; H

California, Sacramento; Solar Model; elev. pl.; p. 26; Mar 80; H

California, Sausalito; Three Variations on Hillside Plan; Crosby, Thornton & Marshall; ph. pl.; p. 32; Jan 80; H

Duplexes and Detached Mixture; Kansas; Overland Park, Kingston Oak, Wes Welch; ph. pl.; p. 40-45; Aug 80; H

Duplexes, Attached Garages; California, Dana Point; Sea Ridge; Corbin & Yamafuji; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Feb 80; H

Duplexes; Colorado, Denver; Polo Club North; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Feb 80; H

Duplex Development; New York, Syracuse; Tom Vail and Dan Whelan; elev. pl.; p. 98; Sept 80; AR

Duplexes; Florida, Delray Beach; Woodlakie; Peabody & Childs; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Feb 80; H

Duplexes; Maryland, Annapolis; Robert G. Hammond, elev. sec. ph. pl.; p. 58-59; July 80; H

Five Luxury Houses; New York, Bridgehampton; Sam's Creek; Norman Jaffe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-25; Dec 80; H

Georgia, Peachtree City; Builder Rod Barkow's Systems Approach to Organization; Quincy Johnson; ph. pl.; p. 42, 44, 46; Mar 80; H

Michigan, Bloomfield Hills; Custom Builder; Robert Katzman; ph. pl.; p. 36-41; July 80; H

Missouri, Kansas City; Models; Dean Smith and Roland Carson; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Feb 80; H

Prototype Rural House; Indonesia, Central Java; Amin, Arrahmani & Fanani; sec. ph. pl.; p. 111; Nov 80; AR

Texas, Plano; Riverbend Model; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; June 80; H

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

TOWN HOUSE (Cont'd)

California, San Francisco; Corner Site; Daniel Solomon; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; July 80; H

California, San Francisco; Golden Gate Commons; Fisher & Friedman; ill. pl. elev. m. sec.; p. 82-85; Jan 80; H

California, San Francisco; Two Apartments; Miller, Copeland & MacDonald; ph. pl. m. iso.; p. 120-121; mid-May 80; AR

California, San Mateo; Marina Lagoon; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 60; Nov 80; H

California, Stockton; Quail Village; Waterfront; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph. pl.; p. 66-74; Apr 80; H

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Downs & Archambault; ph. pl.; p. 78-82; Aug 80; PA

Colorado, Aspen-Snowmass; Mixed Commercial Use; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Nov 80; H

Colorado, Boulder; Passive Solar Townhouse; Downing & Leach; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-69; Nov 80; H

Connecticut, Woodbury; Drexel Yeager; ph. pl.; p. 60-63; Apr 80; H

District of Columbia, Washington; Georgetown Townhouse, Mixed Use; Lockman Associates; iso. ill. sec. pl.; p. 86-89; Jan 80; H

Duplex Development; California, Strawberry; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Nov 80; H

Florida, Atlantic Beach; William Morgan; ph. pl.; p. 57; Dec 80; H

Illinois, Chicago; Paul Stevens; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; July 80; H

Illinois, Hyde Park; Optima; ph. pl.; p. 82-83; June 80; PA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Findley Place; Williams & O'Brien; ph. pl.; p. 110-111; Mar 80; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Frederick Benitz, Milo & Thompson; iso. ph. pl.; p. 54-55; Dec 80; H

Morocco, Agadir; Jean-Francois Zevaco; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124; Nov 80; AR

Netherlands, Delft; Herman-Hertzberger; ph. p. 97; Mar 80; PA

Netherlands, Hoevelaken; Five Townhouses; Jan Verhoeven; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Mar 80; PA

New Hampshire, North Conway; Cranmore Woods, Hillside Site; Banwell, White & Arnold; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; Nov 80; H

New Jersey, Perth Amboy; ph. pl.; p. 42, 44; Apr 80; H

New York, Syracuse; Jeffrey Hill; ph. pl.; p. 99; Sept 80; AR

New York, Westchester; Pomeroy & Lebduska; ph. pl.; p. 124-126; mid-May 80; AR

Ohio, Cincinnati; Quail Meadows, Detached Houses; Four-Plexes, Townhouses; Stein-kamp & Nordlo; ph. pl.; p. 96-100; Jan 80; H

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Rehabbing Abandoned Houses; Lawrence Goldfarb; ph. pl. iso.; p. 24, 28; Apr 80; H
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

TOWN HOUSE (Cont'd)
Prototype Passive Solar Townhouses; Kelbaugh & Lee; axon, elev., p. 163-165, Apr 80. PA

Virginia, Hampton; Millpoint, Riverwalk Trade-Off with City Improvements; Walshe & Ashe; ph. pl., p. 68-71. Mar 80. H

Washington, Kirkland-Bellevue; Watershed Park; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-47, cover, Nov 80. H

Washington, Seattle; Knollwood; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph. pl.: p. 48-49; Nov 80. H

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, CITY PLANNING, ELDERLY HOUSING, FINANCIAL HOUSING, KITCHEN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also

RESTAURANT (Cont'd)

California, Berkeley; Me and Me, Daniel Solomon; by Sally Woodbridge; ph. pl.: p. 84-87; Feb 80. PA

California, Berkeley; Roundtree, Stephen Shubel; ph.; p. 170-171; Dec 80. ID

California, San Francisco; Orient Express; Daniel Solomon and Nan Hearst; ph. pl.: p. 190-195; Oct 79. ID

California, San Francisco; Orient Express; Daniel Solomon and Nan Hearst; ph. pl.: p. 82-83; Feb 80. PA

California, San Francisco; Seven Hills; Whisler & Patri; ph. pl.: p. 198-199; Aug 80. ID

Canada, Ontario, Alton; Millcroft Inn, Hamilton; Ridgely & Bennett; ph. pl.: p. 106-107; Jan 80. AR

Colorado, Boulder; Oasis Diner; Communication Arts; ph. pl.: p. 202-203; Nov 80. ID

Connecticut, Greenwich; Homestead Inn; John F. Saladino; ph. pl.: p. 274-283; Apr 80. ID

Disc/Dining; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Heaven, Les Nuages, Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.: p. 270-275; Sept 80. ID

Florida, Miami; Airport, Dobb's House; Dennis Jenkins; ph. pl.: p. 204-205; Nov 80. ID

Food Shop; California, Venice; Rose Cafe and Market Patel, Mehra & Black; ph. pl.: p. 74-75; Aug 80. INT

Food Shop; New York, New York; Between the Bread; Charles Morris Mount; ph. pl.: p. 76-77; Aug 80. INT

Georgia, Atlanta; Joe Rigatoni's; Spiros Zakas; ph. pl.: p. 238-241; Apr 80. ID

Georgia, Savannah; Greenhouse, Garden Oriented; Donald Beach; ph. pl. axon.; p. 79-81; Feb 80. PA

Illinois, Chicago; George's, Chicago Art and Architecture; ph. pl.: p. 164-165; Dec 80. ID

Illinois, Chicago; Lake Point Tower Club; Norman deHaan; ph. pl.: p. 172-173; Dec 80. ID

Illinois, Chicago; Radisson; Renovation, Interiors by Lynn Wilson; Harry Cuce; ph. pl.: p. 262-269; Apr 80. ID

Maryland, Baltimore; Belvedere, Rita St. Clair; ph.: p. 242-245; Apr 80. ID

Maryland, Baltimore; Chart House; Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-103; Jan 80. AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Bay Club; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.: p. 166-169; Dec 79. ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Top of Hub; Wudtke, Watson & Davis; ph. pl.: p. 166-169; Dec 80. ID

New Jersey, Atlantic City; Capriccio Italiano, Valerian Rybar; ph. pl.: p. 236-237; Apr 80. ID

New York, New York; American Charcuterie, CBS Building, Judith Stockman and Lee Manners; ph. pl.: p. 54-55; Feb 80. INT

New York, New York; Clarité's, Stan Peskett and Walter B. Melvin; ph. pl.: p. 68-69; Mar 80. ID

New York, New York; Doubles, A Private Club; Valerian Rybar; ph. pl.: p. 230-235; Apr 80. ID

New York, New York; Luchow's, Judith Stockman, ph. pl.: p. 88-89; Jan 80. INT

New York, New York; Pierre Hotel, Valerian Rybar; ph.: p. 174-175; Dec 80. ID

New York, New York; Via Brazil; Geoffrey Freeman; ph. pl. axon.; p. 76-78; Feb 80. PA

New York, Scarsdale; Paramount Studio Commissary; California, Los Angeles, Gensler Associates; ph. pl.: p. 64-67; Mar 80. INT

Quieting the Noisy Restaurant; by Robert B. Newman; ph.: p. 246-247; Apr 80. ID

Reno Renovation and Addition; Switzerland, Zurich; in 1870 Railroad Station, deCapo, Robert Haussmann and Trix Haussmann; ph. iso, elev.; p. 144-147; Sept 80. PA

Restaurant, Coffee, Tea Store; New York, New York; Slotnick's Daughter; Interior Concepts; ph. pl.: p. 86-87; Jan 80. INT

Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Downtown Buildings; Ohio, Dayton; Arcade Square; Energy Analysis; Lorenz & Williams; ph. det. graphs; p. 106-111; Nov 80. PA

Virginia, Arlington; The View, Barbara Lockhart; ph. pl.: p. 92-93; Nov 80. INT

Virginia, Fairfax County; Clyde's; John Richards Andrews; ph. pl.: p. 156-163; Dec 80. ID

See HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, UNIVERSITY also

RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND
Providence; Campus Exterior Steps, Squares and Gardens: Rhode Island School of Design; Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvetti, ill pl. elev. sec. ph.; p. 90-93, Jan 80; PA

Providence; Library, Moses Brown School; Morris Nathanson, ph. pl.; p. 80-81, Apr 80, INT

Woonsocket; Shopping Center, Union Square; ph. pl.; p. 46, Sept 80; H

RIVER
Barber Park Along Boise River, Development; Idaho, Boise, Recreation Uses; Richard Carothers, by Dan E. Baird and Eric A. Jensen, ph. pl.; p. 387-388, July 80, LA

Cedar River Trail; Washington, Renton; Jongejan, Gerard & McNeal, ph. pl.; p. 518-519, Sept 80, LA

Flood Control Plan on San Diego Riverway; California, San Diego; by Landowners, Wimmer & Yamada, by Ronald S. Teshima and Elizabeth Yamada, ph. sec. pl.; p. 305-308, May 80, LA

Platte River Development; Colorado, Denver; History, Boating, Bike Paths; Rick Lamoreaux and Robert M. Stearns, et al.; by Robert M. Stearns; ph. pl.; p. 382-386, July 80, LA

River Corridor, Urban Renewal; Kansas, Wichita; Olinger & Smith; ph. pl.; p. 520-521, Sept 80, LA

Riverfront Development; Michigan, Lansing; O'Boyle, Cowell & Rohrer, et al.; ph. pl.; p. 512-513, Sept 80, LA

See LANDSCAPE, URBAN DESIGN also

SAIPAN
Master Plan; Hawaii Architects & Engineers; ph. pl.; p. 270-275, May 80, LA

SANITATION
See HAZARDS, PLUMBING

SAUDI ARABIA
Abha; National Park; Wirth & Berger, by Kenneth Magdzuik; ph. pl.; p. 283-287, May 80, LA

Jeddah; Airport, Terminal; Tent Structure; 105-Acre Covered Area; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. dia.; pl. sec.; p. 127-132; May 80, AR

Jeddah; Sports Center; King Abdul Aziz University; Fabric Structure, Freo Otto and Ove Arup and Buro Happold; pl. sec. m.; p. 113, June 80, PA

SAUDI ARABIA (Cont'd)
Jeddah; Terminal; Huge Fabric Structure; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. ill.; p. 116-117, June 80, PA

Makkah; Campus; King Abdul Aziz University; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p. 260-261, May 80, 1D

Mecca; Islamic Conference Center and Hotel; Rolf Gudzick; ph. pl.; p. 107, Nov 80, AR

Specifying for Expanding Economy; Chief Interior Designer, U. S. Army, Tom Zumwalt; ph. map.; p. 70-71, Feb 80, INT

SCHOOL
Architects in Schools Program; by Aase Enksen; ph.; p. 252-255; Mar 80; 1D

Library; Rhode Island, Providence; Moses Brown School; Morris Nathanson; ph. pl.; p. 80-81, Apr 80, INT

School and Community Use Building; Netherlands, Eindhoven, Van Klingerien; ph. pl. elev.; p. 94-95, Mar 80, PA

Solar Conservation Teaching Center and Camp; Pennsylvania, Milford, Kelbaugh & Lee; sec. dia., axon. ill.; p. 162-163, Apr 80, PA

EARLY LEARNING CENTER
Recommendation for Child Care Centers and Child Play Areas; Community Design Center; dia.; ill.; p. 132-133, Jan 80, PA

ELEMENTARY AND HIGH
Texas, Houston; Remodeled from Factory; S. L. Morris; ph. pl.; p. 96-97, Sept 80, AR

ELEMENTARY
California, San Francisco; Esherick, Hornsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. pl.; p. 102-105, Aug 80, AR

Florida, Miami; Solar Cooling; Saez & Pacetti; ph. pl.; p. 166-169, Apr 80, PA

Illinois, Chicago; Arthur Takeuchi; ph.; p. 73, June 80, PA

Italy, Fagnano Olona; Aldo Rossi; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 60-63, Oct 80, PA

Massachusetts, Brewster; Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-109, Apr 80, AR

Massachusetts, Nantucket Island; Earl Flansburgh; ph. pl. elev.; p. 106-109, Aug 80, AR

New York, Buffalo; Mt. St. Joseph's Academy; Hamilton, Houston & Lownie; ph. iso.; p. 54, 58, Feb 80, PA

HIGH
California, Oakland; Freemont High; Esherick, Hornsey, Dodge & Davis; ph. pl.; p. 110-113, Aug 80, AR

High School of Science; Italy, Pesaro, Carlo Aymonio; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-59, Oct 80, PA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Eduardo Catalano; ph. pl. elev.; p. 114-117, Aug 80, AR

Massachusetts, Charlestown; Hill, Miller, Friedlaender & Hollander; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 101-105, Apr 80, AR
SCHOOL (Cont'd)

JUNIOR HIGH

Pennsylvania, Haverford; Energy Conservation Systems in Old Building, ph. p. 134-135, Apr 80; PA

KINDERGARTEN

Montessori School; Netherlands, Delft, Herman Hetzberger, ph. p. 96, Mar 80; PA

PRIVATE

Addition, St. Alban's; District of Columbia, Washington, Keyes, Condon & Florance, ph pl. p. 64-65, July 80, PA

Cooking School; New York, New York, Morsa, ph, p. 72-73, July 80, INT

New York, New York; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband, ph pl sec elev det, p. 110-111, June 80; AR

Texas, Houston; Awty School, Lower Grades; S. I. Morris, ph pl. p. 52-53, Feb 80, INT

TWELVE-GRADE SCHOOL

Navajo Community School; New Mexico, Ramah, Design Process, Hirshen, Gammi, Trumbe & Clark; by Sally B. Woodbridge, ph. p. 40-45, Dec 80, AIAJ

See AUDIO-VISUAL, UNIVERSITY also

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh; Medieval Cities Provide Lessons for Urban Design; England, Stow-on-the-Wold and Oxford, Bruges, Dubrovnik, Edinburgh, by John Desmond, ph. ill.; p. 36-45, May 80; AIAJ

SCULPTURE

See ART

SECURITY

See PENAL

SENEGAL

Nianing; Agricultural Training Center; Kamal el Jack, et al., ph. pl. det. p. 112-113, Nov 80; AR

SEWERAGE SYSTEM

Federal Restriction of Sewer Funds Restricts Growth; by Jane A. Silverman, p. 82+, Mar 80, AIAJ

Site Septic Disposal, Alternatives; by Linda Jewell; biblio. sec.; p. 631-633, Nov 80, LA

SHOPPING CENTER (Cont'd)

Analysis of Market Potential; Site Selection; ph. pl. p. 38-47, Sept 80; H

SHOPPING CENTER

Apartments Over Shopping Center; Colorado, Greeley, Cottonwood Square, SeraCube & Lawler, ph. pl. elev., p. 40-41, May 80; H

Apartments Over Shopping, Theater, Marina; Massachusetts, Salem, Pickering Wharf, ADD, ph. pl. p. 36-39, May 80; H

California, Santa Monica; Frank O. Gehry, m. pl.; p. 73-75, Mar 80, PA

California, Woodbridge; Thomas Associates, ph. pl. p. 44-45, Sept 80, H

Downtown Redevelopment, Park; Pennsylvania, Wilkes-Barre, Glazed Canopy Featured, Bohlin, Powell, Brown, Larkin & Cywinski, ph. pl. det.; p. 76-79, Aug 80, AR

Downtown Revitalization Plan; Idaho, Boise, Charles Kober, pl. ill. elev. iso ph., p. 128-129, Jan 80; PA

Federal Policy to Protect Downtown Business; p. 20, Aug 80; H

Florida Festival; Florida, Orlando, Fabric Roof; Robert Lamb Hart, ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-115, June 80, PA

Florida, Flagler County; Palm Coast, Haas & Reed, ph. pl. p. 40-41, Sept 80; H

Food Shops and Restaurant in Renovated Building; District of Columbia, Washington, The Market House, Clark, Tribbie, Harris & Li, ph. pl. p. 96-97, Oct 80, AR

Formula for Developing Neighborhood Shopping Centers; ph. pl. p. 46-47, Sept 80; H

France, Paris; Les Halles Forum, Critique, Claude Vasconi and Georges Pencreach; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32, 38, Feb 80, PA

Harborplace; Maryland, Baltimore, Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl. p. 100-103, Sept 80; INT


Massachusetts, Seekonk; Kings Oak, ph. pl. p. 47, Sept 80, H

Planning the Urban Marketplace; Building Types Study, ph. pl. m. p. 90-105, Oct 80, AR

Retail and Office Complex; North Carolina, Wrightsville Beach; The Landing; Synthesis, ph. pl. p. 38, Aug 80, H

Retail and Office Complex; Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, Strawberry Square; Lawrie & Green, Mitchell and Giurgola, ph. sec. pl. p. 76-81, Dec 80, AR

Rhode Island, Woonsocket; Union Square; ph. pl. p. 46, Sept 80, H

Shopping Center-Hotel Complex; Florida, Miami, Tomas Lopez-GoItardi, pl. iso.; p. 38, Jan 80, PA

Shops and Restaurant Complex; Ohio, Cincinnati, Remodeled Union Railroad Terminal, Schofield & Schofield, ph. pl. p. 100-105, Nov 80, PA

Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Downtown Buildings, Ohio, Dayton, Arcade Square, Energy Analysis, Lorenz & Williams, ph. pl. det. graphs; p. 106-111, Nov 80, PA
SHOPPING CENTER (Cont’d)
Stores and Apartments, Renovation of H. H. Richardson’s Cheney Block; Connecticut, Hartford; Critique, Steckel & La Bau; ph. pl., p. 92-95, Nov 80, PA
Urban Shopping Mall, Mixed-Use Complex; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; The Bank Center, Five Remodeled Office Buildings; Critique, Lorenzen, Dodds & Gunnih; ph. pl. axon., p. 88-91, Nov 80, PA
Waterfront Development, Shopping, College Of­
Stores and Apartments, Renovation of H. H. Urban Shopping Mall, Mixed-Use Complex; SHOPPING CENTER (Cont’d)
Mas­
Waterfront Redevelopment, Mixed Use; Maryland, Balt­
Waterfront Marketplace Complex; See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, STORE, New York. Apartment as Showroom Furniture; North Carolina. Charlotte, Peter
Antique Gallery; Massachusetts, Automobile Showroom; Massachusetts, Brighton, New York, New York, Massimo Vignelli and Lella Vignelli; ph. pl., p. 104-109, July 80, AR
Art Gallery, Castelli, Fergen & Corcoran; New York, New York, Redroof Design; ph. sec., p. 70-71, July 80, INT
Automobile Showroom; Massachusetts, Brighton, New York, New York, Raymond Jurado; ph. p. 182, Oct 80, ID
Batch Fixtures Showroom; New York, New York, V.Soske, Debra Reiser; ph. p. 90-91, June 80, INT
Carpet Showroom; Washington, Seattle, Ruben­
ers, John Graham; ph. iso.; p. 208-209, Nov 80, ID
Chinaware Showroom; New York, New York; Jepcor, Robert Metzer; ph. p. 240-241, Jan 80, ID
Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; East Side, Peter Wilson; ph. pl., p. 96, June 80, INT
Clothing Showroom; New York, New York, Franck Olivers; Kurland Design Group; ph. pl., p. 98-99, June 80, INT
Design Center; Michigan, Troy; Showrooms and Furniture; ph. p. 280-285, Feb 80, ID
Fabric Display at NEOCON-12; Jack Lenor Lar­sen Fabrics and Wall Coverings Showroom; New York, New York; Kirk-Brummeil’s; Robert House­man; ph. p. 96-97, Oct 80, ID
Fabrics Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Clarence House; Jay Spectre; ph. p. 206-207, Dec 80, ID
SHOWROOM (Cont’d)
Fabrics Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Stronheim and Romann; Interalia Design As­sociates; ph. pl., p. 204-205, Dec 80, ID
Fabrics, Wall Coverings Showroom; New York, New York, China Sea; Ada Kami-Mela-Mede; ph. pl., p. 314-315, Sept 80, ID
Fashion Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; Perry Ellis; James E. Terrell; ph. pl., p. 56-61, July 80, INT
Furniture and Accessories Showroom; Texas, Dallas, David Sutherland’s, Angelo Donghia; ph. p. 282-285, Oct 80, ID
Furniture and Furnishings Showroom; New York, New York, Landau & Fradkoff; ph. p. 284-285, Apr 80, ID
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Mas­
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. axon.; p. 78-81, July 80, PA
Furniture and Lighting Showroom; Mas­sachusetts, Boston, Lam and F M’s; Artichoke, ph. pl., p. 56-57, Feb 80, INT
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; New York, New York, Knoll’s, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. p. 72-77, July 80, PA
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; New York, New York, Knoll, Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl., p. 97-102, Mar 80, AR
Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Texas, Houston; Critique, Sunar’s, Michael Graves; ph. pl. elev.; p. 88-95, June 80, AR
Furniture Showroom and Architects’ Offices; California, Redondo Beach, Synthesis; ph. pl., p. 85, 90-92, May 80, AR
Furniture Showroom Building; Massachusetts, Boston; Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. p. 268-273, May 80, ID
Furniture Showroom; California, San Francisco; Modern Mode’s, Design Forum; ph. p. 120, Dec 80, ID
Furniture Showroom; Florida, Miami; Donghia’s; ph. pl., p. 258-261, Jan 80, ID
Furniture Showroom; Florida, Miami, Karl Springer­
er’s; ph. p. 222-225, July 80, ID
Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Stendig’s; Jeanne Hartnett; ph. pl.; p. 90-91, Jan 80, INT
Furniture Showroom; Sunar’s; Critiques; Michael Graves; ph. pl., p. 152-155, Dec 79, ID
Furniture Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. p. 148-151, May 80, INT
Furniture Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Knoll’s, Gwathmey & Siegel; iso.; p. 66-67+, June 80, INT
Furniture Showroom; Minnesota, Minneapolis; J. Larson’s, Design Consortium; ph. iso.; p. 104-105, Jan 80, AR
Furniture Showroom; New York, New York, Alma Desk; ISD, ph. iso.; p. 214-219, July 80, ID
Furniture Showroom; New York, New York, Bruton’s, Stanley Jay Friedman; ph. p. 250-251, Feb 80, ID
SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

**Furniture Showroom;** New York, New York. Edward Axel Hoffman. Studio Tecnico PDG. *p. 256-257, Jan 80, ID*


**Furniture Showroom;** New York, New York. Knoll's, Ventun, Rauch & Scott Brown. *p. 94-95, Apr 80, INT*


**Furniture Showroom;** New York, New York. Steelcase's. James R Vaughan. *p. 172, Jan 80, ID*

**Furniture Showroom;** New York, New York. Thonet's, John Saladino. *p. 106-109, Jan 80, INT*

**Furniture Showroom;** New York, New York. & Versa's. Angelo Donghia. *p. 94-95, Apr 80, ID*

**Jewelry Showroom;** Illinois, Chicago. Janet Schirn. *p. 236-237, Jan 80, ID*


**Mansion Showhouse;** New Jersey, Mendham. Bedroom, Scruggs & Myers. *p. 222-223, Nov 80, ID*

**Office Furniture Showroom;** Illinois, Chicago. Corry Jamestown. *p. 256-257, July 80, AIAJ*

**Open House, Various Showrooms;** Georgia, Atlanta. New Products. *p. 286-502+, Apr 80, ID*


**Postmodernism, Critique of Three Showrooms;** Knoll, Sunar & Thonet Showrooms. by Arnold Friedmann. *p. 232-235, Mar 80, ID*

**Public Spaces, Furniture Market Center;** North Carolina, High Point. Products. Walker Group. *p. 764, Apr 80, ID*

SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

**Record Jacket Showroom and Design Studio;** New York, New York. Bier, Baxt & Hirsch. *p. 82-85, Jan 80, AR*

**Six Controversial Designs for Best Showroom Facade;** *p. 18, 26, Mar 80, INT*

**Sportswear Showroom;** New York, New York. Calvin Klein, Joseph d'Urso. *p. 242-247, Jan 80, ID*

**Sweater Showroom;** New York, New York. John Chimera and Christopher Chimera. *p. 65, Sept 80, AIAJ*

**Textiles Showroom;** Texas, Houston. Sunar's. Michael Graves. *p. 29-32, July 80, PA*


**Women's Clothing Showroom;** Illinois, Chicago. Esprit, Peter Wilson. *p. 94-95, June 80, INT*

**Women's Sportswear Showroom;** Rafael Sport, James d'Auria. *p. 238-239, Jan 80, ID*

See STORE also

SIGN
See GRAPHICS

SILVERWARE
American Victorian Silver; by Robert Mehlman. *p. 52, May-June 80, RI*

SINGAPORE
Office Building; High Rise. OCBC Centre. BEP Akitek. *p. 118-121, Apr 80, AR*

SOLAR

California, Mill Valley; Addition, Passive Solar. M. Dean Jones. *p. 9, Summer 80, RD*

City Planning Not Considered in National Energy Planning; *p. 29, 30, Nov 80, AIAJ*

Colorado, Aspen; Residence, Active and Passive Solar Heating. Copeland, Hagman & Yaw. *p. 80-83, mid-May 80, AR*

Colorado, Boulder; Passive Solar Townhouse. Downing & Leach. *p. 68-69, Nov 80, H*

Colorado, Denver; Solar House and Research Facility. Richard Crowther. *p. 150-155, Apr 80, PA*

Connecticut, Fairfield County; Sun-Tronic Energy Conserving House. Berkus Group. *p. 86-91, Dec 80, PA*

Conserving Energy Through Passive Design; Round Table Discussion of Architects, Researchers, Engineers, Manufacturers. *p. 92-100, mid-Aug 80, AR*
SOLAR (Cont’d)

Energy Conservation Capitol; California, Davis; Planning Policies, by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p. 58-61; June 80, AIAJ

England, Sheffield; Apartment Building, Solar Collection Experiment, Cedric Green, ill.; sec. p. 84; Apr 80, PA

Florida, Miami; Elementary School, Solar Cooling, Saez & Pacetti; ph.; p. 166-169; Apr 80, PA

France, Odello; Three Attached Houses, Trombe Walls, Jacques Michel, ph.; ill.; p. 88-89, Apr 80, PA

Ice Rink and Gymnasium; Georgia, Shenandoah, Largest U.S. Structure Utilizing Solar Energy, Taylor & Williams, ph; pl.; p 158-161, Apr 80, PA

Maryland; Passive Solar Prototype House; ph; pl.; sec.; p. 66-67; Nov 80, H

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Residence, Passive Solar Addition, Peter Pfitzer, ph.; pl.; iso.; p. 10; Summer 80, RD


New Jersey, Princeton; Residence, Passive Solar Addition, Kelbaugh & Lee, ph.; p. 11; Summer 80, RD

New York, Brookhaven National Laboratory; Passive Solar Prototype House, Total Environmental Action; sec.; pl.; p. 64-65; Nov 80, H

North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Energy-Saving Prototype House, Energy Analysis, Daryl E. Hansen; ph.; pl.; sec.; dia.; p. 72-75; Oct 80, PA

Passive Solar Basics; sec.; p. 10+; May/June 80, RI

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Office Building, Low Rise, Passive Solar Retrofit, Donald Prowler and South Street Design, ph.; p. 12; Summer 80, RD

Prototype Passive Solar Townhouses; Kelbaugh & Lee, axon elev.; p. 163-165; Apr 80, PA

Reports of Two Passive Solar Conferences; IRS Energy Credit Guidelines, p. 20; Dec 80, PA

Researching the ‘80s; Energy, Solar, Various Viewpoints, ill.; p. 6-16, Spring 80; RD

Solar Access and Urban Form; Impact on Street Patterns, Urban Design Impacts, Resultant Forms, Constructing a Solar Envelope, by Ralph Knowles, ill.; m. pl.; sec.; p. 42-49+; Feb 80, AIAJ

Solar Advocates’ Values Contrast with Policy Makers; p. 106+; Mar 80, AIAJ

Solar Bank Promotes Conservation, Solar; p. 20; Aug 80, H

Solar Cities Design Workshop, Report; pl.; ill.; p. 22; Oct 80, PA

Solar Collectors vs. Local Ordinances; by Norman Coplan; p. 187; Apr 80, PA

Solar Conservation Teaching Center and Camp; Pennsylvania, Milford, Kelbaugh & Lee, sec. dia. axon.; p. 162-163; Apr 80, PA

Solar Energy Research Institute Headquarters; Colorado, Golden, Energy Studies, Table Mountain Architects & Engineers, m. pl.; sec.; ill.; p. 126-129; Apr 80, PA

SOLAR (Cont’d)

Solar Harnessing in Existing Cities, Studies, Analysis; ph.; dia. graph.; p. 113-116; Apr 80, PA

Solar Houses with Mass Appeal; ph.; pl.; sec.; p. 62-63; Nov 80, H

Solar Optics, Projecting Light Into Buildings; by David Bennett and David A. Ejieni, ill.; sec.; m.; p. 72-75, Mar 80, AIAJ

TV A, Climate Summaries; p. 2-3; Summer 80, RD

Trombe Wall Retrofit; ph.; p. 76-77+; June 80, INT

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, VARIOUS BUILDING TYPES also

SOUTH CAROLINA

Anderson; Drapery Factory, Gardisett’s; William B. Little, ph.; p. 38; Sept 80, ID

SPAN

Cordoba; Residence; Underground, Emilio Ambasz, m. pl.; sec.; p. 94-95, Jan 80, PA

SPECIFICATIONS

Barrier-Free Specifications; by Walter Rosenfeld, p. 205, Sept 80, PA

Bidding Documents; The Invitation, by Josephine Drummond, p. 145, Jan 80, PA

Brief Version of MASTERSPEC; p. 25-26, May 80, AIAJ

Disputes Involving Subsurface Conditions; by Norman Coplan, p. 146, May 80, PA

Energy-Related Specifications; by William T. Lohmann, p. 181; Apr 80, PA

Formulating Master Outline Specifications; by Walter Rosenfeld, p. 109, Mar 80, PA

Laboratory Accreditation; by Alvin D. Skolnik, p. 89, Aug 80, PA

Quality Control Program for Specifications; by William T. Lohmann, p. 105; Feb 80, PA

Specifying Reasonable Sample Requirements; by William T. Lohmann, p. 97, July 80, PA

Testing Sprayed Fireproofing; by Alvin D. Skolnik, p. 87, Oct 80, PA

The Unique Product and Public Bidding Laws; by Walter Rosenfeld, p. 123, Nov 80, PA

The Well-Begun Project Manual; by Walter Rosenfeld, p. 109, June 80, PA

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE also

SRI LANKA

Colombo; Embassy Office Building, U. S., Victor Lundy, ill.; pl.; p. 104-105, Dec 80, AR

STADIUM

See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY.
STAINED GLASS
Artists Exploring Window Coverings to Scatter Light; by Lawrence Furnival, ph., p. 54-57+. July-Aug 80. RI

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STORE

Accessories Store; New York, New York; Barbi International; Mariani & Para-Purini; ph., p. 252-253; Feb 80. ID

Antique Gallery; North Carolina, Charlotte; Peter Gluck; ill.; p. 98-99; Jan 80. AR

Book Store and Product Gallery; Illinois, Chicago; Merchandise Mart; Ken White; ph.; p. 232-235; Aug 80. ID

Boutique; California, Beverly Hills; Bottega Veneta; C. Molo, Molo & Tibany; Kamnitza, Cotton & Vreeland; ph., p. 92-93; June 80. INT

Clothing and Jewelry Boutique; Florida, Miami; Twenty-Four Collection; James Dennis Neal; ph., p. 250-251; Feb 80. ID

Clothing Store; New York, New York; Swirl; Peter Wilson; ph., p. 96-97; June 80. INT

Cowboy Boot Store; New York, New York; Al Martinez and Suzanne Lapinsky; ph., p. 252-253; Jan 80. ID

Department Store, Interiors; New York, New York; Bloomingdale's; Barbara d'Arcy; ph., p. 78-79; Apr 80. INT

Department Store; California, Costa Mesa; Saks Fifth Avenue; CN International; ph. sec.; p. 104-105; Sept 80. INT

Department Store; Florida, Boca Raton; Burtzlin's Waker Group; ph., p. 230-235; Jan 80. ID

Exhibit of Six Decoration-Facades for Best Stores; M. Graves and Others; by Donald Canty; ill. elev.; p. 50-53; Feb 80. AIAJ

Food Shop; California, Venice; Rose Caffe and Market; Patel, Mehr & Black; ph.; p. 74-75; Aug 80. INT

Food Shop; New York, New York; Between the Bread; Charles Morris Mount; ph., p. 76-77; Aug 80. INT

Gourmet Food Store; New York, New York; Artichoke; Horace Gifford; ph.; p. 68-69; Dec 80. INT

Hair Dressing Salon; Canada, Toronto; Francesco Piccaluca and Aldo Piccaluca; ph. axon.; p. 176-179; Sept 80. PA

Hair Salon; California, San Francisco; Sassoon's; Del Campo Associates; ph., p. 256-259; Mar 80. ID

Jewelry Store; New York, New York; Stephen B. Jacobs; ph.; p. 212-213; Nov 80. ID

Kitchen-Ware Store; Maryland, Baltimore; China Closet; Kenneth Brozen; ph., p. 100-103; Sept 80. INT

STORE (Cont'd)

Linen Boutique; New York, New York; Descamps; Claude Maurel; ph., p. 106-107; Sept 80. INT

Liquor Store; New York, New York; Astor Wine & Spirits; Beyer; Blind & Belle; ph. pl.; p. 246-248; May 80. ID

Luggage Store; Le Sportsac; Carr Associates; ph.; p. 232-233; July 80. ID

Pharmacy; Germany, Karlruhe; Heinz Moll; ph. axon.; p. 148-150; Sept 80. PA

Restaurant, Coffee, Tea Store; New York, New York; Slotnick's Daughter; Interior Concepts; ph., p. 86-87; Jan 80. INT

Shoe Store; Massachusetts, Boston; Taha's; Ahearn, Freedendfeld & Schopler; ph., p. 210-211; Nov 80. ID

Shoe Store; New York, New York; Manolo Blanik; S. Manchen and Kenneth Brian Walker; ph., p. 254-255; Jan 80. ID

Sportswear Store; California, Los Angeles; Champs; Design Studio; ph.; p. 212-213; Nov 80. ID

Wine Shop; New York, New York; Ardsley's; Peter Ellis Millard; ph.; p. 70-71; Mar 80. INT

Women's Clothing Boutique; England, London; Foster Associates; ph. axon.; p. 174-175; Sept 80. PA

Women's Clothing Boutique; Switzerland, Zurlich; Robert Hausmann and T. Hausmann; ph. elev. axon.; p. 142-146; Sept 80. PA

Women's Clothing Store; New York, New York; Robert Rodin; ph., p. 74-77; Aug 80. PA

Woolen Goods Store; Massachusetts, Northampton; Jonathan Warwich; ph.; p. 248-249; Jan 80. ID

See SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM also

STREET

See HIGHWAY, URBAN DESIGN

STRUCTURAL

Analysis of Seismic Design of Imperial Hotel; Japan, Tokyo; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Robert King Retherman; ph. det.; p. 42-47; June 80. AIAJ

Building for Nature's Hazards; High Winds, Floods and Earthquakes; Examples, Analysis; ph. maps. m. dia. elev. ill. det.; p. 106-114; Feb 80. PA

Computer Used in Structural Analysis; Also Used in All Phases of Design, Examples; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill. iso.; p. 84-91; mid-Aug 80. AR

Designing Against Flood Damage; by Donald Geis and Barry Sleeves; ph. sec. ill.; p. 52-58; Nov 80. AIAJ

Dynamic Loads on Structures; by H. S. Ward; elev.; p. 62-63; Oct 80. AIAJ

Earthquake Forces and Building Form; by Christopher Arnold, ill. iso.; p. 33-41; June 80. AIAJ
STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

Effects of Scale on Structure; by Myron Goldsmith, m. ill.; p. 60-62; Oct 80, AIAJ

High Rise Structural Design; Examples, Analysis. Wind Studies; ph. dia.; p. 50-57; Dec 80, PA

Progressive Collapse; ph.; p. 63; Oct 80; AIAJ

Response to Motion in Structures; by A. W. Irwin; p. 100, 104, 108; Oct 80; AIAJ

Structural Digest, Review of Significant Papers; Innovative Structures, ph. ill.; charts: p. 60-67+; Oct 80, AIAJ

Structural Honesty; by Henry J. Cowan; p. 96; Oct 80; AIAJ

Structure and Form; Survey of Innovative Structures. Dams, Bridges, Pipes, etc.; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. ill.; p. 50-55; Oct 80, AIAJ

Structure and Intuition; Review of Materials, Structure and Design; by Peter Mc Cleary; ph. pl.; p. 56-59+; Oct 80, AIAJ

Structure and Perception; Matrix of Structures and Forces; by Raph Knowles and Marguerite Villecco; ill.; p. 48-49; Oct 80; AIAJ

Wind Tunnel Studies; by Alan G. Davenson and David Sury and Nicholas Isyumov; ph.; p. 64-65; Oct 80; AIAJ

CONCRETE

Art of Heinz Isler; Thin Shell Concrete; by David P. Billington; p. 67+; Oct 80; AIAJ

Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete, Survey; ph. graph.; det.; p. 138-143; May 80; PA

FABRIC

Fabric Structures, Survey; Technological Analysis; ph. pl. sec. m. ill. det.; p. 110-123; June 80; PA

Furniture, Interiors and Structures with Fabrics; by Maeve Slavin; ph.; p. 70-71+; Aug 80; INT

Tent Structures; Are They Architecture; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 127-134; May 80; AR

MASONRY

Adobe Construction in the Southwest; by Gerald Allen; ph. iso.; p. 78-83; Oct 80, AIAJ

Adobe Vaults, Ancient Methods; Demonstration by Hassan Fathy; ph.; p. 39; Dec 80; AR

See MASONRY also

STEEL

Cable Supported Shapes; by Horst Berger; p. 98, 100; Oct 80; AIAJ

Expositions and Convention Center; New York, New York; Space Frame Structure, Analysis; I. M. Pei; ill. elev. pl. m.; p. 47-57; mid-Aug 80; AR

New York, New York; AT&T Headquarters, Analysis of Structure and Texture of Granite Curtain Wall; Johnson & Burgee and Simmons; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. dia.; p. 106-111; Oct 80; AR

Prefab Module for Automated Banking, CItibank; Steel Structural Gage, Landow & Landow; ph.; pl. p. 80-83; mid-Aug 80; AR

STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

STEEL (Cont’d)

Single Mast Column Supports Library Roof; ph. pl. det.; p. 133-136; Jan 80; AR

Space Frame Design, Guide to Types; Analysis; by Paul Guigliotta; ph. pl.; p. 58-69; mid-Aug 80; AR

Unistrut Mero System, Moduspan; ph. pl.; p. 16-17; mid-Oct 80; AR

WOOD

Heavy Timber Frame for Residence; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; mid-May 80; AR

See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING also

SWEDEN

Stockholm; Cinema, 1923, With Survey of Architect’s Work Erik Gunnar Asplund; ph. ill.; p. 89-93; Feb 80; PA

Stockholm; Library, 1928, With Survey of Architect’s Work, Erik Gunnar Asplund; ph. ill.; elev. sec.; p. 88, 94-97; Feb 80; PA

SWITZERLAND

Zurich; Restaurant, Renovation and Addition, in 1870 Railroad Station, de Capo; Robert Haussmann and Trix Haussmann; ph. iso.; elev.; p. 144-147; Sept 80; PA

Zurich; Women’s Clothing Boutique, Robert Haussmann and Trix Haussmann; ph. elev. axon. ill.; p. 142-146; Sept 80; PA

TANZANIA

Dodoma; New Capital City, Urban Design Policies Review, Project Planning Associates; by Donald Appleyard, ph. sec. ill.; p. 288-293; May 80; LA

TEXAS

Addison; Master Bathroom, Interior Stiles; ph. pl.; p. 38; mid-Oct 80; H

Arlington; Apartment Development, Low Rise, Misty Woods, Jack C. Irwin; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Mar 80; H
TEXAS (Cont'd)

**Austin:** Special Events Center, University of Texas; Crain & Anderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Feb 80, AR

**Conroe:** Hospital; General; Brooks & Collier and Pierce; Goodwin & Alexander; m. pl.; p. 124; May 80, AR

**Dallas:** Bathroom; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p. 63; mid-May 80, H

**Dallas:** Furniture and Accessories Showroom; David Sutherland's; Angelo Donghia; ph. pl., p. 282-285; Oct 80, ID

**Dallas:** Furniture Showroom; Hiline's; Edlin Stewart; ph. p. 346-347; June 80, ID

**Dallas:** Furniture Showroom, Pace's; Face Design Group; ph. pl.; p. 286-289; Oct 80, ID

**Dallas:** Residential Development; Models; Bryan Place, Downtown; ph. pl.; p. 52-57; May 80, H

**Dallas/ Ft. Worth:** Headquarters and Training Complex; Braniff's; Interiors by Morris & Aubry, Welton Beckett; ph. pl.; p. 176-187; June 80; ID

**Ft. Worth:** Architect's Studio and Guesthouse; Addition to Historic School House; Boswell & Foy; ph. pl.; p. 198-203; June 80, ID

**Ft. Worth:** Residence; Boswell & Foy; ph. pl.; p. 204-207; June 80, ID

**Houston:** Furniture and Textiles Showroom; Critique, Sunar's; Michael Graves; ph. pl. elev.; p. 88-95; June 80, AR

**Houston:** Furniture Showroom, ICF's; ICF Design Department; ph. pl.; p. 218-221; June 80, ID

**Houston:** Furniture Showroom; Seymour Morrow's; Morris & Aubry; ph. pl.; p. 222-223; June 80, ID

**Houston:** Furniture Showroom, Sunar's; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p. 224-227; June 80, ID

**Houston:** Furniture Showroom; Williams and Spivey's; Larry Williams; ph. pl.; p. 290-291; Oct 80, ID

**Houston:** Glassell School of Art; S. I. Morris; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Jan 80, INT

**Houston:** High Rise; Apartment; Designer's; Richard Holley; ph. pl.; p. 194-197; June 80, ID

**Houston:** Insurance Company Offices; Prudential's; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p. 176-179, Dec 79; ID

**Houston:** Office Building, High Rise; Architect's Headquarters; 3D/International; ph. pl.; p. 188-193; June 80; ID

**Houston:** Office Building; High Rise; First City Tower; Morris & Aubry; m. pl.; p. 46-47; Dec 80, FA

**Houston:** Office Building, Low Rise; Corporate Headquarters; Morris & Aubry; ph. pl.; p. 102-107; Sept 80; AR

**Houston:** School of Architecture; Rice University; Additions and Renovation; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; pl. elev. sec.; p. 21-22; Oct 80; PA

**Houston:** School; Elementary and High; Remodeled from Factory; S. I. Morris; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Sept 80; AR

**Houston:** School; Private, Awty School; Lower Grades; S. I. Morris; ph. pl.; p. 52-53; Feb 80, INT

**THEATER**

**Cinema, 1923:** Sweden, Stockholm; With Survey of Architect's Work; Erik Gunnar Asplund; ph. pl. ill.; p. 89-93; Feb 80, PA

**Civic and Cultural Center:** Wisconsin, Madison; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. iso.; p. 77-87; July 80, AR

**Floating Theater:** Italy, Venice, Aido Rossi; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64-65; Oct 80, PA

**Helen Birchfield Theater:** Colorado, Denver; Roche & Dinkeloo; ph. pl.; p. 144-155; mid-May 80, AAJ

**Music Theater:** Illinois, Chicago; Pooplayer Creek, Space Frame Structure; Rossen & Neumann; ph. pl.; p. 62-67; mid-Aug 80, AR

**New York, New York:** Proposal for Air Rights Over Radio City Music Hall, to Save It; Davis & Brody; pl. sec. ill.; p. 121-124; Jan 80, AR

**The Movie Palace in Context:** Architect's Study of Movie Palaces, Movie Palace Restored, Check List of Such Conversions; by Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; p. 86-87; July 80, AR

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

**TILE**

See FLOORING

**TRANSPORTATION**

See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY

**TUNISIA**

**Cape Carthage:** Residence; Ben Abdallah; ph. p. 84-87; Mar/Apr 80, RI

**Tunis:** Village Preservation; Sanda Popa; ph. pl. elev.; p. 126-127; Nov 80, AR

**TURKEY**

** Ankara:** Historical Society Building; Turgut Cansever, ph. pl. sec.; p. 114; Nov 80, AR

**Bodrum:** Residence; Turgut Cansever; ph. pl.; p. 116-117; Nov 80, AR

**Edirne:** Hotel; Restoration; Ertan Cakirlar; ph. pl.; p. 118; Nov 80, AR
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U

UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE
Florida, Gainesville; Earth-Shelter, William Morgan, ph. pl.: p. 114-116, mid-May 80, AR

High-Security Prison; Minnesota, Oak Park Heights; Underground, Energy Conservation; Winsor & Fancy and Gruzen & Partners, pl. m.: p. 156; Apr 80, PA

New Mexico, — — —; Earth Shelter House; Scott Pittman, ph., p. 74-75, July-Aug 80, RI

Spain, Cordoba; Underground, Emilio Ambasz, m. pl. sec.: p. 94-95, Jan 80, PA

UNITED ARAB EMIGRATES
Abu Dhabi; Hotel: Two, Inspired by Islamic Art. Benjamin Thompson, m. ph ill elev del.: p. 122-127, July 80, AR

Dubai; Hotel, Arenco, ph., p. 54-57, Aug 80, INT

UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATION
New York University; New York, New York; Remodeled Loft Building; Sheridan Associates, ph. pl.: p. 72-73, Aug 80, INT

Office Building, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; SZB, ph. pl. sec.: p. 96-97, Jan 80, AR


Office Interiors; University of Pennsylvania; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Critique, Voorsanger & Mills, ph. pl. elev.: p. 66-71, Oct 80, PA

Placement Offices; University of California at Los Angeles, California, Los Angeles, Frank O. Gehry; ph. p. 70-72, Mar 80, PA

AGRICULTURAL
Agricultural Training Center; Senegal, Nianing; Kamal el Jack, et al., ph. pl. det.: p. 112-113, Nov 80, AR

ARCHITECTURE BUILDING
School of Architecture, Rice University; Texas, Houston; Additions and Renovation; James Stirling and Michael Wilford, pl. elev. sec.: p. 21-22, Oct 80, AR

ART SCHOOL
Glassell School of Art; Texas, Houston, S. I. Morris, ph. pl.: p. 94-95, Jan 80, INT

Haystack Mountain School of Crafts; Maine, Deer Isle; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl. sec.: p. 65-67, Apr 80, AIAJ

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE CENTER
University of Illinois; Illinois, Chicago, 1965; Field Theory; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl. dia.: p. 118, Jan 80, AR

BUSINESS COLLEGE
School of Organization and Management, Yale University; Edward Larrabee Barnes, ph. pl. sec. ill. elev.: p. 81-87, June 80, AR

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

CAMPUS
Campus Exterior Steps, Squares and Gardens; Rhode Island School of Design, Rhode Island, Providence, Rodolfo Machado and Jorge Silvestti, ill. pl. elev. sec. ph.: p. 90-93, Jan 80, PA

King Abdul Aziz University; Saudi Arabia, Makkah; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl.: p. 260-261, May 80, ID

University of California at Santa Cruz; California, Santa Cruz; History of Design, by John Carl Warncke and Robert J. Evans, p. 68-69, Feb 80, AIAJ

COMPUTER CENTER
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; New York, Troy; Remodeled from Chapel; Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig & Moore, ph. iso. pl. sec.: p. 92-95, Sept 80, AR

DESIGN SCHOOL
Design Center; Iowa State University, Iowa, Ames, Charles Herbert; ph. p. 74-75, July 80, INT

See UNIVERSITY/ART, ARCHITECTURE

ENGINEERING BUILDING
Civil and Minerals Engineering Building; University of Minnesota, Minnesota, Minneapolis, Using Solar Optics, Solar; ill. sec. m.: p. 72-75, Mar 80, AIAJ

Sewage Engineering Training Center, University of Florida; Florida, Gainesville, Clements & Rumpel, ph. pl. sec.: p. 100-103, July 80, AR

University of Minnesota; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Energy Conservation Features, Myers & Bennett, sec.: p. 26, Apr 80, PA

LAW SCHOOL
Loyola University; California, Los Angeles; Addition and Renovation, Frank O. Gehry, m.: p. 72-74, Mar 80, PA

LIBRARY
Addition, Ohio State University; Ohio, Columbus, Lorenz & Williams, ph. pl.: p. 59-60, June 80, PA

St. Lawrence University; New York, Canton; Addition, Don Hisaka, ph. pl. elev. sec.: p. 65-71, Oct 80, AR

Wells College; New York, Aurora, 1968; Field Theory; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ph. pl. dia.: p. 120, Jan 80, AR

MEDICAL CENTER
Health Care Center, Wayne State University; Michigan, Detroit, William Kessler, et al.; ph.: p. 144-145, May 80, INT

Health Sciences Building, Northwestern University; Illinois, Chicago, Holabird & Root, ph. pl.: p. 116-117, May 80, AR

Medical Complex, Wayne State University and Detroit Receiving Hospital; Michigan, Detroit, William Kessler and Zeidler and Giffels, ph. pl.: p. 212-219, mid-May 80, AIAJ
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MEDICAL CENTER (Cont'd)

Neuromuscular Research Center, University of California at Los Angeles; California, Los Angeles; Daniel L. Dworsky, ph. pl.; p. 118-119, May 80, AR

MUSEUM

Art Museum; Miami University; Ohio, Oxford; Walter Netsch & Field Theory of Design; Survey, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 11-120, Jan 80, AR

RECREATION

Athletic Indoor Facility, Southern Illinois University; Illinois, Carbondale; Ralph Rapson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-125, May 80, PA

Sports Center; King Abdul Aziz University, Saudi Arabia; Jeddah; Fabric Structure; Free Otto and Ove Arup and Burd Happold; pl. sec. m.; p. 113, June 80, PA

Sports Center; Syracuse University, New York, Syracuse; Fabric Roof; Finch & Heery and Hunter, Hares & Glavin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-123, June 80, PA

Sports Center; University of Florida, Gainesville; Fabric Structure; Energy Analysis, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott; ph. pl. m. dia. graphs p. 120-121, June 80, PA

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Hartford Seminary; Connecticut, Hartford; Richard Meier; elev iso.; p. 38, Jan 80, PA

SCIENCE BUILDING

Biochemistry Laboratory, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton, Davis & Brody; ph. pl. elev. iso.; p. 81-88, Mar 80, AR

Biology of Natural Systems Center; Queens College, New York, New York, Queens; Barry Commoner's Center, Its Organization; by John Tirman; ill.; p. 94-95, Nov 80, INT

Plant Research Building, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; Ulrich Franzen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-85, Aug 80, AR

University of Iowa; Iowa, Iowa City; 1972, Field Theory, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. dia.; p. 119, Jan 80, AR

THEATER

Center for the Performing Arts; City College of New York; New York, New York; Abraham W. Geller and Ezra D. Ehrenkrantz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103, June 80, AR

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION also

URBAN DESIGN

Architects Spur Rebirth of Printing House Row; Illinois, Chicago; Industrial Area Becomes Residential-Retail; Laurence Booth and Harry Weese; ph. ill. pl. elev. sec.; p. 89-96, Mar 80, AR

URBAN DESIGN (Cont'd)

Australia, Canberra, Belconnen; Cameron Office Complex, Planning Analysis; John Andrews, by Jacqueline T. Robertson; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 78-85, Oct 80, AR

Awards Jury Discussion; ph.; p. 88-89, Jan 80, PA

Background of Excellent Architecture in Town; Indiana, Columbus, Cummins Engine Company Support; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 62-71, Mar 80, AJIA

Center City Rehabilitation; Massachusetts, Chelsea; Landscape Plan by Carl R. Johnson, Barnes and Moore & Heder; ph.; p. 502-503, Sept 80, LA

Check for the Development of Mixed Use Complexes; sec. ph.; p. 44-45, May 80, H

Competition to Redesign Les Halles; France, Paris; ill. pl. m. iso.; p. 30-31, 34, Mar 80, PA

Design of Neglected Downtown Plaza; Louisiana, New Orleans; RUDAT; ph.; p. 18, 21, Mar 80, AJIA

Downtown Development; Oregon, Portland; Fountain Plaza, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; m.; p. 40-41, Nov 80, AR

Downtown Redevelopment Competition; California, Los Angeles, Bunker Hill, Critique; ill.; p. 42, 46, Sept 80, PA

Downtown Redevelopment, North Loop; Illinois, Chicago; C. F. Murphy; m.; sec.; p. 74-75, Aug 80, AR

Downtown Redevelopment, Park; Pennsylvania, Wilkes-Barre; Glazed Canopy Featured; Bohlin, Powell, Brown, Larkin & Cylwinski; ph. pl. det.; p. 76-79, Aug 80, AR

Downtown Redevelopment; California, Los Angeles, Bunker Hill, and Other Competition Entries; Arthur Erickson, et al.; m.; pl. p. 38-39, Sept 80, AR

Downtown Redevelopment; California, Los Angeles, Bunker Hill Competition, Critique, Arthur Erickson, by George Rand; ill.; p. 61-64, Aug 80, AJIA

Downtown Revitalization Plan; Idaho, Boise; Charles Kober; pl. ill. elev. iso.; p. 128-129, Jan 80, PA

Downtown Revitalization Plan; Massachusetts, Springfield, Anderson, Notter & Finegold; ph. ill.; p. 128-127, Jan 80, PA

East River Development, Multi-Use; New York, New York, Gruzen & Partners and Hooker & Siskind; m.; p. 45, Aug 80, AR

Effect on Downtown of Failure to Renew Anti-Highrise Law; California, San Francisco; ill. pl. elev. iso.; p. 44-45, June 80, PA

Florida, Miami Beach; Analysis of Districts, Growth, ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-65, Aug 80, PA

France, Paris; Les Halles Forum, Critique; Claude Vasconi and Georges Pencreac'h; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32, 38, Feb 80, PA

Jerusalem as Place and Vision; Israel, Jerusalem; Underground Parking Structure; Lawrence Halprin; by Lawrence Halprin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-37, Dec 80, AJIA
URBAN DESIGN (Cont'd)

Market Street, Its Various Images; California, San Francisco; by Donald Canty, ph.; p. 32-47, Aug 80, AIAJ

Massachusetts, Boston; Evaluation of Design and Context of Office Building, I. M. Pei, by Robert Campbell, ph.; p. 18-25, Dec 80, AIAJ


Oregon, Portland; Willamette Center, Mixed Use Three-Building Complex, Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl sec iso, p. 122-125, Apr 80, AR

Pedestrian Shopping Mall, Five Blocks, with Fountains; Michigan, Detroit, Washington Boulevard, Rossetti Associates; ph. m.; p. 98-99, Oct 80, AR

Pennsylvania, Lancaster; Rehabilitation of Downtown Residential Area, In-Fill Houses, Dorothy Gilbert & Bradley, ph. pl., p. 79-80, Nov 80, PA

Planning for Growth in Four Small Towns; New Hampshire, Lakes Region, Ashland, Tamworth, Tilton and Sanbornville, Preservation, W. M. Design Group, ph. ill., p. 130, Jan 80, PA

Planning the Urban Marketplace; Building Types Study, ph. pl. m.; p. 90-105, Oct 80, AR

Restoration and Renewal of Core Area; Massachusetts, Newburyport, Market Square, Anderson, Notter & Finegold, ph.; p. 238-239, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Revitalization of Older Cities, Pamphlet; Land Design & Research, ph., p. 522, Sept 80, LA

River Corridor, Urban Renewal; Kansas, Witchita, Olinger & Smith, ph. pl.; p. 520-521, Sept 80, LA

School and Community Use Building; Netherlands, Eindhoven, Frank van Klingeren, ph. pl elev., p. 94-95, Mar 80, PA

Shops and Restaurant Complex; Remodeled Downtown Buildings, Ohio, Dayton, Arcade Square, Energy Analysis, Lorenz & Williams, ph. pl det. graphs, p. 106-111, Nov 80, PA

Solar Access and Urban Form; Impact on Street Patterns, Urban Design Impacts, Resultant Forms, Constructing a Solar Envelope, by Ralph Knowles; ill. m. pl. sec. p. 42-49+, Feb 80, AIAJ

Transition and Revitalization of Downtown; Florida, Miami; Survey of Downtown Projects, Social Tensions, Design Failures, by William G. Conway, ph. pl. m. ill.; p. 49-59, Aug 80, PA

Urban Planning and Design Meeting, Report; by Ellen Perry Berkeley, ph.; p. 54-55+, Feb 80, AIAJ

Urban Shopping Mall, Mixed-Use Complex; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, The Bank Center, Five Remodeled Office Buildings, Critique, Lorenzi, Dodds & Gunnell, ph. pl. axon., p. 88-91, Nov 80, PA

URBAN DESIGN (Cont'd)

Waterfront Development, Shopping, College Offices; Canada, Vancouver, Granville Island, Public Market, Thompson, Berwick & Platt, by Michael Seelig and Julie Seelig, ph. pl. sec. det. map, p. 76-81, Sept 80, AR

Waterfront Marketplace Complex; Maryland, Baltimore, Harborplace, Benjamin Thompson, ph. pl., p. 100-105, Oct 80, AR

Waterfront Redevelopment, Mixed Use; Massachusetts, Salem, Pickering Wharf, ADD, ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 120-123, Mar 80, AR

Waterfront Revitalization and Development; California, San Francisco, by Boris Dramov and Bonnie Fisher, ph. pl.; p. 69-72, Jan 80, LA

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY, SHOPPING CENTER, TRANSPORTATION, UNIVERSITY also

UTILITY

Federal Restriction of Sewer Funds Restricts Growth; by Jane A. Silverman, p. 82+, Mar 80, AIAJ

Nation's Water Quality Threat is Critical; President's Report, p. 36+, Apr 80, AIAJ

Telephone Switching Building; Indiana, Columbus, Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, ph. elev. iso.; p. 156-161, mid-May 80, AIAJ

Water Towers; Kuwait, Kuwait City, Lindstrom, Lindstrom & Egnew, Bjorn, ph. sec., p. 108-109, Nov 80, AR

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, UNIVERSITY also

V

VERMONT

Stony Creek; Residence, Steven Izenour and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown, ph. elev.; p. 35, Jan 80, PA

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

Native Village Has Energy Balance with Nature; Ivory Coast, Fakaha, ph. pl.; p. 81, Apr 80, PA

VINEYARD

Kentucky, Lexington; Vineyard in Residential Garden, by Horst Schach, ph. pl.; p. 139-143, Mar 80, LA

VIRGINIA

Arlington; Restaurant, The View, Barbara Lockhart, ph. pl.; p. 92-93, Nov 80, INT

Burke Centre; Energy Conserving Land Use and Site Development, Case Study, Land Design & Research, ph. ill.; p. 532-533, Sept 80, LA
VIRGINIA (Cont’d)

Fairfax County; Residential Development; Early Milestone Developments. Review of Success After 30 Years; Charles M. Goodman, by Eason Cross; ph., p. 56-60; Feb 80, AIAJ

Fairfax County; Restaurant; Clyde’s; John Richards Andrews; ph pl.; p. 156-163; Dec 80; ID

Hampton; NASA Tech Energy House; Forrest Cole, ph dia.; p. 32, 24; Mar/Apr 80, RI

Hampton; Townhouse; Millpond, Riverwalk Trade-Off with City Improvements; Walsh & Ashe; ph pl.; p. 68-71; Mar 80, H

Leesburg; County Administration Building; KDA, ph pl sec., p. 93-96; May 80, AR

Petersburg; Hospital; Psychiatric; Schmidt & Erickson; m pl.; p. 120; May 80, AR

Stuart; Low Rise; Designer’s Offices, Remodeled; Milo Baughman; ph pl.; p. 246-251; Mar 80, ID

VISITORS CENTER
See COMMUNITY CENTER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RECREATION

W

WALL COVERING

Flower Designs; Jack Denst; ph.; p. 56; Mar/Apr 80, RI

School for Paperhanger’s Craft; ph.; p. 62; Jan/Feb 80, RI

Survey of Materials, Patterns Colors; ph.; p. 52-53; Jul/Aug 80, RI

WALL PANELS

Harte Wall Panels, Colorful; ph.; p. 64-65; Feb 80; INT

WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Residence; Morgan & Lindstrom; ph.; p. 38-39; Oct 80, H

Kennewick; Apartment Development, Low Rise; The Village at Grandridge; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph pl.; p. 62-65; Mar 80, H

Kirkland-Bellevue; Townhouse, Watershed Park; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph pl ill.; p. 46-47; cover; Nov 80, H

Kirkland; Apartment Development, Low Rise; Robert George Becker; ph pl ill.; p. 118-119; mid-May 80, AR

Mercer Island; Residence; Robert George Becker; ph.; p. 72-73; mid-May 80, AR

North Bonneville; New Town Plan, Landscape Plan by Rosston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; Kirk, Wallace & McKinley; ph.; p. 504-505; Sept 80, LA

WASHINGTON (Cont’d)

Olympic Peninsula; Vacation Residence; Arne Bystrom; ph.; p. 54; Sept 80; H

Puget Sound; Residence; Arne Bystrom; ph. sec.; p. 102-105; mid-May 80, AR

Renton; Boeing Linear Park, Wilsey & Ham; Blair & Dees; ph.; p. 510; Sept 80, LA

Renton; Cedar River Trail; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal; ph.; p. 518-519; Sept 80, LA

Seattle; Carpet Showroom, Rubenstein’s; John Graham; ph.; iso.; p. 206-209; Nov 80, ID

Seattle; Earthwork Landscape-Art Projects. Discussion; by Grady Clay; ph.; p. 55-57; Jan 80, LA

Seattle; Residence; Small Site; Gerald Williams; ph. sec.; p. 36-37; Oct 80; H

Seattle; Townhouse, Knollwood; Donald Sandy, Jr. and James A. Babcock; ph.; p. 48-49; Nov 80, H

Seattle; Zoological Gardens; Woodbury Park; Jones & Jones; ph.; p. 482-485; Sept 80, LA

WATER TOWER

Water Towers; Kuwait, Kuwait City; Lindstrom, Lindstrom & Egnell, Bjorn, ph.; sec.; p. 108-109; Nov 80, AR

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN

WEST INDIES

St. Kitts; Residence; Addition; Arthur Leaman; ph.; p. 260-261; Mar 80, ID

WIND

High Rise Structural Design; Examples, Analysis, Wind Studies; ph. dia.; p. 50-57; Dec 80, PA

WINDOW COVERING

Artists Exploring Window Coverings to Scatter Light; by Lawrence Furnival; ph.; p. 54-57; July/Aug 80, RI

Energy Saving Window Coverings; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p. 30; Dec 80, INT

Solar Control Coverings; ph.; p. 6+; Feb 80, INT

Window Covers, New Ideas; Telos 90 Kits; ph.; p. 40, 50; Jan/Feb 80, RI

WISCONSIN

— — — Farmhouse in Regional Romantic Style; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. elev sec.; p. 92; June 80, PA

Brookfield; Office Building; Low Rise; Davis Associates and Michael Gelick; ph.; p. 82-83; June 80, PA

Eagle; Historic Preserve, Buildings and Landscape; Landscape by William H. Tishler; Schaefer & Schaefer; ph. ill.; p. 486-487; Sept 80, LA
WISCONSIN (Cont’d)

Madison; Civic and Cultural Center; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. iso.; p. 77-87; July 80; AR

Milwaukee; Interiors; Johnson Wax Headquarters Revisited; Critique; Frank Lloyd Wright; by David G. deLong; ph.; p. 44-49; July 80; AIAJ

Monroe; Farmhouse; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. sec.; p. 200-201; mid-May 80; AIAJ

WORKING DRAWINGS
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

Y

YUGOSLAVIA

Dubrovnik; Medieval Cities Provide Lessons for Urban Design; England, Stow-on-the-Wold and Oxford, Bruges, Dubrovnik, Edinburgh; by John Desmond; ph. ill.; p. 36-45; May 80; AIAJ

Z

ZONING

Exclusionary Zoning Offenders; p. 20+; Apr 80

Inclusionary Zoning Statewide; California; p 16+; Mar 80; H

Institutions in Residential Zones; by Norman Coplan; p. 150; Jan 80; PA

Opposition to Midtown Highrise Building Spurt; New York, New York; p. 104-105; Jan 80; AIAJ

Revisions in Midtown Zoning Regulations; New York, New York; pl. iso.; p. 21-22; Dec 80; PA

Zoning Regulations Limiting Family Units; by Norman Coplan; p. 116; Feb 80; PA

See LAW also

ZOO

Zoo Pavilion; Massachusetts, Roxbury; Fabric Structure, Huygens & Tappe; ph. m. pl. sec.; p. 114; June 80; PA

Zoological Gardens; Washington, Seattle; Woodbury Park, Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p. 482-485; Sept 80; LA
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACCESSORIES
ACoustICS
AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ANGOLA
ANTIQUe FURNITURE
  See FURNITURE
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
  See EVALUATION
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARIZONA
ART
ART GALLERY
  See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM
ART CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA

BAHAMAS
BANK
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTy SALON
  See STORE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BOLIVIA
BOTANIC GARDEN
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
  See ENERGY
BUILDING COSTS
  See COST ANALYSIS
BUILDING MANAGEMENT
  See CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, OFFICE PRACTICE
BUILDING MATERIAL
BUILDING PRODUCT
  See Individual Subject Heading
BUS

CABINETS
CAFETERIA
  See RESTAURANT
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CARIBBEAN ISLAND
CARPET
CEILING
CERAMIC TILE

CHILDREN'S ENVIRONMENT
CHINA
CHURCH
  See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CITY HALL
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
CIVIC CENTER
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, MALL, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN
CLIMATE
CLINIC
CLUB
  See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT
COLLEGE
  See UNIVERSITY
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
  See AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONDOMINIUM
  See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LAW, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
  See CITY PLANNING, ENERGY, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, SOLAR
CONSERVATORY
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
  See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, INTERIOR DESIGN, SPECIFICATIONS
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
  See PENAL
COST ANALYSIS
COSTA RICA
CRIME
  See SECURITY SYSTEM, PENAL, LAW
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
  See WALL

DAY CARE CENTER
  See SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER
DELWARE
DENMARK
DINING ROOM
DISASTER
  See HAZARDS
DISCO
  See NIGHT CLUB
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DRAIN

EARLY LEARNING CENTER
  See SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER
EARTHQUAKE PROTECTION
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

ECOLOGY
See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

EGYPT
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
EMPLOYMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY
ENGLAND
ESTHETICS
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

EVALUATION
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

FABRIC STRUCTURE
See STRUCTURAL/TENSION

FABRICS
FACTORY
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
See ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, OFFICE PRACTICE

FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FLOOD
FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOLK ARCHITECTURE
See VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

FRANCE
FREeway
See HIGHWAY

FURNITURE

GARDEN
See LANDSCAPE, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPE

GEORGIA
GERIATRICS
GERMANY
GLASS
See STAINED GLASS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING
GRAPHICS
GREENHOUSE
GUATEMALA
GYMNASIUM
See RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

HAWAII
HAZARDS
HEALTH CARE
See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION

HEATING AND VENTILATING
HIGHWAY
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

HOLLAND
HONG KONG
HOSPITAL
HOTEL
HOUSING
HOUSING FOR THE AGED
See ELDERLY HOUSING

IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDONESIA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
INFORMATION SYSTEM
INSULATION
INSURANCE
INTERIOR DESIGN
IOWA
IRAN
ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE
ISRAEL
ITALY
IVORY COAST

JAPAN

KANSAS
KENTUCKY
KENYA
KITCHEN
KUWAIT

LABORATORY
See RESEARCH LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY

LAMINATED PLASTIC
See PLASTIC LAMINATES

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LAW
LEGAL
See LAW, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, ZONING

LIBRARY
LIGHTING
LIVING ROOM
LOUISIANA

MAINE
MALAYSIA
MALI
MALL
MARINE PARK
See RECREATION
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING, SOLAR

MEMORIAL
MEXICO
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSOURI
MOBILE HOME
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
See INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
MONUMENT
MORTGAGE
See FINANCIAL
MOROCCO
MOTEL
See HOTEL
MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARD
See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW ENGLAND COAST
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW TOWN
See CITY PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUB
NOISE CONTROL
See ACOUSTICS
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA

OBSERVATORY
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OLD AGE HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING
OPERA HOUSE
See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
OREGON

PARK
See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RECREATION
PENAL
PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PHOTOGRAPHY
See ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
PLASTIC LAMINATES
PLAYGROUND
See LANDSCAPE, RECREATION, SCHOOL
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLICE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
POLLUTION
See HAZARDS
PORTUGAL

PREFABRICATION
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING, MOBILE HOME, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
PRIMITIVE ARCHITECTURE
See VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
PRISON
See PENAL
PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PUERTO RICO

RAPID TRANSIT
See TRANSPORTATION
REAL ESTATE
See FINANCIAL
RECREATION
REDEVELOPMENT
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY PLANNING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, URBAN DESIGN
REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
RESEARCH LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RESORT
See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL
RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER
ROW HOUSE
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, TOWNHOUSE

SAIPAN
SANITATION
See PLUMBING
SAUDI ARABIA
SAVINGS AND LOAN
See BANK
SCHOOL
SCOTLAND
SCULPTURE
See ART
SECURITY
See PENAL
SENEGAL
SEWERAGE SYSTEM
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIGNS
See GRAPHICS
SILVERWARE
 SINGAPORE
SOLAR
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

SOUTH CAROLINA
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
SRI LANKA
STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAINED GLASS
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STORE
STREET
See HIGHWAY, URBAN DESIGN
STRUCTURAL
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

TANZANIA
TEMPLE
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THEATER
TILE
See FLOORING
TOWNHOUSE
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE
TRANSPORTATION
See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY also
TUNISIA
TURKEY

UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN
URBAN RENEWAL
See CITY PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
UTILITY

VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VINEYARD
VIRGINIA
VISITORS’ CENTER
See COMMUNITY CENTER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RECREATION also

WALL COVERING
WALL PANELS
WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WATER TOWER
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN
WEST INDIES
WIND
WINDOW COVERING
WISCONSIN
WOOD
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD
WORKING DRAWINGS
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

YUGOSLAVIA

ZONING
ZOO